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Chapter 8

Derivatives - II
8.1

Partial derivatives.

You were informed (“warned”) about this section earlier. Now we take up the topic of multi-variable functions
(multi-input green boxes) and how derivatives work there.
Mugsy: Wow. Thanks for the heads up. Where did I put the key to the shelter?

But it isn’t all that bad. It used to be part of Calculus I back when we had two semesters.

8.1.1

Basics.

There are a few things that we will have to cover before we can get into the calculus of multi-input functions.
Motivations.
Are there any reasons for looking at these things? Definitely. There are a number of different rationales for them.
Very few things in life depend on only one other thing. If we want to use calculus in more comprehensive
situations, we will have to deal with the reality that most items in life depend on multiple other items. That means
dealing with functions of many variables, and understanding calculus in those bigger settings.
It might be interesting to view the inventory cost control problem as a function of both x, order size, and n,
annual sales of hamburgers, so that you can see how growth of the business affects order size. And that’s just one
option there.
Weather, for example The weather is one of the most complicated of the systems that are being analyzed today.
The accuracy of weather forecasts would be greatly enhanced by a good model (set of equations describing) of the
atmosphere. There are too many variables! You’d need to look at latitude, longitude, length of day, season, amount
of pollution (which is difficult to describe all by itself!), geography, variations in solar radiation, and many others.
Loads more examples Take a look at the math modeling problems in the past. I doubt if there are any of them
that involved only one variable.
Multiple-input functions
As before, one critical element of understanding derivatives is to understand functions correctly. There is one handy
piece of terminology that is (as far as I know) is unique to me, but which I have learned is very useful. The number
of input variables (the number of input chutes) is called the dimension of the function. So far, all our functions (with
one exception in one part of one homework question) have been one-dimensional, by this terminology.
2
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So, let’s look at the different definitions of functions from this point of view. We can operate multi-input green
boxes as easily as regular (that is, single-input) green boxes. You simply require that whenever all the inputs are
duplicated, then the outputs must be duplicated. That is the essence of consistency that we required then, and still
require. We can also work with gnomes that need more information, but we don’t get anything new.
Dudley: Can we have multiple outputs, too?
Albert: Yes. We have already done that, with parametric equations, except we didn’t emphasize that at all. A
more systematic approach will come later, when we combine multiple output values into a single object called
a vector. Right now, we stay with a single output variable.
Mugsy: Oh, great. Another thing to dread in advance.

We can create proper lists. Only now, we will have a number of columns for the input side of the list, one column
for each variable. A gnome has to match all the columns in order to determine the output. And that becomes the
condition for “proper-ness:” if all the input values are identical on two rows, the output values must be the same on
those rows.
From there, we can create proper lists of ordered triples, ordered quadruples, or whatever number needs to be
used to express the number of input variables. The most general is called ordered n-tuples.
Graphs are more complicated. Graphs in three dimensions are difficult, and in four dimensions (and up), graphs
are unusable. But there is a bit of confusion possible here, that needs to be tackled up front. If you want to graph a
one-dimensional function (a function of a single variable, say x), you need a plane, that is, two dimensions. Why?
The reason is simple, once you see it. A one-dimensional function (single-input green box) has two parts, the input
chute and the output spout. Values from both need to be plotted. And that is exactly what happens. The horizontal
axis is the one used to plot the input variable, and the vertical axis is used to plot the output variable. That accounts
for the two dimensions.
What happens in more dimensions? We will need individual axes for each input variable, but we will need one
more axis, namely the output variable’s axis. The result is that you need n + 1 dimensions to graph an n-dimensional
function. You need n of the axes for input variables, and one more for the output variable.
Albert: Mugsy, why are you staring at your hands?
Mugsy: I’m trying to figure out which finger is the nth one.

Sage and Calculus III The previous incarnations of Calculus at Asbury used a computer algebra system (CAS)
called Maple. You might encounter references to Maple still in the notes, but (hopefully) only where necessary for
contrasting with what we now use. We switched to Sage for several reasons:
• It is free. It’s an open-source project (a good thing), and will be free forever. Maple has a student version
that is fairly cheap ($99 at last look), but it rather rapidly becomes harder to use as time goes on and can’t be
moved to a new computer. And the full, professional version of Maple is expensive ($999 for the academic
version, and that’s the cheapest full version).
Mugsy: I thought open sores were bad.

• Maple has been getting harder to support. They spontaneously change the way that they do things, making
it hard to keep up from one version to the next. Sage will change too, but will warn you about upcoming
changes well in advance, and show you the preferred method to use instead.
• Maple has been getting buggy. They used to release new versions only after they had thoroughly checked
them. Now, they release versions every year, ready or not. Combined with changing notations, it can be very
frustrating to tell why the answers Maple gives are wrong.
A Sage guide can be downloaded from the same place you downloaded this text (http://krietz.org). It
starts from scratch.
Mugsy: Is that why I felt all itchy?

But since this is the third semester that we have been using Sage, I don’t feel the need to go over it in detail. And
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if you want to see it applied in this course, you can always download the Calculus I and II books from my Web site
also (and also free!).
Mugsy: And you get a whole lot more of all of us, too!
Albert: Don’t scare the nice people away, Mugsy.

Formulas are basically the same as before, except that there are more variables around. On the other hand, you
will also want to know how to handle Sage functions in more variables. It turns out to be fairly straightforward.
Suppose, for example, you want to define the function f (x, y, z) = x2 ∗ z − ey sin x . The way to do that in Sage is
(x,y,z)=var(’x,y,z’); f(x,y,z) = x^2*z + exp(y*sin(x));
You will note that there is no output from these. That’s because when you assign a value (that is, use “=” to put
a value into a variable), Sage just does it without any output. With Sage, silence is golden. When it types back
something that you weren’t asking for, that is usually a sign of a problem. If you want to see what happened in this
case, where there was no output, just ask Sage by typing f(x,y,z):

I will often ask Sage to print out something I just defined to make sure that Sage understood me correctly. It is
extremely useful when you have been working for a while, and you might have assigned values to some variables
that you are using again. Sage has an excellent memory, and will substitute those values in for you, when you
want them to be genuine variables. Side note: The way to avoid that is to declare variables right before defining
the function. In the example above, that is what I did with the (x,y,z)=var(’x,y,z’); You can get by with
just ver(’x,y,z,’); but then Sage prints out (x,y,z). By assigning the output to (x,y,z), Sage executes the
assignment without any output. Declaring the variables resets any values that might have been assigned earlier; you
are telling Sage to forget previous assignments for that variable.
Working with f (x, y, z) in Sage is just like you would expect. For example, f (1, 1, 2) can be obtained by just
typing that in:

The only thing to remember is to keep the order of variables consistent. Whatever order you use for defining the
variables is the one that Sage will use. So, defining f(x,y,z) means that f(1,1,2) will plug in 1 for x, 1 for y and
2 for z.
Derivatives in this case, notations and terminology.
Now that we have covered functions, we tackle derivatives of multi-variable functions. Derivatives will remain
wiggle magnification factors, which is the best interpretation for understanding a lot of this. But various notation
and terminology must change to accommodate the multiple variables.
Which variable to wiggle? If we want the derivative to be a wiggle magnification factor, which wiggle do we
use? We could wiggle any variable we want! And we will get a wiggle magnification factor for each variable.
That means that we will need to keep careful track of the notations for derivatives. There are multiple wiggle
magnification factors, one for each variable, and they need to be clearly different.
When we decide to wiggle a variable, we will have to make an assumption: no other variable is wiggling at the
same time. Otherwise the wiggle magnification factor will be thrown off by the effects of other variables wiggling at
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the same time. Later on, we’ll see how to combine the total effect of multiple wiggles simultaneously, but for now,
we wiggle only one variable at a time, with all others being constant during the process.
The terminology for the wiggle magnification factor of f (x, y, z) when just x is wiggled is the partial derivative
of f with respect to x. The notation is
∂f
∂x
using bent-over d’s. In this case, there are also partial derivatives of f with respect to y and z, and they would be
written ∂∂yf and ∂∂zf , and they represent the wiggle magnification factors when just y or just z is wiggled.
The notation ∂∂xf denotes that there are other variables around. There really is no difference between the partial
derivatives and regular (single-variable) derivatives, except that there are other variables occurring in the partial
derivative. But since they are keeping still (treated as constants), they don’t really affect much while the derivative
is being taken.
On the other hand, they are there, and the partial derivative symbol, ∂, is a warning that other variables are
around, and might need to be taken into consideration. Please keep separate the notations ddxf and ∂∂xf when you are
writing them. The notation carries some meaning: Are other independent variables present or not?
The subscript notation is common, confusing. There is another notation that is commonly used. It is very
convenient, but needs to be used with some care. If you have f (x, y, z), the partial derivatives might also be written
f x , fy , and fz meaning the same as ∂∂xf , ∂∂yf , and ∂∂zf . It’s a lot shorter to write, so it’s used often. But it’s also easy to
lose track of subscripts. Use this notation if you want, but always be careful if you do.
There is one other, less common notation. You will occasionally see D x f for ∂∂xf , the subscript indicating the
variable that you are wiggling. It is especially useful when you want to look at the transformation from f to ∂∂xf .
d
∂
, the way that we use dx
to mean “take the derivative with respect to x of.”
That is, D x is a shorthand for ∂x
Interpretations of derivatives.
Now that we have some idea about the notation, we need to develop the understanding of the concept.
Still a “wiggle magnification factor.” The wiggle magnification factor (WMF) now means the same as it did in a
single-input function. Suppose you have a function f (x, y, z), and you wiggle just the x-value by ∆x. The value of
the function will change by ∆ f , and the ratio of those two wiggles, ∆ f /∆x, will approximate ∂∂xf , or ∆ f ≈ ( ∂∂xf ) ∆x.
Similarly, wiggling just y gives ∆ f ≈ ( ∂∂yf ) ∆y, and wiggling just z gives ∆ f ≈ ( ∂∂zf ) ∆z. We will soon get what
happens when we wiggle several variables simultaneously.
Mugsy: I’d say I am getting impatient, but I can’t say I am looking forward to this.

We can still salvage the slope of a tangent line! This can be done, but it is a bit of a mess. For those hardly souls
who want to know, here it is in brief. The dimension of a function is the number of independent variables or the
number of inputs. The graph needs one more dimension, for the output variable.
If we try to find a partial derivative, essentially, we treat all variables but one (the one we’re wiggling) as
constants. That has the effect of slicing through the graph of the function with a plane, giving just a single curve on
the plane. The partial derivative is the slope of the tangent line to that curve in the plane.
It is still a rate, when t is the variable. When one of the variables is t = time, we will still refer to the partial
derivative of the function with respect to t as a rate of change of that function.
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Contrast to parametric equations. We worked with parametric equations earlier, where there were multiple
variables. The situation now is different, and pointing out the contrasts will help to clarify what we did then, and
what we are doing now.
With parametric equations, there was a single independent variable, t, and all other variables were dependent.
An example is {x = x(t), y = y(t)}. In contrast, now there are multiple independent variables, we can wiggle one and
hold the others constant, and there is a single dependent variable. An example is w = f (x, y).
When you want the derivative in parametric equations, you differentiate with respect to t, the only independent
variable, and you will get a regular derivative. When you differentiate w = f (x, y), you have two independent
∂w
variables, and you get two partial derivatives, ∂w
∂x and ∂y .
In general, a regular derivative is used when there is a single independent variable, and a partial derivative is
used whenever there are multiple independent variables. This is equivalent to using regular derivatives whenever
there is a single input funnel, but partial derivatives whenever there are several input funnels. That remark will come
in handy later on.
Dudley: That actually gets used later on?
Albert: Yes.

Total change and total differential.
We now come to the case of wiggling more than one variable at a time. This turns out to be nicer than you might
imagine.
Net function wiggle, given different input variables wiggling. What happens when we wiggle all of the variables
at once? It turns out that the easiest way to figure that out is to wiggle the variables one at a time, and then see how
to combine them. We would end up with a succession of wiggles (changes) in f . What do we do to with them?
Let’s figure that out.
Take a simple example first. Suppose we have f (x, y), a function of two variables. (With multiple variables, the
hard step is always in going from one variable to two. Once you see the pattern, going from two to three, or four,
or more variables is quite simple.) Suppose we have a wiggle ∆x and a wiggle ∆y, both of them very small. The
change in f for the ∆x wiggle is about ( ∂∂xf ) × ∆x, where the partial derivative is evaluated at the original point. If
we then wiggle y from there (which will end up giving the same net result as wiggling by both x and y when we
look back at the original function), the function changes by another ( ∂∂yf ) × ∆y, except that the partial derivative is
now evaluated at the x-wiggled point. But, for ∆x small, since we are approximating anyway, we can get away with
evaluating both partial derivatives at the original point.
What then is the final change in f (x, y)? It will be approximately the sum of the changes:

∆ f (x, y) ≈

∂f
∂f
∆x +
∆y
∂x
∂y

(8.1)

Why the sum and not some other combination (product, for example)? Because the individual changes represent
what are added to the function, so the individual changes are consecutive additions, so the total change is the sum
of those. (That’s difficult to state; if you don’t get it, don’t worry. Just remember that you add.)
This could be confusing, but if you stay calm and look at the formula, you’ll discover that it really isn’t that
complicated. The left hand side represents the total change in f (x, y) that we are trying to approximate. The right
hand side has two terms. The first term represents the change in f due to the fact that x is changing. The partial
derivative ∂∂xf is the wiggle magnification factor for x, and it gets multiplied by ∆x to give that part of the change in
f . The second term on the right represents the change in f due to the fact that y is changing. The partial derivative
there is ∂∂yf , the wiggle magnification factor for y, and it gets multiplied by ∆y to give the other part of the change in
f . The two added together give the total change in f .
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What happens with even more variables? Suppose we have f (x, y, z), and we wiggle all three variables: x, y, and
z. The wiggle magnification formula in this case is the direct generalization of what we had before:

∆ f (x, y, z) ≈

∂f
∂f
∂f
∆x +
∆y +
∆z
∂x
∂y
∂z

(8.2)

The same thing happens with more variables: You add in a term for each variable, and the term consists of a partial
derivative with respect to that variables times the wiggle in the same variable as the derivative. All these get added
together to give the approximate total change in f .
Dudley: AUGH! There are lots of these? One for each number of variables?!
Albert: Actually, you have it exactly correct. But they are all so similar, it is easy to remember, if you find the
pattern.
Mugsy: And if you don’t?
Albert: Let’s just say that you’d be better off finding the pattern.

The formula for total differentials. When we work with differentials rather than general wiggles, the approximations become equalities, but the interpretation remains the same. For example,

d f (x, y, z) =

∂f
∂f
∂f
dx +
dy +
dz
∂x
∂y
∂z

(8.3)

This is how you find the differential for multiple-variable (multi-dimensional) functions.

8.1.2

How to calculate partial derivatives.

It’s about time that we started taking derivatives. We have enough formulas that involve them.
Dudley: You can say that again!
Mugsy: But don’t.

Note which variable is being wiggled; treat others as constants.
The partial derivative notation tells you two critical things: what function is being differentiated and which variable
is being wiggled. All variables in the function except the one being wiggled are treated as constants.
This has some interesting effects. If some term contains lots of variables but doesn’t contain the specific one
being wiggled, then the whole term is treated as a constant, with derivative zero! You learn to keep your eyes peeled
just for what you need to differentiate.

8.1.3

ALL THE SAME RULES APPLY, EXACTLY AS THEY DID BEFORE.

The product rule, the quotient rule, and (of course) the chain rule operate exactly as before. Partial derivatives are
derivatives, after all. You try to successively simplify the derivatives using the procedures we had, just like our
earlier derivatives.
Dudley: This is part of the pattern?
Albert: Actually, it is.

All the same cautions apply, too. Don’t forget the derivative of the inside with the chain rule, for example.
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Simplifications apply here, also.
Since there will be many more opportunities for “constants” (actually, terms that contain variables that are being
treated as constants for a specific partial derivative), the simplifications for the product and quotient rules that
occurred are relevant. You might want to look those up again.
Numerous examples of working partial derivatives will be given in class.
Doing this on Sage.
Of course, you want to know how to do this on Sage.
Mugsy: Are you kidding? I have been waiting very patiently for this!
Dudley: Yeah. He’s only mashed up several plastic cups while waiting.

The surprise is that you already know. Sage notation for partial derivatives is exactly the same way as for regular
derivatives. Remember that Sage makes you tell it the variable of differentiation? That’s because Sage really only
takes partial derivatives. You can see that if you ask for the derivative of f (x) with respect to x, which would be a
normal derivative. Here’s what Sage does, with the f (x, y, z) from earlier.

Note that you can still use either the method form (f(x,y,z).diff(x)) or the procedural form (diff(f(x,y,z),x)),
just as before.
∂
For example, the partial derivative
(w x2 cosh w) would be typed into Sage as either of the commands
∂w

That’s all there is to it!
Homework #1
Exercises.
1. How many dimensions are each of the following functions, and how many dimensions would it take to graph
each?
(a) f (x, y, z)
(b) f (t, u, v, w, x)
2. How many dimensions are each of the following functions, and how many dimensions would it take to graph
each?
(a) f (s, t, u, v)
(b) f (s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z)
3. Find the partial derivatives with respect to x and y for the following functions.
(a) 2 x3 − 5 x2 y − y6
(b) x y3 (3 x − y2 )
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4. Find the partial derivatives with respect to x and y for the following functions.
(a) 7 x2 + 9 x3 y2 − 2 y5
(b)

x ey
4 x−5 y3

(c) y3 sec

 
x
y

5. Find all the (first) partial derivatives of the following functions.
(a) ρ ln(Arctan θ)
(b) p V − n R T (n and R are constants)
(c) x2 y (x y − z2 )4
6. Find all the (first) partial derivatives of the following functions.
(a) Arctan(ln ρ) sin θ
v1 v2
(b) (v1 + v2 )/(1 + 2 )
c
 2
xz
(c) cos y+z

(c is a constant)

7. Make up three multi-variable functions of your own and find all the first partial derivatives. One should have
two variables, one should have three variables, and one should have four variables.
Problem.
1. It really is not too easy to see that when we are figuring out the total output wiggle when all the input variables
are wiggling that we should add up all of the individual wiggles. This problem will help convince you that
adding is the appropriate thing to do. Let f (x, y) = x3 y2 . We will be moving from (2, 1) to (1.99, 1.02), so
∆x = −0.01 and ∆y = 0.02. For these calculations, use the full precision of your calculator; don’t round off.
(a) Figure out the values of f (2, 1) and f (1.99, 1.02). Then calculate ∆ f from these.
(b) We will now wiggle the x-input alone. We have ∆x = −0.01. Find (∂ f /∂x)∆x where the partial derivative
is evaluated at (2, 1). Then find f (1.99, 1) − f (2, 1). The two numbers should be close.
(c) We will now wiggle the y-input alone. We have ∆y = 0.02. Find (∂ f /∂y)∆y where again the partial
derivative is evaluated at (2, 1). Then find f (2, 1.02) − f (2, 1). The two numbers should be close (again).
(d) Compare ∆ f from the first part of this problem with the sum (using the numbers from the other two
parts) (∂ f /∂x)∆x + (∂ f /∂y)∆y which is the wiggle magnification approximation to ∆ f .

8.1.4

The chain rule.

Of course, you are expecting me to take off on the chain rule again. After all, it is the most important rule in
calculus. But the multiple-dimension version is substantially less important than the single-dimension version.
However, I do want to emphasize that the multiple-dimension version forces the distinction between regular and
partial derivatives, and is a great help in understanding the regular chain rule.
Mugsy: This I gotta see.

What was the idea behind the single-dimension chain rule? Ultimately, it told you how to differentiate the composition of two functions, and expressed the derivative in terms of the derivatives of the functions being composed.
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It became the reason that differentials work as well as they do. In the multiple-dimension version, I will build off of
the formula for total differentials.
Here’s the situation. Suppose we have a pair of green boxes. The first one has multiple inputs and multiple
outputs. The second has multiple inputs, but a single output, and the inputs of the second match up with the outputs
of the first. We can then compose the two functions in this sense. Put in values for the first box’s inputs, and have
all its outputs drop into the inputs of the second function. The second box then grinds out the value of the composed
function. (We don’t need multiple output functions on the bottom because we are only going to be looking at one
output at a time. We would simply treat all of them exactly as a collection of single-output functions.)
It might be possible to plunge straight in and sort this out, but working up to the general case would be easier.
Let’s take the simplest case first, where there are two intermediate variables and only one independent variable. That
means that we have y = y(u1 , u2 ) with u1 = u1 (x) and u2 = u2 (x). Here’s the green box diagram.

x
@@

@
@

u1

@
@

u2

y
That leads to asking what variables is y in terms of. It is possible to think of y as a function of u1 and u2 , the way
that it is given. But it is also possible to think of it as a function of x. That is, given a value for x, you can calculate
values for u1 and u2 and then use those to get y.
Asking and answering that question is very relevant, since the number of variables that a function is in terms
of determines whether or not the derivative is a regular or partial derivative. Since you need the values of both u1
and u2 to get y, the derivatives of y with respect to either u1 or u2 will have to be partial derivatives. But once you
have the value of x, that’s all you need to get the value of y. Yes, you do some more calculations (specifically, you
calculate u1 and u2 ), but that can be done from a knowledge of only x. That means that the derivative of y with
respect to x will be a regular derivative.
Now, how would it go? The easiest way is to use differentials. (After all, they are legal to use because of the
chain rule, so using them gets you to the formula for the chain rule very rapidly.) Taking differentials in the formulas
u1 = u1 (x) and u2 = u2 (x) gives
du1 =

du1
dx
dx

and

du2 =

du2
dx
dx

That is, if you wiggle x, those give you how much both u1 and u2 wiggle. But you can tell how much y will wiggle
from that. The differential of the formula y = y(u1 , u2 ) gives
dy =

∂y
∂y
du1 +
du2 .
∂u1
∂u2

Combining that with the other differential formulas gives
dy =

∂y du1
∂y du2
dx +
dx.
∂u1 dx
∂u2 dx
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Dividing by dx gives the chain rule:

dy
∂y du1
∂y du2
=
+
.
dx ∂u1 dx
∂u2 dx
Compare that to the regular (single-variable) chain rule,
dy dy du
=
dx du dx

Note that both of the terms on the right side of the multi-variable chain rule look exactly like the right side of the
single-variable chain rule, with the exception of one of the derivatives being partial.
The right way to look at this is (as I already mentioned) using a green box diagram. At the top is x, which opens
up into two output spouts u1 and u2 . Those two output spouts then feed into the two input funnels for the y green
box. What happens with the differential formula is perhaps a bit clearer using this. The top input, x, is wiggled by an
amount dx. This wiggles both the “intermediate” variables, u1 and u2 , by amounts du1 and du2 . Those both wiggle
the bottom variable y by the formula for multi-variable wiggles that we had before. The ratio of the top wiggle to
the bottom wiggle is then the derivative, and its formula is (as always) the chain rule.
The way to look at this is that there are two paths through the green box that lead down from x to y, one
going through u1 and one going through u2 . Each one of these contributes a term to the chain rule, since each path
contributes to the wiggle of y.
What would change, then, if we had two top input variables, x1 and x2 ? Of course, the diagram changes. Here’s
what it would become.

x1
@
@

@@ x2

@ u1
@

@ u2
@

y
But more than that. In order to get a formula for the chain rule, we would have to get a partial derivative of y
with respect to x1 or x2 . That means that we would only want to wiggle one of them at a time, and suppose for the
illustration we pick x2 to wiggle.
The derivatives of u1 and u2 would also change to partial derivatives, since their formulas would now be u1 =
u1 (x1 , x2 ) and u2 = u2 (x1 , x2 ). When we wiggle x2 , the wiggles in u1 and u2 will become
du1 =

∂u1
dx2
∂x2

and

du2 =

∂u2
dx2 .
∂x2

Combining that with the differential formula for dy we had (we can use it since we haven’t changed the bottom half
of the green box diagram),we get
∂y
∂y
du1 +
du2
∂u1
∂u2
∂y ∂u1
∂y ∂u2
=
dx2 +
dx2 .
∂u1 ∂x2
∂u2 ∂x2

dy =
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What happens when we divide dy by dx2 ? We get a derivative, of course, but the notation changes to reflect the
dy
situation. We don’t just get dx
. We had already indicated that the derivative of y with respect to x2 needs to be a
2
∂y
. Doing that, we get
partial derivative, and that’s what you get by dividing: divide dy by dx2 and you get
∂x2
∂y
∂y ∂u1
∂y ∂u2
=
+
.
∂x2 ∂u1 ∂x2 ∂u2 ∂x2
I snuck something in there on you. When you divide two differentials, you get a derivative. That’s reasonable;
∂y
dy
it’s how we defined differentials. But in this case, dy when divided by dx2 gave ∂x
and not dx
. What’s going on?
2
2
Plenty, and not much at all.
Dudley: Huh?
Albert: It depends on how confused you are. Not much is happening, really.
Mugsy: Oh, all kinds of things are happening. I don’t understand this at all yet.
Albert: As I was saying....

The notation

dy
dx2

would say that y depends only on x2 , and no other value of any other variable is needed to evaluate

∂y
∂x2

y. Writing
would give the derivative also, but at the same time would say that x2 is only one of several (possibly
many) other variables needed to evaluate y. The notation for differentials dy or dx2 remains the same in either case,
but the notation for derivatives is pickier. The moral of this lesson is that you can still divide differentials to get
derivatives, but when you write them, you must be careful. Specifically, watch out that you put in partial derivatives
when you should, and use regular derivatives the other times.
Again, there are two paths through the green boxes that lead from x2 down to y, and each path gives a term in
the chain rule. The only question is how to sort out what should be a regular derivative and what should be a partial
derivative. That isn’t too hard, and you might even be able to guess. You use a regular derivative when the variable
you are differentiating with respect to (that is, the variable on the bottom of the derivative) is all by itself on its input
level. When x was the only top variable, then all derivatives with respect to x were regular derivatives. When x on
top became x1 and x2 , the derivatives with respect to x2 became partial derivatives.
Let’s do one more case before we tackle the whole thing in general. What would happen if we had two top input
variables, but only one intermediate variable? What we have now is u = u(x1 , x2 ) and y = y(u), and again suppose
that we are wiggling only x2 . The green box diagram is here.

@ x1
@

@ x2
@

u
@@

y
The formula for du now becomes
du =

∂u
x2 .
∂x2
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(Since we aren’t wiggling x1 , its wiggle is 0, and so it doesn’t show up here.) And the formula for the wiggle of y in
terms of the wiggle in u is an old friend by now:
dy =

dy
du
du

since there is only one variable in the formula for y. Combining those two gives
dy =

dy
dy ∂u
x2 .
du =
du
du ∂x2

What do we get when we divide dy by dx2 ? It will be a partial derivative, since there is another variable on the same
level as x2 , namely x1 . The final formula for the chain rule in this case is then
∂y
dy ∂u
=
.
∂x2 du ∂x2
Let’s look at that a bit more closely. There is only one term (no additions) here, since there is only one intermediate variable. The derivative with respect to u is a regular derivative, since there are no other variables on the same
level as u, while the derivatives with respect to x2 must be partial derivatives since x1 is on its level.
With that under control, we are now going after the gold: the multi-variable chain rule in general. Obviously,
this is going to take some feat of notation
Mugsy: Is that anything like feet of clay?
Albert: Very close.
Dudley: Or like head of brass?
Mugsy: That helps, too.

to keep everything straight. Here’s how we are going to do it. The top input variables will be x1 , x2 , . . . , xn . The
outputs of the first function will be u1 , u2 , . . . , um ; these are also the inputs to the second function, which we will
call g(u1 , u2 , . . . , um ). (I am using g rather than y because in a moment I will do an example there I use y as an
independent variable. But it is still all the same.) We need to indicate that the u j ’s are function of the xi ’s. (I will try
to keep the notation consistent in that i will be the subscript on x, with i going from 1 to n. Then xi is the generic x
variable. And j will be the subscript on u, with j from 1 to m. Then u j will be the generic u variable.) This is done
as usual, by writing u j = u j (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ).
Here is the general green box diagram.

@
@

x1

@@

x2

...

xn
@
@

...
@@ u1

@@ u2

...

um−1
@
@

um
@
@

g

We now have a quandary. Is g a function of the u j ’s or of the xi ’s? The answer is that it is both. And that is
precisely the reason that we need the chain rule. It tells us how to relate the (partial!) derivatives of g with respect
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to the xi ’s to the (partial!) derivatives of g with respect to the u j ’s. It is again the question of how to change the
variable of differentiation, just with lots of variables now.
How do we keep all of these straight? With xi ’s and u j ’s it is bad enough, but when we are working with other
sets of variables (in the homework, for example), it is even worse. The variables are not always nicely given to you
in a coherent pattern enabling you to keep them separate mentally. The trick is this. The function g is originally
given (usually as a formula) in terms of one set of variables. These are the u j ’s. Each of those variables depends
on another set of variables. Those are the xi ’s. I will often, for my own benefit, draw a pair of green boxes with all
the inputs and outputs labeled. The upper set of inputs are the xi ’s and the middle set of variables are the u j ’s. This
really helps! (Wait until we get to the examples.)
Let’s figure out how this is going to work. We want the partial derivative of g with respect to xi , a generic one
of the x’s. (Remember, the xi ’s are the top variables.) We wiggle the xi by some dxi . This has the effect of wiggling
all of the u j ’s. (Those are the middle variables.) The amount of wiggle of each du j is
du j =

∂u j
dxi
∂xi

(I am using differentials here for the wiggles. This could be done with ∆u j , and you’d get an approximately equal
(≈) rather than an equals (=) in that last equation. The process gives exactly the same answers either way.) Each of
the wiggles in each of the du j ’s causes the value of g to wiggle, and the total wiggle in g is then
dg =

m
X
∂g
× du j
∂u j
j=1

But we have an expression for du j (we just got it), which we can plug into this and get
dg =

m
X
∂g ∂u j
×
dxi
∂u j ∂xi
j=1

Look at this on the green box diagram. The top input wiggles, wiggling all the middle variables, and each of those
wiggles the bottom output, and the net effect is the sum of all of those wiggles. Finally, then, we get that the wiggle
magnification factor is
m
∂g X ∂g ∂u j
=
×
∂xi
∂u j ∂xi
j=1
To help you remember this another way, I have written out the multi-variable chain rule’s summation (with the single
variable version below for comparison), in the following box.

m
∂g X ∂g ∂u j
=
×
∂xi
∂u j ∂xi
j=1

dg dg du
=
×
dx du dx
Note that the pattern with the partial derivatives is the same as the single-dimensional chain rule. The terms in
the partial-derivative chain rule look as though you are canceling the ∂u j ’s, just as it looks as though the du’s are
canceling in the single-dimensional chain rule. Now, though, the fact that these are partial derivatives clues you to
the fact that there is more than one du around, and that you have to add up multiple terms. That is why you need
the summation. Also note that you get one term in the summation of the partial derivatives for each middle variable.
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There is a contribution to ∂g/∂xi due to u1 changing, another part due to u2 changing, . . . , and a part due to um
changing. Each of these contributes one term to the summation. These ideas, when put together, help you set up the
correct expression for working the chain rule. Just be sure to remember to add it all up!
In fact, let’s work another problem that forces us to be exceedingly careful about regular versus partial derivatives. Let’s suppose we have a function like g(x, y, t), which depends on both position in the xy-plane and time. (If
you want, you can think about f as representing temperature of a plate that is heating up. The temperature would, in
that case, depend both on the location (x, y) and the time t.) Suppose also that you have a curve that is parameterized
by time, x = x(t) and y = y(t). (If you want, you can think of this as the parametric equations for the position of a
bug crawling along on the plate.) Then, given a value of t, you can figure out the values of x and y, and from those
(with the value of t still), you can find the value of g. That is, we can also think of g as a function of only t. Suppose
you want to find the derivative of g as a function of time alone. (That would be asking how fast the plate under the
bug is heating up as it is crawling around.) How would you do that?
This one is confusing because time enters in an unusual way. To sort all of this out, we need to isolate the top
and middle variables. The middle variables are the ones that g is given in terms of; in this case x, y, and t. The top
variables are the ones that those variables are in terms of; in this case, just t. (It’s the fact that t appears twice that
makes this problem interesting.)
Mugsy: Has anyone ever told you that you have a warped sense of “interesting?”

If we set up the formula for the differential of g using just the intermediate variables, we get
dg =

∂g
∂g
∂g
dx +
dy +
dt
∂x
∂y
∂t

From the x = x(t) and y = y(t) equations, we can get dx and dy in terms of dt:
dx =

dx
dt
dt

and dy =

dy
dt
dt

(Yes, those are not partial derivatives, but regular derivatives. I’ll explain momentarily, when we’ve finished the
problem.) Plugging the values in for dx and dy gives
dg =

∂g dx
∂g dy
∂g
dt +
dt +
dt
∂x dt
∂y dt
∂t

from which we can factor a dt and get
!
∂g dx ∂g dy ∂g
dg =
+
+
dt
∂x dt ∂y dt ∂t
Finally, dividing through by dt gives

dg
∂g dx ∂g dy ∂g
=
+
+
dt
∂x dt ∂y dt ∂t

!

Now that looks weird. We have both dg/dt and ∂g/∂t in the same equation! What is going on? Something important
to keep straight, which is why I did this problem. When we write dg/dt, we are looking at g as a function of only t.
That is, after we plug the formulas for x(t) and y(t) into g(x, y, t), we get a formula for g with t as the only variable;
we only need to have t to find out g. The derivative of that function is dg/dt. If we take the derivative of g(x, y, t)
with respect to t before we plug in the formulas for x(t) and y(t), then when we take that derivative of g, we have
other variables around, and we then denote the derivative of g with respect to t as ∂g/∂t. We calculate the value of
∂g/∂t by just differentiating the formula we are originally given for g(x, y, t).
Perhaps an example would be of benefit. Suppose
g(x, y, t) = cos x + ey + sinh t
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(where the goofy functions will help us keep things separate). Also, suppose the parametric equations are
x(t) = t2

and

y(t) = t3

Then we can calculate all the partial derivatives of g:
∂g
= − sin x
∂x
∂g
= ey
∂y
∂g
= cosh t
∂t
We can also find g(t), which we get by plugging in the formulas for x(t) and y(t) into the function g(x, y, t):
3

g(t) = cos(t2 ) + et + sinh t
which we can then differentiate to get dg/dt:
3
dg
= − sin(t2 ) 2 t + et (3 t2 ) + cosh t
dt

by the regular chain rule. Compare that to ∂g/∂t, and you realize that you will miss the first two terms, the ones
that came from x(t) and y(t), if you think that dg/dt is the same as ∂g/∂t. The correct way to find dg/dt, namely the
chain rule, gives
dg ∂g dx ∂g dy ∂g dt
=
+
+
dt
∂x dt ∂y dt ∂t dt
= −(sin x) (2 t) + ey (3 t2 ) + cosh t

(8.4)
(8.5)

Note that all you have to do is plug x = t2 and y = t3 into this last equation to get what we had before for dg/dt.
Stare at this example until you understand where all the terms come from and why. It really will help!
Was this example contrived merely to be complicated? Not at all. This same sort of confusion occurs in fluid
mechanics, for example, where instead of dg/dt, they write it as Dg/Dt, and call it the material derivative. You
need the material derivative to calculate the acceleration of the particle. (g in this case is the velocity of the particle,
derived from the flow of the fluid. Then the derivative with respect to t is the acceleration.) Just ∂g
∂t represents just
how the fluid flow is changing at a single point, since the other variables (x, y, and z) are being held constant. But to
get the acceleration of a particle of fluid correctly, you have to take into account that the particle is moving, too! (If
this confuses you, take heart. It is genuinely confusing. Fluid mechanics is full of this stuff, and I am just beginning
to get a handle on it myself.)
Albert: And Dr. Coulliette is the real expert in this. It’s what his Ph.D. dissertation was all about.

How, then, in practice, do you tell whether to use d()/d() or ∂()/∂()? It actually is easy (despite the hassle above).
Look at the green box diagram. If you are taking a derivative with respect to a variable that is all by itself at that
level, then it is d()/d(). If there are several variables on that level, then the derivative is ∂()/∂(). Compare to what
we had above with dg/dt versus ∂g/∂t. When we were treating g as a function only of the top t, the derivative was
dg/dt. When we were treating g as a function on the level with x, y, and t, the derivative was ∂g
∂t . Look at it again,
and think about this until it sinks in. Once it makes sense, you have arrived in your understanding of the difference
between the regular (total) derivative and the partial derivative. This also explains why we used dx/dt and dy/dt
rather than partial derivatives when finding the derivatives of x = x(t) and y = y(t).
Homework #2
Problem.
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1. Suppose we start with a function w = w(x, y), but that we want to take the partial derivatives of w with respect
to r and θ, the polar coordinate system. (This happens often enough in applications, when you decide that
the polar coordinate system is more suited to your problem than rectangular coordinates are.) The equations
relating polar and rectangular coordinates are x = r cos θ, and y = r sin θ. Also, I will use the subscript
notation here, since it is so common, and also saves a lot of space.
(a) Use the chain rule to show that
wr = w x cos θ + wy sin θ

and

(1/r)wθ = −w x sin θ + wy cos θ.

(b) Use those equations to show that (w x )2 + (wy )2 = (wr )2 + (1/r)2 (wθ )2 . (Note: This last equation is for
a rather important combination of partial derivatives in applications. The point of this problem was to
show how to convert the expression from one coordinate system to another. This happens all the time
when dealing with what are called partial differential equations.)

8.1.5

Higher-order partial derivatives.

Just as we could take higher-order derivatives with single-variable (one-dimensional) functions, we can take higherorder partial derivatives. The process is exactly the same, just keep differentiating until you’ve taken the right number
of derivatives. There is one complication, however. There are n first derivatives of an n-dimensional function, one
for each variable. Each of those will have n second derivatives, for a total of n2 possible. Each of those has n more
derivatives, etc. In general, an n-dimensional function has up to nk possible kth derivatives. We’ll need to keep these
straight. What a challenge!
Mugsy: The last thing I need is to tackle something he says is a challenge.
Albert: It isn’t that bad, really.
Mugsy: For you, maybe. But for me. . . .

Notations.
There are two different notations for first-order partial derivatives, and they both extend to notations for higher-order
partial derivatives. There is a subtle difference, but it turns out not to be serious in any real situation.
The ∂()/∂() notation extends in exact analogy to the way the notation for d()/d() extended to higher-order
derivatives. For example, if you have f (q, r, s), then the first partial derivative with respect to q is
∂f
∂q
If you want the derivative of that with respect to r, it would be
!
∂ ∂f
∂r ∂q
which would be compressed to

∂2 f
∂r ∂q

Note several things. First, the 2 in the top indicates the total number of derivatives to take, and the order in which
you take the derivatives is indicated in the bottom of the derivative, from right to left. (The reason for the order is
that in this notation, we tack the derivatives onto the left side, so the leftmost variables are the ones that showed up
last.)
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A bigger example is given by f (w, x, y, z) and the derivative
∂4 f
∂y ∂z2 ∂w
In this case, there will be a total of four partial derivatives taken, one with respect to w first, then 2 with respect to z
next, and finally one with respect to y.
The subscript notation for partial derivatives has its extension also. If the first partial of f (w, x, y, z) with respect
to x is f x , then its next derivative with respect to z is ( f x )z = f xz . The order of taking derivatives is backwards from
the other notation. Here, we take the partial derivatives in order from left to right, since we tack on derivatives to the
right-hand side. The subscripts more to the right showed up later. There is no typical notation to abbreviate several
derivatives with respect to the same variable in succession, the way we could in
∂4 f
∂y ∂z2 ∂w
where the two z-partial derivatives were combined. In fact, that derivative would be written as
fwzzy
in subscript notation.
Dudley: Aww, look, the subscript is wzzy, probably pronounced wuzzy. Wuzzy! Wuzzy! Wuzzy!. . .
Mugsy: Duds, shut up.

Interpretations.
A graphical interpretation of second-order and higher partial derivatives is seriously complicated. I’m not going
even to try to hassle you with it.
Even the algebraic interpretation is clumsy. Basically, for example,
!
∂2 f
∂ ∂f
=
∂r ∂q ∂r ∂q
so the second partial derivative is the rate at which the first partial derivative is changing, with appropriate variables
being held constant at the time. It’s hard to say much more.
Equality of mixed partials, and using that information.
I want to do an example of higher-order partial derivatives, and make a point at the same time. Suppose we have
f (x, y, z) = e x y sin(2 z), and we want to find all the first-, and second-order partial derivatives. That’s a lot of
derivatives, but it will make the point abundantly clear. I will use the subscript notation, because that takes up so
much less room.
f x = y e x y sin(2 z)
fy = x e x y sin(2 z)
fz = 2 e x y cos(2 z)
f xx = y2 e x y sin(2 z)
f xy = (1 + x y) e x y sin(2 z)
f xz = 2 y e x y cos(2z)

f xy = (1 + x y) e x y sin(2 z)
fyy = x2 e x y sin(2 z)
fyz = 2 x e x y cos(2 z)

f xz = 2 y e x y cos(2 z)
fyz = 2 x e xy cos(2 z)
fzz‘ = −4 e x y sin(2z)

Note that
f xy = fyx , f xz = fzx , and fyz = fzy
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and that none of the others match. The matching always happens. The property is called the equality of mixed
partial derivatives, and is a very powerful result in mathematics. (It should be noted that there are conditions that
need to be met for this to happen. They are technical, and require much more than I would expect you to know for
a calculus course. However, for all of the functions you will encounter for a long while—probably forever, unless
you are a mathematics major—the conditions will hold.)
Mugsy: Does that mean he is going to make that point into an investigation in the homework?
Albert: No. This is way too complicated for that.
Mugsy: I feel odd being thankful for something being too complicated.

There is an extension to the equality of mixed partial derivatives. It says that when you want to find the partial
derivatives of a function, you can do any of them in any order you want, as long as you end up taking the correct
number of partial derivatives with respect to each of the variables. This is occasionally useful, as can be demonstrated
by exaggerated examples, such as this one. Suppose we want to find ∂4 f /∂x ∂y3 for the function
p

 y3 − y2 + 15 + cosh y3 
f (x, y) = sec 
 + x3 y4
ln(y2 + e−y )
The whole point is not to try to take three derivatives of the first term with respect to y (which is what the notation
is asking for), but rather be intelligent about what derivatives to take first, and take the derivative with respect to x
before the derivatives with respect to y. Why? Because the derivative with respect to x first causes the entire first
term to evaporate! There are no x’s in it, so its derivative with respect to x is 0. Then take the three derivatives with
respect to y, but you only have to deal with the last term, which isn’t too bad.
Again, you can do this with Sage, but there is no real difference between what we have done before and what we
are doing now. Sage simply takes care of all of the messy algebra for us. For example, in the horrid example right
before this, you could write

Note that you only have to specify the variables for differentiation, not the total number of derivatives (the 4 in
this case). Sage can add. Sage can also take just diff(w,y);, but that’s too horrible to include here.
Homework #3
Exercises.
1. Find all the different (that is, potentially unequal) second partial derivatives of the following functions. So,
for example, you don’t have to list f xy and fyx , since these should be equal.
Mugsy: What if I get different answers for f xy and fyx . Which should I take?
Albert: Neither. Your computations are wrong, and you can’t automatically tell which one.
Mugsy: With my work, they are usually both wrong.

(a) x4 y5
(b) y ln x
(c) Arctan(x y)
2. Find all the different second partial derivatives of the following functions.
(a) x2 y5
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(b) y Arctan x
(c) ln(x y)
3. Make up three functions (multi-variable) of your own and find all the different second partial derivatives.
Usual rules apply.
Problem.
1. Find f xxxyy for f (x, y) = y e x y . [The order can simplify things considerably.]
Investigation.
1. We want to solve the partial differential equation
!
!
∂2 w
1 ∂2 w
= 2
∂x2
c ∂t2
This is one of the fundamental equations of physics, called the wave equation. Here, c is the speed of propagation of the wave, and is a constant. Let f (u) and g(v) be any reasonable (differentiable) functions. Set
up
w = f (x + c t) + g(x − c t)
This is the solution. (Don’t ask how I got it. You don’t want to know.) We can check it, though! For this,
assume that u = x + c t and v = x − c t, so w = f (u) + g(v).
(a) Find ∂w/∂x and ∂w/∂t in terms of the derivatives of f (u) and g(v). [Will the derivatives of f and g be
partial or regular derivatives?]
(b) Find ∂2 w/∂x2 by taking ∂/∂x of ∂w/∂x. (Careful doing this. You’ll need the chain rule again.) Find
∂2 w/∂t2 by taking ∂/∂t of ∂w/∂t. (Again, careful doing this.)
(c) Plug the results of ∂2 w/∂x2 and ∂2 w/∂t2 into the wave equation, and show that both sides are equal. This
verifies that w as given at the beginning is a solution of the wave equation.

8.1.6

Implicit functions and their derivatives.

Implicit functions are the ones where the variables are scrambled together. Since there is no obviously preferred
variable to be dependent or independent, problems can occur. It is best to deal with implicit functions by partial
derivatives, because of the multiple-variable nature of implicit functions. We begin our study of implicit functions
now.
The notation for implicit functions reflects this scrambling together. An implicit function of x and y will typically
be written as f (x, y) = 0. You can always get implicit functions into that form simply by moving all the terms to the
left side of the equation.
Even the term implicit function is a bit misleading, since the result might not be a green-box type of function.
However, the terminology is stuck, and we can’t change it now. An example of an implicit “function” is x2 +y2 −1 = 0
(or x2 + y2 = 1 to put it in the more usual format). The graph is a circle, which is not the graph of a function.
Level sets.
Before we can get very far with implicit functions, we need to look carefully at the type of items defined by a
slightly more general equation, namely f (x, y) = C, where C is any constant, and not just 0. And we will be
concerned initially about the geometry of equations defined this way. Only later will we get to the calculus side of
things.
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Earlier in this chapter, we talked about the dimension of a function. We come back to that idea, and expand on
it some.
Mugsy: Have we talked about dimension before?
Albert: Yes, just a few days ago.
Mugsy: Too long. Already forgot it.

The idea is to come up with a way to deal with two- and three-dimensional functions that don’t require graphs in
three or four dimensions. Here’s how. A level set of an n-dimensional function f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) is the collection of
points that satisfy the equation f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) = C, for a predetermined value of the constant C. Obviously, then,
graphs of implicit functions are just very special cases of level sets, namely the ones where C happens to equal 0.
Justifications.
useless.

Why do this? There had better be a better reason than “because it is there” or something equally

Mugsy: Sounds like he has been listening to me! Good on him!

The only convenient way to visualize three-dimensional functions. If you’ll remember, in order to graph a
three-dimensional function (that is, a function with three independent variables), you’d need four dimensions, three
dimensions for the input variables and a fourth dimension for the value of the output. This is discouraging, since
three-dimensional functions do occur (after all, this is a three-dimensional world), and four-dimensional graphs are
difficult to work with, to put it mildly.
Mugsy: He has been listening to me!

On the other hand, if we work with level sets of a three-dimensional function, we don’t need to go beyond
three dimensions. All we need to do is draw (somehow) the different level sets of the function in order to convey
the “shape” of the function. That still isn’t easy—three-dimensional graphs are difficult to interpret, much less to
draw—but at least it is possible.
The only convenient way to produce topographic maps. A somewhat more everyday example is producing
topographic maps. A common topographic map shows the altitude of the locations on the map. Consider how this
would work with a graphical approach to the altitude. The function altitude is a two-dimensional function (you need
to know latitude and longitude, two variables, to get the altitude). The graph of the altitude function should then
be three dimensional. Two variables locate the point, and the third dimension is altitude. The graph is a miniature
version of the locale of the map, like you might find in a large model railroad setup. Such a map would not be very
easy to carry, and just think about trying to fold one!
But fortunately, map makers have a better way to represent the altitude than using graphs. Instead, they draw
level curves on the paper that represent different altitudes, and communicate the same information the graph of the
function would, but in a more convenient form. This is exactly what they do. The result is called a topographic map.
These are used extensively by hikers and orienteering enthusiasts. Once you get used to them, you can tell exactly
where you are by looking at the local terrain.
Description. If you’ll notice, the idea of using level curves to represent altitudes of places on the map yields a
two-dimensional map. You don’t need the third dimension to get values this way! This is very handy.
In general, a level set of a function with n variables can be plotted in n dimensions. If you plot a bunch of the
level sets for various values of C, you can get an idea of the values of the function at all points. It really is a very big
connect-the-dots game. Each point has a function value, and you connect all the points that have a specific value by
a level set.
There is one difficulty. If we plotted all of the level sets, every point would be covered, and you wouldn’t be
able to see any information. Plotting level sets requires some common sense.
Mugsy: That might be why I never thought of it.
Albert: Remember that you are the one who said that.
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Uses. I still probably haven’t convinced you that level sets are useful in everyday life. If you aren’t a hiking
advocate, you probably haven’t encountered topographic (U.S. Geological Survey) maps. But there are a few level
sets on maps that you have seen. The weather bureau produces several. Instead of giving the barometric pressure at
a bunch of points, they will draw in isobars, level sets of barometric pressure. These are the warm or cold fronts that
you see connecting high or low pressure regions.
And U.S. Today has popularized the multicolored temperature maps, where regions of roughly equal temperature
are colored the same. The different color edges are level sets of temperature ranges.
Relations between graphs and level surfaces. When the function has two dimensions (independent variables),
the level set of that function will be a collection of points in two dimensions, usually called a level curve of the
function. When the function has three dimensions, the level set of that function will be a collection of points in three
dimensions, usually called the level surface of the function. This is nothing more than terminology.
If you are given a set in two dimensions, there is a question that comes up. Is this the graph of a one-dimensional
function or the level set of a two-dimensional function? It is a worthwhile question to ask, because you deal with
level sets differently than you do graphs. How would you tell? You’d look at the equation that gave the set. If it is
in the form y = f (x), then it’s the graph of a one-dimensional function. If it is in the form F(x, y) = C, then it’s the
level curve of a two-dimensional function. The key is in the form of the equation. You could change the form of an
equation to another, but equivalent, form, and change whether a specific curve was a graph or a level curve. We’ll
do that later, in fact. Specifically, if you have the form y = f (x), that is a function. If you change it to y − f (x) = 0,
then it is a level set of g(x, y) = y − f (x). So all graphs of functions can be written as level sets of different functions.
The same question can be asked about a three-dimensional set. Is it the graph of a two-dimensional function
or the level set of a three-dimensional function? Since we don’t often work any higher than that, we won’t go any
further. But again, the form controls how you view the set. The same comments apply here, too.
The graph of a two-dimensional function and its level set. Now we come to one of the big questions we’ll
have to answer. If you are given a single function f (x, y), what is the relation between its level curves and its graph?
Again, this is of more than casual interest to hikers using a topographic map. They need to look at the level curves
on the map and use that to decide what the terrain looks like in order to locate themselves on the map. (Remember,
the graph of the altitude function is the terrain, with hills and valleys and other things.)
One problem is that the level set is two-dimensional, but the graph is three-dimensional. That creates problems
connecting them. This process requires thinking in three dimensions, and this is very difficult for some people.
Mugsy: Dudley, if you are thinking of commenting on this, relating it to me, then you might want to get an
extension on your health insurance real soon.

I will try to make this as easy as I can. Suppose we have a two-dimensional function f (x, y). First, let’s go
from the graph to the level sets. It’s the easier of the two directions. What would be the equation of a level curve?
That is an important question. The level curves are points with all the same values of f (x, y). That means they
satisfy the equation f (x, y) = C, for some value of the constant C. This is the equation of the level curves of any
(two-dimensional) function.
What is the equation of the graph of the function? It is z = f (x, y). (Notice that the extra variable, z, crept in.
That forces the graph into three dimensions, the extra dimension being necessary for the output value of the function.
Also, note that we needed no extra variable for level curves. The value of C is not so much of an output value as a
parameter that we get to choose.) How would we relate these two? We can get z = f (x, y) to match f (x, y) = C if
we force an extra condition on the graph, namely z = C.
Eliminating z between z = f (x, y) and z = C gives f (x, y) = C. But what is z = C? In three dimensions, it is
a horizontal plane with height C. What does it mean to require both z = f (x, y) and z = C? To get the solutions
of both at once, we look for the intersection of the two equations. What happens when we intersect the graph with
a horizontal plane? It has the effect of slicing through the graph at a specific height. That slice (or, depending on
your way of visualizing graphs, the edge of the slice) is a level curve of the function, almost. To be a level curve, it
needs to be in the xy-plane. So, push it down to the xy-plane, and you get a level curve of the function. Do this with
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a number of different C’s, and you will get a number of different level curves. You slice the graph horizontally into
little strips, and the edges of those strips are the level curves.
On the other hand, you can also go backwards, from the level curves to the graph of the function. Normally, on
a set of level curves, the value of the function on each level curve is given to you. That means that on the graph, all
those points have the same height. Lift up the level curve to that height, at least in your imagination. Do this with
all the other level curves, and you will get a sort of wire frame for the graph of the function. Fill it in reasonably,
and you will get the graph of the function, at least if the function itself is reasonable. This is precisely what hikers
have to do. They then compare the terrain around them with the reconstruction of the terrain from the level curves
on the map.
There is no substitute for an example. Take f (x, y) = x2 + y2 . My suspicion is that none of you knows what the
graph of this function looks like, but that some of you will be able to identify the level curves. The surface is called
a paraboloid, the shape of mirrors in telescopes and searchlights. The level curves are x2 + y2 = C for different
values of C. These are circles centered at the origin, at least as long as C > 0. The larger C, the larger
the circle.
√
This means that the wire frame we get by lifting these concentric circles up. The larger the radius ( C), the higher
we lift the circle. The frame fills in to give a bowl-shaped object.
We could also work backwards. If we start with the paraboloid, we get the level curves by slicing it horizontally.
The slices will be circles, which are then pushed down to the xy-plane to give the level curves, a series of concentric
circles, x2 + y2 = C.
Converting a graph of a two-dimensional function into a level set of a three-dimensional function. It
turns out that level sets are easier to work with than graphs. In fact, when we want to do serious work with the
graph of a function, we will convert it to a level set by changing the function. So, if we are given the graph of a
two-dimensional function, how can we convert the graph to be the level curve of a different function?
Note that the level sets of the two-dimensional function will be curves in the xy-plane. These definitely won’t
equal the graph in three dimensions. What we are trying to do here (and I’ve said it several times to get the point
across forcefully) is find a new function which will have that graph as a level surface. What does that mean about
the new function? It will have to have three independent variables, because its level surface is in three dimensions.
The function that we graphed had two dimensions. What we need is a way to put that third variable in properly.
The method of doing that is so simple that it is hard to see.
Mugsy: Are you making fun of me? If so, you could be in serious trouble soon.
Albert: The author is not making fun of you, but trying to make a point.
Mugsy: Which is?
Albert: The process is simple, but figuring it out for yourself is not simple.
Mugsy: Why doesn’t the author talk like you do?

The graph of the function f (x, y) will have equation f (x, y) = z. The extra variable is z. It is the output variable,
the dependent variable, or however you want to say it. How do we convert f (x, y) = z into a level set equation?
Simple: Pull all the variables to one side, and get f (x, y) − z = 0. That is the equation of a level set! It is the level
set of F(x, y, z) = f (x, y) − z corresponding to the constant C = 0. That is, F(x, y, z) = 0 is precisely the same as
f (x, y) = z.
That looks (and is) easy, but something quite unusual has happened. The dependent variable z in f (x, y) = z
has changed into the independent variable z in F(x, y, z) = 0. That switch is really “all” that happened. What we
did to convert the graph of a two-dimensional function into the level set of a three-dimensional function was add
in explicitly the dependent variable, declare it to be an independent variable, and move it to the other side of the
equals sign where all good independent variables belong. That gives the equation of the function whose level set
(corresponding to the constant 0) is the graph of the original function.
Homework #4
Exercises.
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1. What is a function which has a level set which is the same as the graph of y = 2/x? (There are many correct
answers here. Can you come up with two functions?)
2. What is a function which has a level set which is the same as the graph of y = x + 5? (Again, there are many
correct answers.)
Problem.
1. Why can’t different level sets of a function intersect each other? (Hint: What would the value of the function
be at an intersection point?)

Definition of implicit functions.
We have been throwing around the term “implicit functions” without having been careful to say what they are really.
An implicit function is determined by an equation relating a number of variables, such as F(x, y, z) = 0. In such a
situation, there is no automatic way of telling what variables are independent and what variable is dependent. For
example, if you have the implicit function 2 w4 x z + w x y z + 12 = 0, which variable is dependent? You can’t tell.
The point is, you have to be told; that is part of the information that must be supplied with the function.
In order to be a bit more helpful, I will try to consistently use capital letters for the names of functions that are
used implicitly and lower case letters for the names of explicit functions.
Contrast to explicit functions. An explicit function is quite different. In that case, there is one variable isolated
all by itself on the left side of the equals sign, and all other variables occur on the other side. The isolated variable
is the dependent variable, and the others are the independent variables.
An implicit function might not be a true function. One of the difficulties is that an implicit function might or
might not be a function by the definitions we gave at the beginning of the course. For example, x2 + y2 − 1 = 0 is
a perfectly good implicit function, but its graph is the unit circle, and that is not the graph of an honest-to-goodness
function, whether the independent variable is x or y.
What would happen if you tried to solve an implicit function for some variable? That is, what happens if you try
to convert an implicit equation into an explicit one? Several possibilities can occur. You might be able to solve it, or
you might not. And even if you can solve it, you might get a function (no ±’s) or you might not. And just because
you can’t solve for one variable doesn’t mean that it is not a function. For example, x5 + y5 + x + y − 1 = 0 defines
y as an implicit function of x, and it turns out to be a genuine function also, but solving for y in terms of x is not
possible.
Formula for derivative of implicit functions.
Can we find the derivative dy/dx of an implicit function of the two variables x and y even when we can’t solve for y
explicitly? The answer is yes.
Mugsy: And my theory that the answer to his yes/no questions are always “yes” continues without exception.

And, for example, we can find ∂w/∂y for an implicit function F(w, x, y, z) = 0 using nothing more than the function
itself. It turns out to be quite simple.
I need to remind you about dy/dx. There is information in the notation. By writing dy/dx, we are declaring that
x is the independent variable and y is the dependent variable. Remember that!
Let me do the simple case first. Suppose we have F(x, y) = 0, and we want to find dy/dx. How do we do it? The
trick is to work with the total differential of F,
dF =

∂F
∂F
dx +
dy
∂x
∂y
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This relates how F changes when x and y are changing. If we are requiring that F(x, y) = 0, then we are requiring
that F not change. That means that we have to have dF = 0. This is important! This means that
0=

∂F
∂F
dx +
dy
∂x
∂y

This equation says that x and y aren’t allowed to change in just any way that they want. There has to be a certain
relation between how they change in order to maintain F = 0. (That really does make sense. If both x and y could
roam around freely, we certainly couldn’t expect that F = 0 to be true for all the different values that x and y take
on.) But we can solve that last equation for dy/dx reasonably easily:
∂F
∂F
dx +
dy
∂x
∂y
∂F
∂F
−
dy =
dx
∂y
∂x
!
∂F/∂x
dx
dy = −
∂F/∂y
!
dy
∂F/∂x
=−
dx
∂F/∂y
0=

(8.6)
(8.7)
(8.8)
(8.9)

This is the formula for finding the derivative dy/dx of implicit functions F(x, y) = 0. Actually, the formula holds
for F(x, y) = C just as well, since that still requires that dF = 0. So, this really is a method of finding the slope of
tangent lines to level curves, and we are using it for implicit functions because they are of that form.
Note that the negative sign is a part of the formula. It is always there! Occasionally there is a negative in one of
the partial derivatives that causes it to cancel, but it was there initially.
If you have taken a standard calculus course, you might remember doing these derivatives. If so, you will
remember that working them took pages of algebra and a lot of time. By this formula, you can do implicit derivatives
in a single step. For example, if you have x5 + y5 + x + y − 1 = 0, you can find the derivative by using that formula
with F(x, y) = x5 + y5 + x + y − 1. You get
!
dy
∂F/∂x
=−
(8.10)
dx
∂F/∂y
!
5x4 + 1
(8.11)
=−
5y4 + 1
That’s all there is to it!
Mugsy: Not having had a regular calculus course, is it really that bad?
Albert: The algebra can get rather fierce.
Mugsy: There isn’t much that scares me, but fierce algebra comes pretty close.

One comment is in order. Note that the derivative dy/dx will usually contain both x and y. You don’t often find
that the derivative of an implicit function contains only a single variable. That means that to evaluate the derivative
at a point, you have to be given both the x and y coordinates of the point to get the slope of the tangent line at
that point. This makes sense, because with implicit functions you can’t usually locate the point by just one x or y
coordinate. Consider a circle, for example.
What about more complicated problems, like finding the derivative of w with respect to y for an implicit function
F(w, x, y, z) = 0?
Mugsy: Or how about more complicated problems like the homework? He does the easy stuff in class, and
leaves the hard stuff for us to work.
Albert: That isn’t true.
Mugsy: It sure seems like it is.

It is not any more difficult than finding dy/dx. In fact, virtually the same procedure solves it. The only difficulty is
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that you have to remember the procedure rather than memorize a formula. (I prefer it that way, myself, unless the
procedure is hopelessly long.)
Mugsy: Like the homework?

Before I go on, what kind of derivative should that be? That is, is it a regular derivative or a partial derivative?
Consider. If we solved F(w, x, y, z) = 0 for w would there be more variables around than y? The answer is that there
would be, and so the derivative is a partial derivative, ∂w/∂y. What, then, does that mean? It means that when we
are taking the partial derivative, all variables except w and y will have to be treated as constants. (That will mean, in
this case, that dx = 0 and dz = 0 when we finally get around to it.)
The first step is to write down the total differential of the implicit function:
dF =

∂F
∂F
∂F
∂F
dw +
dx +
dy +
dz
∂w
∂x
∂y
∂z

And, since the implicit equation requires F = 0, a constant, we can set dF = 0:
0=

∂F
∂F
∂F
∂F
dw +
dx +
dy +
dz
∂w
∂x
∂y
∂z

Then you look at the derivative you want. In this case, it is ∂w/∂y. That means that all variables except w and y are
going to be treated as constants. So, we can declare dx = 0 and dz = 0. (That’s another way to tell that the derivative
you’re finding is a partial derivative. Whenever you require that some independent variable be a constant, you get a
partial derivative.) Two terms then drop out, and we get
0=

∂F
∂F
dw +
dy
∂w
∂y

Next, we solve for the quotient of the two differentials that we want just like we did with finding dy/dx (putting the
correct ones on the top and bottom):
∂F
∂F
dw +
dy
∂w
∂y
∂F
∂F
−
dw =
dy
∂w
∂y
!
∂F/∂y
dw = −
dy
∂F/∂w
!
∂F/∂y
∂w
=−
∂y
∂F/∂w
0=

(8.12)
(8.13)
(8.14)
(8.15)

That’s the way the procedure always goes. Once you know what the function is, you can substitute in for the partial
derivatives, and you are done! It isn’t at all difficult once you get used to it.
Mugsy: Wanna bet?

Note again that you get partial derivatives ∂w/∂y when you divide dw by dy. That’s because there were other
variables around; we set dx = dz = 0. The result must then contain partial derivatives to warn of that fact.
Again note that the minus sign is simply part of the formula. It is always present initially, although algebra
might cause it to disappear as the problem is worked.
Two examples of this on Sage are given in the next section.
Higher-order derivatives.
Higher-order implicit regular derivatives Having found a simple way to calculate the first derivatives of implicit
functions, you might think that there was a nice easier way to get higher-order derivatives. Not so. The process is
not hard, but it is long and tedious.
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Mugsy: That is what I call hard, anyway.

It would be very easy to get confused here, so I will try to give you a single, uniform procedure to use. Then I’ll
show you how to do it on Sage, which makes the problem too easy.
Mugsy: It can’t ever be too easy.
Albert: Quite the contrary. If Sage makes it that much simpler than working the problem by hand, there is a
danger that you might simply turn to Sage rather than learning how to do it the “harder” way.
Mugsy: And that’s bad?!
Dudley: When it comes to test time, yes.

How does it work? Let me take the simpler case of finding d2 y/dx2 for an implicit function F(x, y) = 0, once
you have already found dy/dx. The key to d2 y/dx2 (or any other) higher derivative is to remember what it means.
In this case,
!
d2 y
d dy
=
(8.16)
dx2 dx dx
 dy 
d dx
(8.17)
=
dx
The trick, then, is to find the differential of dy/dx (that’s very much like finding a derivative, remember), and then
divide through by dx. After that, you need to simplify, using dx/dx = 1, and using the formula you had for dy/dx.
dy
5x4 + 1
For a specific example, with the implicit function x5 + y5 + x + y − 1 = 0, we found
. To find
=− 4
dx
5y + 1
d2 y/dx2 , we do this:
 dy 
d2 y d dx
=
(8.18)
dx
dx2


+1
d − 5x
5y4 +1
4

=

(8.19)

dx

!
−1
5x4 + 1
d
=
dx
5y4 + 1
!
−1 (5y4 + 1)(20x3 dx) − (5x4 + 1)(20y3 dy)
=
dx
(5y4 + 1)2
=−

4
3 dy
(5y4 + 1)(20x3 dx
dx ) − (5x + 1)(20y dx )

(5y4 + 1)2
+1
(5y4 + 1)(20x3 ) − (5x4 + 1)(20y3 (− 5x
))
5y4 +1

(8.20)
(8.21)
(8.22)

4

=−

(5y4 + 1)2
−20(25x3 y8 + 10x3 y4 + x3 + 25x8 y3 + 10x4 y3 + y3 )
=
(5y4 + 1)3

(8.23)
(8.24)

That’s the final answer.
This process can be simplified using Sage. There are several ways to do it, but I will show you the more direct
way. You use Sage to systematize the algebra, leading Sage through the steps you would take.
This line does nothing more than define the implicit function, after making sure that y is to be treated as a
function of x. The notation y = function(’y’)(x) tells Sage that. Note that Sage now writes y as y(x), so you
know.
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The next line actually finds the derivative of y with respect to x, and puts the results in z. Sort of.
Mugsy: You gotta do better than that!

It takes some work to get what we want from z. First, you need to realize that whenever Sage solves for something,
it assumes that there are multiple possible solutions. So, it puts the solutions into a list. That is the reason for the
square brackets at the beginning and the end of z. (It is easy to miss them, but doing so will destroy you ability to
work with it. Trust me. I know this one.) You pull the first (and only) element of the list out of the list by tacking
on [0]. (Remember that list elements are numbered consecutively, starting at 0, not at 1.) So you have the solution,
that D[0](y)(x) has a specific value. But we want to work with that value. So, to extract it, we use the .rhs()
method, standing for right hand side. That gets put into the dydx variable.

This next is the tricky line.
Dudley: Mugsy, at least look at this while it’s happening.
Mugsy: Says the one who closes his eyes in the movies when anything bad is about to happen.

By differentiating the function with respect to x twice, we get an expression, z2 that includes what we want, namely
D[0,0](y){x). But it also contains D[0](y)(x), which we don’t want in the answer. But we have already calculated it, and it is dydx. We substitute dydx in for D[0](y)(x) and create z3. Note that you have to use diff(y,x)
rather than D[0](y)(x), even though that is what Sage prints out at you, and they are the same thing. Note that z3
is an equation that contains what we want, D[0,0](y)(x). So, we tell Sage to solve for it, by calling it by its other
name, diff(y,x,x), and I used show() to print it out nicely.

Higher-order implicit partial derivatives The process for finding higher-order implicit partial derivatives is
much the same, with an extra twist at one point. What I will do is give you an example running through it with Sage,
and explaining what each step is doing. Again, I will do it by hand, and then by Sage the long way.
How do you tell if a higher-order implicit derivative is a regular or a partial derivative? Exactly the same way
as the first derivative. That is, if the first derivative is a regular derivative, so will all higher-order derivatives. If the
first derivative is a partial derivative, then all higher-order derivatives will be as well.
Dudley: And for those who can’t remember?
Albert: You look at the number of variables. If there are only two, the derivatives are regular. If there are more,
the derivatives are partial.
Mugsy: Why couldn’t he have said it that way?

The problem I will do is to find

∂2 y
∂x ∂z

and

∂2 y
∂z ∂x

(and show that they are equal) for

x y z + x2 − y2 + 4 z2 = 10
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The straightforward way of doing this fails.
Mugsy: Oh, tell me it ain’t so!
Albert: It’s so.
Mugsy: That ain’t what I told you to tell me.

If you calculate the first partials, you get
∂y
yz + 2x
=−
∂x
xz − 2y
If you take

∂
∂z

and

∂y
xy + 8z
=−
∂z
xz − 2y

of the first, you get
!
∂
yz + 2x
(x z − 2 y) (y) − (y z + 2 x) (x)
−
=−
∂z x z − 2 y
(x z − 2 y)2
(x y z − 2 y2 ) − (x y z + 2 x2 )
=−
(x z − 2 y)2
2
−2 y − 2 x2
=−
x z − 2 y)2

Next, if you take

∂
∂x

=

2 y2 + 2 x 2
(x z − 2 y)2

of the second one, you get
!
∂
xy + 8z
(x z − 2 y) (y) − (x y + 8 z) (z)
−
=−
∂x x z − 2 y
(x z − 2 y)2
(x y z − 2 y2 ) − (x y z + 8 z2 )
=−
(x z − 2 y)2
2 y2 + 8 z2
=
(x z − 2 y)2

The numerators (tops) are different, but the denominators (bottoms) are identical. They aren’t the same.
That leads directly to a question.
Mugsy: Why aren’t they the same?

Exactly, Mugsy.
Mugsy: I wanted an explanation, not a compliment.
y
y
Here’s why. When we calculate ∂x∂ ∂z
or ∂z∂ ∂x
, we have to assume that y is a function of both x and z. That makes the
second partial derivative calculations incorrect, since they assumed that y was a constant for those partial derivatives.
You can tell that the derivatives are wrong because they are supposed to be equal.
2

2

Mugsy: So which one is right?
Albert: They are both wrong. That’s why I told you not to pick one if your answers don’t agree.
Mugsy: Ah, but you forget, Al, that I operate on partial credit.
Albert: Then pick either one. They are equally incorrect.

This could be fixed, but I’d rather show you how to do this on Sage.
Mugsy: I was hoping you’d say something like that!
Dudley: I thought you didn’t like Sage.
Mugsy: Anything that saves me work, I like.

The first thing is to declare the variables and tell Sage that y is a function of x and z, and then define the function.

There is nothing new here.
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The next thing is to take the two first partials. And again, there is nothing new here.

Next, we work out both of the second partial derivatives, by taking the appropriate derivatives of the first partials.
Note that we are doing it correctly here, since embedded in the Sage work is that fact that y is a function of both x
and z.

To verify that these two are equal, I do two things. First, I simplify both second derivatives and print them out
nicely. You can look and see that they are exactly the same. Then I subtract them, and note that the value is indeed
0.

Homework #5
Exercises.
1. Does z = x2 + y2 + z2 determine an explicit or implicit function?
2. Does w = x2 + y2 + z2 determine an explicit or implicit function?
3. Find dy/dx for the following equations.
(a) x2 y = 15
(b) 3x6 y4 − 7 x2 y5 = 12
(c) y = x4 y3 + 4 x6 y7
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4. Find dy/dx for the following equations.
(a) exp(x y2 ) − x3 y4 = 12
(b) sin(x/y) + cos(y/x) = 1
(c) y = ln(x2 + y2 )
5. Calculate d2 y/dx2 for x2 + y2 = 1. (You can compare this problem to one of the homework problems on
parametric equations, where we calculated the same thing “the hard way” using x = cos t, y = sin t.)
6. Make up three implicit equations F(x, y) = 0 of your own, and find dy/dx for them.
7. Find

d2 y
dx2

for the implicit function 2 x5 + 4 x2 y3 − 5 x y7 = 100. Be prepared for a frighteningly long answer.

8. Find

d2 y
dx2

for the implicit function y e3 x + x3 sin(y2 ) = 20. Again, watch out for a many-line answer.

9. Find

∂y
∂z

for the implicit function 9 z2 e x y − 3 x z sin(y) = 4.

10. Find

∂x
∂y

for the implicit function 4 ln(x + y z) + 7 Arctan(y + x z) = 1

Problems.
1. Find

∂2 x
∂y ∂z

for the implicit function e x y z + cos(x y2 + y z) = 2.

2. For this problem, use the implicit equation x2 y2 − 3 x3 y + 16 x − 5 y = 0.
(a) Find the derivative dy/dx.
(b) Show that the point (0, 0) is on the graph and find the equation of the line tangent to the curve at the
point (0, 0).
(c) Show that the point (1, 4) is on the graph and find the equation of the line tangent to the curve at the
point (1, 4). (Careful here! The derivative does something strange. What kind of lines have that slope?)
3. In this problem, we look at a result that gets used in Physical Chemistry, although it is not clear what it means.
Albert: A whole lot of Physical Chemistry can seem that way. But the next section does more with that
subject.
Dudley: Oh, I can hardly wait....

Suppose you have any implicit function of three variables, F(x, y, z) = C. Show that
∂x ∂y ∂z
×
×
= −1
∂y
∂z ∂x
by writing out the values of these partial derivatives in terms of the partial derivatives of F and simplifying.
Investigation.
1. Answer the following questions about the graph defined by the implicit function x3 + y3 + x y =
constant 1/27 must be exactly that. You’ll see why.)
(a) Show that the first derivative dy/dx of the curve is
−

3 x2 + y
3 y2 + x

1
27 .

(Yes, the
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(b) Show that the second derivative d2 y/dx2 of the curve is
−

54 x y(x3 + y3 + x y − 1/27)
(3y2 + x)3

(Unless you are into serious algebra, I’d recommend Sage for this one.)
(c) Plug the equation of the curve into this expression, and show that the second derivative is always equal
to zero. (This is why we need that 1/27.)
(d) Show that the lines y = mx + b have second derivative equal to zero. (A more ambitious problem would
have you show that only lines have second derivative equal to zero. I’m not asking for that.)
 




(e) Show that the three points 13 , 0 , 0, 13 , and − 31 , − 13 are all on the original curve. (How do you show
that a point is on a curve whose equation you know?)
(f) Show that the three points do not lie on a line. (The last four parts of this investigation present a
considerable difficulty. See if you can figure out why there is a problem.)
(g) Use Sage to factor x3 + y3 + x y − 1/27. (Note that one factor
is linear
in both x and y, so it represents a


1
1
line. The remaining equation produces a single point, at − 3 , − 3 .)

8.1.7

Constrained partial derivatives (what if you can’t wiggle just one variable at a time?)

Up until this point, whenever we have taken partial derivatives, we have assumed that the independent variables are
just that, independent of each other. There are situations where that is not the case, as any chemistry major will
discover in physical chemistry.
Motivation—gas dynamics.
Let me give you a specific example. In thermodynamics (a part of physical chemistry), the entropy, denoted S , of a
gas is most conveniently defined in terms of three variables, p = pressure, V = volume, and T = temperature.
Mugsy: ALBERT! What’s going on here? What’s entropy?
Albert: It’s a concept from thermodynamics, and measures how disorganized a system is. One of the fundamental laws of thermodynamics says that entropy must always increase.
Dudley: Physicists have a theory of disorganization?
Albert: That’s one way to look at it. The three laws of thermodynamics are summarized at a level that even
Mugsy can understand as:
1. You can’t win.
2. You can’t break even. (That’s entropy increasing.)
3. You can’t get out.
Mugsy: You mean it’s useless for me to try to clean my apartment?
Dudley: For you, yes.
Mugsy: Watch it, kid.

(Usually, first-year chemistry books use P = pressure, but thermodynamics texts tend to use p.) If you have had
chemistry, though, you know that p, V, and T are not independent. There is the ideal gas law, pV = nRT , where
n = number of moles (measure of quantity) of gas, and R is a constant that is the same for all gases. So, if we
decide to wiggle T , for example, we are not permitted to hold all other variables constant. The extra equation that
the variables have to satisfy is called the constraint, and the process of calculating derivatives in such cases is called
taking constrained partial derivatives.
Because thermodynamics is the course where this notion is used most, I will keep explanations geared to that
subject. It will be easy enough to adapt to any other situation, or to the other functions in thermodynamics (such as
internal energy of gases, enthalpy, and Gibbs free energy).
Dudley: I don’t even want to know what those mean.
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Notation.
We first need to set up the notation so that we can tell what is going on.
Mugsy: I think it’s going to take more than notation.
Dudley: AUGH! More notation!

The entropy S depends on p, V, and T , and of the three, any two will determine the other from the gas law. (You
assume a fixed number of moles. The quantity of gas has to remain constant.) So, thermodynamics texts will write
S (p, T ) or S (V, T ), depending on which two are the main two under consideration at the time. But how would you
understand (∂S /∂T )? It doesn’t make sense at it stands, since the notation implies that all other variables are being
held constant, which can’t happen. Even worse, if you differentiate S (p, T ) with respect to T and compare that to
the derivative of S (V, T ) with respect to T , you will get two different answers. (See the homework.) This is a distinct
problem.
Mugsy: Not for me. I’m never taking Physical Chemistry.
Albert: You are, however, taking this course.
Mugsy: Rats.

We have to be able to distinguish between different partial derivatives, then. This is done by a standard notation.
(∂S /∂T ) p indicates that we are taking the derivative of S with respect to T , holding p a constant. Of course, V will
have to be changing, but that we will have to allow. It is equivalent to the derivative of the formula S (p, T ) with
respect to T . On the other hand, (∂S /∂T )V denotes the partial derivative of S with respect to T , while holding V
constant (and consequently allowing p to vary). That would mean that we are differentiating S (V, T ) with respect to
T . By the way, each of those derivatives gives a quantity that is physically measurable. And physically, they are not
equal, either.
Mugsy: You mean this actually gets used?
Albert: Chemical engineers have to use this idea all the time.

How to calculate these.
This is actually not very difficult, especially after you have been through the abuse of higher-order partial derivatives
of implicit functions.
Dudley: Great. Malaria is better than the plague, too. And I would rather not have either.

What you are given. You are given the function to differentiate, the constraint, the variable to differentiate, and
the variables that are independent of the variable to differentiate.
These are all part of what you must be given, in some fashion or another. Note that you can determine what
variables are dependent on the variable to differentiate by a process of elimination.
Write out total differential of function being differentiated. When you are doing this, you should include all of
the variables, whether or not they will be held constant. For example, with
S = S (p, V, T )
you would get that
dS =

∂S
∂S
∂S
dp +
dV +
dT
∂p
∂V
∂T

At this point, we are not taking any constraints into consideration, so subscripts on the partial derivatives are not
needed. That will come momentarily.
Set wiggles of all independent variables to 0; there should be two wiggles left. Now you look at the variables.
The notation will tell you that some of them are being held constant. In that case, you should set the appropriate
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differential to 0. That is, if you want to find

∂S
∂T

!
V

you will be holding V constant, so you you would set dV = 0. The result in that case would be
dS =

∂S
∂S
dp +
dT
∂p
∂T

We are now closing in on the derivative we want. To get (∂S /∂T ), you want to factor out a dT from the right side
of this equation and divide through by it. But we have this d p that isn’t dT . What do we do? We want to eliminate
the unwanted wiggle, in this case the d p. Now is when we use the constraint. That gives us the way to relate the dT
and the d p that will enable us to eliminate the d p from this.
Find the total differential of the constraint; set all independent wiggles to 0; solve for the wiggle to be eliminated from the other equation. The equation for the constraint will tell how the differentials between all the
variables relate. So, if we use the ideal gas law,
pV = nRT
we take the differential of the equation, and get that
V d p + p dV = n R dT
Note that n is almost always a constant for these problems, since you are working with a fixed quantity of gas. On
the other hand, R is always a constant. Then we again set dV = 0, since V is still not allowed to change. Then we
get that
V d p = n R dT
or solving for d p (the nuisance term in dS ), we get
dp =

n R
V

dT

This is what we will use in the dS equation.
Plug in and solve for desired wiggle. Plugging that back in gives
∂S
∂S
dp +
dT
∂p
∂T
∂S  n R 
∂S
=
dT +
dT
∂p V
∂T
!
∂S n R ∂S
=
+
dT
∂p V
∂T

dS =

(8.25)
(8.26)
(8.27)

where we factored out the dT from both terms.
Set up the quotient of wiggles to give the partial derivative you want. Dividing by dT gives us what we want:
!
∂S  n R  ∂S
∂S
=
+
∂T V ∂p V
∂T
This is the answer.
Dudley: FOUL! How can we have a term like

∂S
∂T

on the right-hand side in the expression, when we have already
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said that such a creature is ambiguous. Besides, how would you calculate it?
Mugsy: Yeah. That’s what I was thinking, too.
Dudley: Right, Mugsy.
Albert: Good questions, and they need good answers. That must be coming next.

First, let’s look at the expression. If you will note, when we write
!
∂S
∂S  n R  ∂S
+
=
∂T V ∂p V
∂T
 
∂S
∂S
we are writing ∂T
. What would that mean? Remember that when we first did the total differential
in terms of ∂T
V

∂S
of the function, we assumed that there were no constraints. That’s what ∂T
represents; we assume that we can wiggle
∂S
just T without wiggling any of the other variables, and ∂T
is just that wiggle magnification factor. How would that
∂S
; just take the
work? Remember that we started out with a formula for S ? That is what you would use for finding ∂T
normal partial derivative ignoring any problem with constraints. (Of course, in thermodynamics, you often don’t
have much
 of a formula for these things. This is theory.) To allow that other variables must wiggle, we get an extra
∂S
term in ∂T
. It takes into account the wiggle of p as we are wiggling T and holding V constant. The term nVR ∂S
∂p is
V
just what needs to be added to hold V constant, forcing p to move. This also answers the questions.
Just a few concluding remarks on this subject. It would be possible (but very unappetizing) to have several
constraints on different variables, rather than just one.

Mugsy: You gotta be kidding.

The process would be the same. Take the total differential of the equation containing the dependent variable; zero
the differentials of variables being held constant; take the differentials of the constraints and solve them for the
differentials of the dependent variables to get rid of; plug them in the first differentiated equation and divide by the
differential of the main dependent variable.
Finally, note that the quotient of differentials is a derivative, just as before. But the notation automatically
switches to express the situation, just the way that the notation changed in going
 from regular to partial derivatives.
∂S
∂S
That is, dS divided by dT was not just dS /dT , nor even just ∂T
, but rather ∂T
, in order to accurately reflect what
V
we had done to get the equation relating those differentials.
I am still working on getting this done in Sage. I’ll update you if I can get this to work.
Mugsy: Now that is encouraging. He wants us to do something that Sage can’t do.
Albert: That’s not what he said. Sage is complicated enough that he hasn’t figured out how to automate the
process.
Mugsy: I drawing my own delusions here.
Dudley: That seems to be popular nowadays.

Homework #6
Problems.
1. Take w = 2 x2 + 4 z + t, with constraint x + z − 3 t = 8. Show that
equations.
2. For w = 3 x y z − 5 x + y − z , with constraint equation
3 2 2

2

3

4

x z3



+

∂w
∂x z



and

4 x 2 y3

+



∂w
∂x t



y2 z5

can never be equal for these
!
∂w
= 71, find
.
∂z y

!
∂w
x
, subject to the constraint Arcsin x + x2 + y2 + z2 + z = 2.
where w = ln(xy) +
∂x z
y+z
!
∂x
4. Find
for x = y e−w + w2 cos t e2y with constraint w3 + y3 + t3 = 1.
∂y t

3. Find
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5. Make up another two problems in constrained partial differentiation and solve them.
Investigation.
1. In this investigation, we look at implicit differentiation with constraints. It really is no more difficult than
regular derivatives with constraints. Suppose we have the equation F(w, x, y, z) = 0. This defines y as an
implicit function of w, x, and z. (Other combinations are possible, but that’s the one we’ll work with on this
problem.) Suppose we also have the constraint C(w, x, y, z) = 0. That should enable you to eliminate one of
the variables that y is a function of. Suppose we eliminate w. Then y is a function of x and z (although its
∂y
exact form is not obvious). Find a formula for ∂x
in terms of the partial derivatives of F and C, where they
z
are taken as formulas.
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Summary of Chapter 8

1. The distributive and associative laws for addition mean that you can pull constants outside of summations and
split summations of terms apart. And therefore, you can do the same with integrals.
2. Integrals “add up” differentials, allowing you to move from differential-sized (submicroscopic) changes to
any change size at all.
3. Indefinite integrals must contain constants of integration. They are used to evaluate definite integrals, which
never contain constants of integration. When evaluating definite integrals, the value of the constant of integration in the indefinite integral doesn’t make any difference, so it is usually set to zero (so it appears that the
constant was simply omitted).
4. When integrating both sides of an equation, you need to put a constant of integration on only one side.
5. The equations of ballistic motion are:
x(t) = v0x t + x0
1
y(t) = − g t2 + v0y t + y0
2
6. When applying limits to two definite integrals at once, you must apply corresponding (not equal) limits. The
differential in the integral tells you what the independent variable is, and you want corresponding values of
the those variables.
7. The standard integration formulas are
Z
un du =
Z

1 n+1
u +C
n+1

for n , −1

1
du = ln |u | + C
for n = −1 above
u
Z
sin u du = − cos u + C
Z

cos u du = sin u + C
Z

eu du = eu + C

Z

1
du = Arcsin u + C
√
1 − u2
Z
1
du = Arctan u + C
1 + u2
Z
1
= Arcsec u + C
√
u u2 − 1

8. You use substitution to convert integrals to one of these standard forms. You let u be
• The inside of the most complicated part, or
• Any function whose derivative appears as a factor in the integrand, or
• There are a whole collection of situations for trig substitutions.
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You use trig substitutions when the integrand contains a quadratic function that you would like to be a single
term, especially if it is inside a square root. There are three stages to go through for indefinite integrals,
involving a total of two substitutions.
• Stage 1. Complete the square, if there is a linear term in the quadratic. (The procedure for that follows
Stage 3, if you need it.) Compare the quadratic to one of the forms u2 + a2 , u2 − a2 , or a2 − u2 , and
determine the values of u and a to match the quadratic. Make those substitutions (remembering to
change the dx to du correctly, and change the limits if you have a definite integral.)
• Stage 2. Depending on which quadratic you changed to, you use the appropriate trig substitution, plus
Form
Substitution Differential
Form becomes
2
2
u = a sin θ
du = a cos θ dθ
a2 − u2 = a2 cos2 θ
helpful other info: a − u
2
2
2
a +u
u = a tan θ
du = a sec θ dθ
a2 + u2 = a2 sec2 θ
u2 − a2 u = a, sec θ du = a tan θ sec θ dθ u2 − a2 = a2 tan2 θ
Remember to change the limits if there are any. Once you have made the substitution, the integral should
be in a form that can be integrated. Do that.

• Stage 3. You now need to return to the original variable, which involves first getting back to u, and then
back to x. (Note that for definite integrals, you should change limits as you go along, and this step is not
Form
Substitution Inverse substitution
2
2
u = a sin θ
θ = Arcsin(u/a)
necessary.) For this, you should use the following table: a − u
2
2
a +u
u = a tan θ
θ = Arctan(u/a)
u2 − a2 u = a sec θ
θ = Arcsec(u/a)
Once you have converted all θs to us, you then substitute the values of u and a from Stage 1 back into
the expression. The result is the indefinite integral that you want.

9. Here is the procedure for completing the square. I assume that the quadratic is A x2 +B x+C. Make appropriate
adjustments for your situation. Note that you should remember the procedure and not the result. It is easy to
mess things up.
• Factor the A (coefficient of x2 ) from the first two terms, getting A (x2 + (B/A) x) + C.
• Take the inside coefficient of the linear term, and divide it by 2. You should get B/(2 A).
• Square that term and then add and subtract it from the terms inside the parentheses. You should get
A (x2 + (B/A) x + (B/(2 A))2 − (B/(2 A))2 ) + C.
• The first three terms inside the parentheses are a perfect square, of (x − (B/(2 A)). Make that happen.
You should get A ( (x − (B/(2 A)))2 − (B/(2 A))2 ) + C.
• Multiply the A through the terms in parentheses. You should get A (x − (B/2 A))2 + (C − A (B/2 A)2 ).
That is the result of completing the square. The first term goes into u2 and the second goes into a2 ; be
careful of signs.
10. You use partial fractions to integrate rational functions (the quotient of two polynomials). The steps are:
(a) Divide the integrand, if necessary, to make sure that the expression you use partial fractions on is proper
(that is, the degree of the top is less than the degree of the bottom).
(b) Factor the denominator into linear or irreducible quadratic terms.
(c) Set up the correct partial fractions form, which is to put in terms for each factor in the denominator, the
number of terms equalling the degree of the factor, and the numerators being either constants (when the
factor is linear to a power) or linear (when the factor is quadratic to a power).
(d) Solve for the coefficients in the numerators.
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11. If you have to integrate a product of sines and cosines to powers, here is how you do it.
(a) Look first for a positive, odd power on either sine or cosine. If you find one, pull one factor out, convert
the rest to the other function using the Pythagorean identity. Use u = the other function, and substitute.
It should integrate quite easily unless the odd power is large. Reverse the substitution, and you are done.
(b) If you have all even powers, use the double-angle identities to reduce the powers. Keep using those identities until everything is to the first power. Integrate what you have. Reverse the substitution, which will
take multiple uses of the double-angle identities in reverse, and finding sin(arccosx) and cos(arcsinx).
12. Other products of powers of sine and cosine can be done with this approach.
13. Even powers of sec x (or csc x) are integrated by peeling off sec2 x (or csc2 x) and using the substitution
u = tan x (or u = cot x), and converting the rest of the sec x to tan x (or csc x to cot x) using the Pythagorean
identity sec2 x = 1 + tan2 x (or csc2 x = 1 + cot2 x). Then integration is straightforward.
14. Integrating odd powers of sec x or csc x will have to wait until the next semester (integration by parts).

Chapter 9

Water Balloons
9.1
9.1.1

Introduction.
What happened?

In previous incarnations of this textbook, this chapter was all about how to relate the counter of cassette tapes or
VCR tapes to elapsed time. But fewer and fewer people even own cassette players or VCR tapes, having replaced
them with CD-ROMs and DVDs or other storage. So, to keep the text relevant, it has been changed around to
something more of a timeless nature: water balloon launching.
Dudley: Gee, I wonder if they will show how to maximize distance?
Albert: Maybe. It isn’t that hard.
Mugsy: Can this stuff be applied to other things than water balloons?
Dudley: It should. You have something in mind?
Mugsy: Yeah, but you probably don’t want to know. It’s someone, rather than something.
Dudley: You’re right, I don’t want to know.
Mugsy: You never heard of a human cannonball?
Dudley: Was this done voluntarily?
Mugsy: For some definition of voluntarily, yes.

9.2

The background.

We are going to two different things using water balloons. One will be used to estimate launch velocity and how
that depends on the amount that the balloon is pulled back in the launcher. The other is to figure out how to track
the balloon on a camera, by figuring out how the vertical angle changes with time.
Mugsy: That’s so that you can capture all this for YouTube. You want to make the launch look good, right?

9.2.1

The equations we will need

We studied ballistic motion in Calculus 1. Here are the equations from there. Note that they are parametric equations.

x(t) = v0x t + x0
1
y(t) = − g t2 + v0y t + y0
2
Here is the meaning of variables:
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Variable

Meaning

t
v0x
x0
g
v0y
y0

Time
Initial x velocity
Initial horizontal position
Acceleration of gravity
Initial y velocity
Initial height
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Dudley: AGGGH! Variables! Lotsa variables!
Albert: But you have seen all of them before, Dudley.
Dudley: That doesn’t mean that they didn’t terrify me then, too!

To simplify things, we will assume that the water balloon is launched from ground level, a reasonable assumption.
Dudley: So these equations don’t work if you are launching water balloons out of dorm room window?
Mugsy: Or off of the roof of the science building?
Albert: I refuse to answer some questions that can get you into serious trouble.

That means that we will assume that y0 = 0. It simplifies the equations immensely.
For this, we are going to want to find the range of the water balloon. As with all parametric equations, we will
want to rephrase the question in terms of the parameter. What is the range of the launcher going to be? Described
in terms of the trajectory of the water balloon, it is the distance between the two points that the balloon is on the
ground (those two points being where it is launched from and where it lands). Since the parameter is time, questions
regarding the parameter will be phrased with the word when. So, what we want to find is when the balloon is on the
ground. There should be two times. Then, once we have the two times, we have to find the two positions, and from
that, find the distance between the two positions.
Dudley: Ok. So he will be trying to maximize distance. Good.

So, how to we find when the water balloon is on the ground? The defining characteristic of being on the ground is
y = 0, so what we want to do is solve y = 0 for t. Note that y is a quadratic in t, so we will get two different values
of t, which is just what we want. Remember that y0 = 0.
0=y

(9.1)

1
= − g t2 + v0y t
2
1
= t (− g t + v0y )
2

(9.2)
(9.3)

That gives two equations, t = 0 and − 21 g t + v0y = 0. The first value, t = 0 is expected. That would represent the
launch of the balloon. The other value solves to give t = 2 v0 y/g. That is the landing time. To get the range, we will
need to know the positions at those times. By plugging into the equation for x(t), we get that at t = 0, x = x0 and at
2v v
t = 2 v0y /g, x = x0 + 2 v0x v0y /g. The difference is the range, 0xg 0y .
That is correct, as far as it goes, but isn’t in the most usable form. If we go back to trigonometry we get that
v0x = v0 cos(θ) and v0y = v0 sin(θ), where θ is the launch angle.
Dudley: AAAUUGGGGH! Another variable!

If we plug those in, and use the trig identity sin(2 θ) = 2 sin(θ) cos(θ), we get that the range is actually
Range =

(v0 )2 sin(2 θ)
.
g

From this, we can see how to maximize distance.
Dudley: At last, what I have been waiting for!

The largest value of the right hand side occurs when sin(2 θ) = 1, which occurs when 2 θ = π/2, or when θ = π/4.
Dudley: Lessee, π/4 radians is, uh, 45◦ , right?
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Albert: Yes! Congratulations!
Dudley: So launching the water balloon at 45◦ will maximize the distance it goes?
Albert: Yes and no.
Dudley: Hey, quit being as confusing as the book. Give me an answer I can use.
Albert: If there weren’t any air resistance, then yes, a 45◦ launch angle will maximize distance. But if you want
to take air resistance into account, you need to lower that angle somewhat. The maximum distance for hitting
a baseball occurs at about a 40◦ angle, for example.
Mugsy: OK, how would you know that?
Albert: I read a book called The Physics of Baseball.
Mugsy: And I suppose that was pleasure reading for you.

It is also important to notice here that the range is proportional to the square of the launch velocity. That is,
doubling the launch velocity multiplies the range by four. Doing what you can to increase the velocity is clearly
important.

9.2.2

The launcher

We want to look at how operating the launcher affects the balloon. Specifically, how does the range change depending on how much you pull back?
Mugsy: Oh, that one is easy!
Albert: It is? Explain, please.
Mugsy: The more you pull back, the farther is goes.
Albert: Yes, but there is a lot more to it.
Mugsy: Right. If you pull too hard, the rubber bands break. It gets messy.
Albert: True, but that isn’t what I meant.

For this, we need to incorporate a bit of physics, but only a bit.
Mugsy: Dudley, quit whimpering.

The general formula for elastic, deformable objects (also called media) is F = −k x, called Hooke’s law. Here, F is
the force needed to deform (stretch or compress) the medium, x is the length of the deformation, and k is the spring
constant.
Mugsy: Dudley, quit whimpering.

The potential energy in a spring (or any stretched elastic medium) is
medium, and x is the distance stretched.

1
2

k x2 , where k is the spring constant for

Mugsy: Dudley, quit whimpering.

That energy is transferred to the balloon’s kinetic energy, 12 m v2 , where m is the mass of the balloon, and v is the
velocity. It would actually be better to use v0 here, actually, since that velocity will be the launch velocity.
Mugsy: Dudley, quit whimpering.

Setting these equal to each other, you get that
r

k
x.
m
This has a couple of consequences that are not at all obvious.
v0 =

• The launch velocity is directly proportional to the amount that the balloon is pulled back.
• The smaller the balloon (that is, the less mass), the faster it will be launched.
• The stiffer the launch bands (that is, the larger k), the faster the balloon is launched.
Those certainly aren’t at all obvious.
Mugsy: Gee, Dudley, you stopped whimpering.
Dudley: Yeah. This looks like it could be useful.
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So, if we put this together with the range equation, we get that the range of the water balloon launcher is
Range =

k sin(2 θ) 2
x .
mg

The observation that is most important for us is that the range is quadratic in x, the amount that you pull back on the
launcher.

9.2.3

Data

Suppose we ran an experiment to check this out. You might come up with the following data.
Mugsy: Might come up with this data?
Albert: Correct. Dr. Coulliette could’t find his water balloon launcher to get some real data.

The launch angle will be fixed at 40◦ . We are going to try to figure out the launch velocity.
x

Range

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.
1.8
7.0
15.3
26.5
40.3
56.5
74.9
95.3
117.6
141.7

Here, x is the percentage of max stretch divided by 10. (So, an 80% stretch would correspond to x = 80/10 = 8.)
It is worth plotting this.

It certainly looks quadratic.

9.2.4

We have lots of data. Now what?

We certainly have a lot of data. In fact, we have a lot more than we need, in one sense. We are going to try to
estimate the launch velocity from this data. But that means that we have 10 equations for one unknown. That is
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not what we would normally want. Why don’t we just throw out nine of the data points, use the remaining one and
solve for v0 ? It’s a good question, and deserves a good answer.
Mugsy: I wasn’t asking. JUst tell me the answer I want.

One of the hassles of measurement is errors. If we take a lot of measurements for the same thing, we can hope
that the errors would average out in the long run. But that means we have to take a lot more measurements than is
necessary. In this case, if you estimate v0 from each of those data points (except for (0, 0), which doesn’t give any
value at all for v0 ), you get different values of v0 . Which one should you take? Simple, you don’t take any of them!
Mugsy: I like that! Can we leave now, then?
Albert: No. Don’t you want an answer?
Mugsy: I’m becoming less convinced I’m going to get one.

The apporach is to use all the data to approximate v0 in terms of x. After all, you will want that information if
you happen to have a target that is not the maximum distance away.
Mugsy: Well, that sort of logic makes sense to me.

There are lots of options for doing that, and you will see more if you take Applied Math. But the most common
(even if it is not the best) goes by the name of Least Squares analysis.
Dudley: Why don’t we use the best method instead?
Albert: There are several reasons. First, this is the most common. You need practice with it before you use the
others. Second, the others are much more difficult to handle mathematically. Third, least squares leads to the
other topics that this chapter is supposed to cover.
Dudley: All right already! I give up! Let’s do least squares!

The overall idea is simple. If our data were exact, and our value for v0 were exact as well, and the model for
the equations were exact, then the equation for the range would be an exact equality for each data point. But alas,
none of those assumptions is correct. We live in a fallen world, and have to deal with it. Our goal, then, is to find
the a value of v0 that makes the equation as close as possible for all the different data points. So, what we need is a
method of determining how inaccurate the equation is for a specific data point and a specific value for v0 .
Dudley: Why don’t we just use the table and skip this?
Albert: You will want to find the value of x for ranges that aren’t in the table. For that, you will want to have a
function.

In one sense, all we have to do is use the value of v0 and the angle, plug those into the equation for the range
and compare it to the listed value for the range. The closer we are, the better.
But again, we want to use all the data points we have. Changing v0 might make one data point better, but at the
expense of making one or more of the other data points worse. What we need is a method of deciding how good one
value of v0 really is. That brings us to the least squares equation.
The obvious candidate for how close the approximation to the range is to the real value of the range is to subtract,
and try to get as near zero as you can. That number is the error in the approximation. We want the errors to be small.
A too-simple approach would be to add all the errors together and try to make that small. After all, that would use
all the data points. The problem is that the errors can be both positive and negative. This would mean that positive
and negative errors could cancel, and that is not at all what we want. We want all the errors to be small individually.
So, instead, we add up the squares of the errors, and try to make that small. That way, positives and negatives
get counted the same, and they can’t cancel.
Dudley: Why don’t we take the absolute value instead of squaring?
Albert: That is one of the “better methods” that we are not covering. The reason we don’t do that is simple. Do
you remember how to differentiate absolute values?
Dudley: Yes.
Mugsy: No.
Albert: The equations that you would have to solve with absolute values are much more complicated, enough
so that using absolute values is rarely done.

What we are going to try to do, then, is the make the sum of the squares of the errors as small as possible, by
choosing v0 correctly.
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Mugsy: Hey! That’s why the call it Least Squares.
Albert: Very good.

9.2.5

Working with the Least Squares equation

Setting up the Least Squares equation
Let’s work through the error for the second data point in some detail. The rest of them are identical.
Dudley: Why not the first one?
Albert: Because when x = 0, the range is 0, no matter what v0 is. There is no error in that measurement.

So, we assume that the data is quadratic. In order to simplify the calculations
Dudley: Hey, I’m all for that!

we assume that the range has an equation like
Range = A x2 .
Once we get a value for A, then we can go back and actually see what value that gives for v0 .
The second data point has x = 1 and a range of 1.8. The error would be (1.8 − A (1)2 ). Of course, this
depends on A, as it should. For different values of A, we get different values of the error for this term. Our work
is to find the value of A that makes this error, and all the other errors as well, small. We square the error and get
(1.8 − A (1)2 )2 . Similarly, the square of the error for the third data point is (7.0 − A (2)2 )2 . Keep going, and add
them up at the end. Fortunately, we have Sage around. If you add them all up, and expand the result, you get
25333 A2 − 74150.6 A + 54337.74. That is the value of the sum of the squares of the errors.
Solving the Least Squares equation
We want to find the value of A that makes this as small as possible. Well, that is something we have already learned
to do! That is nothing more than a max/min problem, and we are given the function! How simple can life get!
Mugsy: I wouldn’t say that this is exactly simple. . . .

What we do is differentiate, set the derivative equal to zero and solve for A.
The derivative is 50666 A − 74150.6. Set that equal to 0 and solve for A and you get A = 1.46.
The corresponding errors
Let’s check and see how well this value of A actually works, by plugging the values of x into A x2 , and comparing
to the ranges that we had.
x

Range

A x2

Error

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.
1.8
7.0
15.3
26.5
40.3
56.5
74.9
95.3
117.6
141.7

0.
1.46
5.84
13.14
23.36
36.50
52.56
71.54
93.44
118.26
146.00

0.
0.34
1.16
2.16
3.04
3.70
3.84
3.26
1.86
-0.66
-4.40

The sum of the squares of the errors is, according to Sage, 77.6868. No matter what other value of A that you
choose, the sum of the squares of the errors will be larger than 77.6868.
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How do we know that the value of A that we found actually minimizes the sum of the squares of the errors? Well,
we had several ways of telling a while ago. The second derivative test is the easiest here. The second derivative
of the sum of the squares of the errors is 50666, which is positive, making the value of A that was found the place
where the minimum value happens. Alternatively, in this case we can tell very easily, since the equation for the sum
of the squares of the errors is a quadratic with a positive coefficient on A2 . That means that the parabola opens up,
and the place where the tangent is horizontal is a minimum.

9.2.6

Now, let’s do even better

We can improve this estimate, by using a more general quadratic. Suppose we try to approximate the range using
A x2 + B x. The process is exactly the same. We set up the sum of the squares of the errors, which we will call
S S E, just to keep things shorter. We then minimize it to find the values of A and B. Things, however, get more
complicated.
Mugsy: How could I have guessed?

The problem is that we will end up with a function with two variables, namely A and B. It is only that we haven’t
worked with minimizing (or maximizing) functions of more than one variable yet.
Mugsy: And I expect that is what we will have to learn, right?
Albert: Right.
Dudley: And this gives a better approximation?
Albert: It’s a bit hard to say without working through the numbers, but it is very likely a better approximation.

Getting the equation
The equation for the least squares approximation is virtually identical to what we did before. The only change is that
we will have A x2 + B x where we used to have A x2 . The equation will start S S E(A, B) = (1.8 − (A (1)2 + B (1)))2 +
(7.0 − (A (2)2 + B (2)))2 , and continue for another 8 terms.
Again, thanks to Sage, this isn’t too hard to deal with. We get that the value of S S E(A, B) = 25333 A2 −
74150.6 A + 54337.74 + 6050 A B + 385 B2 − 8934.2 B. This is complicated enough that we will need to learn how
to tackle such problems in general. There are no nice, simple direct solutions here.
For the moment, we will learn how to find the maxes and mins of a function f (x, y), and then apply it to
S S E(A, B) later.

9.2.7

Locating critical points

How did we minimize a function with just one variable in it? We set the derivative equal to zero and solved. Now
we have a function with two variables, x and y. What do we do? From our work before, you could guess that you
set the first derivative equal to 0 and solve.
That’s close, but it has two flaws. We are looking for values for two variables, so we will need two equations to
solve for them. Besides, there are two first (partial) derivatives. Which do we set equal to zero?
Mugsy: You are asking me?

All right, you think, set both first derivatives equal to 0 and solve. That’s correct, and fixes the other flaw.
Dudley: That sounds too easy.
Albert: Hold on, then. We aren’t done.

We set both first partial derivatives equal to zero, and we get two equations for the two variables. That gives you the
critical points. In this case, to find the critical points of f (x, y), solve the two equations
∂f
=0
∂x

and

∂f
=0
∂y

simultaneously for x and y. This gives points (usually more than one) which are the critical points.
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Note that what we are doing is similar to the less general method of finding critical points of f (x). We aren’t
going to look at places where a derivative doesn’t exist. Functions of more than one dimension (independent variable) are much more complicated, and we are forced back to relying on the equivalent of the second derivative test.
Places for which the first derivative is not defined won’t have second derivatives, either, and the second derivative
test (the only one we have) fails. Therefore, we ignore such cases.
Mugsy: You can’t do it so you ignore it?
Albert: That’s the general idea.
Mugsy: When I try that in this course, I get in trouble.

Categorizing critical points in two dimensions.
As you expect, there are maxes and mins and messes in two dimensions, but something new shows up, too—a saddle
point. It needs to be explained.
Mugsy: You’d better believe it does.

In multiple dimensions, we get to move freely in different directions. A saddle point can be described (slightly
inaccurately) as a point which is a min in one direction, but a max in another direction. How is that possible? A
picture is worth 1000 words. It looks like a saddle.

To accommodate this new possibility, the terminology needs to change. Maxes become peaks, mins become
pits, saddles become passes (from the idea of a mountain pass), and messes become problems. The possibilities are
then peaks, pits, passes, and problems, retaining our alliterative scheme.
Mugsy: Aw. How cute.
Dudley: Hey, anything that helps me remember is good.

Telling the difference using the second derivative test.
There are more possibilities to check for using the second derivative test, as well as more second derivatives to find.
This makes the second derivative test in two dimensions more difficult. There is a pattern to it, but right now, you’ll
basically have to refer to it each time (or, for the more ambitious of you, memorize it).
Dudley: You mean I won’t have to memorize it?
Albert: You’ll be given it on the test. You only have to know how to use it.

Once you have a critical point (where f x = fy = 0), you classify it by plugging those values of x and y into a
formula
( f xx ) × ( fyy ) − ( f xy )2 = ∆
for the quantity ∆, called the discriminant. The four cases for the critical point are:
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Case
∆ > 0 and f xx > 0
∆ > 0 and f xx < 0
∆<0
∆=0

Type of critical point
Relative min (pit)
Relative max (peak)
Saddle (pass)
Mess (problem)

For example, take f (x, y) = x2 + y2 + 3 x y. The partial derivatives are easy: f x = 2 x + 3 y and fy = 2 y + 3 x. Setting
these both equal to zero gives that the only critical point is (0, 0). Next,
f xx = 2, f xy = 3,

and

fyy = 2

so
∆ = (2)(2) − (3)2 = −5 < 0
so the second derivative test says (0, 0) is a saddle. (And it is.)
Let me warn you about something that might occur to you, but will not work. Don’t just look along the xdirection and y-direction. That is, it is not good enough to check what is going on at (x ± dx, y) and (x, y ± dy).
Consider the function we just did. Here f (dx, 0) = f (−dx, 0) = (dx)2 > 0, and f (0, dy) = f (0, −dy) = (dy)2 > 0,
so it looks like (0, 0) is a minimum. (The function is going up along each of the four axis directions.) On the other
hand, f (c, −c) = −c2 < 0, for any c > 0, so it really is a saddle. (That is, it is going up in some directions, but it is
also going down in others.)
What happens in more variables.
In more dimensions (that is, more variables), there are again only pits, peaks, passes (saddles), and problems. But in
higher dimensions, saddles become more and more common, since they can be more and more varied. You’ll have
to wait until you take the applied math course for more details.
Mugsy: Is it all right if I pass on that one?
Albert: Why Mugsy, that was a clever pun!
Mugsy: It was a pun?

9.2.8

Back to the problem.

OK, so now we have the means of doing what we want. Let’s actually go ahead and do it. The function was
S S E(A, B) = 25333 A2 −74150.6 A+54337.74+6050 A B+385 B2 −8934.2 B. The partial derivatives are 50666 A+
6050 B − 74150.6 and 6050 A + 770 B − 8934.2. Setting both of these equal to 0 and solving gives A = 1.262924425
and B = 1.679879518.
Dudley: Hey, that was fairly easy!
Mugsy: Especially if you use Sage.

Notice that the value of A here is not the same as the value of A from before. That is normally the case. When
you throw more terms into the least squares function, all the coefficients will readjust.
Size of the errors
Now for the moment you have been waiting for.
Mugsy: The end of the course?

Is this actually a better approximation? Let’s calculate (using Sage, of course) the errors.
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x

Range

A x2 + B x

Error

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.
1.8
7.0
15.3
26.5
40.3
56.5
74.9
95.3
117.6
141.7

0.
2.94
8.41
16.41
29.93
39.97
55.54
73.64
94.27
117.42
143.09

0.
-1.14
-1.41
-1.11
-0.53
0.23
0.86
1.16
1.03
0.18
-1.49
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If you compare to the approximation using A x2 , you can see that the errors are considerably less now. The sum of
the squares of the errors with these values of A and B is now 10.2483, down from 77.6868. Another way to see this
is with the graph.

The diamonds are the points, the curve that starts lower and ends higher is the graph of the least squares value using
A x2 , while the other curve is the graph of the least squares value using A x2 + B x. It is fairly clear that the second
curve fist better.

9.2.9

Finding launch velocity from these

Now, let’s go back and see if we can figure out what the launch velocity must have been. The formula for the range
was (v0 )2 sin(2 θ)/g. We know that g = 9.8 and the launch angle was 40◦ . If we assume that x represents the number
of tenths of the maximum velocity, then the range would be (in theory) this.
sin(2 θ)
g
2
(v0 ) sin(2 θ) 2
=
x
100 g

Range =

(v0

x 2
10 )

That is, the value of A is (v0 )2 sin(2 θ)/(100 g). Once we know the value of A (and we actually have two choices for
it now!), we can get a value (or two
q potential values) of v0 .
Using A = 1.46, we get v0 =

100 A g
sin(2 θ)

= 38.1, while using A = 1.26 gives v0 = 35.45.
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Further improvements
Well, if we can make better approximations with more terms, why don’t we go ahead and try to fit the range to
A x2 + B x +C? We can certainly set up the equation for S S E(A, B, C) simply enough. And to minimize it, we would
set all three partial derivatives equal to 0 and solve for A, B, and C. You would get (with Sage’s help again)
Mugsy: I’m actually getting to the point where I don’t shudder when I hear the word Sage. That program is
actually handy!

that A = 1.22, B = 2.16 and C = 1.29. The sum of the squares of the errors is now 7.3896.
Yes, this is technically more accurate, but the improvement is a lot less. Adding in B x dropped the sum of the
squares of the errors down from 77.6868 to 10.2483, an 86% drop. The next drop, from 10.2483 to 7.3896, is only
28%. The question is whether it is worth it.
There is another consideration. The one data point that we can be absolutely sure of is (0, 0): If you have zero
velocity at the launch, the water balloon won’t go anywhere. If you have a non-zero value of C, the fitted curve
won’t go through that point. On that basis, there is some rationale for not putting in the C term.
The truth comes out
The data were generated using Maple (the computer algebra system we used before Sage), setting up differential
equations for x and y, using the ballistic equations of motion, with extra terms for air resistance added in. The initial
velocity was actually 43. The air resistance slowed the motion of the water balloon down enough that the initial
velocity appeared lower. But it was in the right general area.
The more interesting thing to notice is that the value of v0 from the two-parameter (A and B) approximation was
further off than the value of v0 from the one-parameter (just A) approximation, even though the curve fit better with
two parameters. The reason is that the improvement in the fit was due to B, which wasn’t included in the calculation
for v0 .
Homework #7
Exercises.
1. Find the critical points of the following functions and classify them (a max, min, saddle, or mess):
(a) x2 + 2 y2 + 6 x + 8 y + 12
(b) x2 − 2 y2 + 6 x + 8 y + 12
(c) x2 + 2 y2 − 6 x + 8 y + 12
(d) x3 + 3 y2 − 6 x y
2. Find the critical points of the following functions and classify them (a max, min, saddle, or mess):
(a) 3 x2 + 2 y2 + 6 x + 8 y + 12
(b) 3 x2 − 2 y2 + 6 x + 8 y + 12
(c) 3 x2 + 2 y2 − 6 x + 8 y + 12
(d) x3 + 3 y − 12 x y2
Problems.
P
1. Let x j take on the values 5, 1, 5, 4, and 5. Let f (x) = 5j=1 (x − x j )2 . Write out f (x) and show that f (x) has a
minimum when x = average of the x j ’s. (This is true in all cases, actually.) Do this by setting f 0 (x) = 0 and
solving.
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2. In this problem, you will fit y = f (x) = A x + B x2 to some data by hand. Use this data: (x j , y j ) is measured as
(0, 0), (1, 1), (2, 5), (3, 9). There are few enough here so that you can do the algebra with only minimal pain.
Also, note that this is a simple y = x2 , with a change in the value at x = 2.
(a) Set up S S E(A, B) for these points, and plug all the data in. You should get something like ((0) − (A (0) −
B (0)2 ))2 + ((rest of the terms)).
(b) Differentiate S S E with respect to both A and B. Don’t forget the chain rule!
(c) Set both the derivatives to zero and solve simultaneously. (You will end up with numbers in the hundreds.
Don’t panic, but be careful.)
(d) Use those values for A and B to evaluate A x + B x2 at x = 1, 2, and 3, and compare with the values in
the original data. (If you are correct, you should get numbers close, but not equal, to 1, 5, and 9.)
(e) Use the second derivative test on S S E to decide if this a maximum, minimum or saddle.
3. The general quadratic in x and y looks like f (x, y) = A x2 + B x y + C y2 + D x + E y + F (not all of A, B, and
C are zero). This problem asks (and answers) various questions about what its relative maxes and mins look
like.
(a) Find ∂ f /∂x and ∂ f /∂y, and set them both equal to 0 and solve for the critical point. Show that if
B2 − 4 A C , 0, there is a single critical point. (Sage is of use here in solving the equations you get.
What you need to show is that if B2 − 4 A C , 0, the equations can be solved, meaning the solution Sage
gets really exists. To see that, look at what would happen if B2 − 4 A C = 0.)
(b) Show that the critical point in the previous part is either a maximum, minimum or a saddle. (That is, it
is not a mess as long as B2 − 4 A C , 0.)
(c) An example of B2 − 4 A C = 0 is f (x, y) = x2 + y. Show that it has no critical points at all.
(d) Another example of B2 − 4 A C = 0 is f (x, y) = x2 + 2 x y + y2 . Show that this has lots of critical points,
and show that they are all minimums (of a sort). [Hint: Factor f (x, y).]

9.3

Video angle

Suppose we want to set up a video camera to record our water balloon launching.
Mugsy: I wouldn’t do that. The less evidence, the better.

If we fire directly away from the camera (so that the camera is immediately behind the launcher), then the only
motion that the camera needs to make is to pan up and down. It is much more complicated to record this from the
side, where the camera has to pan both up and down and side to side. Just what we are going to do will keep us busy.
For a bit of simplification, we assume that the camera height is exactly equal to the height of the balloon launcher.
The two will be roughly equal anyway, and it makes life easier. What that means in terms of the variables is that we
can set y0 = 0.
What we need is a formula for the camera angle (measured up from horizontal). That is not too bad, if you
remember trigonometry.
Mugsy: And if you don’t remember trigomonics, or whatever it is?
Albert: Just hang on and he will give you the equation.
Mugsy: Good, as long as I don’t have to do this myself.

The formula for angle, which we will call φ, is
φ = arctan
Dudley: Oh great, ANOTHER variable.

y
x

.
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Albert: But this is the same angle as you saw in polar coordinates.
Dudley: But we called it θ then, didn’t we? And θ is already used to mean something else here! ARRGGHH.

Now, what we want is dφ
dt , since that represents how fast the camera is panning up or down, with panning up
dφ
represented by dt > 0 and panning down given by dφ
dt < 0.
There are two ways that we could proceed. One would be to plug the equations for x and y into the equation
for φ and differentiate. That would work, but it wouldn’t provide us the kinds of insight that we will want. What
we will do instead is leave x and y in the equation for φ, but remember that they are functions of t. Then we will
differentiate it and at the end, plug in the values.
Differentiating φ = arctan(y/x) with respect to t requires the chain rule.
dφ
d y
1
=
(9.4)
dt
1 + (y/x)2 dt x
dx
x dy
1
dt − y dt
=
1 + (y/x)2
x2
!
1
dy
dx
= 2
−y
x
dt
dt
x + y2

(9.5)
(9.6)

There are a few things that we can get from this before we plug in the equations for x and y. Note that dφ/dt is
not zero at the top (maximum height) of the balloon’s arc. How can we tell? At the top of the arc, dy/dt = 0, and
plugging that in, we get that
!
dx
dφ
1
0−y
= 2
,
dt
dt
x + y2
which will be negative since all the values of the variables and derivatives are positive, and there is an overall
negative sign. If you draw a picture of the balloon’s arc, you will see that the camera has to pan upwards until some
point before the top of the arc (the point is where the line from the camera to the arc is tangent to the arc), and then
will pan down from there to the balloon’s landing.
Dudley: I can see where it would have been hard to pick up on that if you had just plugged in the equations for
x and y before differentiating.
Mugsy: Not that this made it easy. Or obvious.
Albert: That’s the advantage of using the equations.
Dudley: What are you trying to do, plug calculus as useful?
Albert: Why, yes, I am.

9.3.1

Getting rate of change in camera angle

Now that we have the formula with the derivatives for dφ/dt, we can plug in the equations for ballistic motion and
get the rate that we want:
!
dφ
1
dy
dx
= 2
−
y
(9.7)
x
dt
dt
dt
x + y2
!
1
1 2
=
(v0x t + x0 ) (g t + v0y ) − (− g t + v0y t) (v0x )
(9.8)
2
(v0x t + x0 )2 + (− 21 g t2 + v0y t)2
=

−2 (g t2 v0x + 2 g t x0 − 2 v0y x0 )
4 v20x t2 + 8 v0x t x0 + 4 x0 2 + t4 g2 − 4 t3 g v0y + 4 t2 v20y

Mugsy: OK, I give. How’d he get that last equation?
Albert: Sage.
Mugsy: My kind of guy!

This just goes to show that sometimes plugging in the equations obscures things more than clarifies them.

(9.9)
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Just to make sure that this is correct, let’s actually plug in some numbers and make a graph. Using the metric
system, g = 9.8 m/s2 , and let’s take x0 = 5 (so the camera is 5 meters behind the launcher), v0x = 2 m/s, and
v0y = 10 m/s (so the balloon is being launched mostly up). Plugging all those into φ and dφ/dt gives
−49 t2 + 100 t
φ = arctan
20 t + 50

!
and

980 t2 + 4900 t2 − 5000
dφ
=
dt
2401 t4 − 9800 t3 + 10400 t2 + 2000 t + 2500

!

A bit of calculation shows that the balloon is in the air from t = 0 to t = 2.04, so a plot of that range gives this graph:

Now, let’s make sure the graph is reasonable.
Mugsy: Sure looks reasonable to me, but I have no idea what it ought to look like.
Albert: That’s why he needs to explain it. So listen.

There are two functions plotted here. The parabola-looking curve is the plot of φ, and the curve dropping from upper
left to lower right is the plot of dφ/dt.
The value of φ starts and ends at 0, which makes sense, since the balloon starts and ends on the ground. It also
hits its max before the balloon gets to max height, though since we aren’t plotting the height of the balloon, that isn’t
quite obvious. But since we are ignoring air resistance, the path of the balloon is a perfect parabola, so it attains its
max height right in the middle. The middle in this case is at t = 1.02. The max of φ occurs where the graph of dφ/dt
crosses the axis, at t = 0.869, which occurs before the midpoint, as we showed earlier.
Now. let’s look at the graph of dφ/dt. This is more interesting.
Mugsy: For some people, maybe.

The value of dφ/dt is positive for 0 < t < 0.869, meaning that the camera angle is increasing at those times. But
you can clearly see that the rate of increase is dropping: The camera angle is changing fastest near t = 0, which
makes sense since that is when the balloon is closest to the camera. The “acceleration” (second derivative) of the
camera angle is negative, since that can be seen as the slope of the derivative curve, and that is clearly negative. So,
the angle increases until it hits a max at t = 0.869 (where the second derivative is negative, assuring us that it is a
max), then it starts dropping, all the way back to 0, when the balloon hits the ground.
Dudley: Derivatives and derivatives of derivatives and slopes, all this is giving me a major headache!
Albert: Once you sort it out, it actually helps. Working through these graphs, and these explanations helps to
give you a feel for what is going on.
Dudley: And until you sort it out?
Albert: It’s a major headache. I recommend you learn to sort it out.
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The moral of the story — related rates problems.

The problem that we just did was a bit more complicated than what we are going to do next. There, we had φ as
a function of two other variables, both of which were functions of t. For what we are going to do next (mostly,
anyway), we will have one variable that is a function of another variable, which itself is a function of t. To be a bit
more specific, if y is a function of x, and x is a function of t, then ultimately, y can be found if we only know t (by
calculating x first). That means, we have y = y(t), so we can find dy/dt. The way that it is done is, of course, the
chain rule, the most important rule in calculus:
dy dy dx
=
.
dt
dx dt
We can calculate dy/dx, since we are given y as a function of x, and we can calculate dx/dt for the same reason.
The chain rule tells us how to combine these two to get what we want, dy/dt.
Actually, whenever you can get two out of three derivatives in the chain rule, you can use the chain rule to get
the third. This seems obvious, until you have to apply it to problems.
Dudley: What’s obvious to one person isn’t obvious to another.
Mugsy: You wouldn’t have specific people in mind, there, would you?

A typical kind of problem (that this is a very long example of) is called a related rates problem. Here’s the general
scenario:
You are given a situation that contains two quantities that are changing. You are also given the rate at
which one of the quantities is changing. You are to determine the rate at which the other quantity is
changing.
The general procedure to solve such problems is:
1. Find the equation that connects the quantities that are given. (This is usually the hardest part of the problem!)
Albert: AMEN.

2. Use that equation to find the derivative of one quantity with respect to the other.
3. Use the chain rule (relating the derivative in the previous step to the rates of change of the quantities) to solve
for the remaining rate.
When you are lucky, such as in the homework exercises (but not the problems) that follow, you are given the
equation.
An example of this simpler sort of problem would be profitable.
Dudley: It would also be unusual.

Problem: Suppose y = x2 − 5x + 8, and you know that dx/dt = 4 when x = 1. Find dy/dt at x = 1.
Answer: The equation relating these rates is the chain rule, since we can find dy/dx, but need dy/dt. That is, we
want to change the variable of differentiation. The chain rule says
dy dy dx
=
×
dt
dx dt
From the equation, dy/dx = 2x−5. At x = 1, the value of dy/dx is 2(1)−5 = −3. The value of dx/dt is 4. Therefore,
at x = 1,
dy dy dx
=
×
= −3 × 4 = −12
dt
dx dt
That’s the answer! Seem too simple? It really is (except when you have to come up with the equation yourself).
Finally, let me do an example of a related rates problem stated in words. It is more difficult than any problem
you are liable to have to work.
Problem: In his never-ending search to rid the universe of squirrels, Fang had gotten Dudley to catapult zucchini
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squashes at night under the street light, since he wants to learn to track falling objects by just their shadows. (Dudley
has an overabundance of zucchini, so he doesn’t mind.) The street light is 7 meters directly above the catapult. The
catapult launches zucchini with initial horizontal velocity of 2 m/s and initial vertical velocity of 10 m/s. Find how
fast the shadow of the zucchini is traveling when the zucchini reaches the top of its path.
Answer: There are all kinds of hassles in working this problem. There are a lot of equations, and very few of them
are given to you. The main thing (after wasting an enjoyable few minutes trying to get the ideal picture) is to try to
get an equation for the position of the shadow. There are also three variables, instead of the usual two.
We set things up to make them as simple as possible. We put the origin of out coordinate system right at the
catapult, so the street light is at position (0, 7). If the zucchini is at position (x, y) (which we can figure out from the
equations of ballistic motion that we had in the last chapter—but not yet), then where is the shadow of the zucchini?
For that, we use have to use similar triangles. (Stare at the picture; it really can help.)
There are two triangles we use. One is formed by the light, down to the catapult, and then to the zucchini’s
shadow. The other is formed by the zucchini, down to the point immediately below it on the ground, and then to the
zucchini’s shadow. These triangles are similar. The light to the catapult is 7 m, and the catapult to the shadow is s.
The zucchini down to the ground is y and that point to the shadow is s − x.
The ratios from similar triangles gives this:
7
y
=
.
s s−x
7x
Solve that for s and you get s = 7−y
.
The rate at which the shadow is moving is ds/dt. From the solution above, we get that by the quotient rule:
dy
dx
ds (7 − y) (7 dt ) − (7 x) (− dt )
=
dt
(7 − y)2

We “only” need to fill in the values of x, y, dx/dt, and dy/dt to get the value of ds/dt.
The equations of ballistic motion give x = 2 t and y = −4.9 t2 + 10 t. If we can find the value of t, we can plug
in and get everything we need. The value of t requested is “when the zucchini reaches the top of its path.” How do
we find that? If you think back
Mugsy: Or look back, in my case

you will remember that the top of the path occurs at the value of t for which dy/dt = 0. In this case, that is
−9.8 t + 10 = 0, or t = 10/9.8 ≈ 1.02. For that value of t, x = 2 ∗ t = 2.04, y = 5.10 (safely below the light),
dx/dt = 2, and dy/dt = (−9.8 ∗ t + 10) = 0. In that case, we simply plug it all in and get
ds 7 − (5.10)) (7 (2)) − (7 (2.04)) (0)
=
= 7.37
dt
(7 − (5.10))2
as the speed of the shadow.
Homework #8
Exercises.
1. Find the value of dy/dt at x = −2 if y = 2 x3 − 7 x2 + 5 x − 4 and dx/dt = −1.
√
2. Find the value of dy/dt at t = 1 if y = 3 x2 + 1, and x = t2 − 3 t + 1. (Do this without actually performing
the composition to make y an explicit function of t. There’s an easier way!)
Problems.
1. Dudley has just been pulled over by a police officer, who has used a radar gun to clock Dudley at 63 m.p.h.
in a 55 m.p.h. zone. However, the officer was on a side road at the time, and Dudley wants to argue that his
velocity as measured by the gun (the rate at which the distance between Dudley and the gun was changing)
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was not the same as the speed Dudley was actually going along the road, so Dudley shouldn’t be ticketed.
The various items of information that need to be used are these: The officer was sitting on a side road 0.2 mile
from the road Dudley was on, and the radar caught Dudley when he was 0.5 mile from the intersection of the
two roads (which are straight and meet perpendicularly). We want to figure out how fast Dudley was going
using only this information. Set up variables s = distance between Dudley and the radar gun, x = distance
between Dudley and the intersection.
(a) What is the equation that relates s to x? [Hint: Draw a picture and use the Pythagorean theorem. This
problem does not use similar triangles.]
(b) What is ds/dx? What equation relates ds/dx and ds/dt?
(c) What is the value of s when x = 0.5?
(d) What is dx/dt when x = 0.5? (This is the speed Dudley was actually going.) Did Dudley “earn” the
ticket or was he right to question the value the officer had?
(e) Show that the speed that the radar gun measures in this situation is always going to be less than the
actual speed. Do this by taking the equation relating ds/dt and dx/dt before you plugged in values for s
and x, and using the fact that x < s.
2. Fang prides himself at being able to dig precisely hemispherical holes. If he can excavate at 0.3 m3 per
minute (meaning that Fang is digging dirt out of the hole at exactly that rate), how fast is the radius of the hole
changing when it is 2 m? (This is a very typical related rates problem. Work first on getting the picture, then
get the equations.)
3. The fact that roosters do not swim has not kept Bill from enjoying that activity. (And if people try to remind
Bill that ducks do swim, he pretends that he has water in his ears and can’t hear them.) One day, Bill landed
near the center of a pond, and the ripples from his landing spread out in a perfectly circular pattern, receding
from Bill at 4 m/s. How fast was the area of that circle increasing when the radius was 10 m? (This is also a
very typical related rates problem.)

9.4

Linear regression as another application.

Just so you don’t think that what we did before is an isolated instance, let me bring up the entire topic of linear
regression analysis. What we have been doing is also called least squares analysis, and is used to fit data to curves
all the time.

9.4.1

Most common way to fit data to a line.

In many measurement-oriented situations (e.g., physics labs), you will be measuring data to fit to a linear equation.
This happens sufficiently often to give it a special name. Fitting data to a line by a least-squares condition is called
linear regression.
One purpose of doing this is to estimate the value of the dependent variable at a value for which the independent
variable was not measured. This is a process called interpolation, finding a value inside the range of data you have.
Another option is called extrapolation, where you predict values beyond the range of data you have. That is a much
more complicated problem, since your equations might or might not be valid way out there.

9.4.2

The general setup.

In this situation, you will have data points (x j , y j ), for lots of j’s. You then want to minimize
X
S S E(m, b) =
(y j − (m x j + b))2
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Year
1954
1954
1957
1958
1962
1964
1965
1966
1967
1975
1975
1979
1980
1981
1981
1981
1985

Time
239.4
238.0
237.2
234.5
234.4
234.1
233.6
231.3
231.1
231.0
229.4
229.0
228.8
228.5
228.4
227.3
226.3

Table 9.1: Record-setting times for the mile run.
which is the sum of the vertical displacements from the line, which are the errors in the measurements.
Dudley: Another notation! What is S S E ?
Albert: It is an abbreviation for S um of the S quares of the E rrors.
Note the change in character of the letters! At this point, the x j and the y j are the numbers (constants) taken
from the data. That shouldn’t be too much of a surprise since subscripts on variables like x and y often indicate that
they are constants. The variables, the things that will change as we are looking for the minimum, are m and b. That
is, we are trying to look for the “best” slope and intercept.
Remember that y j = actual y-value of a data point, while m x j + b = predicted y-value of the data point, and
y j − (m x j + b) = difference between these, the error in the prediction.

9.4.3

The procedure.

To solve this, you set

∂S S E
∂S S E
= 0 and
=0
∂m
∂b
and solve simultaneously. In this case, you can solve the equations explicitly. If you do, you get the equations for m
and b:
P
P
P
n (x j y j ) − ( x j )( y j )
m=
P
P
n (x j 2 ) − ( x j )2
P
P
P
P
( x j 2 )( y j ) − ( x j )( x j y j )
b=
P
P
n (x j 2 ) − ( x j )2
These equations are often used in practice.
Let me do a real problem using these equations. In 1954, Roger Bannister ran the world’s first timed (less than)
4-minute mile. The world record times for the mile since then are (with time in seconds) in the top table on the
following page. It would be possible to use linear regression on this data, and estimate the time as a function of year.
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x j (Year-1954)
0
0
3
4
8
10
11
12
13
21
21
25
26
27
27
27
31

y j (velocity in m.p.h.)
15.04
15.13
15.18
15.35
15.36
15.38
15.41
15.56
15.58
15.58
15.69
15.72
15.73
15.75
15.76
15.84
15.91

Table 9.2: Record-setting speeds for the mile
That would have the unrealistic effect of being able to calculate the year of the first three-minute mile (2116), and
even the year of the world’s first zero-minute mile (2623).
Dudley: Mugsy, can you run that fast?
Mugsy: Depends on who—or what—is chasing me.

On the other hand, it would be more reasonable to presume that the velocities are linear functions of time. For that,
we need to find the velocities (which will be the y j ’s, the dependent variables) in m.p.h. for each of these records.
Also, it is awkward to use numbers as large as 1954 and up for year, so I will let x j = (year−1954), the independent
variables. Then, we get the table on the bottom of the next page. If you do the calculations, you get
n = 17
X
x j = 266
X
y j = 263.97
X
x j 2 = 5954
X
x j y j = 4172.7
This gives values of m = 0.0236 and b = 15.16. The predicted equation is then
v = 0.0236 x + 15.16
The maximum absolute error in the prediction is 0.12, which occurs in both 1954 and 1966. The percentage error is
less than 1%, more a result of the fact that the velocity is changing very slowly than that this is a good fit.
When would this predict a three-minute mile to be run? That’s not an easy question, because we have changed
things around so much. First thing we’d need to do is find out the velocity needed for a three-minute mile. That’s
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not bad. It’s
d
t
1 mile
=
3 min
1
min
= mi/min × 60
3
hr
= 20 mi/hr

v=

(9.10)
(9.11)
(9.12)
(9.13)

Then, we have to find t when v = 20. That’s not too bad either:
20 = 0.0236x + 15.16
x = 205
Since x measures years after 1954, this would give 205 + 1954 = 2159 for the year of the first three-minute mile.
That’s not far from the year of the three-minute mile predicted from linear regression based on times. On the other
hand, there is no chance of a zero-minute mile this way, since that would mean velocity is infinite, meaning x would
be infinite as well.
Homework #9
Exercises.
1. Find the estimated time to run 1 mile in 1975, using the equation earlier for velocity, and compare it to the
times listed for 1975.
2. Find the estimated time to run 1 mile in 1981, using the equation earlier for velocity, and compare it to the
times listed for 1981.
Problems.
1. In this problem, you will fit y = f (x) = m x + b to some data by hand. Use this data: (x j , y j ) is measured as
(0, 0), (1, 1), (2, 5), (3, 9). (Note that this is the same data as used to fit a quadratic before. You can fit any
data you want to any function you want.) There are few enough here so that you can do the algebra with only
minimal pain. Also, note that this is a simple y = x2 , with a change in the value at x = 2.
P
P P
P
(a) Find n, x j , y j , x j y j , and x j 2 for the data given.
(b) Plug these values into the equations that I gave for m and b in the notes for a linear regression fit.
(c) Give the values of m x j + b for x = 0, 1, 2, and 3, and compare it to the data given.
P
P
2. The average values of x and y for the data are what you are used to, namely x = n1 x j and y = 1n y j .
Plug the formulas for x and m and b into m x + b and show that it reduces algebraically to the formula for y.
(This means that y = m x + b is always true for linear regression. Since x and y are usually simple to find, this
equation will often get solved to give b = y − m x, which is used to get b once you’ve found m.)
3. Suppose there are only two data points, (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ). Show that the slope and intercept (m and b) of
the least squares line y = m x + b is the same as the slope and intercept of the line that passes through the two
points. You can use the equations I gave for m and b. You will have some algebra ahead of you. (In other
words, in this case the least squares line is the line through the two points.)
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Summary of Chapter 9

1. Related rates problems are basically opportunities to apply the chain rule. You are given (or, if you aren’t
lucky, you have to derive) an equation that connects (relates) two variables; call then x and y here. Then given
the rate at which one of them is changing (that is, given dx/dt or dy/dt) at specific values of the variables,
you can find the rate at which the other is changing by dy/dt = (dy/dx) × (dx/dt). You find dy/dx from the
equation that connects x and y, plug in the one rate you are given and the values of the variables, and you can
solve for the other rate.
2. One standard way to find the “best” equation to fit some data is to minimize the sum of the squares of the
errors.
3. To find the critical point(s) of a function f (x, y), set both partial derivatives equal to zero and solve simultaneously.
4. To categorize (determine the nature of the graph at) a critical point, evaluate the three second partial derivatives
( f xx , f xy = fyx , and fyy ) at the point. Then you plug those into the formula ∆ = ( f xx ) × ( fyy ) − ( f xy )2 , called the
discriminant. Then, the four possibilities are given by the following table:
Case
Type of critical point
∆ > 0 and f xx > 0 Relative min (pit)
∆ > 0 and f xx < 0 Relative max (peak)
∆<0
Saddle (pass)
∆=0
Mess (problem)
5. Linear regression is the name given to fitting data to a line by the least squares approach. The formulas are
P
P
P
n (x j y j ) − ( x j )( y j )
m=
P
P
n (x j 2 ) − ( x j )2
b=

(

P

P
P
P
x j 2 )( y j ) − ( x j )( x j y j )
=y−mx
P
P
n (x j 2 ) − ( x j )2

6. There were no new Maple commands in this chapter.

Chapter 10

Space
10.1

Introduction.

In this chapter, we will discuss several different topics from space and space travel. This is not a whimsical discussion, but rather a realistic look at the topic. We are not going to discuss such “Star Trek” ideas as warp speed
and anti-matter drives, but rather more mundane ideas such as escape velocity, black holes (as far out as we get),
the orbits of planets, satellites and comets, the reason for multistage rockets, and the slingshot effect for interstellar
satellites.
• Escape velocity. Escape velocity is how fast you have to be going in order to escape completely from the
earth’s gravitational field.
Mugsy: Trip to the moon, Alice.
Dudley: You’ve been watching too many old TV shows, Mugsy.

We look at that first because it is central to all of the rest of the material in the chapter. It also is another way
that infinity shows up in a natural context.
• Tidal strain close to black holes. The mystery surrounding black holes has lead to lots of speculation, including
some episodes on Star Trek, The Next Generation. We will take a look (but not too closely) at black holes,
why they are what they are, and debunk some ideas (such as black hole being used as gateways into worm
holes that lead to another dimension). The ideas are quite simple, actually. It will also give you a new respect
for black holes.
• Multistage rockets. It is a sad fact that we have multistage rockets. The Space Shuttle Challenger would not
have exploded, except for a leak in the seal between the stages of the booster rocket. Why not use a single
stage rocket? They are vastly less complicated technically. And why do virtually all multistage rockets have
three stages, rather than two or four? The answer is somewhat surprising, and not very simple. Basically,
a single-stage rocket is incapable (with current technology) of achieving orbital velocity. Why three stages?
That’s more complicated yet. But we will see why. To answer these questions requires a foray into some
fairly sophisticated mathematics.
Dudley: Uh-oh.

• Slingshot effect. The scientists that sent off the Galileo, Voyager, and Cassini spacecraft used a technique
popularly called the slingshot effect in order for the spacecraft to gain enough velocity to fling them further
out in the solar system. (The more accurate term is gravitational assist, and you will also see that term used.)
The usual explanation of how this works is categorically false. I want to explain why it is false, and give the
correct explanation.
All in all, it should be an interesting chapter.
Mugsy: By whose definition of interesting?
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Escape velocity.

We begin with an explanation of escape velocity, since that will be used over and over again in this chapter. It isn’t
actually a difficult concept, but it has a certain mystique that can make it seem complicated.
Mugsy: What’s the difference between being difficult and seeming to be difficult? Don’t they boil down to the
same thing, namely, hard?
Albert: It’s all in the attitude. If it really is hard, you feel good once you get it down. But if you decide it is difficult,
and it really isn’t, then the barrier is only your decision that you can’t do it.
Dudley: If it only seems difficult, once you get it, you feel stupid.

10.2.1

Introduction.

“What goes up, must come down”?
Think about throwing something straight upwards. After a while, it returns. This was the basis of one of the very
first things that we did in integration. We solved the free-fall motion problem (without air resistance) in a section
of the chapter on integration. If you think about it, there is built into that equation a rather discouraging fact. No
matter how fast you take off, you will eventually return. (See the homework.)
That would be correct, if the force of gravity were a constant, independent of height. For any sort of work inside
the earth’s atmosphere, that is a possible approximation, depending on the setting. (Again, see the homework.)
However, as we move to larger distances from the earth, the weakening gravitational attraction of the earth must be
taken into consideration.
Escape velocity explained.
Since the force of gravity weakens as an object moves further from the earth, we have the possibility of the following
scenario. As we throw something harder and harder straight up, it goes farther and farther away. At some point, it
never returns. The smallest velocity that we can use to achieve that effect is called the escape velocity. Note that the
terminology is a bit incorrect. Escape velocity is actually a speed, since it doesn’t have a direction, just a magnitude.
At this point, it is not obvious that we can do that, even with a force of gravity that weakens with increasing
distance. But it can happen, and that’s what we are after next.

10.2.2

Working it out.

Gravitational force equation.
The general equation that Newton discovered for universal gravitation is a = −G M/r2 , where G is a constant, called
the constant of gravitation, M is the mass of the object doing the attracting, and r is the distance from its center.
(Technically, this only works for points outside of uniform spherical objects, but is applied quite often to other
situations. We’ll encounter more detail when we do the chapter on balancing bottles and rating stereos. Honest.)
For us, then, r = distance from the center of the earth. Also, we are shooting the rocket straight up. Thus, we aren’t
going to try to send something into an orbit (yet).
Thus, as the rocket (or whatever) moves from the earth, the value of r increases, and the force F of gravity
decreases.
Dudley: Is that why the people in the Space Shuttle are weightless?
Albert: No. It’s because they are in orbit. But it was a nice guess, though.

What we need to do next is figure out how the force causes the speed to change. Obviously, as the rocket (we might
as well settle on that) climbs, the acceleration is changing. This makes life more complicated. Solving the equations
will take some extra effort.
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Reduction in speed as a function of distance.
To start getting definite, suppose we start out with speed v = v0 at radius r = r0 , the radius of the earth (we reserve
r0 for that in this chapter), since that’s the distance from the center of the earth initially. We have the equation
dv
GM
=− 2
dt
r

(10.1)

then.
There’s an immediate problem when we try to continue. So far in this course, when we have had to deal with
such equations, the only variables in the equation have been the variables in the derivative. The way we solved
differential equations like this by the process called separation of variables. It goes this way:
• Multiply both sides of the equation by the bottom differential in the derivative. This causes the differentials to
be on opposite sides of the equation.
• Move (by multiplying and dividing) each variable to the side of the equation that contains the differential of
its variable. This separates the variables.
• Integrate both sides, using corresponding limits or initial conditions.
This time, we have problems, since r is a variable that doesn’t match either dv or dt. That means that we don’t know
which side of the equation to pull the r to. That is, we would either need to know r = r(v) or r = r(t) before we
could know which side to pull r to, and then to integrate.
Dudley: Doesn’t v = dr/dt?
Albert: Yes.
Dudley: Then why can’t we just change a to d2 r/dt2 , and not bother with all of this?
Albert: Good question.
Dudley: Thanks. All that means is that I have a reason for being confused.
Albert: Put it this way. The chain rule is a first-derivative rule, and does not apply the way you want for second
derivatives. We saw that in parametric equations. If you wanted to start with dy/dx = (dy/dt)/(dx/dt) and
differentiate it again with respect to x, you would have to use the quotient rule. Anyway, leave it at this. d2 y/dx2
is not equal to d2 y/dt2 divided by d2 x/dt2 . Nor is it some d2 y divided by (dx)2 . This is one place that Leibniz’s
notation could lead you in the wrong direction.

There is a trick that will enable us to solve the equation. We aren’t going to get rid of the r, nor can we substitute
it away. What we end up doing is changing the variable in the differential. What rule allows us to change the variable
in a derivative? The chain rule, of course. (After all, it’s the most important rule in calculus. Are you beginning
to believe me?)
Dudley: Yes.

We want to get v as a function of r, so the derivative needs to be dv/dr, while the derivative a = dv/dt forces us to
treat v as a function of t. To find dv/dr, we use the chain rule:
dv
dt !
!
dv dr
=
dr dt
dv
=
(v)
dr

a=

(10.2)
(10.3)
(10.4)

using v = dr/dt (our velocity is strictly vertical). How’s that for handy! All we have to do now is plug it in:
!
dv
GM
v
=− 2
(10.5)
dr
r
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Now we can separate variables, since we only have 2 in the whole equation, v and r. Separating variables gives
v dv = −

GM
dr
r2

Now we have to integrate and supply corresponding limits:
Z v
Z
v dv =
v0

r

−
r0

(10.6)

GM
dr
r2

(10.7)

! v
1 2
GM r
=
v
2
r r0
v0
!
!

1 2
1 1
−
.
v − v0 2 = G M
2
r r0

(10.8)
(10.9)

That gives us this equation, after multiplying through both sides by −1 in order to make both sides positive.
!
!

1  2
1 1
2
v0 − v = G M
−
2
r0 r

(10.10)

Not that bad.
Mugsy: That’s easy?
Albert: He didn’t say it was easy. But it was do-able. Without that trick, it would be impossible.

We need to take a time out again to say that what we have done would cause a pure mathematician to shudder.
Mugsy: My life’s ambition! After what they have done to me in calculus....

One of the steps we just had,
Z

v
v0

v dv =

Z

r

−
r0

GM
dr
r2

(10.11)

is a no-no. You are not supposed to use the variable of integration as one of the limits of integration. Thus, the upper
limits of both integrals are illegal. How do you get around that? You can change the integrals to
Z ṽ
Z r̃
GM
v dv =
− 2 dr
(10.12)
r
v0
r0
then work out the integrals and replace ṽ and r̃ with v and r as before. Engineers tend to snicker at this. They don’t
see any difference between that approach and what we avoided. Technically, they are wrong, but in practice, what
they do (just leave the v and r in this limits, as we did) works out under most conditions.
I’ll let you do the same, as long as you know that it really should be different. On the other hand, see the
homework, which illustrates the kind of nasty mess you can get into if you aren’t being careful.
Infinity as a limit in an integral.
What we want to do next is derive the escape velocity, emphasizing the integral and limits approach rather than the
algebra. The critical thing to remember is that the limits on the integral must correspond. That is, the lower limits,
v0 and r0 , must represent a single time: when the rocket has speed v0 , its distance from the center of the earth is r0
(it’s on the ground). Then for any later time, the equation
!
!

1 1
1  2
2
v0 − v = G M
−
(10.13)
2
r0 r
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relates the height r and speed v. (Please keep in mind that the height r represents distance from the center of the
earth, not altitude above the surface of the earth. The altitude is then r − r0 .)
What should escape velocity mean? It should be the smallest speed that allows r to grow to infinity. Can’t the
value of r go to infinity in this equation now? The answer is yes, if we are careful about it. To see why, we have to
study how this equation behaves.
Now, let’s start combining things. The values v = v0 and r = r0 correspond, and both sides of the equation
are equal (to 0) if you plug in those values. The value of r increases, and the right side increases. This means that
the left side increases as well, and that means that v2 decreases. As this continues, one of two things happens next.
Either v2 hits 0 or r becomes infinite (or both). What do these two things mean?
When v2 = 0, that means that v is 0. The rocket has stopped gaining height, and will then proceed back to earth.
That would mean that the rocket hit its maximum height, and will loop back to crash into the earth. On the other
hand, as r goes to infinity, the rocket escapes from earth’s gravitational field completely. It never returns.
What determines which of these happens? The values of G, M, and r0 are constants. The only thing left is v0 ,
the initial speed. That makes sense. Whether the rocket escapes or not depends on how fast it takes off (the size of
v0 ).
Let’s look first at the situation where the rocket returns. What happens to the maximum height as v0 increases?
Intuitively, it ought to increase. The harder you throw a stone upward, the farther up it goes. How do we find
maximum height? If we think a second, this is a max/min problem. We want to maximize height, r. So we set its
derivative to 0. Then dr/dt = 0. This says v = 0. That’s what you’d expect. We already said that v = 0 occurred at
the maximum. It gives the place where vertical speed is 0, and the rocket is turning around to fall back to earth.
What does v = 0 give? Plugging that in, we get the maximum value of r, which we will write as rmax . Then,
putting v = 0 and r = rmax into the general equation, and solving for rmax , we get
!
!

1  2
1
1
2
−
(10.14)
v0 − 0 = G M
2
r0 rmax
v0 2
1
1
=
−
(10.15)
2 G M r0 rmax
1
v0 2
1
=
−
(10.16)
rmax r0 2 G M
2 G M − v0 2 r0
1
=
(10.17)
rmax
2 G Mr0
or

rmax =

2 G M r0
2 G M − v0 2 r0

(10.18)

Let’s look at this equation a bit.
Dudley: Couldn’t you throw more letters in? It’s too obvious now.
Albert: No problem. Just wait until we get to multistage rockets.
Dudley: Hey! I was joking!

As long as v0 is small enough that 2 G M − v0 2 r0 > 0, there is no problem. As v0 gets larger, then the bottom of the
fraction in that last equation gets smaller, and rmax increases. This is nothing more than saying in equations that as
you throw a stone harder, it goes higher. But in that equation, it is possible for 2 G M − v0 2 r0 = 0. At this speed, rmax
becomes infinite. That’s what we want! It tells us how to get escape velocity! Changing the name of this particular
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v0 to vesc and solving for it gives
2 G M − vesc 2 r0 = 0
vesc r0 = 2 G M
2G M
vesc 2 =
r0
2

(10.19)
(10.20)
(10.21)

or, for posterity,
r
vesc =

2G M
r0

(10.22)

Note that we ignored the ± while taking the square root, since we were concerned only about vesc > 0.
It’s time to plug numbers in here. The (English units) value of G is G = 9.41 × 10−14 mi3 /lb/hr2 ; the value of
r0 is 3960 mi, and M, the mass of the earth, is 1.32 × 1025 lb. (In the homework I will give you the values in metric
units, and expect you to use them.) That means that when we plug in, we get 25,000 mi/hr.
What have we done in getting escape velocity? We have, in effect, solved the equation
Z

0
vesc

v dv =

Z

∞

−
r0

GM
dr
r2

(10.23)

for vesc . Notice how all the limits of the integral fit together. The lower limits correspond, in the sense that the speed
is vesc when r = r0 . That is, the launch speed is the escape velocity. (We are ignoring the idea that the launch speed
is really 0. The rocket gains speed rapidly enough that we can approximate it by saying that it takes off at the escape
velocity.) The upper limits of the integral correspond as well, and actually are limits in the other mathematical
sense of the word (the sort that is written lim x→c f (x)). When r goes to infinity, the value of v approaches 0. Why
this combination? Because we certainly do want r to go to infinity; that’s what escape velocity is all about. But
why should v approach 0 at the same time? Because vesc is supposed to be the smallest speed that allows r to get
to infinity. If there is some extra speed as r goes to infinity, then some smaller speed would also allow r to go to
infinity, and the initial speed was too large. That is, there should be no “left over” speed with which the rocket will
get to infinity when we launch exactly at the escape velocity.
Mugsy: What does he mean by “getting to infinity”? You can actually get there?
Albert: No. Infinity is always beyond where you are.
Dudley: That’s how I feel in this course all the time....
Albert: Right. But “getting to infinity” is a limiting process. Take r approaching infinity.

10.2.3

Improper integrals.

Something new has occurred, possibly without you noticing it. We have included an ∞ in the limit of an integral,
where before it only occurred in the limit of a function (the lim x→∞ f (x) kind of limit).
We saw these back in the chapter on algorithms, but only briefly. Now we will look at them much more closely,
for their own sake.
What we want to deal with now are integrals that have a bit more character. They fight back.
Mugsy: And I thought they were all wimps.
Albert: Hardly.

Either the limits contain infinity (upper or lower) or the function itself blows up to infinity. Such integrals are called
improper integrals, and require special handling. The graph of the function takes off to infinity either horizontally
(for infinite limits on integrals) or vertically (where the function itself blows up).
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Infinity as the limit of an integral. The simplest case is when one or both limits on an integral are infinite. We
look at that first.
R∞
What it means to converge, diverge. Let’s look at some examples first. What should we get for 0 1 dx? If
we look at the integral as an area, this represents an infinite strip: it is one unit high, and infinitely long. The area
is infinite (in the technical sense), meaning that we can get the area to be larger than any number by taking a large
enough portion of it. The integral should then be considered infinite.
At this point, it would be easy to think that any integral with an infinite limit will be infinite. That, fortunately
or unfortunately, is not true. The integralRin the escape velocity equation had an infinite limit, and yet had a definite,
∞
finite value. Let’s take another example: 0 e−x dx As indicated earlier, infinity is always a limit (in the earlier sense
of that term), so we look at this integral as what it really means (the infinite limit is a shorthand for this)
∞

Z

e
0

−x

dx = lim

X→∞

X

Z

e−x dx

(10.24)

0
X

= lim −e−x 0
X→∞


= lim −e−X + e0
X→∞


= lim 1 − e−X

(10.25)

=1

(10.28)

(10.26)
(10.27)

X→∞

As X gets larger, the exponential term goes to 0, and the value of the integral is then 1.
There is some standard terminology here. When we can take the upper limit of an integral to ∞ and get an
answer (that is the limit as X goes to infinity exists and has some definite value), then the integral is said to converge
to that answer. If not, the integral is said to diverge .
Examples of each. Convergence can only happen in one way: the values of the integral as X gets larger settle
down to a specific value. Divergence is more creative.
Mugsy: There’s only one way to behave, but lots of ways to misbehave, right?
Albert: From your point of view, right. But I’d argue that there are lots of things to do that still
R count as behaving.
∞

There are multitudes of ways that an integral can diverge. One simple way is to blow up (like 0 1 dx). Others (like
R∞
sin x dx) simply refuse to settle down to a single value. And there are plenty more.
0
The types of integrals that we will deal with will either converge to a definite value or diverge because they blow
up. More complicated behaviors are sufficiently more complicated to require more machinery than we can develop
here. You really need graduate-level work to handle them.

How to tell quickly. It would be nice to have some reasonably simple way to tell when improper integrals diverged
and when they converged. There is no all-purpose method that always works. Later on, we’ll see why. But there are
good guidelines that will help with the common types of integrals we’ll hit.
The rate at which a function grows (or rather decays to 0) determines whether the integral of that function to
infinity will converge or diverge. If the heights of the rectangles get small enough fast enough, the sum of them will
stay small (not blow up) and the integral will converge. If not, the areas will accumulate to infinity, and the integral
of the function will diverge.
This brings us straight up to an idea called the orders of growth of functions. We hit this the first semester when
we worked with infinity, namely in finance with continuous compounding. If you’ll remember from there, the rate
at which functions grow is determined by this table:
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sine, cosine, constants
logarithms
polynomials (sorted by degree)
exponentials
factorials

We dealt with factorials when we were looking at algorithms last semester. We won’t deal with them here, though,
since we can’t integrate them.
Dudley: Because they can’t be integrated?
Albert: No. Because we don’t have the right functions for being able to integrate them.
Dudley: You mean there are more functions around than we have covered?
Albert: Yes. The functions we have are called elementary functions. There are many more special-purpose
functions.

There is something wrong here, though. What we want is not how fast they blow up, but rather how fast they
go to zero. We solve that by looking at reciprocals. The functions that get large the fastest have reciprocals that get
small (go to zero) the fastest.
Where is the dividing line? What integrals converge and what integrals diverge? As I said, there really is no
hard separation. But for general purposes, the basic line is in the area of 1/(linear polynomial), such as 1/(a x + b).
This integral diverges to infinity when integrated to infinity. If you have any net degree
R ∞ higher than 1 on the bottom,
the integral will converge when integrated to infinity. This is why the integral r r−2 dr (encountered in escape
0
velocity) converged. It was 1/quadratic and the degree on the bottom was large enough to cause convergence. If
gravitational force were G M/r, there would be no escape velocity!
Note one thing about this. This quick-and-dirty procedure will often tell you whether the integral will converge
or diverge. However, if the integral converges, it won’t tell you what the value is. In that case, you have to go
through the entire formal procedure (taking limX→∞ and so on).
It is also possible to have −∞ as a lower limit on an integral, as in
!
Z 0
1
dx
(10.29)
2
−∞ 1 + x
which will converge, since the bottom is quadratic. Note that you can use the same order-of-growth tests whether
the upper or lower limit is infinite. In fact, you can use the same order-of-growth test even if both limits are infinite.
Using Sage. Sage will also do improper integrals. You only have to use infinity or -infinity as one (or both)
of the limits, and it will take care of it for you. There is also a shortcut for using “infinity” in Sage. You can replace
it with “oo” (that is two lower case letters next to each other). It looks a lot like ∞ to help you remember it.
Here are two (or three) examples in Sage.

This is the integral that we worked before. But note that Sage is too careful; it won’t give us an answer, but instead
asks us a question: Is r_0 positive, negative, or zero? The reason that Sage asks is that the behavior of the integral
will depend on the answer. We, of course, understood r_0 to be positive. The way that you tell that to Sage is in the
next example.
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You tell Sage that r_0 is positive using the first command there. Note that you don’t have to repeat the declarations;
they are still in effect, and Sage remembers them. And we get the answer that we got before. Also, note that the 0
shows up as a subscript on r, r0 . That is how to make subscripts in LATEX.

This is a standard improper integral. Note that I used “oo” for infinity here, and it worked just fine.
If you try to make Sage integrate something that doesn’t exist, Sage will let you know in its own fashion. For
example,

Saying that the integral is divergent means that it is unwise to try to assign a value to it. Strange things can happen.
But divergent
R ∞ integrals don’t happen just because they buzz off to infinity. Consider what value you might try to
assign to 0 sin x dx. (Sage just echos back the integral without comment.)
On the other hand, Sage doesn’t have any built-in procedure for deciding whether an integral converges or
diverges other than trying to work out the value and seeing if it has one.
Infinities in the function.
This is a different type of problem than when one or both limits are infinite. Those integrals are improper integrals
of Type I (or 1). When the function itself blows up in between the limits on the integral or at one or both of the
limits, it is called an improper integral of type II (or 2). The previous section dealt with improper integrals of type I;
this section is about improper integrals of type II.
The usual approach of finding integrals by approximating them by areas of rectangles gets complicated when the
function blows up to infinity along the interval of integration. You tend to end up with rectangles that are infinitely
tall, and that causes the whole approximation process to stop immediately. The places where a function blows up
are called its singularities. Integrating across them needs to be done with great care.
Dudley: Yes, I can see where such points could create difficulties.

How to spot them. The worst part about singularities of this sort is that it is so easy to overlook them in the
process of integration. For example,
Z 2
1
dx
(10.30)
2
x
−1
could easily be evaluated by
−1
x

2
−1

=

−1
3
− (+1) = −
2
2

(10.31)

That’s fine, except that it is wrong. We’ll see what’s correct soon, and why. But for starters, 1/x2 is definitely
positive, so how could the answer be negative?
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This only makes it more complicated. An innocent-looking integral can blindside you.
Mugsy: Hey, that’s how I feel about this whole course.

How do you tell when you have to be careful? It actually is not difficult. What you have to do is look for any
place where division by 0 occurs in the function. (Those are the only singularities that we will encounter here.) If
the interval between the limits on the integral include any of those points, then you have to deal with the integral a
different way.
What to do about them. So far, so good. How do you deal with a singularity? Essentially, you have to split the
limits of the integral at that point, and create two integrals (or more, if there are more singularities). Then integrate
up to each singularity separately, plugging the limits of the integrals as actual limits (the way that you plugged in ∞
as a limit before). If all the integrals have nice values at all the limits, then the value of the original integral is the
sum of the component integrals.
Rb
This is very much the same procedure that we used when we were integrating a | f (x) | dx before. Only there,
we were worried about where f (x) = 0. Now, we are worried about where f (x) blows up (or down) to ±∞.
What could go wrong? Try
Z 2
1
dx
(10.32)
2
−1 x
(encountered earlier) as an example. There is a singularity at x = 0, so the integral becomes (correctly)
Z 2
Z 0
Z 2
1
1
1
dx =
dx +
dx
2
2
2
−1 x
−1 x
0 x
by splitting the interval of integration, [−1, 2], into [−1, 0] and [0, 2]. Note that there would not be any problem
integrating 1/x2 from x = 1 to x = 2, since the singularity is at x = 0, which is not between 1 and 2.
R2
Back to −1 (1/x2 ) dx. Each of those integrals can be worked, giving
Z

2

−1

Z 2
1
1
dx
+
dx
2
2
−1 x
0 x
12
10
−
=−
x −1 x 0

1
dx =
x2

Z

0

and there are immediate problems trying to plug x = 0 into 1/x, namely kaboom. As soon as that happens, you
can say that the original integral doesn’t exist. It does not matter what else is coming along later. Plug in one limit
that goes sour, and the whole integral is shot. You only get an answer if every limit for all integrals produces a
numeric value. Then just add them together.
Of course, it is possible that one of the limits of the integral is already at the singularity. You don’t have to worry
in that case, at least about that singularity. The only ones that cause a split up are the ones that occur between the
limits on the integral. That is
Z 1
1
(10.33)
√ dx
x
0
can be worked directly (and gives the value 2). But if plugging in the limit at the singularity doesn’t give some
number, the integral diverges.
Convergence and divergence again. Is there a way to tell when the integral will converge or diverge? The answer
again is yes.
Mugsy: Continuing my theory that all yes/no questions asked have the answer of yes.

The process is a bit stickier, though. I will explain it, but if it confuses you more than helps you, skip it.
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Mugsy: Somebody tell me when I can start listening again.
Albert: NOW! The alternative is working things out the hard way.
Mugsy: Okay, okay, I’m listening.

What you need to do is factor the denominator (bottom) in order to determine the exact factor that is causing
the singularity. The exponent then tells you if the integral will exist. Suppose the factor in the bottom that is the
singularity is (x − a) p .
There is a difference between what exponents work for Type I integrals and what exponents work for Type II
integrals. Here’s a table to tell you.
Type I
Type II

0<p<1
Divergent
Convergent

p=1
Divergent
Divergent

p>1
Convergent
Divergent

Why would this happen? The integral measures the area. The area blows up to infinity if the function doesn’t stay
close enough to zero.
Dudley: That sounds a lot like the p-series from last semester.
Albert: It is exactly the same. Good catch!

For Type I improper integrals, you want the 1/(x − a) p to get small enough fast enough. That means you want a
larger exponent, to make the bottom grow faster and make the quotient smaller. It turns out that the dividing line it
at p = 1. The exponent must be larger than that, or the function will accumulate too much area and blow up.
For Type II improper integrals, you want the 1/(x − a) p to be small enough for values of x near a.
Dudley: What is he talking about? The function blows up at x = a. How can it be small?
Albert: The idea is for the function to be small close to, but not equal to a. You can think of it as how fast does
the function blow up as x is getting closer to a.
Perhaps a graph would help.

You can see how when x runs from 1 to ∞, 1/x2 is going to be smaller than 1/x or 1/sqrtx. As it happens, being
smaller than 1/x is crucial.
Dudley: So, 1/x is the dividing line?
Albert: Not entirely. There is no dividing line. It is something of a blurry haze. The difficulty is to decide which
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side the dividing line falls on.
Mugsy: Oh, now that is really helpful.
Albert: Being practical, though, 1/x is pretty close to being a dividing line, and it is on the divergent side.

So, for Type I improper integrals, you need p > 1.
√
On the other hand, for Type II improper integrals, you want to look at x near 0. You can see that 1/ x is smaller
than 1/x, which is again functions as a dividing line. The trick again is to make the bottom function larger, so the
√
quotient is smaller, and for 0 < x < 1, x > x, and in general, x p > x for 0 < p < 1.
I’ll give some examples here.
Z 5
1
dx
(10.34)
2
0 x −1
In this case, the function blows up at x = 1 (and at x = −1, but since that’s outside the limits of integration, we ignore
that point), and so we need to look at what the function looks like at x = 1. Factoring the function and running it
through a partial fractions expansion gives
1
1/2
1/2
=
−
(x − 1) (x + 1) x − 1 x + 1

(10.35)

At x = 1, the term that’s going to 0 is (1/2)/(x − 1)1 , where I have put in the exponent for emphasis. The exponent
on the term that is going to 0 needs to be less than 1, so this integral blows up (diverges).
Another example is
!
Z ∞
1
dx
(10.36)
√
x(4 + x)
0
Notice that this integral has two problems. The integrand blows up at x = 0, and one of the limits is infinite. We
will have to make sure that the integral stays reasonable despite both. Let’s take the problem at x = 0 first. What
√
does the function look like at x = 0? The 1/ x part blows up, but the 1/(4 + x) part looks essentially like 1/4. No
√
problems with 1/4, anyway, so concentrate on the 1/ x part. In this case, the exponent on the bottom is less than 1
(for square roots, it is 1/2). That’s the sign that the integral will converge. So, the part at x = 0 is okay. We still need
to worry about the part at infinity. If we multiply out the bottom, we get that the largest exponent occurring down
there is x3/2 . That’s larger than 1, so the integral will converge as x goes to infinity, too. That means the integral will
survive (converges)!
Using Sage. Oddly enough, Sage does this type of improper integrals also. (Although by now, you probably aren’t
surprised at anything Sage can do. You’d be more surprised to find out Sage couldn’t do something.) And if it can
find a value for the convergent integrals, it gives it to you.
Suppose you give Sage the integrals in the examples we just did.

That is pretty clear. The integral diverges.
And the other integral, which we decided converged.
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Sage agrees, and says that it equals π/2.
Mugsy: Can’t I use Sage on the test? Please?
Dudley: Wow, Mugsy must be desperate. I’ve never heard him say please before.
Albert: Sorry, Mugsy. No, that isn’t possible.
Mugsy: That does it. I’m grumpy for the rest of the day.
Dudley: Where did I put that suit of armor? I’m gonna need it soon.

10.2.4

Getting residual speed, and orbits.

So far, all we have done is to estimate the speed needed to get a rocket up to a certain height. That, unfortunately,
won’t keep it up there. It will simply fall back to earth, probably with rather unpleasant results. (Did you realize that
ICBMs use essentially this process? The burn phase of an ICBM is about 90 seconds. During that time, they are
aimed the way they are supposed to go. The rest of the time—up to 10 minutes—is pure free fall.) What we need
to do to find the speed needed to achieve an orbit of a certain height is find the speed needed to maintain the orbit.
That’s how much speed we need to have left over when we get to that height. (This is why I got the general form of
the decrease of speed rather than homing in straight on the escape velocity.)
Dudley: You mean you actually plan ahead? What a concept!

Getting orbital speed at different heights.
How do we find this? What do we need? Those are actually good questions, and deserve good answers.
Dudley: Hey Mugsy! Here are some questions whose answers are not yes!
Mugsy: They aren’t yes/no questions, dipstick.
Dudley: Wow, you are in a grumpy mood.

The reason that a satellite orbits rather than crashing back to earth or sailing off to infinity is that gravity bends its
path into a circle. (We aren’t going to worry here about other orbital shapes here.) How do we find the launch speed
needed for that? What we need is the residual speed to keep the satellite in orbit. How do we get that? Let me give
you a hint. We have already done it in this course. It’s the normal acceleration of an object. We want gravity to
provide the steering part of the acceleration. And if we plan it just right, the acceleration provided by gravity will
be just what is needed to pull the satellite into the orbit we want.
How big is that normal component of acceleration? From the amusement park chapter, it is v2 /r with v = vorb
being the orbital speed and r = rorb being the orbital radius. (Actually, we had this equation in the form κ(ds/dt)2
there. But I showed it could be rewritten in the form v2 /r.) That keeps an object in a circular path of radius
rorb = 1/κ. What acceleration does gravity provide? It is G M/r2 , with r = rorb . Setting the two accelerations equal
means that gravity will provide the exact amount of acceleration necessary to keep the satellite in orbit. We get
vorb 2 G M
=
rorb
rorb 2

(10.37)

which solves to give a formula for the orbital speed of a satellite:
r
vorb =

GM
.
rorb

(10.38)

This is the amount of speed that we need to have left over when we get to a distance rorb from the center of the earth.
Note that the orbital height is usually stated as height above the surface of the earth, and not distance from the center
of the earth. You have to add in the radius of the earth (which we have called r0 ) to the stated orbital height to get
rorb , or you need to subtract r0 from rorb to get the stated orbital height.
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Speed needed to achieve orbits.
Now that we have the extra speed necessary, we can come up with the speed v0 that the rocket needs to have to send
a satellite into orbit.
Mugsy: It’s a whole lot easier to dump your mistakes in the river than to blast them into orbit. The old methods
are the best.

Plug this orbital speed into the general speed equation, and we get that
2

v0 − vorb

2

1
1
= 2G M
−
r0 rorb

!
(10.39)

Solving this for v0 , the initial speed, we get
v0

2

!
1
1
= vorb + 2 G M
−
r0 rorb
!
GM
2G M 2G M
=
+
−
rorb
r0
rorb
2G M G M
−
=
r0
rorb
2

(10.40)
(10.41)
(10.42)

This gives us the launch speed needed to get a rocket into an orbit.
r
v0 =

2G M G M
−
r0
rorb

(10.43)

Let’s check this out on an orbit that’s 80 miles high, a reasonably common height for satellites. We have (in
English units, but metric are better, and that’s what we’ll use in the homework—see the directions)
G = 9.41 × 10−14 mi3 /lb/hr2
r0 = radius of the earth = 3960 mi
rorb = r0 +80 mi = 4040 mi
M = 1.32 × 1025 lb.
Putting all that together gives
r



9.41 × 10−14 mi3 /lb/hr2 1.32 × 1025 lb
4040 mi
p
2
= 307, 500, 000 mi /hr2

vorb =

= 17, 500 mi/hr
which is about 4.9 mi/sec. And the launch speed is then
r
2 × (9.41 × 10−14 ) × (1.32 × 1025 ) (9.41 × 10−14 ) × (1.32 × 1025 )
v0 =
−
3960
4040
p
= 319, 900, 000
= 17, 885 mi/hr

(10.44)
(10.45)
(10.46)

which is only slightly faster. (Did you realize that the vast majority of the speed that is needed to launch a satellite
goes into orbital speed rather than the need to escape earth’s gravity?)
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Use G = 6.672 × 10−11 m3 /kg/sec2 , r0 = radius of the earth = 6380 km = 6.38 × 106 m, and M = mass of
the earth = 5.99 × 1024 kg for the homework. Note that these are not the units I just used, but are in MKS, a more
rational system than the English one. These are the units physicists and astronomers would use. You can leave your
answers in MKS units (unless you want to convert to English).
Homework #10
Exercises.
1. Calculate the escape velocity of the earth, using metric units. (You can compare to the value I got using
English units, if you want.)
2. Calculate the gravitational attraction between the earth and the moon, and compare it to the gravitational
attraction between the sun and the moon. Do this by calculating the two forces and dividing F sun /Fearth . For
this, you need to know that the mass of the sun is 333,000 times the mass of the earth, and that the distance of
the earth from the sun is 1.5 × 1011 m (which is a rough estimate for the distance of the moon from the sun),
and the distance of the moon from the earth is roughly 3.85 × 108 m. You do not need either the mass of the
earth or the mass of the moon; both cancel when you divide.
Dudley: Hey, Al. When I worked this out, I got that the sun attracts the moon more than the earth does.
Is that right?
Albert: Yes. And it presents a very interesting question. Combined with the fact that the moon has a
much larger fraction of the mass of the planet it orbits than any other satellite in the solar system, some
astronomers say that the earth-moon system should really be considered a double planet rather than a
planet-satellite system.
Dudley: Boy, would that take the romance out of a nice, moonlit night.
Albert: Why do you think that they don’t talk about this very much?

3. In this exercise, we deal with a satellite in a 150-km = 150,000-m orbit.
(a) What launch speed (v0 ) is needed to reach a maximum altitude of (but not orbit at) 150,000 m? (The
satellite launched with this speed would get to 150,000 m and then fall back to earth.)
(b) What orbital speed (vorb ) is needed to maintain a satellite in a 150-km orbit?
(c) What launch speed (v0 ) is needed to put it up and keep it into orbit? (The satellite launched with speed
could get to, and stay at, 150,000 m.)
(d) How much faster must the rocket go to put the satellite in orbit beyond what speed it must have just to
get it to the correct altitude? (That is, subtract the two launch speeds.)
4. Which of the following integrals converge and which diverge? And, why? (I am not asking for the values of
the ones that converge, just whether or not they converge.)
Z ∞
(a)
xn e−x dx,
n>0
0
Z ∞
dx
(b)
p = a constant
p
e (ln x)
Z ∞
(c)
e−x cos(2 x) dx
8
5

Z
(d)
1

√3

dx
x−2
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1

Z
(e)

ln x dx
0

5. In this exercise, we deal with familiar calculations concerning the earth in its orbit about the sun.
(a) Calculate the orbital speed of the earth around the sun using the formula for orbital velocities. For that,
you need that the mass of the sun is 333,000 times the mass of the earth (still), and the radius of the
earth’s orbit is 1.50 × 1011 m.
(b) What is the length of the earth’s orbit? (Assume the orbit is a circle. It isn’t a circle, but it is nearly so.
You have the radius. The length you want is the circumference.)
(c) Use the results from the previous parts of this exercise to calculate the length of a year. (Hint: You have
the length of the orbit, and you have the speed the earth travels—assumed to be constant. Use a simple
(distance)=(speed)×(time) to get the time. Then convert from seconds to days. It should look familiar.)
6. Evaluate the following integrals, if they have a value. If there is no value, indicate that they diverge.
Z ∞
x
dx.
(a)
√
1
1 + x2
Z 2
1
(b)
dx.
(x
−
1)2
0
Z ∞
(c)
e−a x sin(b x) dx (a > 0).
0
1

Z
(d)
0

1
√3 dx.
x

∞

Z

e−x dx.

(e)
Z1 ∞
(f)
−∞

1
dx.
1 + x2

Problems.
1. Take the equations that we got in integration for free-fall vertical motion (early in the integration chapter;
check the summary for that chapter, the table of contents, or the index from first semester for ballistic motion
and take just the equation for y(t)) and show that any initial speed v0 has a finite return time. (The escape
velocity doesn’t exist (or is infinite) if the gravity is a constant force.) Do this by solving for the return time
for an initial speed v0 . Assume y0 = 0 and solve for t when y = 0.
2. This problem answers the question “How much does the force of gravity vary within the earth’s atmosphere?”
We ask this question to decide if we should take the variation of gravity into account when working within
the earth’s atmosphere. Fortunately, we can do this without leaving the surface of the earth.
(a) First show that g, the acceleration due to gravity at the surface of the earth, equals G M/r0 2 by multiplying out the values on the right hand side. (You can check your answer by looking for the value of g in
any basic physics book.)
(b) We can find ∆g, the change in g with height, by calculus:
∆g ≈

dg
× ∆r
dr

(10.47)

(the wiggle magnification formula) (the remaining letters, G and M, are constants). For ∆r = 80 km =
80, 000 m (a rough estimate of the thickness of the atmosphere), use this to find ∆g. Also find the
percentage change in g = (∆g)/g.
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(c) For ∆r = 15 m (the approximate height of the science building), find ∆g and the percentage change in
this case.
(d) Comment on how appropriate it is to assume g is constant when dropping something off the roof of the
science building.
3. In this problem, we find the height of a geosynchronous orbit, that is, an orbit whose period is 24 hours. This
is the orbital height used for many communications satellites, because they can be positioned so that they
remain at a fixed position in the sky. You can then fix satellite antennas on them that don’t need to track the
satellite from horizon to horizon. You might want to refer back to the exercise where we found the orbital
speed and period for the earth’s orbit. We first find rorb , the radius of the orbit of a geosynchronous satellite,
and then find its orbital height.
(a) How long should it take to orbit if the satellite is to be geosynchronous? Express your answer in seconds
(the unit of time we are trying to stay with).
(b) Assume you know the radius of the orbit, rorb (even though you don’t yet). What is the circumference
of the orbit in terms of rorb ?
(c) Using the answers to the previous two parts of this problem, what is the orbital speed vorb , the satellite
needs to have? (Use (distance)=(speed) (time). Your answer will have an rorb in it.)
(d) We have a formula for orbital speed. Set the answer in the previous part equal to the vorb in the formula
and solve for rorb . Use known values of the constants to get a value for rorb .
(e) Find the height (above the surface of the earth) of a geosynchronous orbit.
(f) Even if the height is correct for the satellite to orbit once every 24 hours, the satellite still might not stay
at a fixed position as seen from the earth. What else would you need? (Hint: What would happen in you
put the satellite into an orbit over the north and south poles? That certainly wouldn’t stay at a fixed place
in the sky. What plane should it be in? Everything orbits in a plane that passes through the center of the
earth.)
4. In this problem, we look at the equation
(v0 2 − v2 ) = 2 G M

1 1
−
r0 r

!
(10.48)

Solve the equation for v. You should get a ±. What physical property does having the ± indicate? [Hint: How
many times will the rocket have a certain height, assuming it doesn’t escape?]
Rx
5. In this problem, we look at the reason the notation a f (x) dx is hazardous. Take a simple example, g(x) =
Rx
2 x dx.
1
(a) When you figure out the value of g(x) at, for example, x = 2, the usual approach is to plug 2 in for all
the xs. Try that here. What do you get, and why is it wrong?
(b) What should g(2) be?
(c) Make a guess at the general rule should you keep in mind if you do decide to use the differential’s
variable in the limits of a definite integral.
6. This problem shows the hazards of improper integrals. We know that for any function f (x),
2

Z
0

We will work with this equation a bit.

f (x) dx =

1

Z
0

f (x) dx +

Z

2

f (x) dx
1

(10.49)
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R2
0

f (x) dx. Be sure to change the limits of integration!

(b) Since the variable of integration in a definite integral is a dummy variable (we talked about that last
R2
semester briefly), change the u back to an x. Plug the resulting integral back in for 0 f (x) dx in the
equation at the top of this problem.
(c) Suppose f (x) happens to satisfy the equation 2 f (2 x) = f (x). Plug that equation into the result from the
R2
previous part, and show that two integrals cancel, and you get 1 f (x) dx = 0.
(d) Now for the paradox. Show that the function f (x) = 1/x satisfies the equation 2 f (2 x) = f (x) (just plug
R2
it in), but 1 f (x) dx , 0. What’s wrong?

10.3

Tidal strain close to black holes.

One of the popular topics of space is black holes. What I want to do is explain them (briefly and non-technically),
and do a bit of calculation centering around them.
Dudley: Wasn’t there a black hole in Calcutta?
Albert: Not this kind.
Mugsy: My room sometimes resembles a black hole.
Albert: Nice try, but still no.

10.3.1

Introduction and background.

What is a black hole?
Classical physics definition. Oddly enough, the idea behind black holes is not new. Two hundred years ago,
Laplace described a (classical) black hole in the same terms we will use.
We have already seen that when an object launches from the surface of the earth, it loses speed, and if it is not
going fast enough, will turn around and fall back to the earth. Imagine, then, a planet where the force of gravity is
much greater. In that case, it might be possible to come up with a planet so massive that if you aimed a light ray
straight up, even its speed would not be sufficient to escape the gravitational pull. No light could escape from the
planet. It would be a black hole.
√
We have two different approaches to increasing the escape velocity, vesc = 2 G M/r0 . One way we can increase
the escape velocity is to shrink the radius (r0 ) down, while not getting rid of any mass. That would decrease r0 , and
escape velocity would go up. The alternate is to keep r0 the same, but increase M. We work with r0 first.
Suppose we set vesc = c, the standard letter used for the speed of light (as in E = m c2 , for example), and solve
for r0 from the formula:
c = vesc
r
2G M
=
r0
2G M
c2 =
r0
2G M
r0 =
c2

(10.50)
(10.51)
(10.52)
(10.53)

For the standard values of G and c, we get that for an object with the mass M of the earth, r0 is roughly 1/3 of an
inch. (See the homework.) That’s mighty tight cramming.
The other way to increase vesc is to increase M while not changing r0 . That is not easy to do, though. See the
homework for the amount of mass needed for the earth.
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Relativistic definition.
Contrast to classical. That is essentially the calculation that Laplace made, and the answer that he got. However, the classical derivation of a black hole has serious problems when combined with modern physics. According
to relativity, light always travels at the same speed. It can’t just slow down, stop, and finally turn back. (On the other
hand, it can be deflected by gravity, which is essentially what happens.)
The derivation of a black hole is substantially more complicated, and involves (hardly a surprise) very sophisticated mathematics. We aren’t going to go into that.
Dudley: All I can manage at this point is a feeble “yay.”

Schwarzschild radius. Having said that, it is very surprising to discover that the formula for the radius of a
black hole that we derived (a completely wrong way) turns out to be correct. The radius r s = 2 G M/c2 , is called the
Schwarzschild radius, but represents something quite different than the classical idea would give.
The simple fact is that the entire mass is forced (by relativistic necessity) to collapse down to a single point,
with no dimensions whatsoever. Here is a real-life singularity! (Quantum mechanics would argue with that, but we
can’t get into all of physics at once here.) The imaginary sphere about that point with radius r s represents the region
of no return. Once anything—physical matter or light—goes inside that radius, it never comes out again (at least,
whole). That sphere-of-no-return is what is termed the event horizon. That sphere is what you might have seen in
some science fiction movie or show. The singularity is the concentrated mass at the center of that sphere, and is
what causes the sphere. I want to emphasize that the sphere at the Schwarzschild radius is for discussion purposes
only. It has no physical reality. You would never know where it is or if you had slipped passed it.
Evidence for black holes. Because nothing ever comes out of a black hole, it becomes mighty difficult to tell
where they are. Most things we see, we see because either they emit light (like the sun and stars) or they reflect light
(like the moon, or most objects on the earth). Something that sucks up whatever comes near it is hard to find, until
it is too late. You can’t just shine a light on one, and expect to get a reflection!
Theoretical evidence. What makes us think that black holes exist? They were discovered mathematically
(that is, theoretically) first. Astronomers and astrophysicists worked on what kinds of stars would become black
holes.
Standard astrophysical theory says that stars formed out of a cloud of interstellar gas which began to condense
gravitationally. As the gravitational collapse proceeded, the gas got hotter. (That’s the old gas laws from chemistry at
work! As volume decreased, temperature went up.) Once they got hot enough, they ignited in an incomprehensibly
large thermonuclear explosion. This slowed down the gravitational collapse. This balance between gravity and an
atomic explosion continues until the fuel for the nuclear blast is spent. Gravity then takes over again, and the star
continues its collapse. (Gravity really is unconquerable.) It might or might not explode catastrophically (nova or
supernova). Depending on the initial mass of the star, theory says that it could become either a white dwarf, a
neutron star, or a black hole.
Additionally, the hypothetical big bang (which some astrophysicists are calling into question) is believed to have
been violent enough to create its own black holes that are substantially smaller, called micro black holes. The Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), the gigantic new cyclotron in Europe that got shut down due to a leak in its cooling system,
is powerful enough that it could also create micro black holes. This has inspired several scientists to question
whether we could actually create a black hole here on earth that would eat up the planet. Most physicists agree
that black holes could be formed, but black holes that tiny actually “evaporate”, which in this case means that they
disappear in a small burst of energy. Doesn’t this contradict that nothing can get out of a black hole? Not really, but
the actual explanation is complicated. You can look up micro black holes in the Wikipedia. (Or talk to me outside
of class.)
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Experimental evidence. That’s fine, but have we spotted any black holes with our telescopes? As indicated
earlier, it is hard to find black holes. The normal mechanisms for seeing them won’t work. However, their effects
would be observable. If a black hole were orbiting a normal star, the hole’s intense gravity would slowly pull pieces
of the other star into it. In doing so, the pieces would emit X-rays. Such things have been seen, in the constellation
Cygnus. The best current theory to explain quasars is that they are extremely massive black holes eating galaxies at
the edge of the universe. (But that, of course, is entirely theoretical. There could be power sources for quasars that
are unknown to us.)
Astronomers now believe that there are massive or supermassive (the distinction is not clear) black holes at
the centers of most galaxies, including our own Milky Way. Recently, at the Texas Symposium on Relativistic
Astrophysics, Dec. 8-12, 2008, some scientists presented data from watching 28 stars for 16 years, and estimated
the size of the Milky Way’s black hole at (4.31 ± 0.36) × 106 times the mass of our sun. The current figure is
(4.100 ± 0.034) × 106 solar masses.
Then, on April 10, 2019, the first image of a black hole was released. It caused quite a stir among astronomy
buffs. Everything they found out about it agreed with Einstein’s theory of general relativity, which was therefore
massively confirmed. But the standard description (“the image of a black hole”) is misleading. How can you get an
image of something that, by definition, can’t be illuminated? Clearly, you can’t. What was published was actually
an image of gas that rotates around the black hole, much like water circling a drain, but a whole lot faster. No one
now has any question that black holes exist.
Speculation concerning black holes.
Black holes have fired the imagination of science fans, and science fiction writers. Black holes have become the
exotic gateways into worm holes and other universes, etc. They could be, but we’ll never find out. Why? Glad you
asked.... That’s what we’ll talk about next.

10.3.2

What happens near a black hole.

Suppose you sidle up to a black hole. What would happen? You’d be ripped to shreds. Let’s look at why. (And
that’s to ignore all the gasses that are surrounding it, and being sucked into it, which are millions of degrees hot and
moving at a substantial fraction of the speed of light. The radiation would vaporize you in less than a second. But
let’s ignore that and focus on what the black hole itself would do to you.)
Tidal forces, and safety.
A black hole has a gravitational field that is ferocious. The general equation for gravitational acceleration remains
a = G M/r2 . Suppose you were at a distance of 1,000 km (just over 600 miles) from the center of a black hole with
a mass three times that of our sun (a reasonably small mass for a naturally-occurring black hole). The black hole
will have a radius of 8.9 km (see the homework), so this would seem a prudent distance to be.
The mass of the black hole is then 5.98 × 1030 kg. The gravitational acceleration where you are is then 3.98 ×
8
10 m/sec2 . That’s a might hefty pull, but if you are whipping around it in an orbit fast enough, you could counteract
that. On the other hand, suppose you are standing up, with your feet toward the black hole, and your head away
from it. Then there would be a difference in the acceleration on your feet and the acceleration on your head. The
difference is given by the wiggle magnification formula
∆a ≈

da
−2 G M
∆r =
∆r
dr
r3

(10.54)

where ∆r is the distance between your head and your feet, that is, your height. Use 2 m. (about 6 feet) for that. This
gives
∆a ≈ −1600 m/sec2

(10.55)
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If your feet (with shoes) weigh 5 kg, and your head weighs 5 kg, the force pulling you apart would be
∆F = m∆a ≈ (5 + 5) × −1600 = −16000 kg m/sec2

(10.56)

which is about 1.8 tons. That’s how hard your feet would be pulled away from your head. You wouldn’t survive.
Things like this make the use of black holes as worm holes to alternate universes seem a little unlikely. Stretching
tourists into long, bloody threads is just not good business practice.
Mugsy: Hey, this is beginning to sound interesting again.

The technical term is spaghettification. Everything (not just tourists) gets stretched until it rips apart. This goes even
for atoms and eventually for subatomic particles. (Again, see the Wikipedia on spaghettification.)
If this is what happens when you get close to the center of gravitational fields, why don’t we find that same
thing happening near the center of the sun or earth? The reason is that the gravitational field inside a spherical
body doesn’t obey the usual 1/r2 law, because as you move inside the earth, you are passing some mass that no
longer is pulling you downward. The force of gravity actually decreases linearly inside the earth, until at the very
center, it would be zero. (That makes sense; all the mass is pulling you equally in all directions. The result is no net
gravitational force at all!) On the other hand, you’d have to worry a lot about the fact that you’d be surrounded by
quasi-molten iron and nickel. The center of the sun would be even worse.
Homework #11
Problems.
1. Show that the radius to which the earth needs to shrink to become a classical black hole is 0.35 inch. (Use the
value of c = 3.00 × 108 m/sec.)
2. Verify that ∆a is about 1600 m/sec2 in the situation described in the notes about standing near a black hole.
3. Find the value of ∆a for a person standing on the earth. Imitate the calculations done in the notes for ∆a near
a black hole.
4. Show that a black hole with a mass 3 times the sun has a radius of 8.9 km.
5. Find the mass of the object whose Schwarzschild radius equals the (current) radius of the earth.
6. In this problem, we look at supermassive black holes, and discover some rather improbable facts about them.
(a) Plug the formula for r s into the formula a = G M/r2 , and find the gravitational acceleration at the
boundary (at a distance r s from the singularity at the center) of a black hole. Your answer should be in
terms of G, M, and c.
(b) Note that the mass, M, of the black hole shows up in the denominator when a is simplified, meaning that
the force of gravity at the boundary decreases as M increases! Explain this unusual result.
(c) Find the mass of the black hole whose gravitational acceleration at the boundary equals g, the acceleration of gravity at the earth’s surface. Express your answer in terms of solar masses by dividing this mass
by the mass of the sun.
(d) Find the Schwarzschild radius of the black hole whose mass you just found. Compare that number to a
light-year, the distance light travels in one year, by calculating the length of a light year and dividing the
radius by that number.
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Multistage rockets.

Have you ever noticed that all the rockets that we use for launching things into space are three-stage rockets? Have
you ever wondered why? My suspicion is that the answer to both questions is no. At least I hadn’t until I learned
that there is a reason for them. Multistage rockets are much more complicated to design, and (as the Challenger
shuttle explosion indicated) considerably more dangerous. The only reason we use them is that we have to.
This section is genuinely ingenious. I would not expect you to be able to come up with this yourself. I didn’t
do it myself, either. It first came to my attention in an article Lagrange Multipliers and the Design of Multistage
Rockets by Anthony Peressini, published in The UMAP Journal, vol. 7, number 3, Fall 1986. I have adapted the
presentation there considerably for inclusion here, including extra results that were not present in the original paper,
and an entire section on Lagrange multipliers. That, in fact, is the principle that needs to be mastered in this section,
and it will be hit in the homework.
Mugsy: Let me get this straight. It was too hard for the author, and we have to learn it? How do I get out of this
course?!
Albert: Cool it, Mugsy. At the end, you’ll see how it was done. Once considerable practical experience had
showed what the answers ought to be, the equations could be derived. But until then, it is very unlikely that
anyone would come up with this. The material is not so difficult the author can’t understand it, rather it is so
subtle that the author wouldn’t have derived it himself first.

10.4.1

Basic operation of multistage rockets.

Description.
Let me describe how a multistage rocket works, in very general terms. The first stage (the one at the bottom) is
ignited for takeoff. It burns until its fuel is completely gone. Then it is unclamped from the rest of the rocket, and
the next stage is ignited, which pushes the old stage out of the way. Stage one falls back to earth (and occasionally
is recycled), and the rocket proceeds. The same scenario occurs with the second stage burning out and being left
behind, except that it burns up and is not recycled.
Questions.
Aside from the Space Shuttle, all regular rockets used by the U.S. are three-stage affairs. (The biggest Russian
rockets have four stages. And the Space Shuttle’s configuration makes it difficult to determine the number of stages
it has. It might be anywhere from two to four depending on how you count them.) Why? Can’t we just build
bigger and bigger rockets, and use single-stage technology? The answer is, “Not unless we dramatically improve
our efficiency, since a single-stage rocket can’t get into orbit, while a multistage (two or more) can.”
That brings up another question. Why not use a two-stage rocket, since that would still permit a simplification
of design? We’ll answer that, also.
There is actually thought that we can improve the technology to the point that we can use single-stage technology.
A New York Times article on August 10, 1993 in the section Science News (page B5 if you want to track it down
in the library) had an entire article on graphite-epoxy materials for the shells of rockets, with the hope being that
the new rockets could actually launch into orbit with a single stage. It is still experimental, but some people “seem
ecstatic” about the possibility. It has never actually been done, as far as I know.

10.4.2

Single-stage rockets.

We need to begin with an examination of a single-stage rocket. After all, a multistage rocket is nothing more than
a compound single-stage rocket. The ideas we present here will get used again shortly, so be careful to understand
this part.
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Notation and terminology.
We set up some notation and terminology here. There are quite a few different things to keep straight, several that
are not obvious.
Albert: Dudley, stop that crying! I’ll help you get through it.
Dudley: . . . Sniff. . .

Variable
t
P
Me

Meaning
time, with t = 0 being ignition and liftoff
payload’s mass (in some units, it doesn’t matter here)
mass of the (empty) rocket without payload or fuel
(the mass of the shell that is ejected after it is spent)
M
total mass of rocket (it is a function of t since the mass changes
as fuel is burned)
M0
initial mass of the rocket without payload
=Me +(mass of fuel initially)
S
the structural ratio of the rocket=Me /M0 (typically about 0.20)
c
speed of the gases used for the exhaust
Note that S having the value 0.20 = 20% means that the remaining 80% of the rocket is fuel. Another, related, item
is mentioned in the New York Times article, and that is the “mass fraction”, the ratio of initial fuel weight to total
weight of the rocket (including payload). We won’t use it here.
One assumption we make is that the fuel burns at at constant rate, so dM/dt = −k. Integrating this gives
M(t) = M(0) − k t = M0 + P − k t. (You should be getting to a point where you can do this yourself. This is a calculus
course, after all.) From this, we can get one more important number, tb , the burnout time. This is the time at which
all the fuel will be gone, and the rocket will be coasting from there. We can get this by setting M(tb ) = Me + P and
solving for tb . We get tb = (M0 − Me )/k.
General goal and assumptions.
Want to find equation governing motion of rocket. What we are trying to do is get an equation that describes
the motion of the rocket, what is called the rocket equation. It would be fairly easy, if all we had was a constant
force pushing on a constant mass. We will have a constant force, since we are assuming a constant burn rate, but the
mass of the rocket is changing as we burn fuel. This complicates matters somewhat. It also helps to explain why a
multistage rocket can get into orbit when a single-stage rocket can’t. We drop off dead weight as we go along when
we have more than one stage.
For simplicity, we will ignore two non-trivial items, gravity and air resistance. The net effect of gravity will be
explored in a homework problem. Since we are going up to speeds well over the speed of sound, air resistance is
hardly to be ignored. But that would make this whole problem way too complicated. It’s bad enough without those
factors.
Albert: Dudley! Come back here this moment!

Want to find max speed attainable. From this, we want to get the maximum speed the rocket can achieve. We can
figure out the speed needed to orbit at a certain distance (thanks to work we did in the section on escape velocity),
and we had better have that much available when we get to the top. This will be the ultimate goal we are after.
Derivation and solution of rocket equation.
We now want to get the rocket equation. It is the equation of motion of a rocket that throws its own mass one
direction to accelerate in the other. (Think of a person standing on a platform on ice, throwing snowballs.) Again,
note that all we are doing is accelerating the rocket, and not pushing against gravity, nor pushing against the air.
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Look at dt interval. As always, we take a differential and approximate everything linearly. Later on, we will pull
it all together with an integral.
Use conservation of momentum. As the fuel burns, it throws hot gas out the back of the rocket, and this is what
pushes the rocket forward. (It is not that the rocket exhaust pushes against the air. If that were true, then rockets
couldn’t be used in space.)
A general principle in physics (and you had better get used to seeing more and more physics as we go on—
Newton developed calculus to solve physics problems) is conservation of momentum. The momentum of an object
is its mass times its velocity. (That’s actually correct, with velocity being a vector, so momentum is a vector.
However, we will use a scalar variety here since we don’t need anything more exotic. Momentum will be mass
times speed for now.) The momentum that the rocket gains balances the momentum that the exhaust takes away.
The momentum change of the rocket is M dv, since the change in speed is what we are after. The momentum that
the exhaust takes away is c dM. The equation is then
M dv = −c dM

(10.57)

where the minus sign shows up because c dM is the amount of momentum lost by the rocket.
Rocket equation finally. We then solve the equation for dv and divide by dt, and we get the differential equation
for the motion of the rocket
dv
c dM
=−
dt
M dt

(10.58)

This is the rocket equation.
Solve to get v at any time t. If we integrate this from 0 to t, a general time, we get (remembering to change limits
when we change the differential’s variable!)
Z t
Z t
dv
c dM
dt =
dt
(10.59)
−
M dt
0 dt
0
Z v
Z M(t)
c
(10.60)
dv =
− dM
M
v0
M(0)
v|vv0 = −c ln M(t)| M
M(0)

(10.61)

v − v(0) = −c (ln(M(t)) − ln(M(0)))
∆v = c (ln(M(0)) − ln(M(t)))
!
M(0)
∆v = c ln
M(t)

(10.62)
(10.63)
(10.64)

But we have that M(0) = M0 + P and M(t) = M0 + P − k t. Putting this in gives
M0 + P
∆v = c ln
M0 + P − k t

!

This is the key ingredient in the most useful equations in this section.

(10.65)
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At burnout time, get max (change in) speed, v. At burnout time, tb , we get that the total fuel burned is k tb , while
the total available fuel is M0 − Me . These two must be equal, so
k tb = M0 − Me

(10.66)

= (1 − Me /M0 )M0

(10.67)

= (1 − S ) M0

(10.68)

Plugging this into the change in speed formula, we get for the maximum change in speed
!
M0 + P
∆v = c ln
M0 + P − k tb
!
M0 + P
= c ln
M0 + P − ((1 − S ) M0 )
!
P + M0
= c ln
P + S M0

(10.69)
(10.70)
(10.71)

This is the formula that we’re after. Let me box it for future reference.
P + M0
∆v = c ln
P + S M0

!
(10.72)

Note that it would be easy to assume v(0) = 0 and proceed from there. That is, we could simply assume that we
are launching the rocket from a standstill. (Launching pads, while mobile, don’t go up and down very fast.) In fact,
we will do that in a moment. But I don’t want to change the formula in general, because in the case of a multistage
rocket, the second stage does not begin with zero speed, and we will still want to use this formula to find the change
in speed due to the second stage, and the third, etc.
Plugging in current values. Typically,
• P = 0.01 M0 (payload is 1% of the rocket’s mass)
• S = 0.20 (current material’s strength limit, what the new material has a chance of improving)
• c = 6000 m.p.h. (the hottest we can get)
Plugging this into v gives as a maximum speed attainable
M0 (1 + 0.01)
∆v = (6000 m.p.h.) × ln
M0 (0.01 + 0.20)
= 9400 m.p.h.

!
(10.73)
(10.74)

Note that the initial mass of the rocket without payload, M0 , cancels. That is because we put everything in terms of
percentages of M0 . Otherwise, you have to know the actual masses of the individual parts (the rocket, the fuel, the
payload, etc.).
And that’s without gravity or air friction taken into account, both of which would slow the rocket. (Note that I
am back to using English system of units. I want this to be as familiar as possible. Metric units would only make a
confusing situation even more difficult, in my opinion.)
Mugsy: Dudley! Where are you?!
Albert: I think he decided to hide until this is part is over.
Mugsy: Not a bad idea. I might try it, too.
Albert: Don’t you dare! Who would there be left to ask me the stup..., uh, interesting questions?
Mugsy: What was that word you didn’t finish?
Albert: Uh. Stupendous! Yeah, stupendous.
Mugsy: I doubt that. You’re getting me irritated enough that I’ll just have to stick around now to aggravate you.
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That isn’t good enough! Back in the section on escape velocity, we did a calculation of the minimal speed needed
to get into a 80-mile high orbit, which is about the minimum useful altitude. Anything lower would be too close (or
in) the atmosphere, and burn up. We got that about 17,500 m.p.h. was necessary. A single stage rocket just won’t
be able to get anything into orbit.
Conclusion.
What can we do? If a single-stage rocket won’t get into orbit, we either need a dramatic improvement in technology
(to decrease S and/or increase c), or a multistage rocket. Everyone is going for multistage, so far.
As a footnote, I should mention that rather fantastic ideas are being thrown around for interstellar space travel.
One of the more interesting ones is to use light for an exhaust gas. The exhaust speed would be c = 186, 282 mi./sec.
The rocket equation remains valid, to a good approximation, at least until velocities get so large that the mass of
the rocket begins to grow appreciably (due to relativity). But you certainly see what that dramatic of an increase in
exhaust speed would do!

10.4.3

Multistage rocket design.

A lot of single-stage rockets linked together. Now, we tackle the big question. Can a multistage rocket get into
orbit? Of course, we already know that answer.
Albert: One motto to keep in mind, particularly when debugging computer programs but also at other times, is:
“If it happened, it must be possible.”

But it is interesting to see why it actually works, and why it is done the way it is.
We are also going to assume that the exhaust velocity c is the same for each stage. The result could be modified
to include different velocities, but it makes the whole thing even messier. We have to make some assumptions to
simplify this problem. On the other hand, it will mean that our calculations do not apply to the Space Shuttle, since
it uses two different types of rockets. There are a pair of big solid-fuel rocket boosters (SRBs in NASA’s lingo) that
get the shuttle started. Once these burn out, they are jettisoned, and recovered and reused. After them, an external
tank containing liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen is fired. The exhaust speed from that is not the same as the
exhaust from the SRBs.
Assume n stages. We will be using the results of the previous section repeatedly. We will assume that we have
some number, n, of stages, and leave n undetermined at this point. At the end, we’ll look at n = 2, 3, and 4, and
especially n = 3 in some detail. That is the case that is most used.
How do we use previous results?
We are going to have to re-think the idea of payload when we do this. The payload of a rocket stage is the amount
that is on top of the rocket that is neither fuel for that stage nor part of the mechanism for holding and firing that
fuel. So, all of the stages (including the fuel and structure as well as the real payload of the whole rocket) above
the currently burning one are to be treated as payload of the current stage. That’s how we will be able to peel them
off. Note that, in particular, we are not assuming that all of the stages on the rocket are the same mass. If you think
about what a multistage rocket looks like, there is a huge bottom (first) stage, and successively smaller stages two
and three. We’ll even learn what the relative sizes of those stages need to be in order to get to maximum speed.
Even now, you can see that the equations are going to get “interesting”.
Mugsy: Maybe Dudley did have the right idea.

The speed gain of each stage.
Let’s call ∆vi = speed gain of stage number i. We need some more notation, too.
Albert: Now I know that Dudley isn’t coming back until this is all over.
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Suppose the mass of stage i is Mi . Then, by the discussion we just had, we treat the payload for stage i as the masses
of everything above stage i, or Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P. Plugging that into the equation for change in speed that we had,
we get
!
Mi + (Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P)
∆vi = c ln
(10.75)
S Mi + (Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P)
This is the amount of speed gained by stage i of the rocket, due to its burning all its fuel.
Two things to do at once.
You might think that we are simply building up to a regular max/min problem. We want to build a rocket of minimum
mass.
Mugsy: I’ll bite. Why minimum mass?
Albert: To leave as much mass as possible for the payload.
Mugsy: Does that qualify as a “stupendous” question?
Albert: Not yet.

You could think that, but you would be wrong. This problem is much more subtle.
Minimize weight (max/min problem). What are we trying to do? Two things. We want to minimize the weight
of the rocket that achieves orbital speed. That is, if we just make everything big enough, it will all take care of itself.
Mugsy: We try that in government work all the time. You can see how successful it is there.

This is a familiar type of problem. It rings of a max/min problem, and we’ve become proficient in doing those.
Even if there are multiple variables around (and there are; we have the Mi s at least), we can do it. It’s called
confidence.
Mugsy: It’s also called “I really hope you know what you’re doing . . . .”

Make final speed = orbital speed (17,500 m.p.h.). We have another condition, too. There is the somewhat critical
idea that this thing ought to make it into orbit. Otherwise, why bother?
Albert: This seems to be what the government keeps forgetting about . . . .

The final speed should be 17,500 m.p.h., and this should equal the sum of the speed gains of all the stages, the sum
of the ∆vi s.
New thing! A constraint. This is a somewhat more complicating factor, then. Here is an extra condition. Minimizing the weight would be exceedingly easy, if we didn’t care about whether or not the thing could get up. Set the
weights all to 0—definitely a minimum. But then, it wouldn’t get far off the ground.
Mugsy: Brilliant.

10.4.4

Constrained non-linear optimization.

This brings up a whole new set of ideas, called constrained optimization. There are various types of constrained
optimization. One major branch is called linear optimization, used extensively in business, and solved by a process
called the simplex method. In that situation, you want to maximize or minimize a linear function, and all the
constraints (extra conditions) are linear as well, although, they are usually expressed in terms of inequalities. An
example is attempting to maximize profit from the sale of a variety of items, each of which have to use the same
stock of raw materials, and cost different amounts to build, but produce different amounts of profits. How do you
allocate the raw materials? Linear programming answers that question, if you give it all the information. It is a
major technique in business, called operations research. (Actually, its origins are in military operations, developed
during World War II.)
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General problem statement.
Our situation is somewhat different. The functions are not linear, so linear programming wouldn’t work. We need
another method, and there are several. We’ll discuss what they are, and then settle on the one best suited to this
problem.
But first, let’s look at what the problem in general terms is exactly.
Mugsy: So we are going to look at how to solve these in general, and then apply that procedure to the rocket
problem?
Albert: That seems to be it.

We are given a function with a lot of variables, f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), (I’m going back to xi s, but the problem we have is
in terms of Mi s) and we want to maximize or minimize it only where another condition holds, g(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) = C,
a constant. In our case, the f function (called the objective function) is the total mass of the rocket, which we want
to minimize, and the g function (called the constraint function) is the total speed gain equaling 17, 500.
Geometric version of the problem.
In order to make this a bit more concrete, let’s take a simpler problem.
Mugsy: I’m all for that.
Albert: But remember, this is essentially one, long, worked-out example, too.

Let’s reduce the number of variables to 2, and call them x and y. Suppose the function we are working with is f (x, y)
and the constraint is g(x, y) = C. What would this be like?
Imagine the values of f (x, y) plastered on the xy plane. The function g(x, y) = C defines a curve on the plane.
Mugsy: What were those things called last semester?
Albert: It’s an implicit function.

We want to get the maximum or minimum of f (x, y) only among the points that are on the curve. Even in two
dimensions, the method to solve this one is not obvious!
Mugsy: I go back and forth on whether Dudley was right to take off.

10.4.5

Two approaches to a solution.

There are two basic ideas that will allow us to solve this type of problem. They each have their limitations and
advantages. I’ll describe both in general terms, and then do examples of each.
Eliminate variables. The simplest one is the elimination method. The whole problem with the constraint is that
you are forced by it to deal with variables that are not independent. So, you solve the constraint for one of the
variables (declaring that one to be dependent, and the others independent), and plug it into the objective function
equation. This reduces the number of variables by one, and leaves you with a bunch of independent variables. Now
the problem is easy.
Mugsy: In theory, they are all easy! In practice, it’s a different story.

Simply set all the partial derivatives to 0, solve, and you are done. No problem.
Mugsy: No problem? That’s pushing it.

Lagrange multipliers.

Well, that’s not true. There is a problem.

Mugsy: AHA!

What happens if you can’t solve the constraint for any of the variables? You are stuck from the very beginning.
There needs to be another way, and there is. It is called the method of Lagrange multipliers, and is considerably
more sophisticated.
On the surface, it would look like exactly the thing you don’t want to do. Instead of eliminating one of the
variables, thus lowering the number of variables around, it adds a new one. But then it treats all the variables as
independent, just as before.
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Mugsy: This is better?
Albert: Believe it or not, it is.

Here is how it works. Given the situation as stated before, you form a new function, F, defined by
F(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , λ) = f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) + λ (g(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) − C)

(10.76)

The new variable, λ, is called the Lagrange multiplier. (Not so bad, so far, is it?)
Mugsy: No, but it is certainly not obvious where you are going.
Albert: That’s the mystery of this method. It works, but there doesn’t seem to be any reason for it to do so.
Mugsy: Sort of like magic, huh?
Albert: No. There is a reason, but it is difficult to explain.
Mugsy: Spare me, then.

Now all you do is set all the partial derivatives of F equal to zero and solve. Ignoring the value of λ, you get the
points that are the maxima and minima. Slick trick, huh?
Mugsy: You will have to convince me it works first.

Equivalence of the solutions.
The Lagrange multiplier method and the elimination method are so different, it is hard to believe that they are
actually equivalent. They will always give the same answers. A rationale for this shows up in the applied math
course. I won’t bother to go into it here. Although, if you are interested, it doesn’t involve anything that you don’t
know now.
Albert: Well, Mugsy?
Mugsy: Forget it.

Examples.
Before trying this on the big (rocket) problem at hand, a few short examples of both ways would be useful.
Example 1 Find the dimensions of the largest rectangular pen that can be enclosed with 200 feet of fence, if a side
of a barn is to be used as one side of the pen.
Albert: :Ah! A classic problem!
Solution setup for both methods Let x = length of the side of the pen perpendicular to the side of the barn,
and y = length of the other side of the pen (x, y in feet). The thing we want to maximize is A=area of the pen=x × y.
The constraint (what keeps the area from just getting larger and larger) is the amount of fence available. That gives
g(x, y) = 2 x + y = 200. Here’s a picture:

BARN
6

PEN
?


y

-

x
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Solution by elimination Take the constraint, 2 x + y = 200, and solve for y. That gives y = 200 − 2 x. Next
plug that y into A, and you get
A = x y = x(200 − 2 x) = 200 x − 2 x2

(10.77)

Now maximize that function, by standard techniques. (Set the derivative equal to 0.) You get 200 − 4 x = 0 so
x = 50. To get the corresponding value of y, go back to the constraint we solved. y = 200 − 2 x = 200 − 2(50) = 100.
The dimensions for a maximum area using 200 feet of fence are 50 ft by 100 ft.
Solution by Lagrange multipliers. Set up the new function
F = (x y) + λ (2 x + y − 200)

(10.78)

Then set all the partial derivatives (including the one with respect to λ) equal to 0 and solve. You get
∂F/∂x = y + 2 λ = 0
∂F/∂y = x + λ = 0
∂F/∂λ = 2 x + y − 200 = 0
The solution is simple. Solve the first two equations for λ, and you get λ = −y/2 = −x, so y = 2 x. Plugging that
into the constraint 2 x + y − 200 = 2 x + (2 x) − 200 = 0 or 4 x = 200, or x = 50. Then y = 2 x = 100. The dimensions
for a maximum area using 200 feet of fence are 50 ft by 100 ft. It’s exactly the same as the elimination approach
gave.
Mugsy: It had better after you said that it always would.

I will comment on this after I do another example.
Example 2

Find the point (x, y) on the line 2 x − y = 5 that is closest to the origin.

Solution setup We need topget an objective function, the thing we are trying to minimize. In this case, it is
distance to the origin, f (x, y) = x2 + y2 . The constraint is g(x, y) = 2 x − y = 5.
Solution by elimination Solve the constraint equation for one variable, and again y looks most promising
(avoiding
fractions). From 2 x − y = 5, you get y = 2 x − 5. Plugging that into the objective function gives
p
2
x + (2 x − 5)2 . The derivative is
!
−1/2
1  2
(x + (2 x − 5)2 )
(2 x + 2(2 x − 5) (2)) = 0
(10.79)
2
or
5 x − 10
p

x2 + (2 x − 5)2

=0

(10.80)

When a fraction equals 0, that means the top is 0, so we get 5 x − 10 = 0 or x = 2. Then y = 2 x − 5 = 2(2) − 5 = −1.
The closest point is (2, −1).
Solution by Lagrange Setting up the new function,
q
F = x2 + y2 + λ (2 x − y − 5)
Setting the partial derivatives equal to 0 gives

(10.81)
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(x2 + y2 )−1/2 (2 x) + 2 λ = 0

∂F/∂y = 12 (x2 + y2 )−1/2 (2 y) − λ = 0
∂F/∂λ = 2 x − y − 5 = 0
p
p
Then, solving the first two for λ gives λ = −(x/2) x2 + y2 = y x2 + y2 . This says that x/2 = −y or x = −2 y.
Plugging that into the constraint gives 2(−2 y) − y = 5 or y = −1, and x = −2 y = 2. The point is (2, −1).
A few comments on these are appropriate. First, the Lagrange multiplier method is often longer to write out, but
often easier in each of the steps. The elimination process often makes the functions sufficiently more complicated
that the derivatives get nasty. Second, the method of solving Lagrange multipliers is almost always the same. You
solve for λ (or something containing λ) in the equations that contain it, and use that together with the constraint
(the other equation) to get the values you want. Finally, it is possible to extend the Lagrange multiplier method to
the case that there are multiple constraint equations. Each one gets a multiplier, something like λi , and they all go
together into F. For example, to find the minimum of f (x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 subject to x − y = 1 and y − z = 2,
you’d form F(x, y, z, λ1 , λ2 ) = x2 + y2 + z2 + λ1 (x − y − 1) + λ2 (y − z − 2), and set all five partial derivatives equal to
0 to solve. (The answer, by the way, is the minimum value of 14/3 occurs at (4/3, 1/3, −5/3).)
There are advantages to using Lagrange multipliers rather than elimination. Note that in the first example, you
have that y = 2 x, and you haven’t used the constraint of 200 feet yet. This says that for this type of problem, no
matter what the number of feet of fence available, you want y = 2 x. This is visible from the elimination approach.
In the second example, we got that x = −2 y before we used the constraint. That says that the solution will be on
that line, which makes sense because that line is perpendicular to the line 2 x − y = 5. The shortest distance will be
along the perpendicular. Again, the elimination approach does not make that connection at all.
Besides, once you get used to it, Lagrange multipliers really is faster under most conditions. It tends to be
considerably more systematic, and open to clever solutions. You will see one such clever solution when we get back
to the original (rocket) problem, which we’ll do in a moment.
Finally, there is the question of deciding whether the point you found is a maximum or a minimum or a saddle
or something else. Here is the one place that elimination can help. We have a method of determining in one- or twovariable max/min problems what type of critical point we have found. This is not simple in a Lagrange multipliers
approach. There is a procedure, but it requires linear algebra first. (Actually, the two-variable (and more variables)
max/min classification is based on linear algebra also. But in the two-variable case, it can be reduced to a simple set
of tests. In more variables, it becomes too complicated without linear algebra.)

10.4.6

Back to rockets.

Now, we want to come back to the problem at hand. What is the objective function, and what is the constraint?
These need to be found first.
Minimize MT = M1 + · · · + Mn .
The thing we want to minimize is the total weight. We want as small a rocket as possible that will do the job. These
things are huge anyway, and therefore don’t need any padding. Besides, smaller is cheaper. And it leaves the most
room for payload.
Albert: See? I told you, Mugsy.
Mugsy: Okay, I’ll give this one to you.

The constraint is (final speed)=v0 .
If we want the rocket to do its job, it must attain a certain orbital speed. That’s the constraint. The final speed needs
to be 17,500 m.p.h., but we’ll put that in at the end. We can leave it anything we want for the moment, with no
additional complication. We’ll just call it v0 to match the notation we had in the first section on escape velocity.
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The final speed is the sum of the speed gains from all the stages, namely ∆v1 + ∆v2 + · · · + ∆vn , and that becomes
the constraint. However, this needs to be expressed in terms of the variables in this problem, the masses Mi of the
stages. For that, we use the equation we had earlier
!
Mi + (Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P)
∆vi = c ln
(10.82)
S Mi + (Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P)
for i from 1 to n from before. Written out, this means that the constraint is
v0 = ∆v1 + ∆v2 + · · · + ∆vn

(10.83)

M1 + (M2 + · · · + Mn + P)
+
S M1 + (M2 + · · · + Mn + P)
!
M2 + (M3 + · · · + Mn + P)
c ln
+
S M2 + (M3 + · · · + Mn + P)
!
Mn + P
· · · + c ln
S Mn + P
!

= c ln

(10.84)

What a mess!
Albert: If I didn’t know any better, I’d say that one is hopeless.

Bad form, even for Lagrange multipliers.
This one is going to be rough! It would be hopeless to solve this constraint for one of the Mi s, so elimination is
eliminated. Not only that, it’s a tough nut to crack even for Lagrange multipliers. It simply is not a simple constraint
form to use.
Change variables.
What we now do is sacrifice a simple form of the objective function in order to bring the constraint into line. At this
point, things get exceptionally sneaky. I’m doing them more-or-less to finish the problem. I would hardly expect
you to do these yourself. Besides, it is an example of some clever mathematics to solve a difficult problem. You
need to see this on occasion, in order to realize that life sometimes deals complicated math problems to you.
Mugsy: Even at times not on tests?

What we do is change variables, and then change the objective function. I will try to show you how it all works
with a minimum of pain. The first thing is to change the variables to make the constraint nice. We define new
variables, Ni , by the equation
!
Mi + (Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P)
Ni =
(10.85)
S Mi + (Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P)
the thing that is inside the logarithm. This obviously clears up the constraint a lot. The constraint becomes
c ln(N1 ) + c ln(N2 ) + · · · + c ln(Nn ) = v0

(10.86)

This is definitely better.
Now for objective function.
On the other hand, it certainly messes up the objective function. So, what do we do? We change the objective
function to something more amenable. How can we do that legally? By making very sure of one paramount item:
The point where the minimum occurs for the new function is exactly the same as the point where the minimum of
the original function occurs. We could have done that with the second example of constrained optimization (distance
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p
between a point and a line). We wanted to minimize f (x, y) = x2 + y2 , but we could have more easily minimized
f (x, y) = x2 + y2 , since the minimum for this occurs at exactly the same point as the minimum for the original. The
minimum values will, of course, be different, but the values of x and y that we come up with as a result will be the
correct ones to use in either function to get the minimums of those functions.
Changing the objective function.
The objective function that we will use instead of MT = M1 + M2 + · · · + Mn is
 M + P
T
ln
P

(10.87)

I doubt if I would have thought this one up, and I certainly wouldn’t expect you to come up with it yourself either.
I warned you that this problem was particularly clever. The cleverness shows up this way. By making this change
of variables and functions, what used to be a hopelessly difficult problem becomes only fairly complicated, but
solvable. But the changes are not obvious at all. My suspicion is that someone solved this more-or-less by hand (or
computer) and discovered after the fact that this procedure would give the same answer.
The value of MT = M1 + M2 + · · · + Mn is what we want to minimize. Now, let’s look at why that new function
should have a minimum at the same place as MT . If we split apart the logarithm, we get ln(MT + P) − ln(P). Since P
is fixed (we’ll change it from one problem to the next, but it is a constant for each of those problems), the smallest
value of the new objective function clearly occurs at the value of MT that is a minimum.
Reason for this choice of objective function.
Why would we want to change the new objective function to that? Good question.
Mugsy: Hey, I wanted to ask that question!

Basically because it can be written nicely in terms of the Ni s, and reasonably easily. (It is fair to state that it is not
obvious that it is simple to write this new function simply in terms of the Ni s.)
Before proceeding, it is also fair to say that the details of the rest of this section are more for completeness than
for instruction. You can simply watch it all go by, if you want.
Mugsy: I’m out of here.

Don’t just ignore it, though, since some of the homework will come from the rest of this material.
Mugsy: Maybe I’m not.

And, when we get to the end, we’ll start plugging in numbers again.
It all hinges on an algebraic identity which could be verified “simply” by multiplying it out. To get it, we begin
with another identity:
(1 − S Ni ) =

(1 − S ) (Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P)
(S Mi + Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P)

(10.88)

Suggestion: If by some weird chance, you are interested in actually verifying this, here’s the way to do it. Let
X = Mi , Y = Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P, and Z = Ni . Then the equation by which we defined Ni as our new variable can
be written as
Z=

X+Y
S X+Y

(10.89)

The identity that we want is then just
1−S Z =

(1 − S ) Y
S X+Y

(10.90)

This can be done by just plugging in the equation for Z and solving, with considerably less pain than the straightforward attack.
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As just mentioned, the definition of Ni is, in that new notation, Z = (X + Y)/(S X + Y), which by multiplying
both sides by 1 − S becomes (1 − S ) Z = (1 − S ) (X + Y)/(S X + Y). Dividing both sides of this by both sides of the
identity we just mentioned gives
(1 − S ) Z (1 − S ) (X + Y)/(S X + Y)
=
1−S Z
(1 − S ) Y/(S X + Y)
X+Y
=
Y
Putting this back in terms of Mi s and Ni s, we get
(1 − S ) Ni
Mi + Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P
=
1 − S Ni
Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P

(10.91)
(10.92)

(10.93)

This is the identity that we need to use to get what we want. Note the form of the last equation. If we write out the
values for N1 , N2 , N3 , . . . and Nn , you’ll see what happens.
(1 − S ) N1
=
1 − S N1
(1 − S ) N2
=
1 − S N2
(1 − S ) N3
=
1 − S N3
..
.
(1 − S ) Nn
=
1 − S Nn

M1 + M2 + · · · + Mn + P
M2 + · · · + Mn + P
M2 + M3 + · · · + Mn + P
M3 + · · · + Mn + P
M3 + M4 + · · · + Mn + P
M4 + · · · + Mn + P
Mn + P
P

(10.94)
(10.95)
(10.96)

(10.97)

The critical thing to observe is that the denominator (bottom) of the fraction in each line each equals the numerator
(top) of the fraction in the next line. So, if we multiply these together, we will get massive amounts of cancellation.
That’s the whole idea. If we multiply the first of these by the second of these, the top of the second cancels the
bottom of the first, and we are left with the top of the first divided by the bottom of the second. When we multiply
that thing by the third one its top cancels the bottom of the other, and we are left with the top of the first divided
by the bottom of the third. As we continue, the top of one factor cancels the bottom of the previous factor. (That’s
precisely why we struggled to get the correct right hand side in the boxed equation.) When we multiply all of the
those terms from i = 1 to i = n together, the only factors that survive are the top of the first factor (not having a
term before to cancel it out) and the bottom of the last one (again, not having a term after to cancel it out). We get
the equivalent of a telescoping sum (for those who remember that terminology from the beginning of the integration
chapter). Written out:
!
!
!
(1 − S ) N1
(1 − S ) N2
(1 − S ) Nn
M1 + M2 + · · · + Mn + P
×
× ···
=
(10.98)
1 − S N1
1 − S N2
1 − S Nn
P
MT + P
=
(10.99)
P
This, at last, is the identity we need. It shows that the new objective function can be written in terms of the new
variable, and that is absolutely critical. You need only take the logarithm of both sides. Since the logarithm of a
product is the sum of the logarithms, taking the log of both sides has the advantage of simplifying the product down
to a sum:
!
!
!!
MT + P
(1 − S ) N1
(1 − S ) N2
(1 − S ) Nn
ln
= ln
×
× ···
(10.100)
P
1 − S N1
1 − S N2
1 − S Nn
!
X
(1 − S ) Ni
=
ln
(10.101)
1 − S Ni
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ln

MT + P X
=
ln((1 − S )) + ln(Ni ) − ln(1 − S Ni )
P

(10.102)

It certainly looks like enough of a mess, even yet.

10.4.7

Set up for Lagrange multipliers.

Before proceeding (and we are making progress, although this problem needs a lot of it), let’s stop a bit and think
about what’s going on.
Albert: Good idea. This one is too long without a break.

The variables are the Ni s. We can treat S as a constant since it will not change within one problem. The function
we are trying to minimize is ln((MT + P)/P), which we have just finished writing in terms of the Ni s. Minimizing
that will give the Ni s that minimize the total mass of the rocket, MT . Finally, the constraint is that the sum of the
P
velocities gained by each stage has to equal v0 , which is c ln(Ni ) = v0 .
Pulling things together, the objective function (the thing we are trying to minimize) is ln((MT + P)/P). The
constraint is the sum of the changes in velocity equalling v0 , or c N1 + C N2 + · · · + c Nn = v0 . The function
constructed for Lagrange multipliers is then
X
X

(ln((1 − S )) + ln(Ni ) − ln(1 − S Ni )) + λ
F=
c ln(Ni ) − v0
(10.103)
(In that last summation, it is understood that the v0 is not inside the summation; just the logs of the Ni s are.) To
solve the problem, we set all the partial derivatives of F with respect to all the variables (the Ni s, and λ) equal to 0.
The partials with respect to Ni are given by
∂F
1
1
1
=
−
(−S ) + (λ c) = 0
∂Ni Ni 1 − S Ni
Ni

(10.104)

P
and the partial with respect to λ is c ln(Ni ) − v0 = 0. (Note that the derivative with respect to λ equaling zero gives
the constraint back. This must always happen.) Solving the ∂F/∂Ni = 0 for λ gives
Ni =

λc + 1
λcS

(10.105)

Note that this value has nothing to do with i. That means that all the Ni are equal to this one value, so they are all
equal to each other. Call this common value N.
We don’t know the value of N yet, but the situation is similar to knowing that x = 2 y before we plugged into the
constraint in the example 2 from before. We still need to figure out the value of λ. We are nearly through.
Undoubtedly, this remarkable happening guided the choice of Ni initially, for the genius who figured this out.
What really fascinates me is that someone had to do this without the use of Ni s the first time. I really wonder who
did that. That was one really amazing piece of work.
We find λ from the constraint. That shows up as the remaining partial derivative equation ∂F/∂λ = 0. Plugging
all the Ni = (λ c + 1)/(λ c S ) into the constraint gives
X
v0 = c
ln(Ni )
(10.106)
= c n ln ((λ c + 1)/(λ c S ))

(10.107)

Normally, we need to solve this equation for λ. It turns out to be slightly more convenient to solve for a quantity
containing λ. The first thing we do is divide by the c n and exponentiate to get rid of the logarithm. We get
exp(v0 /(c n)) = (λ c + 1)/(λ c S ). This is the combination turns out to be most useful, and we just leave it. It plugs
directly into the formula that we we had for N. We get
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Ni = N = exp(v0 /(c n))

(10.108)

Now we have the values of Ni . They are all equal to this value of N, given in terms of v0 , c, and n, which are values
that we must have for any specific problem.
The appropriate question now is, “So what?”
Mugsy: You said it, I didn’t.
Albert: Mugsy, you’re still following! I’m impressed.
Mugsy: Forget that, Al. I just found something I can comment on.

We have waded through this unwieldy mess, and arrived at the value of a set of variables that are only distantly
related to what we started with. The final step in this whole menagerie is to get back to MT . After all, the minimum
weight of the rocket is what we are after.
Plugging back to get the masses.
What do we do now? We seem to have solved the problem—there are no unknown variables left—but we have no
idea what any values are for the masses of the different stages.
Mugsy: Some solution, let me tell you.

From earlier on, we had an equation that related MT to all of the Ni s. It was
!
!
!
MT + P
(1 − S ) N1
(1 − S ) N2
(1 − S ) Nn
=
×
× ···
P
1 − S N1
1 − S N2
1 − S Nn

(10.109)

But if all of the Ni s are equal, so are all of those factors on the right hand side, and we get that, using what we had
for N
!
!
!
(1 − S ) N
(1 − S ) N
(1 − S ) N
MT + P
=
×
× ···
(10.110)
P
1−S N
1−S N
1−S N
!n
(1 − S ) N
=
(10.111)
1−S N
(1 − S )n N n
(10.112)
=
(1 − S N)n
(1 − S )n (exp(v0 /(c n))n
=
(10.113)
(1 − S exp(v0 /(c n)))n
(1 − S )n exp(v0 /c)
=
(10.114)
(1 − S exp(v0 /(c n)))n
This equation can be solved for MT to give
(1 − S )n exp(v0 /c)
MT = P
−1
(1 − S exp(v0 /(c n)))n
"

#
(10.115)

We are now done! We have found the minimum total weight of the rocket that can be used. It will achieve an final
speed of v0 using n stages, if the exhaust speed is c and the structural ratio of the rocket is S .
Mugsy: I am genuinely impressed. I didn’t think it could be done.
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What have we done?

Now that the smoke is settling, we need to step back and look at what all of this says. Given our values for v0 , c,
n, P, and S , we can find MT . More than that, we can (with some little effort), find the values of M1 , M2 , . . . , MN as
well.
Mugsy: Little effort? Looks pretty big to me.
Albert: There’s a trick up his sleeve, yet.

An example, with numbers!
The easiest way to show how all that is done is to work a specific problem with real numbers. We can calculate MT
for the values we had, for a variety of ns.
We had v0 = 17500, c = 6000, and S = 0.20. What are the minimum masses for 2-, 3-, and 4-stage rockets?
Plugging this into Sage (a major help here!) gives the following results:
n = 2 gives MT = 600P
n = 3 gives MT = 89.42P (about 1/7 the size of a 2-stage!)
n = 4 gives MT = 63.5P
There is a tremendous drop in the size of the rocket in going from two stages to three, which is why nobody uses
two-stage rockets. On the other hand, while there is a decrease in size in going from three stages to four stages, there
is not nearly as much of a drop. The increase in technological hassles is sufficiently great, though, that four-stage
rockets are rare (except in Russia).
Finding the masses of the different stages.
We can go beyond this, to finding the masses of the individual stages of the rocket. The key equation is
(1 − S ) N
Mi + Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P
=
1−S N
Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P

(10.116)

which was derived with Ni , but since all the Ni s are equal to N, I have replaced the Ni s with N. A fancy bit of algebra
(Do you really want to see it? See me during office hours.) makes this equivalent to the following much simpler
equation:
Mi
(1 − S ) N
=
Mi+1
1−S N

(10.117)

So, if we can get the mass of just one stage, we can get the mass of the remaining stages quite simply. The ratios
between them are the same. The mass of the stage that is easiest to get is Mn , since
(1 − S ) N
Mn + P
=
1−S N
P

(10.118)

which we can solve for Mn to get
(1 − S ) N
Mn = P
−1
1−S N

!
(10.119)

which is easy, once you have S (which is given in the problem) and N, which you find from the equation N =
exp(v0 /c) in terms of variables you again must be given in the problem. (For homework, if I don’t give you any
other numbers, use v0 = 17500, c = 6000, and/or n = 3.)
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More numbers, and the right order to find things.
Take v0 = 17500, S = 0.20, c = 6000, and n = 3, and we get first
N = exp(v0 /(c n)) = 2.64

(10.120)

(1 − S ) N
= 4.49
1−S N

(10.121)

so

This is the one value that you really need to have. All the rest flow from it. First, M3 = P (4.49 − 1) = 3.49 P; you
always just subtract one from that key value to get the mass of the top stage. Then, M2 = (4.49) M3 = 15.66 P; you
always just multiply by that key value. And M1 = (4.49) M2 = 70.27 P; again you just multiply by the key value.
(In fact, after the first stage, that’s all you need to do. The sizes of the stages are in fact in a geometric progression,
for those of you who remember what that is.) The total mass is (3.49 + 15.66 + 70.27) P = 89.42P, which matches
the calculated value of MT , as it ought to.
Mugsy: Why do things always work out for him, and never for me?
Albert: Given this problem, I imagine that he worked on this for quite a while to make all these numbers work
out so “easily”.

Note that we do get that the first stage is considerably larger than the others, and the second quite a bit larger
than the third. If you’ve seen pictures of rockets, this is exactly what you’ll find.
Homework #12
Exercises.
1. What happens if you try to find the mass of the single-stage (n = 1) rocket that can achieve an orbital speed
of 17500 m.p.h. by plugging that value of v0 into the formula (10.115) for MT ? (Note: Something must go
wrong, because we have already determined that a single-stage rocket can’t get going that fast.)
2. The mass fraction of a rocket is the ratio of the mass of the initial amount of fuel to the total mass of the
rocket. Write the mass fraction in terms of the variables we used.
3. Suppose we look at the final velocity of a single-stage rocket that uses light for a fuel. (The speed of light, c,
is roughly 671, 000, 000 m.p.h.) Suppose a single-stage, light-powered rocket has a value of S = .999, so that
only 0.1% of the rocket mass is used for fuel (converted to light). (That means, use P = 0.001 M0 .) Calculate
the maximum change in velocity of the rocket.
(The remaining exercises are Lagrange multiplier problems. You have to figure out the function and the constraint
parts of the problem from the descriptions.)
4. Find the largest value of x y3 for points on the circle x2 + y2 = 1.
5. Find the points on the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 14 where 3 x − 2 y + z has a maximum and a minimum.
6. Find the point(s) on the ellipsoid 4 x2 + 9 y2 + 36 z2 = 36 that are nearest to the origin.
7. Find the minimum value of x4 + y4 + z4 on the plane x + y + z = 12.
8. Find the maximum value of x + y + z on the surface x4 + y4 + z4 = 768. (Note the parallels between the last
two problems.)
9. Find the extreme values (both maximum and minimum) of 2 x + 2 y + z + 6 on the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 9.
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10. Find the extreme values of f (x, y) = x2 y subject to the constraint x2 + y2 = 3.
Problems.
1. What is the minimum mass MT as n approaches infinity? (Hint: The use of Sage to evaluate the limit is
inescapable. You need to find the limit of
"
#
(1 − S )n exp(v0 /c)
MT = P
−1
(10.122)
(1 − S exp(v0 /(c n)))n
as n approaches infinity. I don’t see how you’d do this one without Sage, actually. Simplifying your answer
also helps.
2. Work out the ratios of the sizes of the stages in a 2-stage rocket.
3. Work out the ratios of the sizes of the stages in a 4-stage rocket.
4. What if we let the payload be 0 in a single-stage rocket? Could the rocket still make it into space? For this
one, you’ll need
!
P + M0
∆v = c ln
(10.123)
P + S M0
Use the standard values for the constants.
5. Figure out the ∆vi s for the three-stage rocket. That is, use the values we have been using for the constants and
the values we found for M to calculate the speed gains from each of the three stages. “Just” plug the values
you have into the equation
!
Mi + (Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P)
∆vi = c ln
(10.124)
S Mi + (Mi+1 + · · · + Mn + P)
Show that the sum of the ∆vi s is (approximately) 17500. (Remember that this was the constraint? It had
better hold! Unfortunately, these equations are very sensitive to round-off errors, so the sum will show as an
approximation.) You should also note something very unusual about the different ∆vi s.
6. People are definitely serious about trying to reduce the number of stages in rockets. We looked at one way
(and a very legitimate way!), the Space Shuttle is a two-stage rocket. And that article from the New York
Times said that people are genuinely aiming at a single-stage rocket that can get into orbit. What would the
value of S need to be for a single-stage rocket to get into orbit? Use typical values for everything but S and
solve for it.

10.5

Slingshot effect.

10.5.1

Introduction.

The recent launch of the Cassini spacecraft to Saturn, the success of the Galileo spacecraft flying to Jupiter and the
previous successes of the Voyager spacecraft (Veeger of Star Trek: The Movie) by the outer planets (Jupiter, Saturn,
and beyond) produced a flurry of “informative” articles on how it was done.
Dudley: Is that supposed to be sarcastic?
Mugsy: Dudley! You’re back!
Dudley: No this is my front. That’s my back.
Albert: Monkey see; monkey do.
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Mugsy: What’s that supposed to mean?
Albert: Oh, nothing.
Mugsy: Forget it for now. Dudley, where were you?
Dudley: Hiding.
Mugsy: How did you know to come back right now?
Dudley: The sighs of relief when that last section was over were so loud that I could tell I could return.
Mugsy: Good to have you back, anyway.
Albert: Yes, that comment was supposed to be sarcastic.
Mugsy: Mine?
Albert: Of course not. The text’s “informative”. The question Dudley asked.

We have just shown that there are some critical limitations on the velocities that can be achieved using rockets.
Not only must these deep-space spacecraft escape the gravitational attraction of the earth, but the sun as well. That
substantially raises the velocities needed. (See the homework.) These “informative” articles carefully detailed how
the spacecraft would use gravitational energy from the moon, Mercury, the earth, the sun, or whatever, and be given
a mighty boost in speed, enough to escape the sun’s attraction. Most of these articles bothered me, because I knew
enough about the physics and mathematics of space travel to know that something fishy was being done. What I
want to do is explain first of all why I couldn’t believe the explanations all of these articles gave, and then give the
real reason that the slingshot effect (as it is called informally; the formal name is gravitational assist) works. Of
course, we will have to learn some more mathematics in order to do this.
Mugsy: Of course.

First, it would be reasonable to demonstrate the way that many people “explain” gravitational assist. As a
spacecraft loops around a planet, it can gain energy from the planet’s gravitational field, which it uses to increase
its speed. It sounds plausible. For example, The Washington Post (National Weekly Edition of October 13, 1997)
describes Cassini’s travels to Saturn this way.
But to have enough energy to brake at Saturn and carry out its planned four-year investigation there, the
massive craft must also traverse a looping 2.2 billion-mile course, stealing gravitational energy from
three planets, on four occasions, along the way. Cassini is to swoop twice around Venus (in 1998 and
1999), once back around Earth (in August 1999) and finally around Jupiter in the year 2000, only then
heading directly for Saturn. These “gravitational assists” will boost its velocity (relative to the sun) in a
technique that navigators describe as a cosmic three-cushion billiard shot.
The Cassini spacecraft gained speed (not velocity, as the article indicates) by “stealing gravitational energy from
three planets, on four occasions, along the way”? Unfortunately, there is no chance that this explanation could be
correct, as we will see.
Actually, the Science News section of The New York Times carried the following question on January 12, 1993
(entitled, The Slingshot Effect):
Q. When the Galileo spacecraft swung by Earth to get a “gravity assist” on its way to Jupiter, where did
the energy come from?

A. “Galileo did not get this lift for free, but took some kinetic energy from the Earth, just a trace.”
said Jim Wilson, a spokesman for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif.
“First of all, the phenomenon does not occur as something between the spacecraft and Earth alone,”
he said. Galileo did not come from infinity and fall away from the Earth to infinity, he continued; both
are just parts of the solar system, in orbit around the Sun.
The Earth can influence the speed and direction of Galileo in a certain way because it is large and
in motion around the Sun, Mr. Wilson said. “If the Earth were standing still relative to the Sun, then
the interaction would be symmetrical, and there would be no gravity assist,” he said.
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The interaction between the spacecraft and the Earth involves a perturbation of both their orbits,
with a change of direction and energy.
When Galileo flew by Earth on Dec. 8, 1992, it increased its speed in orbit by 8,280 miles per hour,
Mr. Wilson said. Simultaneously, Earth changed its orbit, slowing down by a speed of 2.3 billionths of
an inch per year, a truly small but calculable amount.
As a consequence of this interaction, he explained, Galileo’s orbit changed from a two-year elliptical
orbit taking it out to the Asteroid Belt to approximately a six-year orbit reaching out to Jupiter. Earth’s
orbit of the Sun stayed roughly circular but shrank by something less than a billionth of an inch. The
same effect (which can also occur in nature, when a planet influences a comet, for example) will be
exploited when Galileo reaches the gravitational field of Jupiter and enters orbit around the planet.
Each of the 10 orbits will be different, because Galileo will be passing by the moons of Jupiter, and
their gravity will affect the craft.
This explanation, in contrast to what The Washington Post had, at least is correct. It is not, however, very useful in
explaining the mechanism.

10.5.2

Why it can’t work the way The Post says it does.

To look at this carefully, we will have to do some heavier-duty physics—explain the slingshot effect. The reason the
slingshot effect shouldn’t work is much more sophisticated than the reason that it does.
Dudley: Huh?
Albert: There are lots of reasons why the usual “explanation” of the slingshot effect is bogus. Some of them
get very technical. The real reason it works is not as hard as some of those technical non-reasons.

Conservation of energy.
One of the principles of physics is that energy is conserved. Even relativity, which explains how incredible amounts
of energy can be released by nuclear processes, has an energy conservation law. It just uses mass as another form of
energy. That’s what E = m c2 is all about. Anyway, back to simpler Newtonian mechanics.
The fact that a spacecraft could gain energy from the gravitational field of the planet should strike you as odd,
simply because the planet can’t transfer gravitational energy anywhere. Gravitational energy is a result of the mass
of the planet, so a transfer of energy would require transferring mass, which it doesn’t do. (The spacecraft doesn’t
collide with the planet during the slingshot.) Where did the energy come from? There is no good answer here. The
typical explanation is invalid. But we can do much better in explaining why it can’t happen this way.
Kinetic and potential energy in this case.
The principle of conservation of energy is not one that just happened to crop up haphazardly. It was probably
observed first in experiments, but its real basis is deeper than that. It is really a consequence of the laws of gravitation.
Before we can get it, though, we need to have some background on what the values of kinetic and potential
energy are. Kinetic energy is the energy of motion
  (from κιν´ ω, I cause to move; the same root can be found in
cinema, “movies”). It has the formula K.E. = 12 m v2
Potential energy is the energy that is not in use at the moment; it is “stored” in some sense. In this case, it is
stored up in position in the gravitational field. If an object drops, it loses in potential energy just what it gains in
kinetic energy. In this sense, it is more of a convenience to have than a necessity. But it is exceedingly convenient!
The formula for the potential energy of an object in a gravitational field is P.E. = −G M m/r. The total energy of an
object is then the sum of these,
!
GMm
1
(10.125)
E=
m v2 −
2
r
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These values are not randomly chosen, but fit together carefully. That’s what I want to show you now. The total
energy is a constant. That is not obvious, but we can actually prove it! The acceleration of gravity, as we had earlier,
GM
is ~a = − 2 ~ur Keep that in mind.
r
How would you show that a value is constant? Show that its derivative is 0. What is the derivative of E? For
that, we have to realize that although E is a scalar, it is built from vector quantities. Specifically, v2 = ~v · ~v and


~·R
~ 1/2 Then, differentiating E gives
r= R
!
# 

−1/2 )
1
~
~
m (~v · ~v) − G M m R · R
2
!
!#
"
d
d
~v · ~v + ~v ·
~v
= (m/2)
dt
dt
!#

−3/2 " d !
d ~
~
~
~
~
~
− G M m(−1/2) R · R
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R
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m
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=
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+
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m
GMm
~
= (2 ~v · ~a) +
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(10.133)
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(10.134)

d
d
E=
dt
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(10.126)

(10.127)

(10.128)

(10.129)
(10.130)
(10.131)
(10.132)

where I used the acceleration of gravity formula right at last step. How about that? It all works out exactly right!
That is one bit of clever work!
It gives you the feeling that if we are clever enough, we should always be able to come up with this potential
energy term.
Mugsy: That’s your job, Al.

In fact, it can be derived this way. But that will have to wait for a few sections.
Here’s part of the problem with the standard explanation of the slingshot effect. The satellite comes in toward
the planet and speeds up. This is fine; in fact, it is necessary. The potential energy term in the total energy is
decreasing as r decreases. So, the kinetic energy (a result of its moving faster) increases. But as the satellite whips
around and begins to move away from the planet, the potential energy term increases again (as r increases), and
the kinetic energy term drops—it slows down again. The second time it hits some distance r from the planet, the
potential energy term, which only depends on r, has the same value. Since the total energy is a constant, that means
the kinetic energy has the same value coming out as going in. It didn’t gain any speed that way!
Perhaps you are now beginning to believe me, and see why the popular explanation of the slingshot effect must
be wrong. But we aren’t done yet. We can make this more convincing yet.
Mugsy: Will he stop if I tell him I’m already convinced?
Albert: I doubt it.
Dudley: It’s worth a try. Ready Mugsy?
Dudley and Mugsy: WE BELIEVE YOU. WILL YOU STOP?

No.
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Albert: Told you.
Mugsy: It was worth a try, anyway.

10.5.3

Potential energy, line integrals, path independence.

Potential energy. We could have obtained the potential energy term as the term necessary to make the derivative
of total energy equal to 0. Potential energy is more central than just that. It can be obtained straight from the
formula for gravitational force. In the process, we will get another nail in the coffin of that popular explanation of
the slingshot effect. In the meantime we will get some more insights into potential energy.
The idea is simple. As an object moves through a force field, it will speed up and slow down. That can be
determined from the force field and the path of the object. The relevant term in the acceleration ~a is, of course, aT
from the roller coaster. That’s the component of ~a that governs the speed-up and slow-down of the object. For a
force field, we need to multiply that by m, since F~ = m ~a. The component of force in the direction of the path of
the object is F~ · T~ = m aT . This represents the amount of the force at any given point that is changing the speed
of the object. (If you’ll remember back from the amusement park chapter, the rest of the acceleration goes into the
steering—changing the direction of the object.)
Dudley: That’s not fair! I learned that stuff for the test well enough. Why do I have to remember it again?
Albert: If you learned it for the test only, you didn’t learn it.
Mugsy: What if you didn’t quite get it for the test, either?
Albert: Another chance to learn it!
Mugsy: Thrills....

A very similar item occurs in physics. If you’ll remember from physics courses (or just believe me if you don’t
remember), a quantity called work (an everyday term that physicists have given a precise technical meaning to) is
the force times the distance. The only problem is that there are conditions in this definition. The force must be
constant and in the direction of motion. If it isn’t, there are troubles with that definition. Actually, the only troubles
are with the limited background of those to whom this definition is given.
Dudley: Like us? I haven’t had physics.
Albert: He’s referring to limited mathematical background. You are now getting the math needed. The physics
is not needed.

It is better to define work in a more general setting.
Let’s first get rid of the condition that the force must be in the direction of motion. To get the correct value
of work for a constant force not necessarily in the direction of motion, dot the force with the displacement vector:
~ This allows you to retain the formula in multiple dimensions (force times distance really only works well in
F~ · ∆R.
one dimension anyway).
What if the force isn’t constant? Then we have to use calculus.
Mugsy: Why did I have this feeling we would come back to that sometime?

We split up the path of the object into tiny little ds chunks, and find the work done over each chunk, and add up the
work for each of them. The whole point of the procedure is that each chunk is so small that the force is (essentially)
~
constant on it, and we can use the formula from before on that little piece. The work on the little ds chunk is F~ · dR,
but how do we add them up? With an integral, of course. But our usual integrals don’t add up things along curves.
That’s what we need to cover next. The integrals that add up along curves are called line integrals.
Line integrals. Line integrals are one of the two possible ways to move integrals above one dimension. It is the
simpler way. The more complicated one comes later (the next-to-last chapter).
You could rightfully think that we are working in three dimensions when we are working on this kind of problem.
But remember a definition I gave you way back at the beginning of last semester: The number of independent
variables determines the dimension of a problem.
Line integrals are only partly a multi-dimensional analog of regular x axis integrals. There will ultimately be
only one independent variable, but more (dependent) variables will appear along the way than was true before. But
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the whole idea will be to reduce the initial integral to an integral with only one independent variable.
What is the indication that a line integral is the appropriate method to use? You will need to integrate (of course),
but along a curve that winds around in two or more dimensions. (Even though they are called “line” integrals, they
usually deal with curves. They are sometimes called path integrals. In an area of mathematics called complex
analysis, which deals with complex numbers and calculus, line integrals are called contour integrals.) The curve
and differential must be specified in some way. Those are the ingredients that you use for putting together the line
integral.
Chop up the curve rather than the x axis. As you might expect, the idea is to chop up the curve, evaluate
the differential along each piece and reassemble it with an integral. Only now, you have to figure out how to chop
up the curve. That turns out to be reasonably simple. The curve is given to you in one of two forms, either as
y = f (x), x0 ≤ x ≤ x1 or as a set of parametric equations x = x(t), y = y(y), t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 . You can convert the y = f (x)
form to parametric equations by setting x = t, y = f (t), t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 . Then you have in all cases a set of parametric
equations for the curve. We then slice up the t interval, which has the effect of slicing up the curve. This slicing is
conceptual, actually. We don’t actually do it in the cases we will handle. On the other hand, if you ever wanted to
evaluate a line integral numerically (approximately), that is exactly what you would do.
Approximate the differential on it. Next we turn to the differential. There are also two possibilities for the
form of the differential. It could be defined in the same region that the curve winds around in. It might be better
stated the opposite way: the curve wanders around in the region where the differential has values. A typical example
~ where the F~ comes from a gravitational
would be exactly what got us here: having the differential given by F~ · dR,
field, and the curve being a path in that field, where the intent is to find the work done in moving along.
Alternatively, the differential could be defined only on the curve. A typical example of that is arc length, ds.
That really only makes sense when you are on the curve. That is, ds doesn’t have a value at each point the same way
that a gravitational field does.
In either case, the idea is to use the approximate values of the differentials on the chopped up bits of the curve
as function values in the integral. We’ll see how that works in practice in a moment.
Add it all back together. The integration is then completed when you take all of these approximations and
reassemble them by integrating. The limits on the independent variable supply the limits on the integral, since we
will be using the parametric variable for the independent variable of integration.
Pullback to the parameter. Before we get to the practical method of doing this, it is worthwhile to see what
is going on a bit more detail. Understanding line integrals will help in setting up and being confident of evaluating
them.
There are often several variables (with their differentials) in a line integral problem. We need to be able to deal
with all of them. Line integrals provide the simplest approach—convert all of them to a single, independent variable
(and its differential), which happens to be the parameter used to define the curve. The net effect of this is to “pull
the function back to the parameter”. The parameter becomes the variable everything (variables, limits, differentials)
is expressed in terms of. We end up with a differential defined only on that interval of definition of the parameter.
We change from a line integral to a “regular” integral, a single-variable integral.
How it works—notation, terminology, and an example. There are several different ways of giving the curve.
One way is to give the parametric equations:
x = x(t), y = y(t), . . . for t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 .
In this case, I am leaving open the option of more variables than just x and y. Another way to give the curve is in
vector form:
~ = x(t)~ı + y(t) ~ . . .
R(t)
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again with t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 . The last common way of giving the curve is by coordinates:
(x(t), y(t), . . .) for t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 .
There is also a typical notation for the curve. It uses the Greek letter gamma (γ). For example, γ(t) = (x(t), y(t), . . .).
~ over the
The function F isR usually given in terms of the coordinate functions x, y, . . .. The integral of F~ · dR
~
~
curve γ is written as γ F · dR.
The procedure is then to plug the formulas for x(t), y(t), . . . into the functions which are the components of F
and also into the differentials dx, dy, . . .. When you are done, the only surviving variable is t (with dt). If there are
any other variables left, you didn’t completely substitute. Go back and do that now! Or Else!
Mugsy: Or else, what?
Albert: You lose credit on the problem. The ultimate threat: red ink!

All you have to do then is integrate the resulting function from t0 to t1 and you are done. Note that you never
integrate the x(t), y(t), . . . by themselves. Those equations are only used for changing the variables in the components
and the differentials.
Example Suppose a curve is given in three dimensions
by x(t) = t2 + t, y(t) = 2 t + 5, and z(t) = 1/t, for 1 ≤ t ≤ 5,
R
~
and a function F~ = 3 x y~ı + 2 y z2 ~ − x y z ~k. Find γ F~ · dR.
Solution First, convert F~ to a function of t. It is
F~ = 3 x y~ı + 2 y z2 ~ − x y z ~k
= 3(t2 + t) (2 t + 5)~ı + 2(2 t + 5) (1/t)2 ~ − (t2 + t) (2 t + 5) (1/t) ~k
= (6 t3 + 21 t2 + 15 t)~ı + (4/t + 10/t2 ) ~ − (2 t2 − 7 t − 5) ~k

(10.135)
(10.136)
(10.137)

~ = dx~ı + dy ~ + dz ~k. It is
Next, find dR
~ = dx~ı + dy ~ + dz ~k
dR
= d(t2 + t)~ı + d(2 t + 5) ~ + d(1/t) ~k
= (2 t + 1) dt~ı + 2 dt ~ − 1/t2 dt ~k


= (2 t + 1)~ı + 2 ~ − 1/t2 ~k dt

(10.138)
(10.139)
(10.140)
(10.141)

~ It is
Finally, find F~ · dR.

 

(6 t3 + 21 t2 + 15 t)~ı + (4/t + 10/t2 ) ~ − (2 t2 − 7 t − 5) ~k · (2 t + 1)~ı + 2 ~ − 1/t2 ~k dt
..
.Considerable algebra left out here. Wait for Sage!


12 t4 + 48 t3 + 51 t2 + 15 t + 2 + 15/t − 25/t2 dt

(10.142)

(10.143)

Last, and probably least, we integrate this from t = 1 to t = 5. That gives 86508/5 + 15 ln(5), which evaluates to
17325.74157.
Albert: Does that seem hard?
Dudley: Strangely enough, no. You just do whatever you need to do to get everything in terms of t, and follow
what seems obvious.
Albert: Exactly! Excellent!

There is a special, and quite common, and very important case of line integrals, where the curve starts and ends
at the same point. Such curves are called closed. There is also a special notation
H for line integrals around closed
~
curves. For γ a closed curve, you have the option of writing the line integral as γ f~ · dR.
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Dudley: Do I have to use that notation
for closed curves? Will I lose credit if I don’t?
H
Albert: It is preferable to use when the curve is closed. You would only lose credit if you used it when the
curve was not closed.
Dudley: Great! Then I won’t ever use it!
Albert: I think I messed something up there. . . .

Line integrals with Sage. Of course, I did those calculations with Sage, and of course you would like to know
how to do them with Sage also.
Mugsy: If the alternative is doing it by hand, I’ll take Sage.
Albert: Why Mugsy, are you actually beginning to like Sage?
Mugsy: Like it? Of course not. It’s still much too fussy and obscure. I don’t like tetanus shots, but I acknowledge
that they are useful. That’s how I feel about Sage.

It is not difficult. Let me re-do that example, explaining as I enter it.
Example Suppose a curve is given in three dimensions
by x(t) = t2 + t, y(t) = 2 t + 5, and z(t) = 1/t, for 1 ≤ t ≤ 5,
R
2
~
~
~
~
and a function F = 3 x y~ı + 2 y z ~ − x y z k. Find γ F · dR.
Let’s learn a bit more about Sage, and do this in a way that reflects exactly what we are doing here. The first
~
thing is to define x, y, and z from γ and use them to construct R.

There are a few new things here, mainly in the vector. But first, we decalre that t is a variable. Then, I set up the
~
values from γ for x, y, and z. I do this so that I can reference them when I am defining the vector field F.
Then, the way to create vectors is with the vector() command. While there are several ways to do it, the most
general is to first give the type of entries, and then (in square brackets) what those entries are. Normal vectors would
use the entry type as RR, meaning the numbers are real. But the functions we are using aren’t real numbers (which
would be constants), but rather functions, or in Sage terminology, symbolic references. So the type needs to be SR.
Next, we define the vector field the same way, using type SR and the values of x, y, and z we just did. (Note that
Sage substitutes the values from the box above, which is exactly what we want.)

Then, get the differential, dR, except that it is really only the derivative part. Sage adds the dt by itself, from the
fact that the variable of integration will be t. Don’t try to put it in yourself!

~ R
~ using the .dotproduct() method. (Yes, this feels weird, but that is how Sage wants it set
Next, we get F·d
up.)
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The last step is to integrate it. Note that we can do that by referring to the previous result by using the shortcut
“_”.
Dudley: Hey! That’s handy!

And there is the answer! If you want the decimal value, you can get that using the .n() method on the previous re-

sult.
Albert: Now, Mugsy, was that so bad?
Mugsy: Even I gotta admit that it seems pretty simple. But then the homework will be horrible beyond belief,
I’m sure. He never does the hard ones as examples.
Albert: Speaking of homework. . . .

Homework #13
Exercises.
1. In this exercise, we find the speed necessary to escape from both the earth’s and sun’s gravitational forces.
(a) Find the escape speed from the sun’s gravity, assuming you are starting at the earth’s distance from
the sun (the radius of the earth’s orbit). This is the speed that is needed after getting out of the earth’s
gravitational field. (In practical terms, anyway.) Note that r0 is now the radius of the earth’s orbit
(1.50 × 1011 m) and M is the mass of the sun.
(b) Plug this value as v into the speed reduction equation,
!
!

1  2
1 1
2
v0 − v = G M
−
2
r0 r

(10.144)

with M now being the mass of the earth, and r → ∞, and get the launch speed v0 needed to get beyond
the solar system.
Dudley: Hey, Al! Is the escape velocity from the sun, starting this far from the sun, supposed to be
that much bigger than the escape velocity from the surface of the earth?
Albert: Well, since you didn’t give me any numbers, I’ll just say it is supposed to be several times
larger.
Mugsy: Sheesh. You guys are not helping me at all. What are the numbers?
Albert: Look in the answers at the back of the book.
Mugsy: Yeah, I tried that. But just copying the numbers lost me credit.
Dudley: You’re supposed to work them yourself.
Mugsy: That would explain a lot, actually.
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R
γ

~ Note that four are two-dimensional and one is three-dimensional.
F~ · dR.

(a) γ(t) = (t2 , t3 − t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, and F~ = x~ı + y ~
(b) γ(t) = (t, 2 t, 3 t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 2, and F~ = (x − y)~ı + (y − z) ~ + (z − x) ~k
(c) γ(t) = (t, sin t), 0 ≤ t ≤ π, and F~ = y~ı + x ~. (You’ll need integration by parts, or Sage, to evaluate the
definite integral you get.)
Z
(d)
(x3 + y) ds, where x = 3 t, y = t3 , and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
γ
Z
(e)
y dx + x2 dy, where x = 2 t and y = t2 − 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 2
γ

Problems.
Rb
Back in 1-dimensional integrals, we evaluated a g(x) dx by finding an antiderivative G(x) satisfying G0 (x) = g(x)
Rb
and then using it in a g(x) dx = G(b) − G(a) = G(end) − G(begin). The next three problems investigate the same
Rb
possibility for line integrals. (I normally would use a f (x) dx = F(end) − F(begin), but then you could very easily
~ There is a relation, but it is not obvious. Right now, I’m not going to press it.)
get confused between F and F.
1. In this problem, we illustrate (by example) that there is usually no G that will do the same thing for line
integrals. Use F~ = y~ı − x ~ for this problem.
R
~
(a) For γ1 (t) = (t, t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, find γ F~ · dR.
1
R
~ Note that this answer is not the same as the answer to the
(b) For γ2 (t) = (t2 , t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, find γ F~ · dR.
2
previous part.
(c) Show that the beginning points are the same and end points are the same for γ1 and γ2 . Do this by
plugging the beginning and ending times into both curves.
R
~ to be evaluated using the
(d) Give an argument to show that no G(x, y) can exist which allows γ F~ · dR
formula G(end) − G(begin). (To do this, think about what would have to happen if G existed.)
R
~ in the notation we just developed. It’s time to tie some more things together.
So, the work done is W = γ F~ · dR,
How does this relate to what we were doing before?
Mugsy: I was going to ask that, but every time I do, I find out I don’t want the answer.

We got that the component of the acceleration that measured the change in the speed of the object was aT = ~a·T~ , so
that the force needed to change the speed would be mass times acceleration or
m(aT ) = m(~a·T~ )
= (m~a)·T~
~ T~
= F·
~ R/ds)
~
= F·(d

(10.145)
(10.146)
(10.147)
(10.148)

where I used an obscure identity:
~v
T~ =
~v
~
dR/dt
=
ds/dt
~
dR
=
ds

(10.149)
(10.150)
(10.151)
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This bears a striking resemblance to the definition of work as a line integral. In fact, it really is the same thing, with
a change of variable to s:
Z
~ R
~
Work =
F·d
(10.152)
γ

=

Z

=

Z

γ

γ

~ R/ds)
~
F·(d
ds

(10.153)

~ T~ ds
F·

(10.154)

So, what we have so far is that the work is related to the work done to change the speed of the object. But that
should make some connections with what we did before. A change in speed produces a change in kinetic energy.
What relation exists there? That’s next.
Back when we showed that total energy E was a constant, we took the derivative with respect to t of v = (~v·~v)1/2
and we got that it equaled dv/dt = ~a · T~ = aT . This means that we get that the force (still F~ = m ~a) needed to change
the speed is also m (aT ) = m (dv/dt) = (m dv)/dt.
A little bit of sleight-of-hand
Mugsy: I’ve always thought that math is just another variety of magic, only stranger.

with differentials next gives a rather interesting connection:
Z
~ T~ ds
Work =
F·
γ
Z
= (m dv/dt) ds
γ
Z
= (m ds/dt) dv
Z
= (m v) dv
Z
1
=
d( m v2 )
2
1
= ∆( m v2 )
2
1
1
= m (v2 )2 − m (v1 )2
2
2

(10.155)
(10.156)
(10.157)
(10.158)
(10.159)
(10.160)
(10.161)

where v2 is the final speed, and v1 is the initial speed. How do we interpret work, then? From what we have done, it
is amount of exertion
Albert: He’s just fishing around for another word for force, there

necessary to change the speed of an object.
Dudley: Doesn’t he mean velocity there?
Albert: No, but it’s a good question.
Mugsy: Well?
Albert: Well, what?
Mugsy: Are you going to answer the question?
Albert: I did. The answer was “No”.
Mugsy: Al, sometimes I think you enjoy this game. If I have to play along, let me ask the next question. Why
does he want speed rather than velocity?
Albert: A change in speed means a change in kinetic energy, since K.E. = 21 m v2 (where v with no arrow over it
means the speed = ~v ). Remember that there are two components to acceleration. The tangential component
is the accelerator/brake combination; it controls speeding up and slowing down, in other words, changes in the
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speed. The other component of acceleration is the normal component; it controls the steering only, and has no
~ T~ = m ~a·T~ = m aT , we are dealing only with the tangential part
affect on the speed. Since we are looking at F·
of the acceleration. So the speed is what is affected by what we are looking at. If there is a normal part to the
acceleration, we can ignore it for the moment.
Mugsy: Do we have to worry about it later?
Albert: Probably not.

That implies that Work = [(Final kinetic energy) − (initial kinetic energy)]. We will often be worried mainly
about how the kinetic energy (or work) is changing as time progresses. That is, both work and the final kinetic
energy are best thought of as a functions of t = time. The initial kinetic energy is treated as a constant. Therefore,
Work = K.E.+ constant where the constant is the negative of the initial kinetic energy.
But we also had that potential energy (P.E.) satisfied P.E. + K.E. = total energy = constant. That means that
P.E. = −W+ constant. (We are playing games with constants again; there’s
no guarantee that any two constants are
R
~
~ constant. Let’s look at the different
equal.) This means that potential energy can be derived as P.E. = − γ F · dR+
portions of this equation.
The simple part is the constant. This little item turns out to be exceedingly useful. Potential energies always
come with a built-in constant, because only the changes in potentials are measurable. Essentially, those constants
can be treated like constants of integration which always drop out in a definite integral. That allows us to pick
whatever value of that constant that simplifies formulas the most. For gravitational fields, the usual choice is to make
the potential 0 “at infinity”, meaning that the potential goes to 0 as r goes to ∞. This means that for gravitational
attraction, P.E. = −G M m/r, rather than the more awkward P.E. = −G M m/r + C.
The line integral portion of potential energy is more entertaining.
Mugsy: Right. Remind me never to come to a party you throw.

We can define the potential energy function this way. Pick a point, any point. Call it the base point. Everything
works from this base point. Decide on a value for the potential energy at the base point, any value at all. (That’s
the constant we can set any way we want.) Then, you can calculate the potential energy at any other point (x, y, z).
Here’s how. Evaluate the line integral
Z
~ R
~
F·d
(10.162)
γ

where γ is any curve from the base point to (x, y, z). That line integral will give the (negative of the) change in
potential energy along that curve. Since we have already decided on the potential energy at the base point, we can
get the potential energy at (x, y, z) easily
Dudley: That’s easy?
Albert: No.
Dudley: Then why did he say it was?
Albert: Because he is doing this only in theory, not in practice.

by adding the line integral to the potential at the base point.
In the case of the gravitational potential, we could get P.E. = −G M m/r + C, where the value of C is decided
by the potential you pick for the base point. (See homework.) This has one amazing consequence.
Mugsy: Oh, not with the amazing again. . . .

The value of the line integral from the base point to (x, y, z) must be the same no matter how you get from the base
point to (x, y, z). This is called path independence, and it worth looking at in its own right. (We looked at it briefly
in the problems on line integrals. Check the homework fromR then.)
R
~ is path-independent if the values of
~
What is path independence? In general, a line integral γ F~ · dR
F~ · dR
γ1
R
~ are always equal whenever γ1 and γ2 start at the same point and end at the same point.
and
F~ · dR
γ2

Dudley: Al, what’s he mean?
Albert: Let me give you a simple example. Suppose you are out mountain climbing. You’ve set up a base
camp, and you want to get to the top of a nearby mountain that day. How big is your net change in altitude?
Dudley: The difference in altitudes of the base camp and the peak?
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Albert: Yes. Does it matter how you decide to get from the base camp to the peak? That is, if Mugsy goes one
way, you go another, and I go a third way, will the net change in altitude be the same for all three of us?
Dudley: Yes.
Albert: That’s what path independence means. If we all take different paths between the same beginning and
end points, we’ll end up with the same answer anyway.

~ When F~ is cooperative,
The item that determines whether the line integral path-independent is F.

Mugsy: And if they won’t cooperate, tell ’em Mugsy will get mad at them unless they change their minds.
Albert: Nice try, Mugsy, but that won’t work.

the integral is path-independent, and when it isn’t, the line integral is path-dependent (not path-independent). How
do you tell? That is complicated. MugsyAt least he didn’t call it amazing.
Part of the answer can be obtained now, though, and that’s what we do next. However, there is some physics
terminology that fits in here. If the force gives integrals that are path-independent, the force is called conservative.
Otherwise, it is called non-conservative. Most forces are conservative. Two common forces that are not conservative
are friction and magnetic forces.
Mugsy: Do conservative forces have anything to do with the Republican party?
Dudley: I’ve never seen Albert cry that hard before.

Force as a gradient of potential energy.
We can get the potential energy from the force, using the line integral procedure outlined earlier, but can we get the
force from the potential energy? The answer is that we can.
Mugsy: He didn’t use the word "yes" but it was implied. Streak continues.

In fact, there is a very real sense that potential energy is a more fundamental quantity than force. It is often more
useful to have the potential energy than the force. It certainly makes many calculations simpler. It also tends to
make some theory-type problems more reasonable.
Dudley: We aren’t going to have to do theoretical physics problems, are we?
Albert: No.
Mugsy: I was beginning to worry, there.

If the potential is the line integral of (the negative of the) force, somehow the force should be some kind of
derivative of the (negative of the) potential. But what kind is not clear.
Mugsy: See, he admits it again! Calculus is not clear!
Albert: Come off it, Mugsy. That’s not what he said.

The potential is a scalar function; the force is a vector field. So, let’s look at a specific example, and get the
components of the force field relative to the potential.
The obvious example is gravity. After all, that’s what we are ultimately looking at. The gravitational potential
is P.E. = −G M m/r. The gravitational force is
F~ = −G M m/r2 ~ur

(10.163)

~
= −(G M m/r )(R)/r

(10.164)

= −(G M m/r3 ) (x~ı + y ~ + z ~k)

(10.165)

2

The ~ı component of the force is −G M m x/r3 , and similarly for the other components. How would that tie into the
potential energy function? Well, we need some variety of derivative, so take the partial derivative of potential energy
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with respect to x and see what happens. (Remember that r = (x2 + y2 + z2 )1/2 .)
∂P.E.
∂
=
(−G M m/r)
∂x
∂x
∂
= −G M m (x2 + y2 + z2 )−1/2
∂x
!
1 2
2
2 −3/2
= −G M m − (x + y + z )
(2 x)
2
= +G M m x/r3

(10.166)
(10.167)
(10.168)
(10.169)

It’s the negative! Isn’t that a coincidence! (Actually not, and that’s the topic of the next section.) Similar results
happen for y and z. If we put all of these together, we can get that
!
∂P.E.
∂P.E.
∂P.E. ~
~
~ı +
~ +
F=−
k
(10.170)
∂x
∂y
∂z
Note how the vectors and the partial derivatives match. That is, ∂/∂x goes with ~ı, ∂/∂y goes with ~, and ∂/∂z goes
with ~k.
This process of getting a vector field from the partial derivatives of a (scalar) function is sufficiently common
that it has been given a name and some notation. If g(x, y, z) is a scalar function, the combination
∂g
∂g
∂g ~
~ı +
~ +
k
∂x
∂y
∂z

(10.171)

is written as
→

∇ g = grad g = gradient of g

(10.172)

(If the function is g(x, y), the gradient doesn’t have the ~k part.) The realization earlier can be summarized as
→

F~ = − ∇ (P.E.).

(10.173)

Properties of gradients. Gradients are so important that we need to spend some time looking at them carefully. In
order to get all the information about them that we need, I want to start from another direction (literally) and arrive
at gradients a different way.
Here’s the problem. We had an interpretation of the derivative of f (x) as a rate of change. Can we extend that
same idea to f (x, y)? (We could use f (x, y, z), but this is just as good, and allows a somewhat simpler set of pictures.)
Mugsy: I am going to assume, based on prior evidence, that the answer is "yes" again.

What we are doing, then, is trying to come up with “the right” generalization of derivatives to multiple-variable
functions. Partial derivatives are just that—partial. We need something more comprehensive.
Dudley: My guess is that “the right” generalization is the gradient.
Albert: You’re correct! How did you know?
Dudley: Call it a hunch.

If we are at the point (x0 , y0 ), can we find out how fast f (x, y) is changing there? It was valuable to ask this back
in one dimension (variable), and it is here, too. But as you look at it more carefully in the two-dimensional case, it
has serious difficulties. Think about it this way. You are hiking along some hilly country,
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Mugsy: He must be into hiking.

where f (x, y) represents altitude. Suppose you are standing there, and someone asks you, “How fast is your altitude
changing where you are?” You would probably be somewhat perplexed, because the question doesn’t have a single
answer. You’d ask for one more critical piece of information, namely, “In what direction?” In some directions,
the altitude is increasing (uphill), while in other directions, the altitude is decreasing (downhill), while in other
directions, the altitude isn’t changing at all (around the hill). The same is true with the question we need to answer.
We must have not only the point but also the direction in order to give a rate of increase of the function.
Back with f (x) and only one variable, you had a natural direction to go—increase x. We didn’t need to know
a direction then; the choice was essentially automatic. Here, there is no natural direction (Just x? Just y? Some of
both? But how much of each? etc.). We have a little more information. The partial derivative ∂ f /∂x is the rate at
which f (x, y) is changing in the x direction and ∂ f /∂y is rate at which f (x, y) is changing in the y direction. Since
experience shows that these two will usually be different, we have problems isolating the rate at which f (x, y) is
changing in all directions simultaneously.
We want the rate at which f (x, y) is changing in a specific direction. This gives what is called a directional
derivative. How do we specify this? We take a point (x0 , y0 ), and a direction ~u (which is a unit vector, remember?!).
Dudley: Augh. You mean we have to keep remembering that stuff, too?
Albert: Oh, yes indeed.
Mugsy: Rats. My memory lasts at most one test interval.
Albert: In that case, you will have to memorize it again.

We ask for the rate at which f (x, y) is changing at (x0 , y0 ) in the direction ~u. This question has an answer, at least.
How do we answer it, then? What we do is simple. We look for the line going through (x0 , y0 ) in the direction
of ~u and look for the derivative of f only along that line. At least the idea is simple. Working it out is a little more
complicated.
Mugsy: I’m beginning to wonder if the reason some people like theory is to avoid the messy computations.
Albert: You aren’t the only one to wonder that.

First, we need to come up with the equation of a line through a point. In vector notation, it is fairly easy. It is
~ = (x0 ~ı + y0 ~) + t ~u
R(t)

(10.174)

~
~
The value of R(0)
= x0 ~ı + y0 ~, so the line goes through (x0 , y0 ), which is good. Also, ~v = dR/dt
= ~u, so the direction
is correct, also. This means that
x(t) = x0 + t u1 ,

and

y(t) = y0 + t u2

(10.175)

where for simplicity, I have written ~u = u1 ~ı + u2 ~. Now we are getting close.
Mugsy: Yeah, sure. We’ve heard that line before.

What do we do next? We, in essence, plug these values of x and y into f (x, y), and find d f /dt. Why? When we
are setting up the equations of the line, we are declaring a path that we will be examining. We march along this line,
watching the values of f (x, y) as they change. The rate at which f (x, y) is changing at the point (x0 , y0 ) is just the
rate at which the values of f are changing along that line at t = 0.
Another way of looking at this is with multiple input and output green boxes. The upper input is t, the main
independent variable. The upper green box has two outputs, x and y, since x and y are both functions of t. (This is
the green box equivalent of parametric equations.) Those two outputs become the inputs to f . Putting them together
gives a composition, and differentiating a composition means a chain rule. We can calculate
df
dt
∂ f dx ∂ f dy
=
+
∂x dt ∂y dt
∂f
∂f
=
u1 +
u2
∂x
∂y

Rate of change of f =

(10.176)
(10.177)
(10.178)
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This is the value of the directional derivative we wanted.
What’s wrong with this? We certainly don’t want to have to go through this chain rule jazz each time we want
to find a rate of change.
Dudley: Hey, something I can agree with!

The great thing is, we don’t have to! From that formula, we can come up with a result that we will use freely. But
first, we have to convert it to better notation. We can clean it up considerably, as well as help us understand what it
means.
→
Note that u1 and u2 fit back together into ~u, and the partial derivatives fit together into ∇ f . Not only that, but
the vectors recombine in a special way that we have seen before. The directional derivative equals the dot product
of the gradient of f and the direction ~u. This must be emphasized properly.
→

Directional derivative =∇ f ·~u

(10.179)

This is what we are after. What we need to do now is interpret this, knowing some of the properties of dot products.
Albert: And we are done, Mugsy.
Mugsy: A long time after we said “almost done” too.

~·B
~= A
~ B
~ cos(∆θ). In this case, we can simplify slightly, since ~u is
Recall some facts about dot products. A
→

→

→

a unit vector. The directional derivative is ∇ f · ~u = ∇ f ~u cos(∆θ), where ∆θ is the angle between ∇ f and ~u. But
~u is a unit vector, so its magnitude is 1, and this reduces the directional derivative to
→

→

∇ f ·~u = ∇ f cos(∆θ)

(10.180)

The gradient now can be interpreted. As with just about every vector, we are interested in two things: its
→

direction and its magnitude. Both can be read from ∇ f cos(∆θ). The value of the directional derivative is largest
when cos(∆θ) is 1 (the largest that cosine can get), and this occurs when ∆θ = 0, that is when ~u is pointing parallel
→

to ∇ f . Put in alternate terms, this means that the gradient points in the direction of greatest increase of f . That gives
→

→

the direction of ∇ f . The value of the directional derivative in that direction is ∇ f . That means that the magnitude
of the gradient of f is the largest rate of increase that f has, the maximum rate of increase of f at any given point.
Put in terms of hiking around on the hill, the gradient of f has this interpretation. The gradient of altitude points
directly uphill. That’s the direction in which altitude increases fastest. The magnitude of the gradient is the slope of
that fastest climb.
→
There is another interpretation of ∇ f , probably the most important practically. Suppose you are traveling around
a level curve of f . Then the value of f on that curve doesn’t change (by definition); it is some constant. The value of
→

d f /dt = 0 on that curve, meaning that the directional derivative along a level curve is 0. That means that ∇ f ·~u = 0
→

for all ~u tangent to level curves. That means that ∇ f is perpendicular to level curves.
Dudley: Huh?
Albert: Remember that the dot product of two vectors is 0 when they are perpendicular?
Mugsy: Now that you mention it, yes.
Albert: That’s what he is using.

This fact is of great use in calculations involving tangents and normals to general curves. If we can write that
→

curve as f (x, y) = C, ∇ f is automatically perpendicular to the curve. In higher dimensions, everything carries over
exactly. The curves (or surfaces in three dimensions) that satisfiy f (x, y) = C are also called equipotential curves (or
equipotential surfaces in three dimensions), particularly in physics.
It is worthwhile to summarize the most important properties of gradients.
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1. The gradient of a function always points in the direction of greatest rate of increase of that function.
2. The magnitude of the gradient of a function at a point equals the largest directional derivative at
that point.
3. The gradient of a function is perpendicular to level sets of that function.
Interpreting those properties in this case. We come back to the problem of gravitational potential. How do
gradients fit into the situation here? The force of gravity is the negative of the gradient of potential energy. The
necessary changes in interpretation are obvious: The negative of the gradient of f points in the direction of greatest
→

decrease of f , and the magnitude is the rate of the greatest decrease. And ∇ f is still perpendicular to the level sets
of f .
The interpretation in the case of potential energy and the force of gravity is good. The equation
→

F~ = − ∇ (P.E.)

(10.181)

says that the force of gravity acts to decrease potential energy as fast as possible, and the force will act perpendicularly to the level surfaces of potential energy. The equipotential surfaces in this case are spheres since those are the
sets on which r—the only variable—is constant. And the directions perpendicular to those spheres are radial. That’s
exactly what we have. Gravity is directed directly to the center of a uniform spherical object.
This idea that force will act to minimize potential energy as fast as possible is important in physics. Many
problems in physics can be stated using minimum principles. And potential energy tends to lie behind all of them.
That means that force is just the system’s way of attaining an equilibrium. (The equilibrium shows up as a minimum
of the potential energy. At that point, the force is 0 since, at a minimum, all the partial derivatives are 0. Any motion
away from the equilibrium produces a force back toward the equilibrium, a result of it being a minimum.)
Mugsy: Sort of like when I fall out of bed, I want to just lie there.
Albert: Something like that.

This is a deep principle. We won’t get into it any more than that in this course. Wait for the applied math course or
physics to talk more about it.
But there is an everyday application you probably didn’t realize. If you’ll remember, one of the examples I
gave of level curves were the isobars on a weather map. They are the lines of constant barometric pressure. Winds
are driven by differences in barometric pressure, and they will blow precisely in the same pattern we had here—to
minimize pressure by blowing in the direction of the negative gradient. This will be perpendicular to the isobars.
So, if you look at the isobars, you can tell wind direction! (And vice versa, since the wind direction, determined
by the gradient, is perpendicular to the isobars.) At least, in theory. The fact that anything in motion, even air, has
momentum that will cause it to veer away from the gradient.
Tie-in between gradients and path independence.
There is one more connection that needs to be made here. Again, I referred to it in the homework in line integrals,
but that was too long ago for me to assume that you to remember it clearly. (Or that you understood it very well
then!)
Dudley: How astute.
→

If F~ = − ∇ P, (and we are going to be thinking of P as the potential energy, which is why the negative sign) then
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we get
→

~ = (− ∇ P) · dR
~
F~ · dR

(10.182)

!

∂g
∂P
∂P ~ 
~ı +
~ +
=−
k · dx~ı + dy ~ + dz ~k
∂x
∂y
∂z
!
∂P
∂P
∂P
=−
dx +
dy +
dz
∂x
∂y
∂z
= −dP

(10.184)
(10.185)

In that case, there is a short cut for evaluating line integrals:
Z
Z
~=
F~ · dR
−dP = −P(end) − (−P(beginning))
γ

(10.183)

γ

(10.186)

→

where F~ = − ∇ P and the end and beginning are of the path γ.
~ R
~ over the curve γ, equals the change
This is just what we had before. The work, defined as the integral of F·d
in the negative of the potential energy between the endpoints of γ.
We actually have this two ways. Any time F~ is a conservative force, so that the line integrals it gives are pathindependent, you can theoretically construct the (negative of the) potential, P. The (negative of the) gradient of that
~ and (the negative of) that P can be used to evaluate line integrals. And since the evaluation of
potential gives F,
−P(end) − (−P(beginning)) doesn’t depend on the path, the integral must have been path-independent. It all seems
circular, and to an extent, it is. But it means that any of these four things give all of the others:
1. F~ is a conservative force field
2. The line integrals of F~ are path-independent
→

3. A potential function P can be constructed so that F~ = − ∇ P
R
~ = −P(end) − (−P(beginning))
4. γ F~ · dR
Those are really worth remembering.
Dudley: Al, HELP!
Albert: Okay, here we go one more time.
Mugsy: That doesn’t mean that this is your last explanation, does it? There are more chapters to go!
Albert: No. I expect I’ll be around to haul you guys out of the mud till the end of the course.
Dudley: And after that?
Albert: Sorry.
Mugsy: No problem. I’m done after this course.
Dudley: Bet?

Why the common explanation of the slingshot effect doesn’t work.
So, to recap, and get back to the problem at hand. The common explanation of the slingshot effect—that it works
because somehow it allows the spacecraft to get energy from the gravitational field of the planet—simply can’t be
correct. Gravitational fields are conservative, so
the work done = net gain in kinetic energy = net loss in potential energy = 0
for fixed altitude above the planet. The spacecraft can’t have picked up any kinetic energy (be going any faster)
coming out than it was going in, at least in any effect due to the gravity of the planet.
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The way it does work.

Having debunked the common explanation, we are left somewhat in a mystery as to how the slingshot effect does
work.
Mugsy: More than that. I’m wondering if it’s nothing more than a PR stunt. After all, have you ever seen it?

I really wondered about it myself for quite a while. The problem is that the false explanation caused me to look in
the wrong places for the answer. It actually is easier to explain the correct way than to explain why the false way is
wrong.
Mugsy: I hope so. Especially if it shortens the answer.

Gravity has a place in the slingshot effect.
The gravity well (that’s the term that’s used—it conjures up the image of falling down this slope, and picking up
energy in the process, only to lose it as it rolls up the other side) supplies no extra energy to the spacecraft ultimately.
But it is critical to the operation of the slingshot.
The source of the energy—we have to get the energy from some place—is the orbital energy of the planet, just as
The New York Times article said. It will slow the planet down very slightly, and transfer the energy to the spacecraft.

10.5.5

Gravity is just a coupler.

Here’s how it works. The spacecraft comes at the planet from the front (the direction the planet is moving in its
orbit), passes behind the planet, and comes out moving the same direction as the planet is moving. (The actual
directions are usually slightly different, but this is the most extreme form of the slingshot and picks up the most
energy.)
Why should that give a kick to the spacecraft? Think of the whole process as the spacecraft bouncing off of the
planet, the way a tennis ball bounces off of a racket. If the racket is stationary, the ball comes back to you as fast
as you threw it. If the racket is moving, the ball comes back with more energy than it came with. (There’s a lot of
energy loss due to friction in tennis, so the gain in energy just keeps the tennis ball moving.) The same is happening
with the spacecraft, except that the gravity well is used to “bounce” the spacecraft back, rather than using the strings
on the racket. The maximum gain in speed is twice the orbital speed of the planet. A slingshot around Mercury
(which Galileo used!) would be much more productive than a slingshot around the more slowly-moving Mars or
Jupiter. On the other hand, a lot more energy is needed to get out of the Sun’s gravity well at Mercury than at the
Earth or Jupiter.
Thus is the mystery solved. The orbital speed of the planet is slowed very slightly as it gives a kick to the
satellite bouncing off of the back side of the gravitational well, the way a tennis ball bounces off of the racquet’s
strings. When the satellite is on the far side of the planet, the gravitational attraction is greatest, and the satellite is
pulled by, and pulls on, the planet the most. That’s what causes the planet to slow down just a very tiny bit, and the
satellite picks up the corresponding amount of energy, and speeds up a whole lot because it is so much lighter. That
is the place that the satellite picks up energy. The slingshot effect does work. But don’t listen to most people trying
to explain it. (Except me, of course :-)
Dudley: Al. Can you save us once again?
Albert: Didn’t that explanation make sense?
Mugsy: What explanation?
Albert: Guess not. . . . Okay, try again. Everything before this discussion showed that you can’t get energy out
of a gravitational field, right?
Mugsy: Was that what it was all about?
Dudley: Yes, that is what he showed over and over.
Albert: But it is possible for a gravitational field to change the direction of travel, right?
Mugsy: I’ll just keep quiet here.
Dudley: Right. Satellites orbiting the earth and all that.
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Albert: All that the gravity of the planet does is change direction of motion relative to the planet, and the satellite
doesn’t pick up any energy from the gravity.
Dudley: So it doesn’t end up going any faster?
Albert: Actually, it does, and here is the reason. The planet is moving. It sees the satellite leave at the same
speed it came in at. Here’s a simple illustration, with completely made-up numbers. Suppose the planet is
moving at 100 mph, and the satellite is going toward the planet, but only at 80 mph. How fast does the planet
see the satellite approaching it?
Dudley: If you are asking how fast the planet is moving toward satellite, it is at 180 mph.
Albert: Yes, exactly. Suppose now the satellite whips around the planet, and then appears to be leaving it at
that same 180 mph, but now heading in the same direction as the planet, and going before it. How fast would
it be going?
Dudley: I suppose it would now be going 180 mph faster than the planet. That would make it go at 280 mph.
Albert: Exactly. It is now going faster. And the increase in speed is twice the speed that the planet was going.
Dudley: Hey! That sort of makes sense.
Mugsy: Emphasis on the “sort of” part there.
Albert: And did the satellite steal gravitational energy from the planet?
Mugsy: Did someone mention stealing?
Dudley: Not really.
Mugsy: Who were you talking to there?
Dudley: Both of you.

Homework #14
Exercises.
1. Find the parametric equations for the line through the point (2, 1) which is parallel to the vector 3~ı + 5 ~.
~ =
2. Find the work done by the force F~ = x y~ı + y z ~ + x z ~k acting on an object moving along the curve R(t)
2
3
~
t~ı + t ~ + t k for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
→

3. Find ∇ g for each of the following functions g:
(a) g(x, y) = 2 x2 − 3 x y + 5 y2
(b) g(x, y, z) = cos(x3 ) + sin(y3 z2 )
(c) g(x, y, z) = exp(4 x y − 5 z)
4. Find the directional derivatives of the following functions in the directions of the given vectors at the given
points.
(a) g(x, y) = x2 y − x y2 , ~v = 4~ı − 3 ~, at (2, 3).
(b) g(x, y, z) = 3 x y2 z + 2 x2 y z2 , ~v = ~ı − ~ + 2 ~k, at (1, 2, −1).
5. Dudley was out hiking in a creek bed, and noticed much to his amazement that his topographical map (contour
map of altitude) showed that he was wandering around in a region whose contours were exactly the same as
the contours of the function f (x, y) = x4 + y2 + 8 x y, and that he was at the point (1, 2). (Assume that east
corresponds to ~ı and north corresponds to ~.)
Mugsy: Amazed that it happened or amazed that he noticed?
Dudley: Assume both.

All of a sudden, a flash flood came roaring down the stream bed, and Dudley began to look for the direction
that was most uphill.
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→

(a) What is ∇ f at (1, 2)?
(b) What is the direction of greatest increase in f (x, y) at (1, 2)? (That is, what direction should Dudley
head?)
(c) What is the maximum rate of increase of f (x, y) at (1, 2) in any direction?
(d) If Dudley took off in the direction 2~ı − 3 ~, was he going uphill or downhill, and why?
Problems.
1. Find the parametric equations for a line in three dimensions that passes through (x0 , y0 , z0 ) and has the direction of ~u = A~ı + B ~ + C ~k. Give your answer in the form x = x(t), y = y(t), z = z(t). (Hint: Check out the
first exercise. Also, look carefully at the material in the notes where I did this same thing in two dimensions.
Remember that once you have cracked two dimensions, all higher dimensions follow the same patterns.)
2. In this problem, we look more carefully at the equations of lines in three dimensions. The answers to these
questions are typical of all lines obtained this way.
(a) Find the parametric equations of the line passing through the points (0, 1, 1) and (1, 2, 1). (The previous
problem is a big help. The direction of the line is the vector that goes between the points.)
(b) What value of the parameter t puts you at (0, 1, 1)?
(c) What value of the parameter t puts you at (1, 2, 1)?
R
~ where F~ = y~ı + z ~ − x ~k, and γ is the line segment from (0, 1, 1) to (1, 2, 1). (Again, note
3. Evaluate γ F~ · dR
that the previous problem is a big help here.)
4. In this problem and the next, we look at two pairs of the formulas that we have accumulated for single and
multiple dimensions, and show how they are very closely parallel, with the derivative being replaced by the
gradient, and multiplications replaced by dot products.
(a) Write out the wiggle magnification formula for f (x), a single-variable function. (For those of you who
have forgotten this, check back in the summary of the Derivatives I chapter from last semester.) We
want to get the multiple-dimensional formula to look like this, sort of.
(b) Write out the wiggle magnification formula for f (x, y, z), a multiple-dimension function. Use the form I
gave in the notes in the Derivatives II chapter. There are lots of terms.
→

~ with f (x, y, z), and R
~ = x~ı + y ~ + z ~k. Note that it is exactly
(c) Write out the dot product of ∇ f and ∆ R,
the same as the multiple-variable wiggle magnification formula. This becomes the compact form of
the wiggle magnification formula in multiple variables. Note how it corresponds to the single-variable
formula.
5. In this problem, we look at evaluating definite integrals of derivatives.
Rb
(a) Write out the value of a f (x) dx when f (x) = g0 (x). This can be done in terms of the values of g(x).
(Hint: How do you find the definite integral of any function?)
R
→
~ when F~ =∇ g, and where γ is any curve from point P to point Q.
(b) Write out the value of γ F~ · dR,
(Remember that line integrals of gradients are path-independent.) Note that the answers to both parts can
be written in the form g(end) − g(begin). So the correct generalization of g0 (x) dx to higher dimensions
→
~
is ∇ g · dR.
→

6. There are two more operations that can be carried out using ∇=
Use F~ = M~ı + N ~ + P ~k.

∂
∂
ı + ∂y
∂x ~

∂ ~
~ + ∂z
k. This problem looks at them.
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→

→

~ where to “multiply,” for example, ∂ and P, you get ∂P . (The quantity ∇ ·F~ is called the
(a) Write out ∇ ·F,
∂y
∂y
~
~
divergence of F, and is often written div F. It measures how fast a vector field is spreading out.)
→

(b) Write out ∇ ×F~ as a matrix, and “multiply” it out, as in the previous part of this problem. (This quantity
~ It measures how much spin or rotation there is in the vector field. One interesting
is called the curl of F.
→
note is that the force F~ comes from a potential whenever ∇ ×F~ = ~0).
~
(c) Show div(curl F)=0.
(This has to be done by algebra. The usual vector properties are not valid when
→

working with ∇.)

10.6

Summary of Chapter 7

1. There are a number of velocities to keep track of in this chapter. Here are the main ones, with their formulas,
and the differences between them.
(a) Escape velocity is the speed that an object
has to have to “get completely away from” a central, graviq
tating object. The formula is vesc = 2 Gr0M . Here, M is the mass of the attracting object and r0 is the
distance from the center of the object that you are starting. (G is a universal constant.)

(b) Orbital q
speed is the speed you have to be going in order to stay in a circular orbit. The formula is
vorb = GrorbM . The meaning of M is the same, and now rorb is the radius of the orbit.
(c) Launch speed is the speed needed
q to get from the current height to an orbital height and then continue
in orbit. The formula is v0 =

2G M
r0

−

GM
rorb ,

with the same meanings of the variables.

2. Improper integrals are definite integrals for which one or both limits are infinite (Type I) or for which the
function goes to infinity (Type II). It is possible for an integral to be improper with both types.
(a) Type I improper integrals will converge when the function approaches zero sufficiently fast. In this case,
“sufficiently fast” means that the denominator approaches approaches infinity at a rate that is at least x p
faster than the top, with p > 1.
(b) Type II improper integrals will converge when the function blows up sufficiently slowly. In this case,
“sufficiently slowly” means that the denominator approaches 0 at x = a at a rate that is less than or equal
to (x − a) p where p < 1, for all as in the interval of integration.
When dealing with Type I integrals, there is an order-of-growth chart on page 68 that helps analyze a specific
function.
3. A black hole is an object whose mass and density are so great that the escape velocity is larger than the speed
of light. Nothing can ever get out of a black hole intact, even light. The Schwarzschild radius of a black hole
is the distance from the central singularity that has the speed of light as its escape velocity. The formula is
r s = 2 Gc2M .
 P+M 
0
4. The gain in speed by a rocket stage is ∆v = c ln P+S
M0 , where c is the speed of the exhaust, P is the payload,
M0 is the initial mass of the rocket without payload, and S is the structural ratio of the rocket (the percentage
of the rocket without payload that is not fuel, but rather is the structure that is needed to burn the fuel and aim
the rocket).
5. Lagrange multipliers are used to solve constrained optimization problems—max/min problems where the
independent variables have to satisfy another condition, called the constraint. If the function to be optimized
is f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), and the constraint is g(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) = C, set up the new function F(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , λ) =
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f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) + λ (g(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) − C). Then, set all partial derivatives of F equal to zero, discard λ (the
Lagrange multiplier), and those are the point(s) where the optimal values may occur. There is no simple test
for whether the optimum is a maximum, minimum, or saddle that we can get. (It does exist, but it requires a
subject called linear algebra to use.)
h (1−S )n exp(v /c)
i
0
6. The mass of the rocket that can make it into orbit is MT = P (1−S
−
1
, where P is the payload, v0
n
exp(v0 /(c n)))
is the launch velocity needed to get into orbit, and n is the number of stages. Typical values for these variables
are S = 0.20, v0 = 17500 mph, c = 6000 mph, and n = 3.
7. The potential energy due to gravity has the formula P.E. = −G M m/r.
H
~ This is a line integral. It is evaluated
8. The definition of work done by a force F~ along a path γ is γ F~ · dR.
by changing all the variables into a single variable, the one used to parameterize the curve γ, normally t. If
~ y(t) for
γ(t) = (x(t), y(t), z(t)), for t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 , then you substitute x(t) for all the xs in F~ and for x in dx in dR,
~
~
~
~
all the ys in F and for y in dy in dR, z(t) for all the zs in F and for z in dz in dR. The entire integral is now in
terms of t. Now integrate it from t0 to t1 .
9. When the force is conservative, as gravity is, the line integral is path independent, meaning that the work done
and the kinetic energy gained does not depend on the path taken from the beginning to the ending point. In
→
that case, there is a function g so that F~ =∇ g. (g will be the negative of the potential energy.) In that case, the
line integral can be evaluated without knowing the path taken between the starting and ending points. If the
H →
~ = g(x2 , y2 , z2 ) − g(x1 , y1 , z1 ).
curve γ runs from (x1 , y1 , z1 ) to (x2 , y2 , z3 ), then ∇ g · dR
γ

→

→

10. The gradient ∇ f is defined by ∇ f = ∂∂xf ~ı + ∂∂yf ~ + ∂∂zf ~k. It is the correct generalization of the derivative f 0 (x)
to multiple dimensions. It has a number of very useful properties, listed on page 114.
→

11. The directional derivative of f in the direction ~u is ∇ f · ~u (where ~u must be a unit vector!). It represents the
rate at which the function is changing at a specific point in a specific direction.

Chapter 11

Averages
11.1

Introduction

There are a whole range of topics that are actually the same, but appear in such different settings that it is difficult to
see that they are even remotely related. The most general heading for all of them is average values, but expect that
we will go all over the map before we mention everything that we could about the subject.
Mugsy: Hey, Dudley. This should be your chapter. You’re about as average as they come.
Dudley: Gee thanks, Mugsy.
Albert: There’s probably a topic coming, Dudley, that will enable you to get back at Mugsy. Just wait.

If you have ever seen a tightrope walker, you have to be impressed with how that person stays up there. The
necessary requirement is that the center of gravity of the walker has to stay over the tightrope itself. As long as it
does, the acrobat is safe. If it ever moves off, then things could get ugly. Fast.
Albert: There is also the long pole that they often carry, and use that to counteract possible unbalancing moves.
Moving the pole causes an extra force that becomes important. But we won’t go into that here.

11.1.1

Specifications of a stereo amplifier.

I don’t know how many of you have ever looked at the specifications for stereos, but many amplifiers are rated as a
certain number of watts RMS per channel. What is that RMS? We’ll look at that also.

11.1.2

How do these tie together?

As I indicated earlier, these, and the mean value theorem, are all examples of average values. How they are related
and how they are different is the subject of this chapter.
In the process of considering average values and centers of mass, we will encounter some more calculus—the
only part we have yet to cover. I saved it for last because it is the most fun.
Mugsy: Oh, sure.

R
It is called multiple integration, and the correct generalization of f (x) dx to multiple variables. (Line integrals are
essentially one-dimensional, since there is ultimately only one independent variable everything gets expressed in
terms of.)

11.2

Average values.

The whole idea of average values is, to some extent, familiar. If I talk of the average of a collection of numbers, you
probably know what I mean (pun intended).
Dudley: That’s a pun?
Albert: Another term for average is mean, as in mean value theorem.
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Dudley: Oh.
Albert: Can’t you think of something to say to Mugsy now?
Dudley: Hey! Mugsy, you called me average, and you’re really mean!
Mugsy: I don’t know if I want to groan or laugh.

It is the sum of the numbers divided by how many numbers there are. There is a bit of a difficulty here, since there
are technically quite a few different averages. The one that is the familiar average is called properly the mean. But it
is not inaccurate (but sometimes misleading) to call other methods averages also. In fact, it is sometimes unethical
to use the mean for the average, when a better average exists that more accurately represents the general middleof-the-road value. Take a course in statistics for more details. For this chapter, average will be the mean, unless
otherwise specified.

11.2.1

Discrete case.

Suppose we have the numbers x1 , x2 , . . . , xn and we want to find the average of them. The answer is easy:
x=

x1 + x2 + · · · + xn
n

(11.1)

The bar over the letter is the standard notation for average value of that variable. Note that x is not a data point or a
variable. It is a constant, the average of the x j ’s.

11.2.2

Continuous case.

The situation of having x1 , x2 , . . . , xn is called the discrete case. The definition is a bit technical, but the general
meaning is that there is a collection of separate numbers we will be working with. On the other hand, when you are
working with all the values between two numbers, such as the output of a continuously-varying function, you have a
smear of numbers, not individual, isolated values. That means we will be working with the continuous case. That’s
what we do now.
Getting the formula.
What we want to do is move from the discrete to the continuous case, namely, how do we define the average value
of a function, not a collection of numbers. The first thing that we will need to have is the function, and with it, the
interval we want the average over. (If you think about what an average ought to do, the interval we use will change
the average value of the function.) Next, we need a method of getting the average value of a function. How would
you proceed? Essentially what we end up doing is sampling the function, and taking finer and finer samples, until
in the limit, we get the actual average of the function.
Here’s how it works. We start with f (x) defined on [a, b], a standard notation for a ≤ x ≤ b. We pick n sample
points equally spaced along the interval, so that they are ∆x = (b − a)/n apart.
Dudley: Why equally spaced? Would it make a difference?
Albert: Equally spaced points are not necessary, but they are convenient. In the limit that we’ll need to take, all
we will need is that the length of the longest interval goes to zero.

That gives x0 = a, x1 = a + ∆x, x2 = a + 2 ∆x, x3 = a + 3 ∆x, etc.
Dudley: Hold on. That’s confusing. Didn’t xi mean something different before, when we were defining x?
Albert: Yes, it did. But it is hard to come up with any other notation. Back there, the xi ’s represented the values
that were being averaged. Here, they represent the points at which we will evaluate f (x), and we will then
average the values that come out of f (x).
Dudley: Why not use a different letter?
Albert: You have any suggestions?
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Dudley: How about y? Then y = f (x) would be nice.
Albert: Later on, we’ll be working in two (and three) dimensions, where x and y will both be variables (as will z).
Dudley: What about w, then?
Albert: Nice try, except w will be used for something else momentarily.
Dudley: Just stick with x, I guess.

In general, xk = a + k ∆x. This proceeds up to xn = a + n ∆x = a + n (b − a)/n = a + (b − a) = b, as it should by
the definition of ∆x. (This also happens in approximating definite integrals, and is actually a good check on your
arithmetic. If after n steps, you aren’t at b, check your arithmetic—you have done something wrong somewhere.)
So, we now have some points. What we need are the function values at those points. That’s not hard:
f (x1 ), f (x2 ), f (x3 ), . . . f (xn ). Note that there is a slight counting problem here. If we slice the interval up into n
pieces, we will end up with n + 1 points. We only want to use n points, to keep things neat. Thus, we often use either
x1 , x2 , . . . , xn or x0 , x1 , . . . , xn−1 . Since it it usually easier, we normally use x1 , . . . , xn , but the end result would be
the same if we started at x0 and ended at xn−1 .
Dudley: Like the equally spaced intervals?
Albert: Yes.

The approximate average of the function is then given by the (discrete) average of those sample points, namely
Pn
f (xi )
f (x1 ) + f (x2 ) + · · · + f (xn )
f =
= i=1
(11.2)
n
n
This looks vaguely reminiscent of a Riemann sum,

n
X

f (xi ) ∆x, except that there is no ∆x in the average. But that

i=1

is easily fixed by using 1/n = ∆x/(b − a).
Pn
f =
=

f (xi )
n

(11.3)

f (xi ) × ∆x/(b − a)

(11.4)

i=1
n
X

i=1
Pn
i=1

f (xi )∆x
b−a
n
1 X
=
f (xi )∆x
b − a i=1

=

(11.5)
(11.6)

where we pulled the 1/(b − a) out of the summation sign, since it is a constant (doesn’t depend on x). But this is
only an approximation, since we are only sampling some of the points. To improve the approximation, we sample
more points. To get the exact average, we have to sample all the points, and that is done with an integral. So, in the
limit as n → ∞, we get
1
f =
b−a

Z

b

f (x) dx

(11.7)

a

That, then, is the definition of the average value of f (x) on the closed interval [a, b].
Interpretations of the formula.
Now that we have the formula, does it make sense? The answer is that it does.
Mugsy: Another one of those “Yes” answers.

If we look at the different ways that we have of interpreting integrals, they all have something to contribute to the
understanding of the definition.
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Area and average height. If we look at f (x) as the height of a graph, that is y = f (x), then we know that the
integral of f (x) between a and b gives the area under the curve (assuming f (x) > 0; we’re not going to get picky
Rb
1
here). What would b−a
f (x) dx mean in that case?
a
First, what is f (x)? It represents the height of the curve. So, when we get around to finding f , we should expect
to see something about heights. If we take a rectangle with the same base as the area under the graph, and height f ,
then the area of that rectangle is
Z b
1
f × (b − a) =
f (x) dx × (b − a)
(11.8)
b−a a
Z b
=
f (x) dx
(11.9)
a

which is just the area under the curve. In other words, the average value of f (x) is the height of the rectangle that
gives the same area as the area under the curve. It is, in this precise sense, the average height. Put another way, if
you took the area under the curve and pulverized it, and repacked it into a rectangle with the same base, the height
would be exactly f .
Distance and average velocity. Suppose we look at f (x) as v(t), the velocity of an object. Then we already
had a definition for the average velocity. It is the net distance traveled divided by the elapsed time. Let’s work that
out. If the value of t goes from t0 to t1 , the net distance traveled is precisely
Z t1
∆s =
v(t) dt
(11.10)
t0

since the integral of velocity gives net distance.
Dudley: Didn’t we do that before?
Albert: We had a whole section on total and net distances traveled.
Mugsy: No wonder it made me uneasy. It’s already bitten me once.

The elapsed time is ∆t = t1 − t0 . The average velocity is then
v = ∆s/∆t
!
Z t1
=
v(t) dt /(t1 − t0 )
t0
Z t1
1
=
v(t) dt
t1 − t0 t0

(11.11)
(11.12)
(11.13)

which is exactly the definition that we just gave, but in different variables. In general, the average value of any rate
of change Q(t) is defined by
Z t1
1
Q=
Q(t) dt
(11.14)
t1 − t0 t0
where Q(t) is any rate of change. But we won’t go into that any further.
Mugsy: Wow. A miracle.

11.2.3

Weighted averages.

It would be nice if all the averages we encountered were just like the one that we had at the beginning. You add up
all the numbers and divide by how many numbers there were. Unfortunately, that isn’t the way it works always. For
example, when I am averaging your grades, I don’t just add up all the homework together with the tests and divide
by the number of grades. What I do instead is first compute a homework grade, which is the sum of all of your
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different assignment scores, and then divide by the total possible homework grade. That gives a percentage, which I
then multiply by 50 (for midterms grades) or 100 (for final grades). The net result is a scaled homework grade. That
gets averaged into your test grades to give a final course average.
Let me take an example from a while ago, scores from several different individuals put together. The homework
score was 1043 out of 1177, and the test scores (two tests plus a final) were 78, 82, and 81, each out of 100. If I
averaged percentages of homework and tests equally, then I would have taken the homework average, 88.6%, and
the test average, 80.3%, to get 84.5%. Or I could take the homework average, 88.6%, and average that value with
each of the tests to get 82.4%. Notice that the higher homework score was diluted by being averaged with more
lower scores.
Mugsy: Let me guess which one he uses for calculating grades.
Albert: The second one.
Mugsy: How’d I guess?

Note that the result of this is that a point on the homework is worth less than a point on a test (which is as it
should be, in my opinion). But with regular averages, adding 1 to any of the numbers produces the same effect,
namely to add one to the numerator. That is, all the scores count equally. The procedure of giving some scores
more or less emphasis than others is called weighting the average. We want to figure out a reasonable formula for
weighted averages in the discrete case, and then generalize it to the continuous case.
How do we accomplish this weighting? We multiply the more important values by larger numbers and the less
important values by smaller numbers. These larger or smaller numbers that we use are called the weights. But that
creates a problem. If I multiply the homework by a small number to bring it into line with the weight for the tests,
the number I divide by at the end must change. For example, if some student has (the ridiculously unrealistic) scores
of 100, 100, and 100 on the tests and 100% on the homework, and I multiply the homework score by 0.50 (which is
what I do when calculating midterm grades), I can’t divide by 4—the number of scores—any more. The (weighted)
sum is 100 + 100 + 100 + 21 × 100 = 350. Dividing that by 4 gives 87.5%, and the person who had perfect scores
all through the semester would be severely distressed to be handed an average that would give a “B+”. But in this
case, it is very easy to know what the average should be. With all 100’s, the average should be 100. What should
we divide 350 by to get 100? We need to divide by 3.5.
How would 3.5 occur in the problem? The sum of the weights! That’s the only way to guarantee that all 100’s
will give an average of 100. The top will be 100 times the sum of the weights, so the bottom had better be the sum
of the weights.
In the grading example, I gave the homework a weight of 21 , in order to count it half as much as the others. But
what was the weight of the other scores? If you look at it, we divided by 3.5, so we must have used weights of 1 for
the regular tests. What are you doing when you divide by the number of scores to find the average after you have
added them up? You are using all scores with weight 1, and dividing by the sum of the weights. The sum of the
weights is then just the number of scores! You were doing the right thing, you just didn’t know why.
Dudley: That happens to me all the time. Except it isn’t really all the time.

To finish the grading example, I would take the homework percentage (88.6%), divide by 2 to get 44.3, and add
that to the test scores (getting 285.3), and divide by 3.5 to get a percentage of 81.5. This is how I calculate your
course percentages (and therefore grades).
What would the process be in general? If you have scores x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , each with weight w1 , w2 , . . . , wn , the
weighted average of the xi ’s is
x=

x1 w1 + x2 w2 + · · · + xn wn
w1 + w2 + · · · + wn

(11.15)

Note that the same notation (x) is used for weighted as unweighted averages. You have to know which one is
intended some other way.
This gives the weighted averages in the discrete case, but how does this extend to continuous functions, then?
The process is the same as before. You add up samples, multiply by their weights, and take a limit that converts the
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sum into an integral. You then divide by the sum of the weights of the scores, which also becomes an integral. Thus,
you’d expect that a weighted average should be the quotient of two integrals, and it is.
The weights become a little more difficult to describe, though. In the discrete case, each different sample gets
its own weight, and as the samples shrink, that means that each individual point needs to get its own weight. Thus,
the weight should be a function of x. The usual way of writing the weight is then w(x). The sum of the weights will
then simply become the integral of w(x).
Dudley: That doesn’t seem quite right. Adding up lots of w(x)’s would give something that’s infinite, wouldn’t it?
Albert: Yes indeed. But the bottom would also become infinite.
Dudley: Sounds like we will need to go back to whoozit’s trick.
Albert: You mean L’Hõpital’s rule?
Dudley: Yeah.
Albert: Wouldn’t help. We want to adjust things to avoid that whole problem. We throw a ∆x in both the top
and the bottom—so we don’t change the value of the fraction—and end up with regular integrals both places.
Watch. That must be next.

Next, we come up with the formula for weighted averages in the continuous case.
Mugsy: Chalk another one up for Albert.

We want to convert the discrete formula into the continuous one. We begin with
x=

x1 w1 + x2 w2 + · · · + xn wn
w1 + w2 + · · · + wn

(11.16)

and want to change it. The xi ’s will change into f (xi )’s, as before.
Dudley: Grumble.

And the wi ’s will change into w(x), as noted earlier. Now, the top then becomes
x1 w1 + x2 w2 + · · · + xn wn
w + w2 + · · · + wn
Pn 1
xi wi
= Pi=1
n
wi
Pn i=1
f (xi ) w(x)
Pn
∼ i=1
i=1 w(x)

x=

(11.17)
(11.18)
(11.19)

as we put this together.
Dudley: Al, why the ∼?
Albert: Because now we are moving to approximate the weighted average. It isn’t exact until we take the limit.

Both the top and the bottom look nearly like integrals, except for the missing ∆x. The nice thing is that ∆x is a
constant, and we can therefore multiply top and bottom by it, and pull it inside the summations, and not change any
values. (That’s the advantage of using equal-width intervals!) We get
Pn
f (xi ) w(x)
Pn
x ∼ i=1
(11.20)
i=1 w(x)
P
∆x ni=1 f (xi ) w(x)
P
∼
(11.21)
∆x ni=1 w(x)
Pn
f (xi ) w(x) ∆x
Pn
∼ i=1
(11.22)
i=1 w(x) ∆x
And once we take the limit as n → ∞, we get the quotient of two integrals, and the final weighted average.
Rb
f =

a

f (x)w(x) dx
Rb
w(x) dx
a

(11.23)
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Note that this corresponds exactly to f defined before. If you let w(x) = 1, then the top integral matches exactly, and
the bottom integral is just b − a, which comes out in front.

11.2.4 RMS averages and stereo ratings.
Weighted averages, however, aren’t the only kind of averages that crop up. Consider the case of the average voltage
in a typical 110-volt electrical wall plug. The voltage is essentially sinusoidal, V(t) = V0 sin(t). The average value
of this is 0. But don’t try to use that fact too casually; it could electrocute you!
The difficulty is obvious. A sinusoidal curve does have an average value of 0, because it spends equal time and
amplitude above 0 as below 0. Somehow the traditional averages are not going to help. In this case, you need a
different kind of average—one that counts positive and negative as the same.
We have done this before, in least squares fitting (both the discrete case in linear regression in the cassettes
chapter and the continuous case during Newton’s method in the algorithms chapter). We wanted to minimize the
sum of the errors, but couldn’t leave them as positive and negative and still do that. (The minimum would be negative
infinity!) We could have used the absolute values of the errors, but that leads to nasty calculus (and algebra). Instead,
we simply squared them. All the errors turn positive, and it then becomes reasonable to find the minimum sum of
the squared errors. Problem solved!
Dudley: Didn’t we also do this in the net versus total distance traveled section?
Albert: Yes. There, for total distance, we wanted to count forward and backward motion the same. The solution
there was to use absolute values. The same could be done here, but the resulting integrals would often be
incurably messy to work. So, we stick with squaring.

That’s what we do here. Squaring generates equations that are easy to deal with using calculus (as opposed to
absolute values). So, what happens if we square the function? It definitely turns positive. But the average that we
produce is all out of proportion. If V0 = 200 (just for example), then the average of (V0 sin t)2 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2 π
is 20,000. It is not good to have an average that is many times larger than the largest value of the function. We
can, however, scale the value back to the basic size of the function by taking a square root after we have found the
average of the function squared. That means that we will be finding
s
1
b−a

b

Z

( f (x))2 dx

(11.24)

a

This is called the RMS value of f (x), where RMS stands for
the square Root of the Mean of the Square of the function
That’s precisely what the calculated value is.
The most common use of this value is in electronics (including audio and video signals) and alternating voltages,
where V(t) = V0 sin(ωt), and you want to measure the voltage.
Mugsy: Why are we using ω again? I thought that was the weighting function.
Albert: Close, Mugsy, but no prize. The weighting function was w, a “double-u”. The letter used here is ω, a
Greek letter omega. It is often used for frequency.

Voltmeters that measure alternating current have circuitry built into them that will produce the RMS voltage values.
√
It is instructive to note a few things that are curious about the RMS value of V0 sin(ωt). The RMS value is V0 / 2
(you’ll do that in the homework), while the peak (maximum positive) voltage is V0 , and the peak-to-peak voltage
(voltage between the maximum positive and minimum negative) is 2V0 . Of course, the largest of these is the peakto-peak voltage, and the smallest is the RMS value. But RMS value is the most useful in most situations, since the
RMS value is used in calculating the average power (used or available). For
√ example, the 110 volts√that you would
be familiar with in a household electrical plug actually has voltage V0 / 2 = 110, so V0 = 110 2 = 155 volts,
since electricians always use RMS voltages. On the other hand, stereo equipment manufacturers frequently quote
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the peak-to-peak voltage that a stereo amplifier can produce. (Actually, the peak-to-peak power, because the voltage
is always fed through a speaker with a certain resistance, or impedance. Different impedance speakers produce
different powers. It gets complicated.) Using peak-to-peak voltage or power is slightly misleading, since it is RMS
value of power, not the peak-to-peak power, that translates into sound level. So, when you are shopping for stereos,
remember to look carefully at what kind of averages are being given to you. The ones that give you RMS values are
usually more reputable.

11.2.5

Time- versus distance-average of velocity.

There is one other problem with finding averages. If a function can be expressed reasonably in terms of either of two
different variables, the averages of that function with respect to those two different variables can also be different.
This really needs to be explained in terms of a familiar example.
Dudley: Thanks.

The simplest one is the average velocity of a free-falling body. The equations were derived back at the beginning of
the chapter on integration, and used again on the chapter on space travel. The formula for velocity is v = g t, when
expressed in terms of time (assuming here for convenience that v0 =p0). But it is also reasonable
to ask for velocity
p
in terms of distance fallen. Since s = (1/2) g t2 , the formula for t = 2 s/g, so v = g t = 2 g s.
Let’s calculate the average velocities for t = 10 seconds. The time-average of v is then
1
10

10

Z

g t dt = 5 g

(11.25)

0

The distance-average of v requires that we use the corresponding values of s, namely 0 to 50 g, so the distanceaverage is
1
50 g

Z

50 g

p
2 g s ds = 20/3 g

(11.26)

0

a different value.
Let’s see why this happens. We are trying to average v over different things. For the first one, we are averaging
over equal time slices. For the second, we are averaging over equal distance slices. But when the object is falling, it
spends more of its distance going faster than slower. There will be more distance slices where the velocity is large
than there will be time slices for large velocity.
This can be visualized by a picture of the same object, one with v as a function of t, and one with v as a function
of s. Include the equally-spaced sample points on v vs. t, moved to the v vs. s graph. They are no longer equally
spaced! The equal time intervals spread out on the v vs. s graphs, meaning that the earlier (slower) velocities get
counted more heavily in the time-average than the distance-average. That’s why the time-average is smaller.
Which average is correct? The time average is the one to use for any rates.
Mugsy: Rats. I was hoping it was one of those, “either one is correct” situations.
Albert: It really is, if you want to start playing numbers to your advantage. But not using the time average, if
you are caught, would get you discredited.
Mugsy: Discredited? Does that mean they would take my Discover card away?

R 10
Besides, if you use the basic formula for average velocity, it is ∆s/∆t, and ∆s = 0 g t dt, while ∆t = 10. The time
average of velocity is just what we have been using for average velocity. The same goes with all other rates.

11.2.6

Mean value theorem.

There is also a close connection between average values and the mean value theorem. Remember that another term
for average, and a more precise one at that, is mean. The mean value theorem actually says something about the
average (mean) value of the function.
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As you remember from earlier this chapter, the average value of f (x) over [a, b] is defined as
1
f =
(b − a)

b

Z

f (x) dx.
a

The way we would evaluate this definite integral is by the indefinite integral,
Then the average value of f (x) can be written as
Rb
a

f (x) dx
b−a

=

R

f (x) dx = F(x) + C, so F 0 (x) = f (x).

F(b) − F(a)
.
b−a

But according to the mean value theorem, there is a value c between a and b where
F 0 (c) =

F(b) − F(a)
b−a

But F 0 (c) = f (c), so f = f (c) for that value of c. Thus, the mean value theorem combines with the definition of
average value to say that any nice function over a closed interval actually attains its average value at some point in
the interval.
Mugsy: I’m not familiar with “nice.”
Dudley: In personal interactions or in math?
Mugsy: Both.
Albert: The math part I can help with. “Nice” in math means that the function has a graph that has no corners
or gaps.

Let’s continue looking at the mean value theorem. I want to ask a series of questions about a car that went 10
miles in 10 minutes (1/6 hr.)
1. What was the car’s average velocity in m.p.h.?
2. What speed must the car have gone at least once, according to the mean value theorem?
3. Must it have gone that speed for the entire 10 minutes, or could the speed have changed over the 10 minute
interval? Is it possible that it only went 60 m.p.h.?
4. Is is possible that the car never went 50 m.p.h.? 55 m.p.h.? 59 m.p.h.? 70 m.p.h.? 65 m.p.h.? 61 m.p.h.?
Anything but 60 m.p.h.?
5. Why can you guarantee only that the car must have gone 60 m.p.h. and not guarantee any other speed?
Does the mean value theorem make more sense now? It determines the only value that is guaranteed to be there. No
other value is!
But, we have already talked about several different kinds of averages. Does it make a difference which average
you use? Can you use weighted averages, for example? The answer is that you can use any legitimate average you
want, and the mean value theorem will remain true. There are restrictions on what a legitimate average is, though.
(For example, the weighting function w(x) must never be negative.) We don’t need to get into that now. (A bit shows
up in the homework.)
Homework #15
Exercises.
1. Compute the averages of the following collections of numbers. Note that they are all derived from the numbers
in the first part.
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(a) 1, 3, 5, 7, 9
(b) -1, -3, -5, -7, -9 (The negatives of the numbers)
(c) 2, 6, 10, 14, 18 (The doubles of the numbers)
(d) 1, 1/3, 1/5, 1/7, 1/9 (The reciprocals of the numbers)
(e) 1, 9, 25, 49, 81 (The squares of the numbers)
(f) 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 (Adding five to the numbers)
(g) On the basis of the relation of the first average to the other averages, what can you say about the type of
changes in numbers that cause the same type of changes in the average? (That is, does changing the sign
of the numbers change the sign of the average? What about doubling? Taking reciprocals? Squaring?
Adding five?)
2. Compute average values for these functions. You might need to brush up on your integration to do some of
these. Or use Sage.
(a) ln x for 1 ≤ x ≤ e
(b) sin x for 0 ≤ x ≤ π/2
(c) cos x for 0 ≤ x ≤ π/2
(d) Why should the answers to the previous two parts be equal?
Problems.
1. Do the integrations that give the RMS value of V0 sin(ω t) want to use Sage to evaluate the integral. You
might also want to use the Sage commands assume(V0>0); and assume(omega>0); near the beginning to
simplify your answer and avoid questions.
2. Figure out the average value of |V0 sin(ωt) | for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π/ω, that is, over one period. Is this larger than or
smaller than the RMS average of V0 sin(ωt) over the same period (a value given in the notes). [Note: You will
probably have to go back to the chapter on integration to remember how to integrate the absolute value of a
function.]
3. Compute RMS values for the functions defined for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 L. (Note: f1 (x) is called a ramp function. f2 (x)
is called a square wave. f3 (x) is called a triangular wave. The graphs, when extended periodically, give rise to
the names. These functions are used constantly in electrical engineering.) (Question you will have to answer
first. How will you integrate a function defined in pieces this way?!)
(a) f1 (x) = m x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 L



for 0 ≤ x ≤ L
M
(b) f2 (x) = 
−M for L ≤ x ≤ 2 L




for 0 ≤ x ≤ L
m x
(c) f3 (x) = 

−m x + 2 m L for L ≤ x ≤ 2 L
4. Garrison Keillor is a rather famous radio comedian, creator of the Prairie Home Companion. One segment of
that show was “News from Lake Wobegon.” The ending line was always the same and included the phrase
“and all the children are above average.” It was clearly intended to make fun of the inclination of small towns
to promote their goodness. Come up with an explanation that would make the phrase actually be true.
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11.3

Moments and centers of mass.

11.3.1

One-dimensional averages—another look.

Intuitive approach.
Have you ever played on a seesaw, especially when one person weighs considerably more than the other, like a
grown-up and a child?
Mugsy: You gotta be kidding.

They can still balance, but they have to arrange themselves correctly. Basically, the heavier person must be closer to
the pivot. The greater the difference in weight, the closer to the pivot. (Remember Archimedes’ statement: Give me
a place to stand and a lever long enough, and I will move the world. That’s one long seesaw, since he would have to
outbalance the rest of the world. And the pivot would have to be right next to the world.)
Mugsy: That Archimedes dude really did some bizarre stuff.
Albert: “Archimedes dude”. Sigh.

Physics strikes again.
Physics has a systematic way to tackle such problems. They use a quantity called torque. A torque, roughly, is
produced by a force that wants to cause a rotation. (Technical definitions will occur when you take physics. Here,
I’m more concerned with the basic idea.) A seesaw balances when the torques on it cancel, that is, there is no net
(unbalanced) force turning it.
Dudley: This is beginning to look an awful (emphasis on the awful part) lot like physics.
Albert: Don’t like physics, Dudley?
Dudley: To put it mildly, NOT AT ALL!
Albert: Too bad. Most of this chapter will be dealing with physics concepts. So is the next one. At least try to
understand. Physics is mostly common sense, at least until you get to quantum mechanics and relativity. Then
it really does become somewhat bizarre. We stick with the simpler stuff here.
Mugsy: And you, of course, love physics.
Albert: Of course.
Mugsy: Psst, Dudley. Let’s keep him around. He will be useful.

Torques are calculated by multiplying the force by what is called the moment arm—the distance the force is
from the pivot. When there is a large moment arm, we say that there is a lot of leverage, and know that a reasonably
small force can produce an intense torque (turning force). Let’s see how this works with a seesaw. (Again, this
needs to be refined considerably, which I only barely touch on here. Technically, torque is a vector, found by taking
the cross product—you do remember what that is, don’t you?—of the force vector and the radial vector from the
pivot to the point of application of the force. In our case, the seesaw is roughly horizontal, and the force is vertical,
so we can simply multiply the two magnitudes and keep track of the signs separately. More on signs later.)
A mass m1 at a distance x1 from the pivot produces a torque (m1 g) x1 , since the force of gravity on m1 is m1 g.
The torque produced by a mass m2 at a distance x2 from the pivot on the other side is similar, (m2 g) x2 (almost;
we’ll change its sign soon, since it causes the opposite rotation). The seesaw balances when these are equal, or
(m1 g) x1 = (m2 g) x2
Note that this means that when m1 is large, then x1 needs to be small, and vice versa, just as we had before. (The
heavier person needs to be closer to the pivot.) But now, it is considerably more precise.
We can take the balance equation in the form (m1 g) x1 −(m2 g) x2 = 0 and re-write it as (m1 g) x1 +(m2 g) (−x2 ) =
0, where now we are using the actual coordinates along the seesaw rather than distances from the pivot. (That’s as
much of the torque vector as we will have to deal with. The vectors from the pivot to the different sides will have
opposite directions, and that causes the two signs to be different.) That is, the coordinate of the second person is
−x2 , to correspond to the other side of the pivot = origin.
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Dudley: Do you have to put the origin at the pivot?
Albert: No, but it does simplify things considerably.

What does this mean? If you realize it, there are two different directions for the seesaw to move, clockwise or
counterclockwise about the pivot. Masses with positive coordinates cause a clockwise rotation, and masses with
negative coordinates (on the other side of the seesaw) cause a counterclockwise rotation.
Dudley: Al, aren’t clockwise rotations negative?
Albert: Yes.
Dudley: Then why do positive coordinates cause a negative rotation?
Albert: Because the way the cross product is defined, the direction of the torque produced is away from you.
And if you look at the seesaw from the side that the torque points to, the signs are correct.
Mugsy: Huh?
Dudley: Forget it, Mugsy. I don’t get it either, but Albert looks happy.

The signs of the x’s enable us to keep track of the directions of rotation, and that’s handy to have. It means we
don’t have to worry about that each time. (Nor do we have to deal with vectors regularly here.)
Dudley: Thanks for at least that much of a favor.

So, the proper value of x2 is exactly that, x2 , which will include the negative sign. That is, if x2 happened to be 5 to
the left of the pivot before (so that I was using −x2 = −5), I am now going to be using x2 = −5.
Additionally, notice that we can always divide through by g, since it will occur in each term. That means that
the equation should be m1 x1 + m2 x2 = 0, where now x2 < 0 as indicated before.
Multiple people.
When more than two people wanted to play seesaw on a single board, you’d have to put several people on each side.
How do you arrange people to balance in that case? The answer is the same—the torques must add up to 0. If the
people have masses m1 , m2 , . . . , mn and are at positions x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , they will balance when they are placed so that
m1 x1 + m2 x2 + · · · + mn xn = 0. At this point, we are using x’s being positive or negative to help keep track of
direction of rotation just as we did earlier.
Finding the balance point.
What would happen if we have already placed the masses (kids) on the seesaw and want to balance it? That is, we
want to locate where the pivot should be to balance and shift the board to there rather than shift the kids around to
have the seesaw balance at the current pivot. This is a little more complicated, but we can still handle it.
Dudley: How much more complicated?
Albert: Not much at all, really.

So far, we have known the location of the masses and the pivot and used that information to check if the torque
was 0. In this case, though, if we shift the pivot, we change all the coordinates of all the points, because we declared
that the pivot is the origin, and all the coordinates of all the masses will change if we move the pivot. The formula
gets harder to use.
Dudley: Argh!
Albert: Hang on, it’s not going to get bad.
Dudley: It already is bad!
Albert: It’s going to be a long chapter, I can tell now . . .

What we are going to do, then, is set up some one coordinate system, and then see how the system would change
if we moved the pivot. So, pick an initial spot for the pivot, and suppose the masses are m1 , m2 , . . . , mn and are at
points x1 , x2 , . . . , xn . Suppose the location for the pivot has coordinate x̃. What we need to do is calculate the new
values of the coordinates, starting from x̃. The new coordinates will be x1 − x̃, x2 − x̃, . . . , xn − x̃. The procedure then
says that the sum of the torques around the balance point should be zero. This gives
m1 (x1 − x̃) + m2 (x2 − x̃) + · · · + mn (xn − x̃) = 0

(11.27)
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We can solve this for x̃, and we get that
x̃ =

m1 x1 + m2 x2 + · · · + mn xn
m1 + m2 + · · · + mn

(11.28)

That is, the balance point is at the weighted average of the positions of the masses, and the masses are the weights.
(I’m not sure whether that’s a pun, but it is where the terminology seems to have come from.)
So, weighted averages reappear here, too. This example is actually much more the way things work. Most of
the time, the masses are fixed, and our job is to locate the balance point of the whole thing. Now that we know that
this is a weighted average, I will now call x̃ by the more common x. And the formula again is

x̃ =

m1 x1 + m2 x2 + · · · + mn xn
m1 + m2 + · · · + mn

(11.29)

Terminology and notation.
The technical name for the balance point is the center of gravity (often abbreviated by CoG) or center of mass
(abbreviated CoM). There is a slight difference between the two, but it’s very picky.
Mugsy: He calls it picky, but watch, he’s going to explain it anyway.

A center of gravity only exists when there’s gravity around pulling on the object. A center of mass always exists,
because the mass is always there. But in a uniform gravitational field the two are the same point.
The different parts in the definition of x have names also. The numerator is called the moment about the origin
(where the pivot is), written as M0 , and the denominator is the total mass, written M. The center of mass would then
M0
be written x =
.
M
Albert: Is that so bad, Dudley?
Dudley: You know that lots of symbols drives me crazy. This is beginning to look hopeless.
Albert: A very long chapter . . .

To indicate that there are worse things to come,
Dudley: OH NO!

M0 is more accurately called the first moment about the origin (despite the subscript of 0). There are others, but if
the number is not given, you can assume the first moment is being referred to. The second moment is
X
I0 =
mi xi 2
(11.30)
i

P
and is often called the moment of inertia. In general, the nth moment about the origin is i mi xi n . There is no
standard notation or terminology for moments except for first and second moments. The use of second moments
will appear later.
Mugsy: Dudley, quit whimpering, would ya? It’s demoralizing.

Continuous case.
How do we deal with the case of a continuous distribution of masses? No longer do we have separate masses we
can add up one at a time; we have a smeared-out blob.
Mugsy: Great. Dumbo sat on Bambi.

What we do, essentially, is to chop up the blob into lots of little chunks of mass,
Mugsy: What a terrible thing to do to Bambi!
Dudley: Bambi-burgers.

use those chunks to get an approximate value of x, and then see what happens as the number of chunks goes to
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infinity. The sums become integrals, and everything carries over with remarkable ease. The formulas even look the
same, considerably closer to what you’d expect than you have any reason to hope.
The big obstacle is how to specify the masses. In the discrete case, you were handed the masses, one at a time.
Here, however, the mass of the different chunks depends on the way it gets sliced up, and in the limit, we’d have to
deal with the masses of points, and those are zero. That approach will not work exactly. But, if you’ll watch, this
problem resolves itself as we proceed. Nothing up my sleeve . . .
Mugsy: Sounds like Albert, there.

We begin with a bar
Mugsy: A bar? At Asbury? Shame.
Albert: He means something like a bar of steel.
Mugsy: A lead pipe?
Dudley: A heavy metal bar?

a ≤ x ≤ b, and we want to locate its center of mass. If the bar is uniform, the problem is easy. The center of mass is
the center of the bar: (a + b)/2. (We’ll check that in the homework once we have a formula for it.) (Also note that
the center is the average, where you add the numbers and divide by two. It is very easy to mess up by subtracting
the numbers, since that has been so much of a theme of calculus.) So, to make life more “interesting” we assume
that the bar is made out of non-uniform mix of things so that some parts are heavier than others. This has the effect
of shifting the center of mass to some other point, which we now want to find.
First, we chop the bar into little ∆m chunks, located at x1 = a + ∆x, x2 = a + 2 ∆x, . . . , xn = a + n ∆x = b. (Again,
we have the nit-picking problem of counting and subscripts, which will simply go away as we take limits, so I won’t
bother with it.) The center of mass is then at
P
xi ∆mi
x = Pi
(11.31)
i ∆mi
The top of this fraction, as before, is the first moment about the origin, and the bottom is the total mass. What do
these become in the limit as n → ∞? It seems as though they become
R
x dm
x= R
(11.32)
dm
What’s the problem? We can’t put limits on the dm integrals; m is not the variable of integration to use.
R We Rhave
p encountered this problem before. When we were doing arclength, we ended up with integrals like
dx2 + dy2 . The wrong variables were in the differential. All we needed to do there was convert to the
ds =
correct differential, using the chain rule. That same approach works here. So, we have to change the variable of
integration. The correct variable, of course, is x, the independent variable in the problem. And we need to use a
substitution to get to it. But, as before, the chain rule comes to the rescue.
Rb
x (dm/dx) dx
x = aR b
(11.33)
(dm/dx)
dx
a
This leaves us with a mystery. What is dm/dx? We had better have it if we want to evaluate the integrals and get the
center of mass. But more than that, we had better know what dm/dx means.
We can get at dm/dx by looking at it carefully. The dm part represents the mass of the little chunk, and the dx
part is the length of the chunk. The ratio of the two is a (linear) density, dm/dx, representing how fast we are going
by mass as x increases. For dm/dx small, we are going by total mass at a slow rate, and the density is low. For
dm/dx large, we go by mass quickly, and the density of the object is high.
This answers the problem we had before. We can’t specify the mass at each point, but we can give the density.
In fact, that is precisely the equivalent of giving the mass at each point, since the density will allow you to get the
∆mi masses. The chain rule saves the day! (And you thought I was joking when I kept referring to the chain rule as
the most important rule in calculus. It even shows up in the last chapter in a crucial way.)
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Notation and terminology again.
Let’s look at the terminology in the continuous case. The numerator of x is still the first moment about the origin, and
Rb
the denominator is still the total mass. The nth moment about the origin is given (no surprise) as a xn (dm/dx) dx
The first moment is still written M0 , and the moment of inertia is still written I0 , and the total mass is still M.
Dudley: You mean that the notation stays the same for the discrete and continuous cases?
Albert: Yes.
Dudley: Well, thank God for small favors.
Albert: A good idea, that.

So far, nothing has changed. But there is something new. The density dm/dx is awkward to keep writing, so we
adopt a letter for it: δ = dm/dx, and simply refer to δ, the density, from now on, and write the formulas with a δ in
them. So, here is the formula in the continuous case, using δ:
Rb

Center of mass:

x δ dx
x = Ra b
δ dx
a

(11.34)

And, as before, the numerator (top) is the first moment; changing the x to xn gives the nth moment. The denominator
(bottom) is the total mass.
Homework #16
Exercises.
1. Use this system of objects to find the following information. Mass=2 at x=2; mass=5 at x=1; mass=1 at x=3;
mass=2 at x=0.
(a) Find the (first) moment about the origin.
(b) Find the center of mass.
(c) Find the second moment about the origin.
2. Use δ = x and the interval [1, 2] for this problem.
(a) Find the moment about the origin.
(b) Find the total mass.
(c) Find the center of mass.
(d) Find the second moment about the origin.
Problems.
1. Show that if δ = k, a constant, then x = (a + b)/2, as expected.
2. In this problem, we look at what can go wrong if we don’t have δ ≥ 0. Suppose δ = sin x for this problem.
(a) Find the center of mass of the interval [0, π/2]. Is the answer reasonable? (Reasonable means that the
center of mass ought to be somewhere inside the interval under consideration.)
(b) Find the center of mass of the interval [0, π]. Is the answer reasonable?
(c) Find the center of mass of the interval [0, 3π/2]. Is the answer reasonable?
(d) Find the center of mass of the interval [0, 2 π]. Is the answer reasonable?
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3. In the first exercise in this set, there was a mass at the origin (x = 0).
(a) Show that the first moment of the system can’t be affected by the size of a mass at the origin. That is,
you get the same value of M0 no matter what mass you put there.
(b) Can that mass have any effect on x, since the first moment isn’t affected?

11.3.2

Two-dimensional averages of planar regions.

What happens when we move up a dimension to two dimensions and plane regions? All kinds of fun happens here.
Dudley: And I was just beginning to think that I could handle this stuff.

It will all look very familiar, except that in order to chop things up and put them back together adequately, we will
need introduce a new topic—double integrals—which are the proper generalization of integrals to higher dimensions.
Discrete case—balancing items on a tray.
We start again with the discrete case. This time, we will be balancing items on a tray. There will be masses
m1 , m2 , . . . mn located at positions (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), . . . , (xn , yn ). Note that we now have to give two coordinates, both
x and y, for the location of the masses on the tray. And if we think about it for a second, the center of mass will have
to be a point (x, y) with both x and y coordinates, too.
In order to get the formula for the center of mass, we can think about it physically. The center of mass will
be the balance point. You could suspend the tray with one finger at that point. In fact, any method of suspension
had better include that point, or it is in trouble. Suppose we support the tray with a line (bar) vertically through
the center of mass. The tray will balance. What would that say about the y coordinates of the masses? Absolutely
nothing, because the effect of them is completely eliminated. On the other hand, it does say something about the
x coordinates of the masses. We are, in effect, back to the one-dimensional case. The seesaw has been spread out
somewhat so that it is a lot wider, but it is still the same. The tray will balance because the torques about the support
line balance to zero. We know the answer to that problem! It is
P
mi xi
x = Pi
(11.35)
i mi
It is exactly the same as in one dimension. The value of x is the weighted average of the x coordinates of the masses.
What this ends up saying is that the formula for the x coordinate of the center of mass in two dimensions is precisely
the same as it was in one dimension. After a bit of reflection it seems reasonable (and in fact is correct) that the
formula for the y coordinate of the center of mass is similar:
P
mi yi
y = Pi
(11.36)
i mi
the weighted average of the y coordinates.
Dudley: Hey, that looks so much like the stuff before that it might not be so bad!

Notation and terminology.
Again, we get moments in the two-dimensional case, but it is more complicated.
Dudley: HELP!

In fact, the way that it is frequently presented is often downright confusing. It doesn’t need to be, however.
Mugsy: Dudley, come back here. You’ve already had your one shot at leaving.

The big concept is torque. Since a rotation is always a rotation about an axis (this is an important remark!), we
need to determine what axis we rotate about. In the one-dimensional case, it looked like rotation about a point (the
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pivot), but it was actually rotation about a line through the pivot and perpendicular to the seesaw. (Think about how
a seesaw operates.)
In two dimensions, there are two standard axes of rotation, the x axis and the y axis. What torques are produced
by the mass m1 at (x1 , y1 ) about the x axis and the y axis? Remember that torque was the force times the distance
from the axis. In this case, the torque about the x axis will be (m1 g) y1 , where the g shows up only to convert the
mass into a force (of gravity). But note the change in variables! The torque about the x axis meant that we used the
y coordinate of the mass. That’s because the y coordinate measures the distance from the x axis. This leads to the
following definition. The (first) moment about the x axis is
X
Mx =
mi yi
(11.37)
i

It’s this switch of variables that confuses people. Similarly, the moment about the y axis is
X
My =
mi xi

(11.38)

i

The formulas presented in some calculus texts then are x = My /M and y = M x /M which look more like they ought
to be typographical errors than formulas. Certainly, with no more information, they would be confusing.
As long as I am at it, let me give you the general principle behind finding moments. The notation for (first)
moments is Mthing , such as M x =moment about the x axis, or M0 =moment about the origin. (That’s why the 0 for
the first moment! It really stands for the origin, x = 0.) The formula (in the discrete case) in informal notation is:
X
Mthing =
mi di
(11.39)
i

where di is the distance of object i from thing. You should check that this fits into the framework we had before.
Moments of inertia are second moments, and the formula and notation are similar. They are
X
Ithing =
mi di 2
(11.40)
i

For nth moments, the formula is
X

mi di n

(11.41)

i

There is no standard notation for nth moments.
One item needs comment in these formulas. For n even, it is exactly correct. But for n odd, you technically want
not the distance, but the signed (positive or negative) distance from the object, when that is reasonable. We have
already done this, by treating xi as either positive or negative to account for direction of rotation. This carries on in
P
higher dimensions. Without this understanding, the formula for first moment would be i mi |yi | and that is never
going to be zero (in order to balance) unless all the yi ’s are zero. However, most people readily forget that absolute
value, so you would probably fall into the right formula.
Mugsy: Isn’t that sweet to think of us so positively?
Albert: Absolutely.
Dudley: Wait. Was that a pun?

Continuous case.
How does this work in the continuous case, the one most likely to occur?
Dudley: In real life?
Mugsy: No. On the final.
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Albert: Both, actually.

The same as before. You chop up the region, approximate each piece’s contribution, and add it all back together
by integration. But in this case you dice it into little confetti-type pieces (little rectangles that are dx wide and dy
high), not just vertical strips that are dx wide or horizontal strips that are dy tall. Why? Because now the density
function will be δ(x, y), meaning that the mass of the strip will not be obvious. That is, we would not really be able
to approximate the mass of the strip simply, and we would need that dm to proceed. Actually, it is worse than that.
We need both the x and y coordinates of the center of mass of the strip. One of those is reasonably easy to find
(when you slice vertically, all the mass is concentrated essentially along a single x coordinate, so that would be the
x coordinate of the center of mass), but the y coordinate of the center of mass in that case is not immediate. It could
be done, though, as a one-dimensional problem, treating that strip the same way we treated a bar. In fact, that is
exactly how we will proceed, once get around to evaluating these things. By slicing up the vertical strip, we end up
with the confetti pieces! So, what I am going to do is just start with the confetti, and proceed from there.
Dudley: I thought I understood it until he tried to explain it.

It should be noted that in some simple cases, the centers of mass of the strips can be found, but it leads to messy
and confusing integrals. (This is sometimes done in first- or second-semester standard calculus courses, and it’s a
mess to teach or learn. Then, when they hit double and triple integrals, the topic reappears, and it makes much more
sense. We’re only seeing it this once in this sequence, at the place where it should make sense.)
Mugsy: Note the should. It still hasn’t to me.
Albert: He hasn’t explained it to you yet.

So, we are back to shredding the region into lots of little confetti pieces. Let’s call the mass of the confetti piece
∆mi , and its center of mass (xi , yi ). You can then figure out
P

i xi ∆mi
x∼ P

(11.42)
i ∆mi
and
P

i yi ∆mi
y∼ P

i ∆mi

(11.43)

just as before, as approximations to the center of mass of the whole region. Take the limits as n → ∞, and you get
the answers. The only problem is that we don’t really know how to reassemble these sums into integrals. That’s
what we have to tackle next.
Mugsy: We need to do it; we don’t know how to do it; we learn to do it. Sounds like the theme of this whole
course.
Albert: It certainly is!

Sidetrack—double integrals.
When we were dealing with a planar region in regular (single independent variable) integrals, we sliced up the region
into dx (or maybe dy) strips. That was fine for applications (hydrostatic force comes to mind) where what we are
approximating remains constant on each strip. But we simply couldn’t deal with any other situation at that point.
Now we are going to get rid of that restriction by allowing us to slice up in a more natural way.
Dudley: Dicing up the region is more natural?
Mugsy: Sounds great to me!
Albert: Actually, it is more natural. It is slicing into strips that has to be done carefully, depending on the
problem. But you can always dice up the region.

Dicing up the region; approximating; adding it all back together. If you look back at one-dimensional
integrals, we sliced up as much as we could: slicing up the x axis into little dx bits. But slicing up regions of the
plane that way is not the best that we can do. What we want to do is slice the region into lots of little pieces in both
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x and y directions. We won’t end up with strips; we’ll get confetti. The idea is then to approximate the function on
each confetti piece, and then add it all back together with an integral. It certainly makes sense to do it that way. The
only real difficulty is adding it back together, since that turns out to be more complicated than it would first appear.
Dudley: I wish he’d quit saying that!

Contrast to areas by 1-dimensional integrals. A simple, and certainly non-trivial example, is to find areas
this way. The one-dimensional approach would have us find the areas of each of the strips that we slice the area into,
and then add those back together. Finding the area (actually, just the length; the width is always dx) of that strip is
where the work occurs. The two-dimensional approach would have us find the area of each of piece of confetti (a
trivial task; it is always dx dy), and then reassemble it. The difficulty is no longer finding the area; it moves to the
reassembling.
But this is exactly the advantage of double integrals. When we get to applications, we will discover a marvelous
separation. The function that we are integrating shows up quite independently of the region of integration. Those
two are interwoven in a one-dimensional integral, and putting them together not only obscures what is happening, it
can make the setup anything from difficult to impossible.
Mugsy: We were doing the impossible? It certainly felt like it at times!
Albert: No. We were dealing with simplified situations. Once we get this procedure under our belts, we will be
able to deal with situations that would be impossible by the earlier method.
Mugsy: Why is it that the better methods we learn only end up causing us to do harder problems?

Let me repeat that. With multiple integrals, there is a massive split between the function being integrated and
the region over which the function is being integrated. We will see this theme repeated in several different settings.
What this ends up meaning is that the limits will stay the same, while the function changes. That is, the limits
correspond to the region; the region determines the limits and the limits determine the region. The function that is
being integrated is chosen so that we get the information we want about that region.
Now that we have established the split between the integrands and the regions, we concentrate on each. We begin
with the region, and setting up the limits on a double integral. We’ll look at a few simple applications afterwards.

11.3.3

Basics of iterated integrals.

Technically, there is a distinction that must be drawn here.
Mugsy: Technical distinctions? Yuck.
Albert: Okay, call it a difference in terminology and method.

When we get to applications of multiple integrals, we will be setting up just those, multiple integrals. They are
integrals over a region, quite independent on how the region is sliced up (as long as it is sliced up fine enough) or
on what coordinate system is used to evaluate it. It is no more difficult in two or three dimensions than in one. In
fact, it’s actually considerably easier. The usual process of evaluating a multiple integral is by iterated integrals, a
specific way of recombining the confetti pieces, accomplished by integrating one variable at a time. That’s the part
that is more complicated. It is this process of converting a multiple integral to an iterated integral that we want to
take up next.
First, it is appropriate to set up the notation for what we will be finding. We will be integrating f (assumed
to be a function of x and y) over a region R in the plane. (Note that the variables and differentials aren’t usually
expressed here. This
However,
! is a convention.
!
R technically, they must be there. We’ll see how later.) The integral
is often written as R f dA or R f or even R f dA. The pair of integral signs is used to indicate a double integral,
an integral over a planar region.
Dudley: Why two integral signs? Because we are working in two dimensions?
Albert: Partly. The reason is that we have sliced up in two different directions, and need to be reassembling
(adding up) in two different directions, with two integrals.

Occasionally, the dA is written d2 A to indicate the same thing. Fortunately, this notation is not used to evaluate
anything, just to indicate what needs to be done later to do the evaluation. The important things are f and R, and
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they are easy to pick out.
Drawing the region of integration. Without a doubt, the most important thing to do when confronted with
a multiple integral is to draw (reasonably accurately) R, the region that’s being sliced up. Without a good picture,
you will probably miss something important. This step should not be beyond anyone here; it is a matter of graphing
(usually) straight lines or occasional polynomials or conic sections (circles, parabolas, etc.). Using a graphing
calculator or Sage is a distinct help here.
Notation and setting up limits of integration. Now we come to the exciting part.
Dudley: Exciting? Oh be still my beating heart.

How do we recombine all of these little confetti pieces, the differentials of area?
Mugsy: I like my approach better. When I slice ‘em up, they stay sliced.
Albert: That is not going to help here.

First of all, note that we have not just chopped the region into slices (just dx or dy), we have pulverized it into
confetti.
Mugsy: I’ll have to try that sometime.

In each integral, we will have not only dx, we have dy as well. We will have to do recombining with both variables.
This concept is crucial to understanding how multiple integrals work.
The idea is simple.
Dudley: It always is. It’s the practice that drives me crazy.

We have approximated something of interest on each little piece of confetti, and we’re going to reassemble it like
some vast jigsaw puzzle. With a multiple integral, we just do it all at once. With iterated integrals, we do it one
variable at a time. Iterated integrals are the ones that allow you to calculate multiple integrals; we just don’t have
the equipment for doing several variables at once. We have (with x and y variables) two options open to us. Since
we can reassemble only one variable at a time, we have to decide which variable to choose. We can choose x first,
and then y. Or we can take y first, and then x.
Dudley: He keeps talking about iterated integrals and multiple integrals as if they are not the same. What
gives?
!
Albert: They are different. He has shown you some multiple integrals. They will look like R f dA. He has not
yet shown you an iterated integral, but here is an example:
R b R h(x)
f (x, y) dy dx.
a g(x)
Can you tell the difference?
Mugsy: Even I can see that they are different.
Albert: Think of multiple integrals as the theory and iterated integrals as the practical side.

The choice is determined primarily by the region itself; the integrand (function you are integrating) plays a role
only in contrived circumstances. But the choice is not always clear. Sometimes, the region could work with either
choice. In that case, take whatever choice you want, and there is a standard order that most people choose.
Let’s do this by example. Suppose the region is the area between the curves y = x2 and the line y = x. Call it R.
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The two curves intersect at the origin, (0, 0), and at the point (1, 1). In addition, suppose, we want to integrate
h(x, y) over the region R. That is, the area of each little confetti piece will get multiplied by h(x, y), the x and y
being determined by the coordinates of the confetti piece, and that’s what we want to reassemble. The area of the
piece will be written as dA, and will be (in this case—another occurs later) equal to dx dy or dy dx. What’s being
integrated then is h(x, y) dy dx or h(x, y) dx dy.
Note particularly that the function h(x, y) is irrelevant to the process; we don’t need to know what it is in order to
set up the integral. (Of course, when we evaluate the integral, the function becomes important. Different functions
give different answers, but that shows up only when we have to evaluate these things, after they have been set up
as iterated integrals.) Any function would do as well as any other during the set up. This is a result of the big split
between the region and the function. What we’ll find later is that the region determines the limits; the function
determines what we’ll find out about the region; different functions give different answers, but those answers all say
something different about the region (the area, the mass, the moment of inertia, etc.). You’ll see this theme again.
Dudley: Is he repeating himself a lot here?
Albert: Yes, because it is an important point he is trying to make.

What happens if you add up the dys first? We will be adding up a bunch of columns of confetti, and producing,
essentially, a bunch of slices dx wide. How do we do that? Adding up differentials requires an integral, so we get
!
Z
Z
h(x, y) dy dx =
h(x, y) dy dx
(11.44)
by factoring out the dx from the integral. (After all, it is a constant when we are adding up any specific dy strip.) So
far, so good. The trick is to find the limits. And then we have to worry about adding up all the strips (columns) with
another integral for the dx. But first things first. We need the limits on the integral we have.
How do we tell where to start the adding up of the column and where to stop? One column, the leftmost one,
starts (and stops) at 0. Another column, the rightmost one, starts (and stops) at 1. Should we use 0 and 1 then?
No, for a very important reason. We have to supply limits that will work for every column, not just specific ones.
So, let’s look at a generic column. It’s top end is on the line y = x, and its bottom end is on the parabola y = x2 .
When we are integrating dy, we have to provide limits that reflect the values of y. The smallest value for each slice
is y = x2 ; the largest value for each column is y = x. These, then are the limits on the dy part of the integral:
!
Z x
h(x, y) dy dx
(11.45)
x2

What does that give? For each value of x, it adds up the column at that x coordinate. As I said before, we have
combined the confetti into slices. We now need to add up the slices. How do we do that? Just the same way we did
before. We can treat
Z x
h(x, y) dy
(11.46)
x2
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as a function of x, and we can integrate it. We’ve already chopped it up; all we have to do is recombine it. We simply
pretend that we have a problem like we’ve been used to solving. The answer is
Z Z x
h(x, y) dy dx
(11.47)
x2

The last step is to supply the limits to this dx integral. Again, we ask what are the values of x for which this
represents the slice? The answer is easy: 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. This tells us the limits:
1Z x

Z

h(x, y) dy dx

(11.48)

x2

0

This is the integral of h(x, y) over the region between y = x and y = x2 . Note the order that things appear. The
integral signs are grouped together with the differentials, but they are paired from the inside out, not both front to
back. That is, the limits 0 to 1 go with the dx, and the limits x2 to x go with the dy.
If you look at what we have done, it really is nothing more than chopping up the region into vertical slices (that
R1
gives the 0 · · · dx part), and then realizing that in order to approximate each slice, we need another integral, which
Rx
gives the x2 h(x, y) dy part.
It takes a while to get used to setting up integrals. There really is no substitute for lots of practice. Thus, there
will be a lot of exercises that just do the setting up.
Mugsy: Wonderful. Homework galore.

There is no magical formula that does it; Sage won’t set them up for you. (In fact, there is a bit of bad news about
Sage evaluating them. But that’s later.)
Determining order of integration. What would happen if we added up the dx’s first? It certainly could be
done, and there are situations where you will want to do just that. Basically, when you add up (that is, integrate)
the dx’s first, you get horizontal slices (rows) rather than vertical ones (columns). You then have to add up (again,
integrate) all of these dy thick rows to get the final answer.
As an example, let’s
R re-do the region we just did, but now integrating dx first. The inside integral (which is
always set up first) is h(x, y) dx. Again, the trick is to find the limits, and the correct question to ask is “What
values do x go between?” A generic line running in the dx direction (that is, horizontally, left to right) through the
region starts at the line y = x and ends at the parabola y = x2 .
Dudley: A generic line? What does that mean?
Albert: It means a line that has no special characteristics, like being right at the top or bottom or middle. It is
intended to force you into figuring out where each and every strip starts and stops.

That means that x starts at the value y (from y = x re-written as x = y). To get the value where it ends is a little
trickier. We know that the equation where the slice ends is given by y = x2 , but that doesn’t give the value of x
√
immediately. We have to solve for x, and we get x = ± y. (Remember that whenever you take a square root of both
sides of an equation, you have to deal with the possibility that there is a ± in the equation. This allows us to require
√
that z ≥ 0 for any positive number z.) So, how do we deal with the ±? In this case, it is easy. Since the only x’s
√
that we will use are x ≥ 0, we must have x = y. We have, then
Z



√

y

y



h(x, y) dx dy

(11.49)

so far. That adds up horizontally. We have to add up all these horizontal slices next, and we do that with another
integral, this time dy. We get
√

Z Z

y

h(x, y) dx dy
y

(11.50)
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What are the limits on this outside integral? What is the range of horizontal slices? They start at y = 0 and go up to
y = 1. Those become the limits:
Z 1 Z √y
h(x, y) dx dy
(11.51)
0

y

That’s the answer, and must give the same result that
Z 1Z

x

h(x, y) dy dx
0

(11.52)

x2

gave.
√
Several questions come up. Why did we have x limits of 0 to 1 in one integral and y to y in the other? And
why did we have y limits of 0 to 1 once and x2 to x the other time? Why do the two different-looking integrals give
the same answer? Or do they? These are good questions, and answering them will help to clarify the process of
setting up iterated integrals.
The answers to the first two questions are essentially the same. It is the same problem seen from two different
perspectives. The way to decide what to do is to go back to the problem as it was initially stated. We want to add
up all of these pieces of confetti. We will do this either by first stacking them into columns (integrating dy first) that
will get added up side by side (integrating the dx last), or by adding them up into rows (integrating dx first) that will
then get piled up (integrating dy last).
Let’s first look at the two different processes of integrating dx. (Similar comments can be made, and need to
be made, about integrating dy, but running both in parallel would be more confusing than helpful.) The process of
adding up the confetti to form rows (that is, when we are integrating dx first), differs from adding up (by integrating
dx) the previously-added columns obtained from integrating dy first. When you want to add up to form the rows,
you have to note where each of the rows starts and stops. You are responsible for putting in the information about
each of those rows as they are being assembled. Once the row is assembled properly, you don’t have to worry about
that any more. On the other hand, when you are assembling (properly-added) columns, the details about the top and
bottom have already been incorporated into the columns. You need to be concerned only with adding up the correct
range of columns.
There is a way to structure setting up limits of integration that keeps all of this straight for you. Take the
region under consideration, and suppose you decide to integrate dy first. You get the limits by taking the region and
shooting an arrow into it vertically upward (in the direction that y increases), and writing down the equations for y
(the variable of integration) where the arrow enters and leaves the region.
Mugsy: Hey! This is beginning to get good!

The entering equation determines the lower limit of integration, and the exiting equation determines the upper limit
of integration. Once you have determined that, the region deflates in the direction you shot it (vertically) and falls
flat onto the x axis. The x limits are then determined from that interval.
On the other hand, if you want to integrate dx first, you use the same type of procedure. You get the limits by
taking the o region and shooting an arrow into it horizontally to the right (in the direction that x increases), and
writing down the equations for x (the variable of integration) where the arrow enters and leaves the region. The
entering equation determines the lower limit of integration, and the exiting equation determines the upper limit of
integration. Once you have determined that, the region deflates in the direction you shot it (horizontally) and falls
flat against the y axis. The y limits are then determined from that interval.
Mugsy: Cross fire! Ingenious!

Let’s re-do the example from before with this strategy in mind. The region of integration is the area between
the line y = x and the parabola y = x2 . We want to integrate h(x, y) over the region. (Again, the function being
integrated is irrelevant to setting up the limits.) First, let’s integrate dx dy, meaning that we will get h(x, y) dx dy,
so the dx integral comes first. Accordingly, we shoot the region from left to right with an arrow. The arrow hits
the region along the line y = x, which we have to change to an equation for x, and it becomes x = y. That’s the
lower limit of integration on the inside integral. The arrow leaves the region along the parabola y = x2 , which again
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√
√
we have to solve for x, giving x = ± y, or, in this case x = y, since x ≥ 0 on the region. This becomes the
upper limit of integration for the inside integral. That being finished, the region deflates in the direction it was shot
(horizontally), and smashes flat along the y axis to the interval 0 ≤ y ≤ 1. These provide the dy limits. The integral
is then
Z 1 Z √y
h(x, y) dx dy
(11.53)
0

y

Let’s try the other order of integration, called dy dx, meaning that we will get an integral h(x, y) dy dx. The order
indicates that we integrate dy first, so we shoot the region from underneath (increasing y direction!) with an arrow.
The arrow enters the region along the parabola y = x2 , which is already solved for y, and this gives the lower limit
of integration on the inner integral. The arrow leaves the region along the line y = x, which is again already solved
for y, and that is the upper limit of integration on the inner integral. The region then deflates down vertically (the
direction it was shot) to an interval on the x axis, the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. These are then the limits on the outer (dx)
integral. The integral is then
Z 1Z x
h(x, y) dy dx
(11.54)
0

x2

A few more comments are in order. Note that it was easier to set up the iterated integral with the order dy dx. This
was basically because the functions that defined the boundaries of the region were expressed as y being functions of
x, so that when we shot vertically, there was no fussing around to get the correct equation. Since we are more often
than not given functions with y as the dependent variable, it is usually easiest to integrate dy dx. This is the order
most people will use.
Also, there was a little bit of a simplification that occurred in the example as it was being redone. We used some
information from before that wasn’t completely obvious if we were to start all over. Specifically, we used the fact
that the curves intersected at the points (0, 0) and (1, 1). We used this to determine what intervals the region deflated
to after being shot. This brings up a critically important idea. How do you determine how the region deflates, and
what it deflates to?
If you don’t like the idea of deflating the region, there are at least four other ways of viewing the same thing.
You can take the region and smash it flat against the appropriate axis, but you have to do this so fast that it doesn’t
spread out.
Mugsy: Wow. This is great!

Or, you can hit it hard in the direction it is being shot, and look at the size of the hole that it creates in the axis.
Mugsy: I think I can really enjoy this stuff!
Albert: I haven’t seen you this excited by any topic yet.
Mugsy: You just have to tie into my interests.

Or, if you aren’t into violence,
Dudley: Maybe something I can relate to.

you can look at the shadow it would cast on the appropriate axis from a light source whose rays are perfectly parallel
to the shooting direction. Or, finally, you can think of it as using a 2-dimensional architect’s elevation picture of the
area. How does all of this relate to the points of intersection? The very ends of the deflated, smashed, elevated or
projected region should be determined by the points of intersection. That is, the object should fit within the interval
obtained by projecting (or whatever) just the points of intersection. (If it doesn’t, there are problems, and we’ll have
to look at that in a moment.) Again, a picture of the region is critical to deciding this.
How do you decide it? It isn’t hard, and it gives another way of smashing (or whatever) the region. Draw the
region, and find the intersection points (there should be just two of them, otherwise check out complications below.)
Draw the horizontal and vertical lines through those points. If the region fits inside the vertical lines through the
points, you want to integrate dy (vertically) first, and the x coordinates of the lines give the limits of integration on
the outside integral (the region will deflate to the interval between those two lines). If not, but it fits in between
the horizontal lines through the points of intersection, you will want to integrate dx (horizontally) first, and the y
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coordinates of the lines will give the limits on the outside integral. If it fits inside both the horizontal and vertical
lines (like the regions in the examples so far), you can pick which order of integration to use; either one will work.
What can go wrong? Obviously, when the region doesn’t fit inside the lines either horizontally or vertically.
Then life gets more “interesting”.
Dudley: How can the word interesting sound so ominous?

What that means is that when you shoot the region, you will not be able to state that the arrow enters only on this
curve (it might enter on one of several) or that it exits only on this curve (it might exit on one of several) or both.
That is not good for setting up the integral. The solution is to split up the region into parts that allows you get
entry on a curve with a single equation, and exit on a curve with a single equation. The lines through the points of
intersection usually form the lines to use, either the horizontal ones (when you integrate dy first) or the vertical ones
(when you integrate dx first).
Another example might help here.
Dudley: Might? I’m totally lost.

Suppose we take the line y = x again, but this time with the parabola y = x2 − 6, which moves the parabola 6 units
down the y axis.

The points of intersection are found by solving the equations simultaneously. (Yes, Sage can do it, but this is
simple enough for you to be able to do it yourself.) You get x = x2 − 6, or x2 − x − 6 = 0, or (x − 3)(x + 2) = 0,
or x = 3, −2. These are the x coordinates of the intersection points, and the y coordinates are obtained from the
equations for y, which are easy when y = x is one of the equations. The points of intersection are (3, 3) and (−2, −2).
The vertical lines through these points are x = 3 and x = −2. The region in question fits in between these, and
would be a reasonable region to integrate dy dx. On the other hand, the region does not fit between the horizontal
lines though (3, 3) and (−2, −2); the parabola has a vertex at (0, −6), and that is lower than the horizontal line y = −2
through the lower intersection point. Why does this happen? An arrow shot horizontally (from the left) between the
lines y = 3 and y = −2 does enter the region along the line, and exits along the parabola. But the arrows shooting
between y = −2 and y = −6 (the lowest point of the region) enters along the left side of the parabola, and exits along
the right side of the same parabola. Specifically, the equation of the curve of entry changes at y = −2, and that needs
to be taken into account.
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Having done this much, let’s actually set up both of the double integrals of h(x, y) over this region using both
orders of integration. The easy way is to shoot vertically first. Then, the arrow enters along the parabola y = x2 − 6
(always) and exits along the line y = x (always). The inside integral is then
Z x
h(x, y) dy
(11.55)
x2 −6

The region deflates into the interval between the vertical lines x = −2 and x = 3. These give the outer limits:
Z 3Z x
h(x, y) dy dx
(11.56)
x2 −6

−2

Notice how the values of the intersection points entered into the problem. They often become part of the limits on
the outside integral.
Now let’s try the other way. We want to integrate dx first. So, we have to shoot the region from the left. Between
the horizontal lines y = 3 and y = −2, the arrow enters along the line y = x, which we solve
p for x to get x = y. The
arrow exits along the parabola y = x2 − 6. We need to solve this for x also. We get x = ± y + 6. We have to choose
between the signs for x. By looking at the graph (this really is important), you can see thatpfor the portion of the
parabola we are concerned with, all the x’s are positive. This means that we should take x = y + 6. Those give the
inner limits of integration,
Z √y+6
h(x, y) dx
(11.57)
y

These limits are good for −2 ≤ y ≤ 3, so those become the outer limits:
Z 3 Z √y+6
h(x, y) dx dy
−2

(11.58)

y

But we aren’t done yet! That only gives the part −2 ≤ y ≤ 3, and that is not the entire region. We have to deal with
the part that is −6 ≤ y ≤ −2. For those values of y, the arrow enters the left part of the parabola and exits
p the right
part of the parabola. What are the equations? The parabola is y = x2 − 6, which, as before, gives x = ± y + 6. This
is the only equation available to us for determining the limits on the inside integral. Let’s look at it carefully. For the
left side of the parabola, we are dealing with x’s that are negative; for the right side of the parabola,
we are dealing
p
with x’s that are positive. That meanspthat the left side of the parabola has equation x = − y + 6, while the right
side of the parabola has equation x = y + 6. These give the upper and lower limits of the inner integral, since the
arrow enters on the left side of the parabola and exits on the right side:
Z √y+6
(11.59)
√ h(x, y) dx
−

y+6

If we deflate the portion of the region that we used to get these limits, we get −6 ≤ y ≤ −2, so that gives the limits
on the outer integral:
Z −2 Z √y+6
(11.60)
√ h(x, y) dx dy
−6

−

y+6

The final answer has to combine both regions. We have then to add up both of the integrals:
Z 3 Z √y+6
Z −2 Z √y+6
h(x, y) dx dy +
√ h(x, y) dx dy
−2

y

−6

−

(11.61)

y+6

Note that a single region can create two integrals, if the region isn’t cooperative (like fitting inside the appropriate
set of lines). This is also a lesson on why you should pick only the nicest way of integrating.
Can you imagine what this would be like if the parabola y = x2 − 6 were replaced by something a lot more
complicated? The order dx dy wouldn’t be feasible because it is quite likely that we can’t solve the equation for x.
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Interchanging order of integration. We have seen how to go from a region in the plane to set up the limits
on the double integral. Can we go the other way, namely take the double integral and find the region in the plane
that it is integrating over? The answer is yes
Mugsy: Hah!

but the next question is “Why?”
Mugsy: Oooo, a change. It’s about time you answered that question.

The answer to that is two-fold. First, if you can go from the limits to the region accurately (and it turns out to be
a lot simpler than setting up the limits; the procedure is coming up next), then you can check if what you did was
correct. Another reason is that if you can draw the region of integration, you can not only set up the integral the
way you had it before, but also set up the integral in the other order, a process that is called interchanging order of
integration. True, you’d hardly want to go from dy dx to dx dy in the example I just did, but going from dx dy to
dy dx would be some substantial advantage (going from two integrals to one!).
Given an iterated double integral, it will generally look like
Z b Z g(x)
h(x, y) dy dx
(11.62)
f (x)

a

How would you graph the region it is being integrated over? The inner limits indicate that the arrow for the region
entered from below at y = f (x) and exited the top at y = g(x). Simply graph both of those. The outer limits indicate
that these are the correct upper and lower limits only for the range a ≤ x ≤ b, so you chop off the graphs to just that
interval, you are done! Simple!
Dudley: Even I think I could do that.
Albert: Way to go! Keep up that thinking. If the rest of this seems difficult, practice on this. It will get you used
to how integrals are set up.
Dudley: But don’t take my graphing calculator away from me.
Mugsy: I’ll take Sage.

A similar process goes for the other order of integration,
Z d Z g(y)
h(x, y) dx dy

(11.63)

f (y)

c

You graph x = f (y) and x = g(y), and take the portion of the area between them that is between c ≤ y ≤ d.
It is worth thinking about the process of going from limits to the graph of the region, and connecting that with
the reverse process of going from the region to the limits. It will help clarify the harder of the two processes (setting
up the limits from the region). In addition, you should realize that once you have an attempt at setting up the limits
on an integral that you are confronting, you should be able to draw the region that you have gotten, and see if it is
the correct one. (This is sort of like differentiating an indefinite integral to see if you did it correctly. Differentiation
is sufficiently simpler that it can be used as a check.)
Now that you are experts on drawing the region,
Mugsy: Are you kidding?

to interchange the limits on an integral, all you have to do is draw the region and set up the integral using the other
order. Please do not attempt to interchange the order of integration without drawing the region. There are simply
too many things that can go wrong for you to get the new limits correct by any other procedure.
It is also possible to create iterated integrals that can only be worked when you interchange the order of integration. Admittedly, these are concocted specifically for this, but it does make a point. On occasion, it is easier to work
with one order of integration than another. Here is an example.
Dudley: Oooo. A real example in the text.
Albert: Don’t get used to it.

The integral is
Z

1 Z Arccos x

esin y dy dx.
0

0
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The innermost integral can’t be worked; there is no indefinite integral for esin y that we can write out. However, if
you change the order of integration, you get this integral and its solution, using u = sin x.
π/2 Z cos x

Z

e
0

sin y

dy dx =

π/2

Z

0

0

=

cos x

x esin y 0

dx

π/2

Z

(cos x) esin x dx
0

=
=

Z

1

eu du
0
u1
e 0

=e−1

Homework #17
Exercises.
1. Find the center of mass of the following system of discrete masses.
Point Mass
(1,-2)
3
(3,3)
2
(-4,0)
3
(2,-3)
1
(0,1)
3
(-1, -1)
2
2. Draw (only) the region the following iterated integrals cover.
Z 3Z 4
(a)
f (x, y) dx dy
2

Z

1
3Z 4

(b)

f (x, y) dy dx
2

1
2 Z x2

Z
(c)

f (x, y) dy dx
1

1
5

Z

Z

ey

(d)

f (x, y) dx dy
−2 0
Z 2π Z sin x

(e)

dy dx
0

−2

Problems.
1. Set up the iterated integrals of f (x, y) for the following regions using both orders of integration.
(a) The area between y = x and y = 4 x2 .
(b) The area between y2 = 3 x and y2 = 4 − x and above the x axis.
(c) The area below y = cos x and above the x axis for 0 ≤ x ≤ π/2.
(d) The area to the right of the y axis, above y = ln x, and below y = − ln x.
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2. Set up an iterated integral of f (x, y) for the following region. You have to choose a reasonable order of
integration, although it is possible that either order would work well.
(a) The area inside the circle x2 + y2 = 16.
(b) The (roughly triangular) region in the first quadrant bounded by the y axis and the graphs of y = cos x
and y = sin x.
√
(c) The area above the x axis, to the right of y = x, and to the left of y = x − 2.

Evaluation of double integrals.
Direct (exact) methods.

Now that we have setting up the limits under control,

Dudley: Uh-oh.

we can turn to the evaluation of iterated integrals. This turns out to be relatively easy.
Mugsy: Relative to what? Relativistic quantum electrodynamics?
Albert: Definitely. but also relative to setting up the limits.

Each time you want to do an integral, the differential tells you what the variable is. All other variables are treated
as constants (much like they were in partial differentiation). The limits are plugged in for the variable of integration
(which means that you have to be slightly more alert, due to having several variables around).
Mugsy: That could be a problem. . . .

An example would be useful. Let’s integrate
Z

3

x

Z

x2 y dy dx

(11.64)

x2 −6

−2

which is one of the integrals that we had before, with h(x, y) = x2 y. The integral is done from the inside out. First,
the integral dy gives
Z

3

x

Z

x y dy dx =

Z

3

2

x2 −6

−2

=
=

−2
Z 3
−2
Z 3
−2

1 2 2x
x y
dx
2
x2 −6
!
1 2 2 1 2 2
2
x (x) − x (x − 6) dx
2
2
!
13
1
− x6 + x4 − 18 x2 dx
2
2

(11.65)
(11.66)
(11.67)

Then integrate dx and you are done.
Z

3

Z

x

x y dy dx =

3

Z

2

−2

x2 −6

−2

!
1 6 13 4
2
− x + x − 18 x dx
2
2

3
1 7 13 5
x + x − 6 x3
14
10
−2
125
=−
7

=−

(11.68)
(11.69)
(11.70)

It is worth commenting here that there is no two-dimensional analog of an indefinite integral. At this point, it
should be very apparent that such a definition would be impossible.
Dudley: Hoo boy.!Does he have an unrealistic impression of what I consider to be apparent.

Any formula for h(x, y) dy dx as an “indefinite integral” which we could use to evaluate the “definite” integral
R b R g(x)
h(x, y) dy dx simply by plugging in limits would have to take into account the way that f (x) and g(x) were
a f (x)
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integrated in the second integral. When you don’t know what f (x) and g(x) are beforehand, that becomes impossible.
Mugsy: Is that supposed to be some sort of explanation of something?
Albert: Yes. It’s why is there no indefinite iterated integral.

The process of evaluating iterated integrals is not that different from evaluating one-dimensional definite integrals, except that it is now possible that variables can occur in the limits. However, there are restrictions about where
variables can appear. The general idea is that, as with regular definite integrals, the answer must be a number—it
can’t contain any variables. That means that any variables that appear in the limits have to be ones that have not yet
been integrated. In this case, that simply means that the inner differential can have limits that contain the variable of
the outer differential only, and the outer differential can’t contain any variables at all. If you will notice when I gave
the general iterated integrals in for graphing, that’s exactly what I showed. They were
b Z g(x)

Z

h(x, y) dy dx

(11.71)

h(x, y) dx dy

(11.72)

f (x)

a

and
d

Z

Z

c

g(y)
f (y)

Note how the variables appeared, and didn’t appear.
Sage and multiple integration. As you would expect, there are even fewer cases of being able to do a double
integral exactly than a regular (single) integral. This leads to the topic of help. There are two sources: Sage (for
exact integration) and numerical integration.
Mugsy: I’ll take Sage.
Albert: Good choice, but not always possible.

How to do double integrals in Sage. Sage can do double integrals exactly, when they can be done exactly without
too much hassle. The procedure is just as you would expect. You work from the inside out, and use whatever
variables occur in the limits as necessary. Sage is perfectly willing to allow variables in the limits of integration (the
advantage of a symbolic integration package). You then integrate the result again with the outer variable and limits.
Here’s how I evaluated that double integral using Sage:

Notice that I found a shortcut for getting rid of the echoing from the var() command. Assign it to _, which is a lot
faster to type than the whole list of variables.
Dudley: Does that mean that _ is a variable?
Albert: It is a special variable in Sage that lets you get away that that kind of abuse.

Also, note that the variable of integration must be specified each time and that Sage supplies the differential on
the basis of that. This is particularly important when the function contains both x and y, as in this case. Also, note
how the limits and variables correspond to what happens in a double integral. That is y goes from x2 − 6 to x first,
and then x goes from 2 to 3.
Numerical approximations to double integrals. And now for the bad news. Sage doesn’t handle numerical
approximations to double integrals very well. Several things can happen if you give Sage a double integral to
evaluate. It will first try to evaluate it using indefinite integrals. This would give an exact answer that Sage would
then display. If you try to approximate it (using .n(), Sage will see if the function it is integrating (the integrand) is
a function of both variables of integration. If so, it will say so, and give you an inscrutable set of instructions about
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how to fix it.
Dudley: Meaning it gives up?
Albert: Yes.
Mugsy: You mean we can stump Sage?! You just made my day, Al!
Albert: Don’t be hasty, Mugsy. You might want it to approximate the value at some point in the future.
Mugsy: In this course?
Albert: probably not.
Mugsy: Then I’m happy.

This is not a serious deficiency in Sage, but rather is indicative of the difficulty in approximating a double
integral. There are methods for doing this. One is the straightforward approach (integrate over the horizontal or
vertical slices approximately, and the add them up vertically or horizontally). This works reasonably well for double
integrals where the function and boundary are nice, and you want reasonable accuracy. On the other hand, if the
function varies wildly, or the region is a mess, and all you need is a rough estimate (to a few percent) of the integral,
there is a method called Monte Carlo integration. A discussion of that is beyond the scope of this course. But be
aware that there are other methods to get the integral.
Homework #18
Exercise.
1. Find the following iterated integrals.
Z 1Z x
(a)
x y dy dx
x2
√

0
1Z

Z

y

x y dx dy (Note that the answer should match the answer in the previous part, by what we did

(b)
0

y

earlier.)
Z πZ x
(c)
0

Z

0
5

Z

sin x
dy dx (Note that this integral couldn’t be worked directly if we integrated x first.)
x

2 x+3

(d)

6 x y dy dx
−1

x−1

Problem.
1. Let’s see another reason for interchanging order of integration: being able to integrate the function. Consider
the integral
Z 1Z 1
2
e(x ) dx dy
0

x

To evaluate it, you would have to find the indefinite integral
that we have available).

R

2

e(x ) dx which is not possible (with the functions

Dudley: Al, can it be done with more functions?
Albert: Pretty much any indefinite integral you will ever see can be done with more functions. But in this
case, there is a more well-known function that could be used.

That pretty much stops the whole process right there. However, after interchanging the order of integration, it
can be worked directly. Do that.
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Back to centers of mass.
Having looked at double integrals, let’s investigate how they would be used for finding centers of mass of plane
regions. The formulas that we had for the discrete case were
P
mi xi
x = Pi
(11.73)
i mi
and
P
mi yi
y = Pi
i mi

(11.74)

These, then, will become the formulas for x and y when generalized to the continuous case. One of the things to
realize is that the summations will convert to double integrals, since we are chopping the region up into confetti
(dx dy pieces) rather than strips (dx alone or dy alone). Adding these back together requires a double integral—
essentially integrating both the dx and the dy.
Next, we need to deal with the mi ’s again. They will be the masses of the confetti pieces, so they will now need
to convert themselves to δ dA’s, where δ is now the density (mass/area). That way, when you multiply δ by the area
of the confetti piece, dA, you get the mass of the confetti piece. As before, then, the density will have to be given to
you, just the same way that the masses of the objects on the tray had to be given to you.
Note that units have to match up. When you are given (mass/length), you have to multiply by length (dx) to get
the mass, but if you are given (mass/area), you have to multiply by area (dA) to get mass. This is just to warn you
about what happens when we hit triple integrals, and where the usual density is (mass/volume).
The formulas then become
!
x δ dA
x = !R
(11.75)
δ
dA
R
and

!
y = !R

y δ dA

δ dA
R

(11.76)

Again, remember that dm, the analog of mi , is represented by δ dA for double integrals.
In the common case that δ is a constant, several things happen. First, reference to δ is often omitted. That is,
if the density doesn’t appear in the problem, it should be treated as constant. The terminology that is sometimes
used is that the region is then homogeneous, which is what is stated to say explicitly that the density is constant.
But what do you do if the density is not given? There are two possibilities, and they both lead to the same answer.
The simplistic answer is to simply pick it yourself, and the obvious choice is 1 (any other positive constant works as
well).
Mugsy: Is zero positive?
Albert: No, and that explains the requirement of positive.
Mugsy: Rats.

The formulas then become

!
x = !R

x dA

R

and

!
y = !R

dA

y dA

R

dA

(11.77)

(11.78)
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Note that the integrals on the bottom become the area, which equals the mass (in value) when the density is 1.
Alternatively, you could take the cautious approach, and plug into the formulas, assuming that δ is a constant. But
in that case, the formula for x becomes
!
x δ dA
x = !R
(11.79)
δ
dA
!R
δ R x dA
!
=
(11.80)
δ R dA
!
x dA
(11.81)
= !R
dA
R
since the δ can pull out of the integrals when it is a constant. The same happens with y. The net effect is to take
δ = 1.
Mugsy: Let me get this straight. I can assume that the density is 1?
Albert: Only when it is not given as something else.
Mugsy: And if I use 1 in all problems?
Albert: You will lose points, since that will give you incorrect answers.
Mugsy: Good enough for me. Remember, I live by partial credit.
Albert: But remember that you will have to set up and evaluate the double integrals, too.
Mugsy: Hmm. That could be a problem. I’ll have to think about that.
Albert: If you worked as hard to learn the material as you do trying not to learn it, you might actually do well.

How do we then set up the integrals? The same process as before. Remember one critical fact: The region
you are investigating determine the limits on the integral; what you find out about the region determines
the integrand. Thus, the limits for all four integrals in x and y are identical. It’s just the integrand (the function
that’s being integrated) that changes. And even then, the bottom of both integrals is the same. There are only three
different integrals there.
One more item. The coordinate system you use to evaluate all of these doesn’t change anything. You can
integrate in Cartesian or polar coordinates.
Dudley: Polar coordinates! Where did that come from?
Albert: That is the next topic. He is just putting it in here.

You can even mix them up within one formula (do the top in Cartesian and the bottom in polar, for example). As
long as you are very careful to get the same region of integration, this is acceptable.
Example. Find the center of mass of the quarter-circle of radius a in the first quadrant with constant δ (homogep
neous). Solution. The equation of a circle of radius a is x2 + y2 = a2 , which we solve for x to give x = a2 − y2 .
(The ± that occurs can be discarded, since we are working in the first quadrant, where x ≥ 0.) The integrals for x
are then
R a R √a2 −y2
x dx dy
x = R0 R0 √
(11.82)
a
a2 −y2
dx
dy
0 0
The evaluation of the top integral is straight-forward, and gives a3 /3. The bottom integral is π a2 /4. Why? Because
the bottom integral is the area of the quarter circle. Then x = 4 a/(3 π). Next,
R a R √a2 −y2
y dx dy
y = R0 R0 √
(11.83)
a2 −y2
a
dx dy
0 0
The top integral again gives a3 /3, and the bottom is still π a2 /4, so y = 4a/(3π) also.
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There is one thing that happens here that is well worth mentioning. The values of x and y are equal. Is that
something that could have been seen before working this through? The answer again is yes.
Mugsy: Surprise, surprise.

Remember that a region will balance whenever it is supported over its center of gravity. For a homogeneous quarter
circle, the region will balance along the line y = x. That means that the center of mass satisfies the equation x = y.
Calculating one of these automatically gives the other. Such observations are always worth keeping in mind. They
can substantially reduce the amount of work that you do. This is particularly true if you happen to notice that a
coordinate of the center of mass is 0. Check if there is a symmetry that would assure that. There often is (but not
always). In any case, the center of mass must always be “inside” the region under question. This is a final check on
the reasonableness of your answer. If the center of mass of the quarter circle turned out to be (3a, a), there would be
instant reason to know that both coordinates were wrong. There must be balancing amount of mass on each side of
the center of mass.
Homework #19
Problems.
1. Find the center of mass of the following regions. (Remember that if the density is not given, assume that it is
constant.)
(a) Above the x axis below the curve y = 4 − x2 .
(b) Above the x axis below the curve y = 4−x2 , density=3+x. (Note that the density can break the symmetry.
Don’t assume x = 0 here.)
(c) Above the curve y = e x , to the right of the y axis, and below the line y = 3. (Expect strange-looking
numbers and slightly messy integrals.)
2. In this problem, we find the center of mass of three-quarters of a circle of radius a. We take the part left over
from the quarter-circle worked as an example, so it is a circle minus the points in the first quadrant. Assume
the region is homogeneous.
(a) There is no nice way to slice this region up in (x, y) coordinates, so we might as well use the order of
integration dy dx. You will need to use two integrals to integrate over the region, so x and y will each
need two integrals on the top and two on the bottom. Set these up.
If we put the quarter-circle back into the region we are working with, we could find the center of mass
easily. It’s at the center of the circle, (0, 0). Can we find the center of mass of the larger chunk from this?
The answer is (of course) “Yes”.
Mugsy: Nice to know you agree with me.

Here are two ways.
Call the center of mass of the quarter-circle (x1 , y1 ) and the center of mass of the rest of the circle (x2 , y2 ).
The (weighted) average of these two should give the center of mass of the whole circle, (0, 0). We know
the values in (x1 , y1 ), all we need is the weights of the points, from the work right before this exercise
set. But that’s just the masses, or in the case of constant density, the areas.
(b) What weights should be given to the quarter-circle and rest of the circle to reflect the areas?
(c) Find the center of mass of the three-quarters of the circle from this.
We want to approach this same problem one other way. The rest of the circle can be thought of as
three quarter-circles glued together. If we break them apart, we can treat them as three masses, each
concentrated at their centers of mass. But how do we know where their centers of mass are? We know
where it is for the first quadrant quarter-circle. By changing signs appropriately, we can get the centers
of mass of the other three quarter-circles.
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(d) What are the centers of mass of the remaining quarter-circles?
(e) By treating these as three equal masses at these three points, find the center of mass of the three-quarters
of a circle. It should agree with the value you got by the other method.

Polar coordinates in double integrals.
In some situations, such as working with circles, the best coordinate system to use is polar coordinates. We have
covered them some earlier in the course, but now we want to put them to work in integrals, namely double integrals
in polar coordinates.
Basic ideas.
Polar coordinates reviewed. The basic directions in Cartesian (regular) coordinates is back-and-forth (x changing) versus up-and-down (y changing). The basic directions in polar coordinates are in-and-out (r changing, towardand-away from the center) and around (θ changing). The variables are set up to reflect these directions.
One variable, θ (also sometimes written ϑ), is angle, and measures “around”. It starts at 0 along the positive x
axis, and increases counterclockwise.
Dudley: Why does θ always increase counterclockwise?
Albert: That is a mystery. No one knows.

Angles can be positive (meaning counterclockwise) or negative (which means clockwise), and they are always
measured (in this course) in radians. Note that different θ’s can give the same angle. We are not restricting ourselves
to 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 π. This multiplicity of angles turns out to be a source of distress, comfort, agony, and/or relief
on alternate occasions. It’s a fact that makes life complicated for some things (like finding intersection points of
curves) and greatly simplifies others (like why there are two square roots for positive numbers).
Dudley: Huh? Where did square roots come from? Is this real?
Albert: No, it’s complex. But it is genuine, if obscure.
Mugsy: Huh?
Dudley: Ignore him, Mugsy. He’s in one of those moods.

The other variable in polar coordinates is r. Some people use ρ (Greek letter rho), but I will use that letter for
a similar, but distinct, purpose later. The value of r is determined by first knowing θ, and determining the directed
distance from the origin along the angle . “Directed” here means what it did with θ being a directed angle—r can be
positive or negative. Positive r means you are moving out along the angle θ, while a negative r means that you are
moving backwards. Think of it this way. You start at the origin, facing along the positive x axis. To get to the point
(r, θ), you first turn the angle θ, and then move forward r units (if r > 0), or back up |r | units (if r < 0). For r = 0,
you don’t move. Note that |r | = distance to the origin, not just r.
Again, note that there are multiple expressions in polar coordinates for the very same point. Any point (r, θ) has
alternate expressions (r, θ + 2 n π) and (−r, θ + π + 2 n π), where n is any integer, positive or negative. When using
an expression like (r, θ) = (−r, θ + 3π), all the equals sign means is that both procedures for moving get you to the
same point. We are not saying, for example, that θ = θ + 3π. In fact, that can’t happen.
It is of use to be able to go back and forth between polar and Cartesian (rectangular) coordinates. And for that,
we need a set of equations. The simplest ones are
x = r cos θ

(11.84)

y = r sin θ

(11.85)

and
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These are the transformation equations that should be used when going back and forth between polar and Cartesian
coordinates, either points or equations. They hold for any combination of signs for either r or θ. As a result, we also
have that
x 2 + y2 = r 2

(11.86)

tan θ = y/x

(11.87)

and

the first of which is very handy at times, and the second of which is rarely useful.
Fundamental polar coordinate curves. There are reasons for working with polar coordinates. One of these is
that certain very common curves are much more easily dealt with. What we want to look at next is some of the
curves that are simpler in polar coordinates, and typical of the curves that are common.
Circles. Certainly the simplest and most common polar curve is a circle. It is a sad fact that such a simple curve
can’t be expressed as a function, by the very definition of a function. (Why?) It is, however, just about as simple as
possible in polar coordinates (if it is done correctly). The Cartesian equation of a circle of radius a centered at the
origin is x2 + y2 = a2 . In polar coordinates, this is r2 = a2 , or just r = a. (Why can we ignore the ± that should come
from the square root?) Now that’s a simple equation!
Other circles can occur. Two common ones are r = 2 a cos θ (radius a, centered on the x axis, passing through
the origin), and r = 2 a sin θ (radius a, centered on the y axis, passing through the origin).

The algebraic demonstration of why these are circles is in the homework. But we also need to look at how these
circles are generated as θ varies. We often think of θ as being time, like the second hand on an analog watch or
clock. It sweeps out (counterclockwise!) a point r units along its “hand”. We need to keep track of where r is, how
it is moving in or out, etc.. Doing that will give us a clearer idea of how to graph a curve in polar coordinates.
Let’s analyze r = 2 a cos θ as an example. We always start (unless it’s impossible) at θ = 0. For that value of
θ, r = 2 a cos(0) = 2 a. Since |cos α | ≤ 1, this is as far away from the origin that the curve can get (so, it will turn
out that 2 a is the diameter, not the radius; we are assuming that a is positive here, but the argument for a negative
is similar.). As θ goes sweeping along, cos θ decreases to 0 as θ gets to π/2. This means that r decreases to 0 as θ
goes to π/2. What does r = 0 mean? Essentially, that the curve will pass through the origin at that value of θ. There
is nothing wrong with that; in fact, there is something good about it. With a Cartesian equation, we can determine
if a curve passes through the origin by checking if (0, 0) satisfies the equation. In polar coordinates, we get some
more information. First, we only need to solve r = 0 for θ. That gives the angle at which the curve hits the origin,
because we can watch the curve falling towards the origin, and finally hitting it at that angle. In this case, we can
tell that the curve not only passes through the origin, but that it hits at an angle of π/2. Let’s continue the analysis.
As θ goes from π/2 to π, cos θ drops from 0 to −1. This means that r goes from 0 to −2 a. But since r < 0 in that
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case, the angles in the second quadrant give points in the fourth quadrant. (Backing up when you are facing the
second quadrant moves you into the fourth quadrant. Think about it.) At θ = π, the point is (−2 a, π) = (2 a, 0). That
is, at θ = π the curve connects back up to itself along the positive x axis. As θ grows from π to 3π/2, cos θ grows
from −1 to 0, and r increases from −2 a to 0. Since r < 0 still, the angles from the third quadrant create points in
the first quadrant. In fact, those points are retracing out the same circle, although that is not obvious (yet). See the
homework.
Mugsy: You mean it becomes obvious after we do some work?
Albert: In fact, that’s exactly true.
Mugsy: Mathematicians also redefine what obvious means.

Finally, then, as θ grows from 3π/2 to 2 π, the values of r become positive again; r grows from 0 to 2 a as cos θ
grows from 0 to 1. The circle closes (again!) at θ = 2 π.
One critical fact emerges here. The circle is traced out completely as θ goes from 0 to π, and is traced out
completely again as θ goes from π to 2 π. We will use that fact later.
The same thing happens for r = 2 a sin θ. See the homework.
Homework #20
Exercises.
1. Change the following points in polar coordinates to rectangular (Cartesian) coordinates.
(a) (2, π/6)
(b) (−4, 7π/3)
(c) (3, −3π/4)
(d) (−6, −5π/4)
2. Give all of the polar coordinate expressions for the following points given in rectangular coordinates.
(a) (1, 1)
√
(b) ( 3, −1)
(c) (−1, 0)
(d) (5, 0)
Problems.
1. Show that we can ignore the ± when we go from r2 = a2 to r = a. Do this by showing that you don’t lose any
points by throwing away the ±. (That is, if a point satisfies r = −a, then it also satisfies r = a.) Here’s how.
Pick any point satisfying r = −a, and call it (−a, θ). Show that the same point has an expression with r = a,
(a, something).
2. Show that r = 2 a cos θ and r = 2 a sin θ are circles this way. A general fact from analytic geometry is that
(x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 = c2 is a circle centered at the point (x0 , y0 ) and radius c. Use this for the rest of the
problem. We will be working with both r = 2 a cos θ and r = 2 a sin θ at the same time.
(a) Multiply both sides of both the polar coordinate equations by r, and use the transformation equations to
convert both the circles to Cartesian variables.
(b) Complete the square in the equations and show that they fit the form of circles. Identify (x0 , y0 ) and c
for both, and show that the information I gave in the notes about about each of the circles is correct.
(c) Sketch each of the circles for your own choices of a. Include at least one positive and one negative value
of a.
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3. Give an analysis of r = 2 a sin θ similar to the one just before the homework for r = 2 a cos θ. (As θ goes
from 0 to π/2, . . . .)
4. We want to show that the curve r = 2 a cos θ really does retrace itself. Use the trig identity cos(θ + π) =
− cos(θ). Show that the portion of the curve for π ≤ θ ≤ 2 π traces out identical points to the portion for
0 ≤ θ ≤ π. The strategy is this. Suppose the point (r0 , θ0 ) is on the curve. (What does that mean?) Show that
when θ = θ0 + π, the equation for the circle gives r = −r0 . Since (r, θ) and (−r, θ + π) are the same point, the
curve really does retrace.
Cardioids and limaçons. Closely related to the circle, in terms of its graph and equation, is the cardioid (a heartshaped curve). The equation is r = 2 a(1 + cos θ) = 2 a cos θ + 2 a, and intermediate between them, in terms of
graphs, is the family of curves called limaçons (pronounced LIMB-uh-sahns; the first syllable rhymes with hymn),
with equations r = 2 b + 2 a cos θ, with b , a.

We will look at how these graphs change with b increasing from 0 to a and beyond. We look at limaçons first.
> 0 (meaning b is positive, but still close to 0), then as θ goes from 0 to π/2, r goes from 2 a + 2 b to 2 b,
If b ∼
closer to 0. Then, as θ gets slightly larger than π/2, the value of r becomes 0, when 2 a cos θ = −2 b. So this graph
passes through the origin not while tangent to θ = π/2 the way r = 2 a cos θ is, but rather while tangent to some
slightly larger value of θ. As θ moves the rest of the way to π, the value of r becomes negative, and the points are
in the fourth quadrant. When θ equals π, the value of r is 2 b − 2 a. Notice that this no longer is the correct value
of r to close up with θ = 0 the way that the r = 2 a cos θ did. How does the rest of the limaçon act? Essentially, it
loops around in a way that makes the curve symmetric about the x axis. (We’ll see why soon.) This creates a pair
of loops, an inner one and an outer one. The two loops cross at the origin, and as b increases, the central loop gets
smaller (2 b − 2 a gets closer to 0—remember that a > b), and the angle that the curve crosses the origin moves up
toward π. (See the homework.) What happens as b = a? The central loop disappears entirely, since 2 b − 2 a = 0
then, and it is replaced with a cusp (pointy part of the curve, like a dimple). This is then a cardioid.
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Step back from all of this and look at what is going on. We started out with a circle r = 2 a cos θ, which, as θ goes
from 0 to 2 π, is traced out twice, once when r > 0 and once when r < 0. Then we looked at r = 2 b + 2 a cos θ, with
b gradually increasing from 0. The b > 0 splits the two circles apart, pushing the one with r positive outwards, and
shrinking the one with r negative. As b catches up with a, the inner loop winks out, forming a cusp. If b continues
to grow, the cusp flattens out, and the curve begins to look more and more like a regular circle, slightly dented in on
the left side. That is, when b is much bigger than a, r = 2 b + 2 a cos θ begins to look at lot like r = 2 b, as you might
expect.
Notice that in one sense, the cardioid and limaçons are the sum of two circles (r = 2 b and r = 2 a cos θ are both
circles), but that is hardly obvious from the graphs. Adding graphs in polar coordinates is delicate business, and
not usually worth doing much with. In fact, a branch of mathematics called Fourier series indicates that any normal
polar coordinates graph can be written as the sum of (possibly an infinite number of) circles. The only curious thing
is that the limaçons requires so few circles.
Homework #21
Exercises.
1. Show that the limaçon doesn’t close up at θ = π. That is, show that the two points with θ = 0 and θ = π are
different.
2. Show that as b increases from zero in the limaçon, the central loop gets smaller. (Hint: To show the loop gets
smaller, show that it gets closer to the origin, that is, the value of |r | is smaller. The value of r is given in the
notes.)
Problems.
1. Show that as b increases from zero in the limaçon, the angles of tangency for the central loop both get closer
to π. To show that the angle gets closer to π, look at what θ has to do in order for 2 a cos θ = −2 b to remain
true as b grows.
2. Show that r = 2 b + 2 a sin θ will produce its own set of limaçons and cardioids, except that they are symmetric
about the y axis. (Hint: Use the trig identity cos(θ) = sin(θ + π/2). Which direction will the cardioid
r = 2 a + 2 a sin θ “face”, that is, in which direction will cusp be?)
Lemniscates. We will take up just one more general category of polar curves here, the lemniscates (pronounced
LEMM-nih-skates). There is a boatload of others. A good reference for polar coordinate curves is Standard Mathematical Tables, by CRC Press, in the section entitled Curves and Surfaces (at least in my ancient edition). This
book is a good general reference work for undergraduate mathematics, although tables are becoming outmoded with
the wide spread of computers. But there are a multitude of things that are of general use (formulas, identities, etc.)
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that are not yet part of computer packages generally. Anyway, a close look at that book will convince you that I am
being merciful to you.

Lemniscates have equations r2 = 2 a2 cos(2θ) or r2 = 2 a2 sin(2θ). Let’s take r2 = 2 a2 cos(2θ) and analyze it.
The first thing that we encounter is the r2 . What will that cause? Two things: there can be no solutions when r2 < 0,
and there will be pairspof solutions when r2 > 0. That is, each value of θ that makes cos(2θ) > 0 will give two values
for r, namely r = ± 2 a2 cos(2θ). These points will be on the same line (the θ angle line, whatever that is), and
the same distance from the origin (r and −r) but in opposite directions. This means that the graph
will have to be
√
symmetric about the origin. Next, what happens as θ increases? θ = 0 gives two points, r = ± 2 a. As θ increases,
cos(2θ) decreases down to 0, hitting 0 when 2θ = π/2, or when θ = π/4. At that point, the two curves being traced
out (symmetrically about the origin) meet at the origin, because both hit 0 then. As θ increases, cos(2θ) becomes
negative, and there are no points on the curve due to those angles until cos(2θ) reaches 0 again. This happens when
2θ = 3 π/2, or when θ = 3 π/4. This means that the points with π/4 < θ < 3 π/4 form a “forbidden region” for the
curve.√Then as θ continues to increase from θ = 3 π/4, r again takes on pairs of values, and at θ = π, the values of r
are ± 2a again. The curves hook up. The remaining values of θ repeat points on the curve (this really does need to
be checked out; see the homework), so we get no new points. The curve looks like a figure 8 sideways (an infinity
sign, ∞).
The same sort of analysis can be done for the other form of the lemniscate, or (considerably easier) you can use
an identity. See the homework. r2 = 2 a2 sin(2θ) ends up looking like a tilted figure eight, with lobes in the first and
third quadrant.
Homework #22
Problems.
1. Use the trig identity cos(α + 2 π) = cos(α) with α = 2θ (so α + 2 π = 2(θ + π)) to verify that the points on
the graph of r2 = 2 a2 cos(2θ) for π ≤ θ ≤ 2 π trace out all the same points as 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, including the same
“forbidden region” for which no points are plotted.
2. Use the identity cos(α) = sin(α + π/2) to show that the curve r2 = 2 a2 sin(2θ) looks exactly like the curve
r2 = 2 a2 cos(2θ), except rotated by an angle. What is that angle? (Hint: Use the same idea as the previous
problem, with α = 2θ.)
3. As an example of what can go wrong with “forbidden regions”, we look the graph of r2 = sin(θ/2) for
0 ≤ θ ≤ 4 π.
(a) Show that for 0 < θ < 2 π there are pairs of points for each value of θ. (Note that this covers almost the
entire plane.)
(b) Show that the point (1, π) is on the curve.
(c) Show that for 2 π < θ < 4 π, there are no points on the curve. (Note that 2 π < θ < 4 π covers the almost
entire plane!)
(d) Show that the point (1, 3π) is not on the curve, at least in that form of the point. (Note that (1, 3π) = (1, π),
but (1, 3π) does not satisfy the equation defining the curve, while (1, π) does!)
Symmetries. After a bit of work with polar coordinates, you begin to realize that certain symmetries occur often
enough (such as about the x axis, y axis, or origin) to make it worthwhile looking for them whenever you have to
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graph or identify a graph of a curve in polar coordinates. The symmetries that we will work with are the three just
mentioned, namely the x axis, y axis, and the origin. See the exercises for others.
One key to symmetries in polar coordinates is the multiple expressions for points. Do you remember that
(r, θ) = (−r, θ + π) for example? You’ll need it now. The other key is to be able to think about how changes in angles
affect the points involved. What are the coordinates of the point symmetric to (r, θ) about the x axis? What changes
in the angle are necessary? We’d have to change θ to −θ. That is, (r, θ) and (r, −θ) are symmetric about the x axis.
What change in angle would be necessary to produce the point symmetric about the origin with (r, θ)? We’d need θ
to become θ + π. That is, the points (r, θ) and (r, θ + π) are symmetric about the origin. Finally, what change in angle
is needed to get a point symmetric to (r, θ) about the y axis? This one’s a bit trickier. We’d need θ to become π − θ.
(Think about that for a while.) That is, the points (r, θ) and (r, π − θ) are symmetric about the y axis. If we apply the
multiple representation formula to all of these, we get this table:
Symmetric Symmetric Symmetric
Point to x axis
to y axis
to origin
(r, θ) (r, −θ)
(r, π − θ)
(r, θ + π)
(−r, −π − θ) (−r, −θ)
(−r, θ)
These can all be summarized in the bow tie picture, which is of great help in remembering it. Here goes:

(−r, −θ)
(r, π − θ)

sP
PP
PP
PP

s



s

PP
Ps





PP

PP
PP


PP

PP


PP


P

(−r, θ)
(r, θ + π)

(r, θ)

(r, −θ)
(−r, π − θ)

How do you remember the bow tie (other than thinking of certain eccentric dressers, for example)? Start with (r, θ),
and figure out what each of the changes in the angle θ does in going to (and you have to remember these) −θ, θ + π
and π − θ. Plot and label those three points. Now take all four points and change the signs of r, which always has the
effect of moving to the point exactly opposite the origin. Label them. You’re done! It goes very rapidly with only a
small amount of practice.
How do we use this picture, now that we have it? When a graph, usually in the form r = f (θ), is given to you,
and it has a symmetry, that symmetry is there for a reason that should be determinable from the function. That is
true, but not always simple to find. Symmetries, even the easy ones that we are looking for, can be very well hidden.
But most of the ones that you will encounter will not be so obscure, and the test that I’ll give will find most of them.
If the graph is r2 = f (θ), congratulations! You automatically have an origin symmetry. But then you have to be
careful of getting “forbidden regions”. For an explanation of why this happens, look back at the lemniscate. Also,
don’t stop looking for other symmetries, in the (r, π − θ) or (r, π + θ) forms.
You usually aren’t so lucky, though. With a general r = f (θ) (or with r2 = f (θ), looking for more symmetries),
here is what you do. Take the θ in the equation and replace it successively with −θ, θ + π, and π − θ. After each
replacement, simplify the equation and see if you can work it back to the original form, f (θ), or its exact negative,
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− f (θ). If you can, you get an (r, −θ) or (−r, −θ) symmetry (for the −θ replacement) or a (r, θ + π) or (−r, θ + π)
symmetry (for the θ + π replacement) or a (r, π − θ) or (−r, π − θ) symmetry (for the π − θ replacement). Next locate
the symmetry point on the bow tie, and wherever that point lies tells you what the symmetry is. The reference point
is the (r, θ) in the first quadrant. If the symmetry you get is, for example, (−r, −θ), locate that point on the bow tie.
It’s symmetric with respect to the y axis, so the graph you have will have a y axis symmetry. This procedure need
some examples. They will be given in class.
Dudley: Hoo, boy. There’d better be.

This might all seem a little mysterious, and so far, it is. However, it really does have an explanation that helps
it make sense. Suppose you have a point (r0 , θ0 ) on the graph of a function r = f (θ), and you have determined that
it has (for illustration’s sake) a (−r, π − θ) symmetry. That means that f (π − θ) can be algebraically simplified to
− f (θ). We know that r0 = f (θ0 ), since the point is on the graph. (Really, that’s what being on the graph is defined
to mean.) But then we have that f (π − θ0 ) = − f (θ0 ) = −r0 , so that the point (−r0 , π − θ0 ) is on the graph as well.
(That is, if the point (r0 , θ0 ) is on the graph, so is (−r0 , π − θ0 ).) Since any two such points are symmetric about
the x axis (check out the bow tie), every point on the graph has the x axis symmetric point also on the graph. That
means that the graph as a whole must be symmetric about the x axis. The same argument holds for each of the other
symmetries listed.
There is one more point of practical interest. We are testing for three different symmetries, about the x axis, y
axis, or origin. While working the tests, if you ever get that a graph has any two of those three symmetries, you can
guarantee that it has the third. See the homework.
There is one confusion that occasionally crops up. What happens if a function r = f (θ) satisfies one test for a
symmetry, but fails the other test for the same symmetry? Does it have that symmetry or not? The answer is that it
does. If a curve passes any test for a specific symmetry, that symmetry is guaranteed, whether or not it passes any
other test. See the homework.
Homework #23
Problems.
1. Show that the curve r = sin θ + cos θ is symmetric about the line θ = π/4 (the line y = x). (You are going to
have to come with a test for this symmetry, and show that the graph satisfies it. Notice that the graph doesn’t
have any other of the symmetries we test for.)
2. Where is the origin symmetry caused by r2 = f (θ) on the bow tie graph?
3. Where is the (−r, θ + π) symmetry (which we got in the list of possible symmetry results) on the bow tie?
What can you conclude from that “symmetry”?
4. Show that if a graph has x axis and y axis symmetry, it has origin symmetry. (Note: This is a representative
pair of symmetries giving the third. The other two possible pairs of symmetries also give the remaining one,
but after doing this one, you’ll probably believe that without having to work them out.)
5. Sometimes, we can determine some symmetries just by looking at the function. That’s what this problem is
about.
(a) Show that if r =(function with only sin θ in it), the graph is always symmetric with respect to the y axis.
(Hint: A trig identity is sin(π − θ) = sin(θ).)
(b) Also, show that if r =(function with only cos θ in it), the graph is always symmetric with respect to the
x axis. (Hint: (Hint: Another identity: cos(−θ) = cos(θ).)
(c) Show that graph of r = sin2 θ has all three symmetries. [Note that the circles r = 2 a cos θ and r =
2 a sin θ have the correct symmetries. This is one way to keep straight which one is which. Another way
to keep the graphs straight is to plug in θ = 0.]
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6. For each of the three symmetry tests in the bow tie, find a curve that satisfies one of the tests and fails the
other test for the same symmetry. Usually the simplest way to do this is to start with a function you know has
a certain symmetry (like r = sin θ), and modify it (like adding a constant) that breaks one of the symmetry
tests, but not the other.
7. Find a function whose graph that has a symmetry listed in the table, but still fails all of the tests listed in the
table.
8. Show that r = sin(θ/2) has all three symmetries. (This one is a challenge! Hint: Plot the curve for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 4 π,
and find out where the symmetric points occur. What would indicate that plotting 0 ≤ θ ≤ 4 π is the correct
approach?)

Finding points of intersection. One of the great tricks in polar coordinates is finding points of intersection. The
reason we want points of intersection is the same as in Cartesian coordinates: they will tell us limits of integration.
The difficulty in finding points of intersection comes from the fact that each point on the plane has multiple different
expressions in polar coordinates. Combine that with the fact that a point is on the graph of a function when some
(and it only needs to be one) expressions satisfies the equation, and you can begin to see why life gets harder.
Dudley: Wake me up when this is over. I’m beat.
Mugsy: Me too.

Let’s set up a scenario. Suppose the point (2, 2 π/3) (in polar coordinates) is a point of intersection of two curves
r = f (θ) and r = g(θ). This could occur because 2 = f (2 π/3) and 2 = g(2 π/3). We could find the point of
intersection eliminating r from the pair of equations and solving f (θ) = g(θ) for θ = 2 π/3, and then getting r = 2
from either f (2 π/3) or g(2 π/3). That would be easy. But the intersection could also occur because 2 = f (2 π/3)
and −2 = g(−π/3), since (−2, −π/3) = (2, 2 π/3). What would be even worse is if the alternate expressions for the
point don’t work in the other equations (that is, −2 , f (−π/3) and 2 , g(2 π/3)). How could we find that point of
intersection then?
But there’s even worse news about the origin! Any angle that gives r = 0, makes the curve pass through the
origin. That is, suppose 0 = f (π/2), while 0 = g(2 π/3), but not vice versa. How could we find that point of
intersection?
Here’s how it can be done in theory. (We’ll reduce this to how it is done in practice in a bit, and how to tell
when it can be reduced without losing any points of intersection.) Suppose the two functions r = f (θ) and r = g(θ)
have graphs that intersect at some point, and suppose that the expression of that point that satisfies r = f (θ) is
(r0 , θ0 ). That means that r0 = f (θ0 ). Some form of that point must also satisfy the other equation, so it must look
like (r0 , θ0 + 2 n π) or (−r0 , θ + π + 2 n π). That means that for some integer value of n, either r0 = g(θ0 + 2 n π) or
r0 = g(θ0 + π + 2 n π). We have to check them all. And when we want to tell if the origin is a point of intersection of
the curves, we need to find out if it is possible for r = 0 for both equations. So, solve both f (θ) = 0 and g(θ) = 0. If
both have solutions (it doesn’t matter if they match or anything; the angle is irrelevant at the origin), then the origin
is a point of intersection. If either (or both) of the equations don’t have solutions, that means that either (or both) of
them don’t pass through the origin (r = 0), so the origin is not a point of intersection.
An example is almost imperative here. Suppose we want to get the intersections of the curves r = θ and r = 1/θ
both of which are pairs of spirals. (Graphs will be drawn in class.) The naïve (and incorrect) way of solving there
equations simultaneously is to set the equations for r equal to each other: θ = 1/θ or θ2 = 1 or θ = ±1, with the
corresponding values of r = ±1. There are two points of intersection, (1, 1) and (−1, −1). That is correct, in the
sense that those are both points of intersection. But it is incorrect in that there are infinitely many more points of
intersection. How do we find them? Let me outline the correct procedure.
1. In one of the equations, replace θ with θ + 2 n π and solve simultaneously with the other equation. So, we
solve r = θ together with r = 1/(θ + 2 n π). Then θ = 1/(θ + 2 n π) or θ2 + 2 n πθ − 1 = 0. Solving this by the
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√
quadratic formula gives θ = −n π ± n2 π2 + 1 The value of r is given by r = θ (one of the equations that we
solved), giving as points of intersection
p
p
(11.88)
(−n π ± n2 π2 + 1, −n π ± n2 π2 + 1)
Each integer (positive and negative) gives another point of intersection! But we still aren’t done.
2. In one of the two equations, replace r by −r and simultaneously replace θ with θ + 2 n π. Solve that simultaneously with the other equation. So, in our case, we solve r = θ together with −r = 1/(θ + π + 2 n π).
Then −θ = 1/(θq+ π + 2 n π), or −θ2 − (π + 2 n π)θ − 1 = 0 Solving this by the quadratic formula gives

θ = −π(n + 21 ) ± (n + 21 )2 π2 − 1 The value of r is given by r = θ (again, one of the equations that we solved),
giving as points of intersection
r
r




1
1
1
1
−π(n + ) ± (n + )2 π2 − 1, −π(n + ) ± (n + )2 π2 − 1
(11.89)
2
2
2
2

3. Finally, check if both equations pass through the origin For the curves we have, we find that the origin is not
a point of intersection, because r = 1/θ doesn’t permit r = 0. (What angle θ gives 1/θ = 0?)
That’s the end of the procedure. Let’s look at the different solutions that we got briefly. We got one set of intersections,
p
p
(11.90)
(−n π ± n2 π2 + 1, −n π ± n2 π2 + 1)
by solving θ = 1/(θ + 2 n π). Those points correspond to the intersections where the values of r are equal, but the
angles are off by a multiple of 2 π. Look at the equations that we solved to get them. These points include the (1, 1)
and (−1, −1) points that we found earlier (the wrong way). The value of n that we decide to plug in corresponds
to the number of 2 π turns that we need to go around to make the coordinate expression that works in one equation
match the coordinate expression that works in the other equation. For example, let’s take n = 2, and use the + in the
±. We get the point
p
p
(−2 π + 4 π2 + 1, −2 π + 4 π2 + 1)
(11.91)
as a point of intersection. Note that it obviously satisfies the equation r = θ. But since the approximate decimal
values are (0.0791, 0.0791), it is not obvious that it satisfies the equation r = 1/θ. And in this expression of the
points, it doesn’t! But if we add 4 π to the angle (remember, the value that we choose for n tells us how many
multiples of 2 π to add in to get it to work in the other equation), we get
p
p
(−2 π + 4 π2 + 1, +2 π + 4 π2 + 1)
(11.92)
and this does satisfy the equation r = 1/θ. (See the exercises.) The approximate decimal values of coordinates of
the point are now (0.0791, 12.65), and you can verify that these are indeed reciprocals.
The other set of points,
r
r




1
1
1
1
−π(n + ) ± (n + )2 π2 − 1, −π(n + ) ± (n + )2 π2 − 1
(11.93)
2
2
2
2
behaves similarly, but not exactly the same. These points came from solving using the (−r, θ + π + 2 n π) form, and
represent a different method of matching coordinates. The n still represents the number of 2 π turns that must be
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added, but now we add an extra π to the angle and back up the distance (−r). For example, again, take n = 2, and
use the + in the ±. We get the point
r
r


2−4
2 − 4
 5
25π
25π
5

− π +
,− π +
(11.94)

2
4
2
4
which has an approximate decimal value of (−0.0689, −0.0689). Again, this obviously satisfies the equation r = θ,
but needs some work to show it satisfies the other equation. Again, the clue comes from n = 2. We add 2(2 π) = 4 π
to the angle, and then another π and change the sign of r, because of the form of the equivalence we used. This gives
the point (+0.0689, 15.644), and that satisfies the equation r = 1/θ.
Both spirals consist of two parts, one with r > 0 and one with r < 0. The (r, θ + 2 n π) symmetry will catch all of
the points of intersection where the r’s have the same sign, while the (−r, θ + π + 2 n π) will catch all of the points of
intersection where the r’s have opposite signs. Work through all of this until you understand what’s going on, and it
will all make sense (eventually).
But for the most part, we will not be working with such nasty equations, with so many points of intersection.
That means that this whole process can often be shortened. We need to find out how that works, and when it can
(and can’t) be applied. This is where we get more practical.
The point is this. Most of the functions in r = f (θ) are trig functions, and they can be simplified when you
try to plug in θ + 2 n π or θ + π + 2 n π. The relevant identities are sin(θ + 2 n π) = sin(θ), cos(θ + 2 n π) = cos(θ),
sin(θ + π + 2 n π) = − sin(θ), and cos(θ + π + 2 n π) = − cos(θ). Thus, when all you have is sines and cosines of θ,
you can use these, and simplify equations extremely.
Another example is appropriate here. Suppose we want the intersection points of the graphs of r = 1 + cos θ
and r2 = 4 cos θ. A fast sketch of the curves (a cardioid and a thing called a two-leaved rose) shows that there are
four points of intersection. (The idea of sketching is exceedingly useful for making sure that you haven’t overlooked
points of intersection.) We need to solve these simultaneously. Step one, we take one of the equations and plug
θ + 2 n π in for θ. We get r = 1 + cos(θ + 2 n π) = 1 + cos θ. We solve this with r2 = 4 cos θ, by plugging r from the
first equation into this equation: (1+cos θ)2 = 4 cos θ, giving 1−2 cos θ +cos2 θ = 0, or (1−cos θ)2 = 0, or cos θ = 1,
or θ = 0, ±2 π, ±4 π, . . .. or θ = 2mπ, where m is any integer. (There is an intentional distinction between n and
m.) Plugging into r = 1 + cos θ gives r = 2 for each of these, and you will note that all the points are (2, 2mπ), the
same point! We get just one point of intersection for all that work. The other points of intersection come from other
procedures. Step two, we change the sign of r and plug θ + π + 2 n π, giving −r = 1 + cos(θ + π + 2 n π) = 1 − cos θ,
2
or r = −1 + cos θ. Plugging into the other equation gives (−1 + cos θ)2 = 4 cos θ, giving
√ cos θ − 6 cos θ +
√ 1 = 0.
This doesn’t factor, so we have to solve by the quadratic equation to give cos θ = 3 ± 8. But cos θ = 3 + 8 can’t
have any solutions
since it would require cos θ to be bigger than 1, which can’t happen. The other option is that
√
cos θ = 3 − 8, which gives
√
θ = arccos(3 − 8) = arccos(0.1716) = 1.398 + 2 m π, −1.398 + 2 m π
(11.95)
(A close look at the graph of cos θ will show you why I √got those numbers. Remember to keep your calculator in
radians!)
√ Again, both of these give r = −1 + cos θ = 2 − 8. That provides two more points of intersection, namely
(2 − 8, ±1.398). Step three, we check if the origin is a point of intersection. Does r = 1 + cos θ have a solution
where r = 0? Yes, at θ = π. Okay, then proceed. Does r2 = 4 cos θ have a solution where r = 0? Yes, at θ = π/2.
Since both equations can have r = 0, the origin is on both equations, and so the
√ origin is a point of intersection. This
finishes off the final (fourth) point of intersection. The points are (2, 0), (2 − 8, ±1.398), and (0, 0). Whew! (These
problems are usually very long. Only one serious one is assigned in the homework . . . )
Albert: Mugsy! Dudley! You can wake up now. He said there’s only one of these on the homework.
Dudley: Znfgsh.
Mugsy: Only one on the homework. I hear that kind of thing, even in my sleep.
Dudley: Great. I only miss one problem then. And that’s only if I can’t copy it well enough in lab.
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Albert: Dudley! You’re supposed to be learning, not copying.
Dudley: I learn it after the lab, see. Whatever works . . .

Note that the procedure can be carried out with no understanding of what the curves look like, but it is mighty
reassuring to have the graphs there, to provide a rough check on your work.
Dudley: A procedure you don’t need to understand?
Albert: That is not what he said.

Homework #24
Exercises.
1. Find the intersection points of r =

√
2 sin θ and r2 = cos(2θ). (There are three.)

Problems.
1. Show that (1, 1) and (−1, −1) are included in the set of intersections that we found for r = θ and r = 1/θ. Do
this by finding the value(s) of n and the equations which give those points.
√
√
2. Show that (−2 π + 4 π2 + 1, 2 π + 4 π2 + 1) satisfies the equation r = 1/θ by plugging in the values given
and rationalizing the denominator.
3. Find the points of intersection of r = 1 + cos θ and r = −1 + cos θ. (This one’s a trick.)
4. Show that solving r = 1 + cos θ and r2 = 4 cos θ simultaneously with no transformations gives just one point
of intersection.
5. Find the points of intersection of the curves r = 1 + cos θ and r = 1 + sin θ. (You should be able to graph both
of these. They are cardioids.)

Setting up limits. What we want to do next is use polar coordinates for setting up double integrals. That is,
we want to put the little confetti pieces back together in a pattern consistent with the r and θ of polar coordinates. In
this case, the order of integration is always dr dθ, meaning that we assemble the confetti into radial slices (spokes)
by integrating dr first, and then add up the spokes by integrating dθ. The reason for using polar coordinates
Dudley: It had better be good.

in some double integrals is that some equations are much easier to express in polar coordinates (such as the ones
that we’ve just covered), and the integrals are therefore easier both to set up and evaluate in polar coordinates. In
other cases, the integral is impossible if it is not done in polar coordinates. One example of easier is the quarter
circle from before that started all of this. Other examples will follow. At the end of the chapter, we’ll see one that
isn’t possible unless you use polar coordinates.
When setting up Cartesian coordinate limits in double integrals, we drew the region and worked from the graph.
The same is even more important in polar coordinates, partly because they are not as familiar. We work from the
inside integral out when finding limits (and evaluating) in polar coordinates, just as in Cartesian coordinates. The
parallels just about end there, though.
The key to keep in mind when setting up limits in polar coordinates is that polar coordinates goes radially (to
and from the origin) and around the origin (counterclockwise). Everything moves relative to the origin, which is
always the center of activity, even if it isn’t the center of the region. With that firmly in mind, let’s proceed.
When we start to add up confetti pieces, we have to look at the differential, which on the inner integral is always
dr. So we add up all of these things dr first. What should the limits be? They should take r from the smallest to the
largest values in the region. The smallest r is the one closest to the origin; the largest one is farthest from the origin.
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(Actually, that’s not quite true, but it works well in practice. See the homework for a more accurate way of doing
this.) So the limits on the dr integral are
Z

g(θ)

· · · dr

(11.96)

f (θ)

That’s not too hard to do! The limits on the dθ integral are the tricky ones. The complications arise from the fact
that multiple angles give the same point. There are several guidelines that must be kept in mind:
1. You must always integrate from a smaller angle to a larger angle (that is, counterclockwise).
2. You must cover the entire region you want to integrate over.
3. You must avoid over-coverage of the region. That is, don’t go over any part of the region more than once, and
don’t include anything you don’t want.
Let me comment on each of these guidelines, and then I’ll do an example.
It is easy to forget that you want to integrate counterclockwise only, especially when you are accustomed to
Cartesian coordinates. For example, to integrate over the upper half of a circle centered at the origin, you’d integrate
left-to-right in Cartesian coordinates, but counterclockwise (right-to-left) in polar coordinates. The way to get this
down is that you should always use a smaller angle for the lower limit on dθ and the larger angle for the upper limit.
Then always check that you are integrating over the region that starts at the lower angle and ends at the upper angle.
That is, as θ sweeps out counterclockwise from the smaller angle to the larger angle, you are covering the (portion
of the) region you expect to cover.
Also, you need to be careful when you take different forms of the points of intersection. Suppose you want to
find the area inside the curve r = 1 − cos θ and outside the curve r = 1 + cos θ.

The solution to this proceeds in roughly the same manner as finding the area above one curve and below another
in Cartesian coordinates. But in polar coordinates, you tend to work in-and-out, so inside one curve and outside
another is common. In either case, you want to find the points of intersection to provide the limits of integration.
You will find that there are three points of intersection, one at the origin, which you ignore for this problem, and
the other two along the y axis, symmetrically placed. The area you want is to the left of r = 1 + cos θ, so you want
angles to cover this region. If you find the angles of intersection to be ±π/2, as you are liable to do, you will be in
trouble. You have to integrate from a smaller angle to a larger angle, so you are tempted to use θ from −π/2 to π/2.
But that sweeps out the region to the right of (that is, outside of) r = 1 − cos θ, which is not what you want! You
need to integrate θ from π/2 to 3π/2 instead. That is, you need to realize that the smaller angle is at the first point
encountered when sweeping out counterclockwise, and the larger angle is what you get by increasing θ from there.
In essence, this comment combines with the previous paragraph.
When you try covering the region you want, you must cover only the region you want.
Mugsy: How’s that for profound?

For example, if you want to integrate over the right-hand part of the lemniscate, you might think that you can
integrate from −π/2 to π/2. That certainly covers the region, but it also includes some of the “forbidden region”,
and that is not good. Instead, you should integrate from −π/4 to π/4. That covers all of the right-hand part of the
lemniscate, but doesn’t touch any of the “forbidden region”.
The opposite problem occurs as well. You can end up covering too much if you aren’t careful. Suppose you
want to integrate over the circle r = 2 sin θ. Certainly the interval 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 π would do it. That covers the entire
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circle. However, if you’ll remember, that covers the entire circle twice. The correct limits would be 0 ≤ θ ≤ π. That
covers the circle just once.
You will notice that I have not yet written out fully a double integral in polar coordinates.
Dudley: Actually, I’m hanging on by a thread, and hadn’t noticed. I haven’t needed to rummage through the
notes for examples on how to do the homework yet.

There is a reason for this. There is a twist that occurs. To integrate F(r, θ) over a region in polar coordinates, the
appropriate setup is
"
F(r, θ) r dr dθ
(11.97)
There is an extra factor of r in the integral. It is there for good reason (of course), which we will look at momentarily.
But first, we need to finish setting up some of these integrals. Let’s do the set up to integrate F(r, θ) over the region
inside the curve r = 1 − cos θ and outside the curve r = 1 + cos θ. We have already done some work, but we need to
look at it more carefully now. The limits on r go from the inside radius to the outside radius. Since the inside radius
is governed by r = 1 + cos θ and the outside radius is governed by r = 1 − cos θ, we get that the inside limits are
"

1−cos θ
1+cos θ

F(r, θ) r dr dθ

(11.98)

It is something of a puzzle—until you understand it in English—why the inside radius comes from the equation that
the region is outside of, and vice versa. Think about that for a while. We have already concluded that the θ limits
are π/2 to 3π/2. Putting those in gives
Z

3π/2 Z 1−cos θ
π/2

1+cos θ

F(r, θ) r dr dθ

(11.99)

This is the final integral.
Homework #25
Problems.
1. Set up a double integral for the polar coordinate region as indicated.
(a) The area swept out (so it is “inside”) by r = tan θ, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/4.
(b) The area inside r = sin θ.
(c) The area inside one petal (between consecutive intersections at the origin) of r = cos(3θ).
(d) The area inside r = 1 + cos θ and outside r = 1.
(e) The area inside both r = 3 cos θ and r = 1 + cos θ. (This one will require a picture!)
2. The statement “The smaller value of r corresponds to the point closer to the origin, while the larger value of r
corresponds to the point farther from the origin” is false.
Mugsy: Deliberately misleading impressionable youth. Shame on you!

Find an example where the statement (“larger means farther from the origin”) fails. [Hint: Try negative values
of r.] (It turns out that with negative values of r you still want the closer curve as the lower limit of integration
and the farther-away curve as the upper limit of integration. The factor of r being negative in r dr is what
causes that.)
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Reason for the extra factor of r in the integral. Let’s look at why that extra factor of r is there. To do that,
we need to look again at the dy dx from Cartesian double integrals. What does the dy dx represent? The dx is the
width of the confetti piece, and the dy represents the height. The product is the area of the confetti. In fact, a double
integral for this reason is frequently written
"
f dA
(11.100)
R

with two integral signs (or occasionally only one), and no variables noted for f , and both the differentials lumped
into a single dA, a differential of area. It is also sometimes written d2 A, to indicate that there are a pair of differentials
that go into making it up. This leaves all choices about evaluation up to the user of the formula, who has to choose
a coordinate system, express the function f in that system, set up the limits, provide the correct differential for the
coordinate system, and then integrate.
Mugsy: It looks like all the hard part is crunching out the value of the formula.
Albert: Very true. That’s why setting up double (or triple, to come) integrals is actually easier than setting up
the integrals last semester.

When you are working in Cartesian coordinate systems, dA is replaced with dy dx, or dx dy, depending on the
order of integration that you want. When you are using polar coordinates, you need to replace the dA with an
expression that gives the area of a polar coordinates piece of confetti. Look at a small piece, formed by a dθ wedge
cut across by a dr ring. The area will be the dr width times the length of the circular arc, which is r dθ Aha! That’s
where the r comes from! The area of the confetti piece is then r dr dθ = dA.
Converting, and when that might be a good idea. There are several times when you might consider changing
an integral from Cartesian to polar coordinates, or just starting to solve a problem in polar coordinates, and never
even bother to set up the Cartesian form. Let me detail some of them.
If the region is given in polar coordinates nicely, it probably is not going to be nice to work in Cartesian coordinates. Or if the equations aren’t given to you, but rather a description of the region, then if the region has a nice
polar coordinate expression, again consider polar coordinates for the integral. Secondarily, if the function is given
in polar coordinates, you should think (briefly) about whether it might be easier to use polar. This is much less of
a factor in such a decision, though. The shape of the region is absolutely critical in choosing a coordinate system.
The function you are integrating is a minor player at best.
Suppose you are given an integral of some function (in Cartesian coordinates) over a circle (or something else
that is nice in polar coordinates), and you decide to change it to polar. How would you do that? It’s easy. Change the
function that’s given so that each x becomes r cos θ, and each y becomes r sin θ, and you have converted the function
to polar coordinates. Realize that you might be able to use trig identities to simplify what you have. Particularly
note any x2 + y2 combinations that become r2 . Then just integrate the resulting function over the region, after you
have set up the integral in polar coordinates.
Remember the split between the region and the function? That is precisely what is going on here. The region is
responsible for the limits and the coordinate system used. The function comes in later, when you have to evaluate
the integral. When the region is particularly amenable to polar coordinates, the preference goes that direction.
Homework #26
Problem.
1. In an earlier homework problem, we looked briefly at what happened if both r values were negative, and
decided that it was still correct to put the “inside” curve’s function as the lower limit and the “outside” curve’s
function as the upper limit. Why don’t we have to worry about one r limit positive and one r limit negative?
(This is a challenge. Think about what the area would be in that case.)
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The integrand in double integrals.
Having learned to set up double integrals, all we have done is learned to get the limits. But there is another part to
those integrals, and that is the integrand, the function that is being integrated. Remember that there are two parts,
the region and the integrand. The region determines the limits and vice versa. The integrand determines what the
integral tells you about the region. Different functions tell you different things. The following table correlates those
things for various common integrands:
!
Function f
Meaning of R f dA
1
δ=density
δx
pδ y
δ x 2 + y2
δ xn
δ yn
2
δ (x + y2 )n/2
f >0

Area of R
Mass
My = 1 st moment about y axis
M x = 1 st moment about x axis
M0 = 1 st moment about origin
nth moment about y axis
nth moment about x axis
nth moment about origin
Volume under f over the base R

We have talked about most of these, except the last one. The idea is very simple. If f > 0, then the volume of a
thread with base of dA and height f > 0 is f dA. Adding up all of those threads gives the volume of the entire region.
Rb
It is very similar to the idea that for f (x) > 0, the integral a f (x) dx is the area underneath the curve y = f (x) and
over the interval [a, b].

11.3.4

Three-dimensional regions and triple integrals.

You can, of course, hardly wait to do three dimensions.
Mugsy: Me? I could skip this section entirely, except that I will need to know enough to get partial credit on the
test.

With only a little bit of thinking,
Mugsy: By that expression on your face, Dudley, I would caution you not to say what you are thinking. Or I will
pulverize your face.

you can realize how this is going to work. Three-dimensional regions will require pulverizing the volume into dust,
and reassembling the particles back using a triple integral. But, as in one and two dimensions, I begin with the
discrete case of isolated masses.
Discrete case, one more time.
By now, the formulas should come to mind easily. If you have masses m1 , m2 , . . . , mn at positions (x1 , y1 , z1 ),
(x2 , y2 , z2 ), . . . , (xn , yn , zn ), the center of mass of the system is (x, y, z), given by the formulas
m1 x1 + m2 x2 + · · · + mn xn
m1 + m2 + · · · + mn
m1 y1 + m2 y2 + · · · + mn yn
y=
m1 + m2 + · · · + mn
m1 z1 + m2 z2 + · · · + mn zn
z=
m1 + m2 + · · · + mn

x=

These are, as before, the weighted averages of the x, y, and z coordinates of the points, with the masses being the
weights.
Dudley: Aren’t these exactly the same as what we had in one and two dimensions?
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Albert: Yes. Exactly. It simplifies memorizing them.
Dudley: Memorizing?! You mean I have to memorize these for the test? Please tell me I don’t.
Albert: Okay. You don’t. But you should.
Dudley: Huh?

The center of mass (or gravity) will be the balance point of the system. But it is a lot less obvious what the
balance point of an object in three dimensions represents physically. In one or two dimensions, you can actually
balance the object there. But since the center of mass is inside the object, balancing at that point is harder to see.
There are ways that you can understand the center of mass of an object, and while three dimensions forces us to
look at them, they are also valid for one and two dimensions. An object will always balance if its center of gravity is
directly above a point of support. But it could also balance if there is a collection of supports underneath the center
of gravity. It gets complicated.
Dudley: Al, is there a better way to say that?
Albert: Of course. But it involves terminology and concepts that are more complicated. Would you want to hear
them?
Mugsy: NO! And that’s final.

In general, to find the center of mass of a collection of objects, you take the weighted averages of the coordinates
of their centers of mass. You can reduce a collection of continuous cases to a collection of discrete ones by this
method.
The stability of an object (keeping it from tipping over) is dependent on how far it needs to tip to move the center
of gravity out from its support base. An example of this is the Suzuki Samurai. Early versions of it were judged by
Consumers’ Union (the people that publish Consumer’s Reports) to be unsafe while cornering because they tipped
over so easily. If you look at how the Samurai’s were built, you can see that. They were basically Jeep-like vehicles,
but were quite tall and quite narrow. The tallness raises the center of gravity. The narrowness means that it doesn’t
take much of a lean to move the center of gravity out from over the wheels. As soon as that happens, the vehicle tips
over.
There are other numerous reasons for looking at the center of mass of an object. For example, the gravitational
force due to an object is inversely proportional to the square of the distance to the center of mass of the object, at
least from far away. (This is false up close.) In general, an object tends to act as though concentrated at the center
of mass for any number of operations in physics.
Notation and terminology.
The tops (numerators) of the formulas for x, y, and z are again first moments, and the bottoms are all equal to the
total mass. But it is not quite obvious what the moments are about.
Mugsy: I’m getting tired of saying this, but . . .
Dudley: Fine. We’re getting tired of listening to it.

(Remember that moments are always about something.) The formula for the first moment that appears in the
P
numerator of the formula for x is i mi xi This requires that xi be the distance from the thing about which you are
P
finding the moment. What is that? It is the yz plane. The notation would then be Myz = i mi xi so that you could
write (if for some weird reason you wanted to) x = Myz /M where M is the total mass, as before.
Similar formulas go for the remaining coordinates. The variables that don’t appear in the subscripts on the
moment tell you
p what variables must appear in the summation. That’s a handy way to tell what to use. For example,
P
My = i mi xi 2 + zi 2 This is the pattern in one and two dimensions also, but it wasn’t so obvious there. The
moment about the origin, M0 then has the formula
X q
M0 =
mi xi 2 + yi 2 + zi 2
(11.101)
i

Since no variables appear in the subscript on the M0 , they all appear in the summation.
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Homework #27
Exercise.
1. For this problem, use the following masses and points: mass=2 at (1, 2, −1), mass=5 at (0, 3, 3), mass=3 at
(4, −3, 1), mass=6 at (3, −2, 0).
(a) Where is the center of mass of these points?
(b) What is the moment of inertia (second moment) about the z axis?
(c) What is the third moment about the xz plane?
(d) What is the fourth moment about the origin?

Continuous case and triple integrals.
Now for the moment you have all been waiting for. We convert these sums to integrals, called triple integrals. How
does it go? It should be quite familiar. In the limit as n → ∞, the summations become integrals over the volume D
we want. The triple integrals are:
#
x dm
x = #D
(11.102)
dm
D
#
y dm
y = #D
(11.103)
dm
D
#
z dm
(11.104)
z = #D
dm
D
And, of course, we convert from dm to δ dV, where now δ=mass/volume (the usual density). Again note that it
matches the method of slicing. There really are no surprises left in the formulas. When put together, they are
#
x δ dV
x = #D
(11.105)
δ dV
D
#
y δ dV
y = #D
(11.106)
δ dV
D
#
z δ dV
z = #D
(11.107)
δ dV
D
As before, the (weighted) average value of the function f defined on the region D is given by a weighting function
(called δ):
#
f δ dV
f = #D
(11.108)
δ dV
D
Set δ = 1 to get the unweighted average. This again shows that the center of mass of the object is the weighted
average of the coordinate functions.
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Basic ideas behind triple integrals.
Of course, we now have to do some work to set up and evaluate the triple integrals that we just got. The formulas
are clear enough. It’s just that working them can be tricky.
Mugsy: The old it’s-easier-to-write-up-than-to-work-out trick, huh?
Albert: Yup.

Probably the most difficult part is being able to visualize in three dimensions. I will do my best to give you
procedures that require as little of that as possible. Most people don’t think in three (or more) dimensions well.
Dudley: How about you, Al?
Albert: Things get fuzzy around dimensions 6 or 7.

Dicing up the region; approximating; adding it all back together. The ideas that we began to explore last
section are clearly not the end of it all. We sliced areas up into confetti (tiny 2-dimensional pieces). So, when we
begin to look at three-dimensional volumes, and begin to think about how to slice them, we want to pulverize them
into powder, each speck being a tiny 3-dimensional piece.
Mugsy: Even better than shredding into confetti pieces—dicing into powder! I need to work on that approach
more!

We then need three iterated integrals to reassemble all of these specks. One integral adds them all up into a bunch
of threads. The next integral adds up bundles of threads into mats (very thin), and the last integral adds up all the
mats to give the final solid. Such things are called triple iterated integrals, by obvious extension of single and double
iterated integrals.
The combinations that we will encounter for differentials will vary with the coordinate system. The generic
differential is written dV (or d3 V to emphasize that there will be three of them, reflecting the three directions that
were used for slicing).
Contrast to volumes by integrals in one and two dimensions. When dealing with a three-dimensional object, the immediate reaction should be that this is the natural process. Finding volumes of solids, for example, should
always be done this way, in an idealistic world. However, on the practical side, it is often easier to try to short-cut
the process because it is easier to set up single or double integrals. This is the tension that exists in this subject. The
more general approach is, by necessity, more complicated to use. So the art in the subject revolves around learning
where to balance all of this.
Mugsy: Art? In math?
Albert: Definitely. It’s not the same as painting, but there is an aesthetic side to what is done. A famous quote
puts it “There is no place for ugly mathematics.”
Mugsy: Can math be pretty? Ugly, I can understand.
Albert: When a proof, for example, is done well, that is, in a way that makes clear what the really essential part
is, it has a beauty to it. An ugly proof would be, for example, counting all the different ways something could
happen, and not showing why.
Mugsy: You are not convincing me. I’d probably like that brute-force counting proof more than the slick way.
Albert: Maybe it’s just as well that you aren’t going on in math, then.
Mugsy: To which I heartily agree.

Let me comment briefly on this art. How do you decide what dimension integral to use? The answer boils down
to asking another question: how much can I evaluate with no integral? This usually boils down to asking how much
is a constant (since constants are about the only things that we can integrate easily without an integral).
Dudley: With all that boiling, I’m surprised there is anything left.

Let me give some examples.
Suppose you want to find the volume of a solid. This can be set up easily as a triple iterated integral (see below).
But when can it be done as a double iterated integral, or even a single integral? That depends. For a double iterated
integral, we would need to be able to tell the length of a thread. That may or may not be easy, depending on the way
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the solid is sliced. If it can be sliced to allow both easy determination of the length and a simple area to integrate
over, you have enough niceties to go for a double iterated integral approach. On the other hand, if you can determine
the cross-sectional areas of the slices of the solids for some direction of slicing, you have an even better shot at the
volume, by doing it as a single integral of those cross-sectional areas times the appropriate differential. With that
kind of advantage, by all means, go for the single integral approach. It will certainly be the simplest approach.
Dudley: Is this anything like aesthetic math?
Albert: Not really. But if it confuses you, forget it.
Mugsy: Forget what?

But one caution has to be given here. You can only use single or double iterated integrals to evaluate cooperative
functions over the volume. A cooperative function is one that is constant on each slice you use, such as a constant
on the threads or slices. In other cases, you will have to go for the triple iterated integral. A function such as
f (x, y, z) = x y z2 ey/x simply won’t allow simplifications. You’d be forced to set the integral of that f over any
volume as a triple integral.
Homework #28
Problems.
1. In this problem, we will show where some formulas for volumes from traditional calculus courses come from.
Start with the function y = f (x) > 0 on the interval a ≤ x ≤ b. Rotate the area under the curve about the x
axis, (y = 0). The area will sweep out (that’s the terminology) a solid. We want to find the volume of that
solid, so we pulverize it, and reassemble it carefully. We first chop the area we are rotating up into confetti,
each piece with area dA.
(a) What shape does one confetti piece, when rotated, sweep out? (Remember that each piece will spin
around the x axis.)
(b) What is the length the piece travels, as a function of its y coordinate?
(c) The volume of that shape will be area times distance traveled. The area is dA. The distance comes from
the previous part. What is the volume?
(d) Set up a double integral for the volume of the solid by adding up all the (· · · ) dA’s. Use the order of
integration dy dx.
(e) Integrate the dy integral. This is a typical formula in first-semester calculus.
2. This problem comes up with another standard formula for volumes of rotation. Use the same set up, but rotate
the solid around the y axis (x = 0). Assume a > 0.
(a) What shape does one confetti piece of area dA sweep out when rotated?
(b) The volume is still area times distance. What is the distance traveled now?
(c) What is the volume swept out by one piece? This is what we want to add up with the integral.
(d) Set up a double integral for the volume of the solid by adding up all the (· · · ) dA’s. Use the order of
integration dy dx again.
(e) Integrate the dy integral. This is the other standard formula for volumes of revolution.
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Basics of triple iterated integrals.
Now we have to get down to the hard part—finding out how to add up all of these specks into a triple iterated
integral. This requires a small (but non-zero) ability to visualize in three dimensions, and somewhat more ability to
draw things in two dimensions. Whenever possible, the first step will be to reduce the integral to a double iterated
integral as painlessly as possible.
I will take one volume and set it up in great detail. By the time I’m finished with it, you’ll know it thoroughly.
In the process, I will show you some of the problems and pitfalls that can occur. In fact, my approach will be to
guide you in setting it up. It’s the best way to learn.
Mugsy: Less pain is good.

Drawing the shadow of the region. We will take the same approach here that we used in double integrals.
We shoot arrows through the volume, and deflate it (project its shadow) parallel to the direction of shooting.
Mugsy: Yes! Go for it.

With a volume, that gives us a double integral to do next. Being expert already in those, you simply integrate that
region in the remaining two variables, and you are done. What that usually means is shooting it again, projecting
again, and getting a line segment. Now that really is easy to integrate over.
That’s simple to state (simpler than doing it, usually), but just why are we doing this? Answering this will help
us to focus on how to shoot and deflate properly. When we shoot parallel to the z axis (a typical direction to shoot
first, but not the best in every case), we will be integrating dz. That means that we will be adding up the specks into
threads parallel to the z axis. The upper and lower limits should somehow reflect the top and bottom of the threads,
where the thread starts (at the lower value of z, since we always work from smaller to larger) and where it ends (at
the higher value of z). It answers the question, where to start adding up the function defined on the specks and where
to stop.
At this point of the procedure, you now have a bundle of threads parallel to the z axis. The situation is exactly
like we encountered in double integrals. We then need to add up the threads into mats, and we do that by integrating
(typically) dy. What this does is adds up all the threads into bunches that form mats that are
R parallel to the yz plane.
That is, you fix each y and add up the threads for that y. What the limits on the integral . . . dy tell you is where
to find the threads that will add up to form a mat. The lower limit tells you where the bunches of threads begin for
each y, and the upper limit tells you where the bunches of threads end for each y. This produces a series of mats
with different x coordinates. The remaining limits (on x) tell you where the mats are. You add them up according to
the function that’s there, and you are done.
Notation and setting up limits of integration (shooting and deflation). Now we get to the practical part.
How do we actually find these limits? Let’s set up the triple integral of f (x, y, z) (the actual function doesn’t matter
while setting up the limits) over the volume defined as being
• above the xy plane (that is, z = 0)
• below the plane z = 2 x
• bounded by the parabolic cylinder x = 1 − y2
What does this volume look like in three dimensions? You really don’t need to know, but if you are curious (and
if you can visualize it, it will help later), here goes. The xy plane is just what it says. It is the plane containing the
x and y axes. The official equation for it is z = 0 (and that we will need later). The plane z = 2 x is a plane, and
here’s how you can figure out what it looks like. The equation does not contain the variable y. (Such equations in
three dimensions with only two variables are called cylinders, for reasons to be explained as we go along here. Any
cylinder can be graphed by the method we’ll give. We have the unusual situation where a plane is a cylinder.) Since
we don’t have the variable y in the equation, let’s graph the equation in the xz plane. It is a line, with slope 2 (if
you treat x as the independent variable and z as the dependent), and it passes through the origin. Drawing that much
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on the xz plane means drawing the line z = 2 x there. But that is not the full extent of the graph of z = 2 x in three
dimensions. The fact that y doesn’t appear in the equation causes a special situation: We don’t care what the value
of y is, as long as we have the correct combination of x and z. What does this mean for the graph? Basically that we
can move the thing to any y coordinate. How is that done? We move parallel to the y axis to change the y coordinate
of a point. So, the net result is that we can take the line in the xz plane and move it parallel to the y axis, and we’ll
get the graph of the plane that has the equation z = 2 x. The plane therefore contains the y axis (since the line in the
xz plane contained the origin), and is sloped more toward the z axis than the x axis (since the 2 coefficient means the
z coordinate will increase at twice the rate of the x coordinate). The volume under consideration is below this plane,
so we treat it as the top surface.
We have a grasp on the plane now, so let’s move on to the other equation, the parabolic surface x = 1 − y2 . This
equation is also a cylinder, in the technical sense that it is missing a variable—z in this case. That means that we
can use the same procedure for figuring out its graph. Since the z is missing, we graph it on the xy plane. This is
just fine. In fact, it is easy to graph if we don’t bother to put in the z coordinate and work in just two dimensions.
The graph of x = 1 − y2 is going to be a parabola, and we can plot a few points, and rapidly discover that it opens
downward (when y goes up), with a vertex at (1, 0), and it intersects the y axis at the points (0, ±1). How does that fit
in three dimensions? Well, it might take a little adjusting of perspective (in fact, this is the hardest part of visualizing
this volume), but with the usual orientation of axes, the parabola in the xy plane will have a vertex nearest us, and
opening away from us. It will hit the y axis again at (0, ±1, 0), where I have now put in the z coordinate. How do we
get the full surface in three dimensions? We have to move this parabola parallel to the axis of the missing variable, z
axis in this case. This creates a vertical parabolic sheet that opens away from us, bending away on the left and right
sides.
What now does the volume look like? It has a base on the xy plane, and top z = 2 x, and the near vertical side of
the volume will be this parabolic sheet. The top and bottom meet along the y axis, and that forms the far end of the
volume.

That was a long and drawn-out process, and while helpful, is not necessary in every case (at least, not in the
ones that we’ll encounter in this course. Real life is somewhat nastier. You can quote me on that.)
We will now try to use this information to decide what the limits are for the dz part of the integral, and what the
z projection is, which will tell us what the remaining limits are. The dz limits will be what you get from shooting
the surface parallel to the z axis, in the direction of increasing z (that is, from bottom to top). Where would an arrow
enter the region, and where would it exit? According to what is given, the base of the volume is given by the xy
plane, so the lower limit is z = 0, which is the equation of the xy plane. The top of the region is given as z = 2 x.
That is the upper limit for the integral. So, we have so far that the integral over the region is
$

2x

f (x, y, z) dz . . .

(11.109)

0

where I have taken out the rest of the information. The remaining limits will be determined by the shadow (deflation)
of the region. If you look at the thing from directly above (or smash it flat against the xy plane), what do you get?
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If you have the volume visualized, that is fairly easy. But let’s not assume that in working this out. After all, if
you don’t have a clear explanation of the volume, you might not be able to work it out so easily. One clue is that
when we project the thing down to the xy plane, we eliminate the z part. This gives for the parabolic surface just
the parabola that we had before in the xy plane. Since that is one of the sides of the volume, it will be an edge of
the shadow. (Think about that for a while. It’s important, and useful.) This is one of the typical ways of getting
the equations of the shadow (which are really what you need rather than a general description). The other way (and
the more common one) is to take the remaining equations and eliminate z from between them. Essentially, you are
finding out where the surfaces intersect, forming an edge of the surface. That will also form one of the edges of the
shadow. Solving z = 2 x together with z = 0 gives x = 0, the y axis in the xy plane. The edges of the shadow will
then be given by the equations x = 1 − y2 and x = 0, a parabola and a line. The volume nestles in between them, so
the area bounded by those two curves gives the shadow. Notice again that we need the equations of the edges of the
shadow to continue.

Let’s keep going. We have to integrate over that parabolic region. The first thing we should do is draw that region
in the usual xy plane. That is not too hard. We have a choice now. Which variable do we want to integrate first?
The usual case, dy, has the disadvantage of shooting the region in a way that enters and exits the region along the
parabola, and we are given the equation for the parabola as x a function of y, rather than vice versa. Let’s integrate
dx first here. (We will take up the other way later, in case you want to know how.) Then what happens when we
shoot this thing in the x direction (left to right, in the direction of increasing x)? The arrow enters the region along
the y axis (x = 0), and exits along the parabola x = 1 − y2 . The limits on the dx integral are then from 0 to 1 − y2 , so
the integral is
"

1−y2

2x

Z

f (x, y, z) dz dx dy
0

(11.110)

0

where we can fill in the remaining differential in order. What do we do now? We figure out the remaining limits of
integration. And we do that by projecting along the direction that the region was shot, along the x axis. We end up
with a line segment that runs from y = −1 to y = 1. This gives the dy limits, and the final integral is
Z

1

1−y2

Z

2x

Z

f (x, y, z) dz dx dy
−1

0

0

(11.111)
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If we knew f (x, y, z), we could evaluate this, by methods we’ll give shortly, but which you could probably guess
(correctly) now.
Dudley: Presuming we aren’t too dazed by all of this to have forgotten everything we ever knew about math.

Homework #29
Problem.
1. Set up triple integrals over each of these regions D. Use any order for the differentials you want.
(a) D is the region above the xy plane and below the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 9.
(b) D is the region in the first octant (all of x, y, and z are positive, so the boundary equations are x = 0,
y = 0, and z = 0) bounded above by the surface z = 2 + x + y2 and bounded on the side by the plane
x + 2 y = 6.
(c) D is the region above the plane z = −4, below the plane z = 5 + 2 x + 3 y, and inside the circle x2 + y2 = 4.

Interchanging order of integration. With a double integral, we can choose to evaluate in Cartesian coordinates either dy dx (the usual order) or as dx dy (if that fits better). It all depended on the region, as in earlier
examples. Even the example we just finished, once we got down to a double integral, we looked at the region and
decided that the better order of integration was dx dy. But also it was handy to be able to switch back and forth
between the different orders. The same sort of thing happens with triple integrals. Occasionally, you will want to
rearrange which variables get integrated first. But rather than 3 different orders (as you might naively expect), there
are 6. (The number of orders with n variables is n!, n factorial, which gets large fast, if you’ll remember.)
What I want to do is re-work the example I just did in all the five other orders. This will give you more insight
into how to set up limits than anything I know of. You’ll also know the ins and outs of that volume. I won’t go into
these in quite the detail I went into the preceding one, because my patience (and typing abilities) will wear thin real
fast.
Mugsy: Take a deep breath. . .
Dudley: It might be your last chance.

The first alternate way is to take the dz integral that we already have and integrate over the shadow in the opposite
order, dy dx. That’s not too bad. We’ve already had some practice at this, so let’s go.
The arrow will shoot the area from bottom to top to integrate dy first. It enters along the parabola x = 1 − y2
and exits along the same parabola. We’ve encountered this before.
√ We have to integrate dy, so we need to find the
largest and smallest valid values for y. Solving for y gives y = ± 1 − x. The positive sign goes with the larger value
of y, and the negative sign goes with the smaller value of y. The integral so far is then
"

√
1−x

2x

Z

√
− 1−x

f (x, y, z) dz dy dx

(11.112)

0

After deflating along the y direction, the region collapses to an interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. This supplies the dx limits, giving
√
1Z

Z
0

1−x
√
− 1−x

2x

Z

f (x, y, z) dz dy dx

(11.113)

0

Now we have to come to more interesting orders of integration. Let’s try dy dz dx; there are no preferences that
are better or worse at this point. (However, I am trying to teach a new idea each time, and the sequence for me is
important.) If we want dy first, we have to shoot the region in the direction of increasing y. That means that an
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arrow would enter the region along the parabolic
√ side, and
√ exit along the parabolic side. The same analysis we went
through before would give that y goes from − 1 − x to 1 − x. Then the integral so far is then
$ √1−x
f (x, y, z) dy dz dx
(11.114)
√
− 1−x

So far, so good. Now we have to deflate along the y direction. Perhaps here it is easier to try to think of what the
architect’s elevation would look like. If you view the solid directly from the y axis, what would it look like? The top
would be the line z = 2 x. The bottom would be the x axis (which is as much of the xy plane that would be visible).
The right side would be the point (0, 0)—again omitting the y coordinate from consideration. The left side (and the
region in between) would be the parabolic cylinder. How far down the x axis does it go? Since x = 1 − y2 , it is clear
that x ≤ 1, so its maximum x value is 1. (This part can be tricky in general, but you usually end up picking orders of
integration that avoid such things.) The straight-on shot from along the y axis, then is the region above the x axis,
below the line z = 2 x, and and 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.

That can be done. If we then integrate dz next, we need z to go from 0 to 2 x, and then 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. The integral is
then
Z 1 Z 2 x Z √1−x
f (x, y, z) dy dz dx
(11.115)
√
0

− 1−x

0

Suppose we tackle next the order dy dx dz (again, because having done the dy first already, all we have to do is
interchange the order on the dz dx part). The region in the xz plane was just described. The integral dx would go
from x = z/2 to 1 (looking at it the way an arrow would enter and leave that region), and the corresponding dz limits
would be 0 ≤ z ≤ 2. The integral would then be given by
Z 2 Z 1 Z √1−x
f (x, y, z) dy dz dx
(11.116)
√
0

z/2

− 1−x

There are two integration orders to go, and they both will start with integrating dx first. Let’s take the order
dx dz dy. If we shoot this region in the direction of increasing x, an arrow would enter it along the top x = z/2, and
would exit along the parabola x = 1 − y2 . This gives the upper and lower limits of the dx integral, and we have
$ 1−y2
f (x, y, z) dx dz dy
(11.117)
z/2
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From there, we have to look at the shadow of the region along the yz plane, or the elevation view from the along the
x axis. The bottom will be the y axis (again all you can see of the xy plane), and the top will be a little complicated.
You will see the z = 2 x plane, but the item that you are interested in is the edge of the plane that you’ll be able to
see. This is obtained by where the x = 1 − y2 parabolic cylinder intersects that plane. How do we tell where that
will be? We can do it by taking the two equations and eliminating x from between them. That gives z/2 = 1 − y2 , or
z = 2 − 2 y2 . That will be the equation of the curve of intersection as viewed from the front. This is a typical kind of
thing to happen! You find the equation of intersection by eliminating the correct variable (the one you’re projecting
along) from the pair of equations that define the intersection curve.

The next integral is then easy. We want z to go from 0 to 2 − 2 y2 . And from there, we note that y goes from −1
to 1, just as in the order dz dx dy. The integral is then
1

Z

2−2 y2

Z

Z

1−y2

f (x, y, z) dx dz dy
−1

0

(11.118)

z/2

The final order of integration is dx dy dz, and we already have the hard part of that done, the dx limits. All we need
to do is integrate the planar region we described earlier (between the line z √
= 0 and the parabola z = 2 − 2 y2 ).
Integrating dy first means we enter and exit along the parabola, with y = ± 1 − z/2 as the entering and exiting
equations. Projecting dy then gives the interval 0 ≤ z ≤ 2 for the other limits. The final integral is then
√

2Z

Z

1−z/2

Z

f (x, y, z) dx dz dy

√
− 1−z/2

0

1−y2

(11.119)

z/2

In summary, here are the six different integrals over the region:
1

Z

Z

1−y2

Z

2x

f (x, y, z) dz dx dy

(11.120)

f (x, y, z) dz dy dx

(11.121)

f (x, y, z) dy dz dx

(11.122)

f (x, y, z) dy dz dx

(11.123)

−1 0
0
Z 1 Z √1−x Z 2 x
√
− 1−x

0

1 Z 2x Z

Z
0

0

Z

2Z
0

1

Z

−1
2Z

Z
0

√
− 1−x
√
1 Z 1−x

z/2

Z

√
− 1−x

2−2 y2
0
√

0
√
1−x

Z

1−y2

f (x, y, z) dx dz dy

(11.124)

f (x, y, z) dx dz dy

(11.125)

z/2
1−z/2

√
− 1−z/2

Z

1−y2
z/2
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All of these integrals, when a specific function is put in for f (x, y, z), will evaluate to give the same thing, because
they are all integrating over the exact same region. That is, they all pulverize the same volume into specks, and add
them back together. They just add them back together in different orders. We will actually check this later, on Sage.
Homework #30
Problem.
1. For each of the integrals in the previous homework problem set, where you set up triple integrals given the
region D, re-write the integral in one other other of integration. Your answer to each part should consist of
two integrals, the original and the new one.

Evaluation of triple integrals. Next, we come to the part that is not so bad.
Dudley: Again, difficulty is relative. Mumps is nowhere near as bad as malaria, but I wouldn’t want mumps,
either.

How do we evaluate these things, once we have a specific function for f (x, y, z)? It is remarkably similar (in fact,
identical) to the way that we worked double integrals. We integrate one variable at a time, from the inside out,
treating all other variables as constants until they get integrated themselves. The limits get plugged in just as before
as well, with the realization that limits are now allowed to contain variables (and they will contain variables, except
in the boring case of integrating over a rectangular block).
Mugsy: Oh go ahead and bore me.

It is time to look at the variables in the limits, and see how that dovetails with the way that we project, and the order
of integration. Look at that list of six integrals, particularly the one at the bottom of the list. There are two different
variables in the limits of the inner integral, one variable in the limits of the middle integral, and no variables on
the limits of the outer integral. There’s a pattern here, and there’s a reason for it. A general rule is: No variable
can occur in the limits of an integral unless it will be integrated later on. (Obviously, this refers only to multiple
integrals.) There are no variables left after the outer integral is done, so no variables are allowed to occur in those
limits. There is only one variable left unintegrated when evaluating the middle integral, and so at most one variable
can occur there, and that must be the variable of the remaining differential. In the limits of the inner integral, we can
have up to two variables occurring, and those are the variables whose differentials are outside.
Look again at the six integrals, and note that this pattern holds in every case. It does not guarantee that the
integral is set up correctly, but if the rule is violated, then the integral is definitely set up incorrectly. Also, the rule
indicates the maximum possible variables each time, and does not require that the maximum occur. In fact, it often
doesn’t, as in 4 of the 6 integrals in the list.
Let’s look again at the deflation procedure from this perspective. When you project out a variable, you effectively
eliminate that variable from the picture. It no longer appears anywhere. This is precisely what you want to happen.
The projection (elevation, deflation, whatever) procedure is designed to take care of this rule for you. Follow the
procedure, and the rule will automatically be enforced. (Don’t follow the procedure—nothing says that you can’t
do it by your own methods—and I won’t guarantee anything.)
Dudley: I can guarantee that I’ll be confused.

So, how do you actually work out a triple integral? Exactly the way you would expect: one variable at a time,
from the inside out. You hold all other variables (if there are any) constant while you integrate another variable.
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For example, let’s take one of the integrals above, with f (x, y, z) = x y2 z and work it out completely.
#
"
Z 1 Z 1−y2 Z 2 x
Z 1 Z 1−y2
1 2 2x
dx dy
x y2 z dz dx dy =
(x y2 )
z
2 0
−1 0
0
−1 0
Z 1 Z 1−y2
=
(x y2 )(2 x2 ) dx dy
=

Z

−1 0
1 Z 1−y2

2 x3 y2 dx dy


1−y2 


2  1 4
=
(y )  x
 dy
2 0 
−1
Z
1
=
−−11 (y2 ) (1 − y2 )4 dy
2
Z
1 1 2
y − 4 y4 + 6 y6 − 4 y8 + y10 dy
=
2 −1
1 1 3 4 5 6 7 4 9 1 11 1
=
y − y + y − y +
y
2 3
5
7
9
11
−1
"
!
!#
1
−1 −4 −6 −4 −1
1 1 4 6 4
− + − +
−
−
+
−
+
=
2 3 5 7 9 11
3
5
7
9
11
128
=
3465
−1
Z 1

0

We will see shortly (by Sage) that this is the correct answer.
Homework #31
Exercise.
1. Evaluate the following triple integrals.
Z 1 Z 3+x Z x+y
(a)
x y z dz dy dx
0

0

√

3/2 Z

Z
(b)

0
9−x2

2xy

Z

1 dz dy dx

√
0

3x

0

Problems.
1. Set up the triple integrals of f (x, y, z) over the following volumes. You get to decide on whatever order of
integration you want. (Some might be easier to set up than others.)
(a) The volume inside the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 100.
(b) The volume inside the cone which is the volume above x2 + y2 = z2 and below the plane z = 4.
(c) The volume in the first octant (where all of x, y, and z are positive) below the plane x + 2 y + 3 z = 24.

Cylindrical coordinates.
There are several more options open to triple integrals than double integrals, from the several different coordinate
systems available in three dimensions. The first new one we tackle is reasonably simple, in the sense that there is
nothing too new about it. Cylindrical coordinates in three dimensions are nothing more than taking polar coordinates,
and adding the usual z coordinate to them (almost, see below for the exception).
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Basic ideas. Suppose we are setting up an integral in three dimensions, and after integrating dz, which is the
one we usually do first, we project and get a region in the xy plane (remember, no z’s left at this point!). If looking
at it carefully, you decide that it really would be easier to set up the integral in polar coordinates, then you can.
(After all, you are just adding up the confetti pieces in a new order.) What you end up with is called cylindrical
coordinates. (Just one note of caution. You would have to change any of the x’s and y’s that occurred in the function
or limits to polar coordinates, using x = r cos θ, and y = r cos θ. All variables must always be expressed in terms of
the differential variables.)
Let’s look at cylindrical coordinates a bit before we proceed too rapidly on. In particular, it is of some advantage
to look at things called the coordinate surfaces. For example, if we fix r = (constant), what is the graph of that?
And what does the graph of θ = (constant) look like? And what is z = (constant)?
The easy one is z = (constant). As in Cartesian coordinates, it is a horizontal plane, at (constant) units above
the xy plane (or r θ plane, if you prefer).
The graph of r = (constant) is a cylinder, in the more common sense of the word. Take the circle in the r θ plane
with radius (constant) and move it parallel to the z axis, and you get a right, circular cylinder of radius (constant),
the one typically meant when you say cylinder. (This cylinder is the reason that this coordinate system is called
cylindrical coordinates.) As the value of (constant) increases, the radius of the cylinder increases.
The graph of θ = (constant) brings us to a somewhat delicate issue. Very often in cylindrical coordinates
(meaning the three-dimensional version), we don’t allow r < 0. This is not always the case, but is true sufficiently
often to make life complicated. If you’ll remember, we allowed r < 0 in polar coordinates (meaning the twodimensional version) because it unified many different possibilities. It is most convenient to continue to allow it,
from one point of view, and not from another. Unfortunately, we have to do something else first before we can
explain why we don’t want to allow r < 0 in cylindrical coordinates. So, just for the time being, accept that we will
require r ≥ 0 only. This has an effect on the allowable values of the (constant) in the graph of r = (constant), but not
on the graph itself. It will remain a cylinder. On the other hand, it does affect the graph of θ = (constant). If r were
both positive and negative, as in the r θ plane, the graph of θ = (constant) would be a line through the origin that
makes the angle (constant) with the positive x axis. The r > 0 would account for half of the line, which is what you
get when you march forward from the origin, after turning the correct angle. The r < 0 would be the remaining half
of the line, where you back up to get to it. Since we are only allowing r > 0 in cylindrical coordinates, we will have
to use only half the line. Moving that half-line along the z axis (cylinder effect again), we get a vertical half-plane
that contains the z axis, and makes a specific angle with the positive x axis. As (constant) increases, the half-plane
pivots counterclockwise (of course) about the z axis, somewhat like a door hinged on the z axis. Additionally, we
will often require that θ take the values 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 π.
Dudley: My, he’s getting picky all of a sudden.
Albert: That is because being sloppy here can get you in a lot of trouble.

We next want to see how these coordinates interact on each of the coordinate surfaces. On the z = (constant)
plane, the r and θ simply form the usual polar coordinate scheme (with the glitch we just talked about r > 0). On
the r = (constant) cylinder, the z coordinate measures height above the r θ plane, and θ measures angle around. On
the half-plane (“door”) θ = (constant), z measures height above the r θ plane, and r measures distance from the z
axis (“hinge”) measured perpendicular to the z axis. This is a particularly useful description of the meaning of the r
coordinate!
Finally, we need a way of going back and forth between Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. This is easy,
since it is just the same as it was in polar coordinates with an extra z coordinate:
x = r cos θ

(11.126)

y = r sin θ

(11.127)

z=z

(11.128)

Setting up limits. With cylindrical coordinates, you almost always integrate dz first, as is usual (but not
as firm) with Cartesian coordinates. Then project just as before, and use polar coordinates on what’s left. The
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polar coordinates part still needs the extra factor of r, for the same reason. That is, in cylindrical coordinates,
dV = r dz dr dθ gives the volume of the differential speck of powder.
Converting, and when that might be a good idea. The reasons and situations for converting from Cartesian
to cylindrical coordinates in a three-dimensional integral are identical to the reasons and situations for converting
from Cartesian to polar coordinates in a double integral. Nothing more needs to be said on that score.
However, it would be nice to tell that from the problem rather than working all the way down to the integral and
then discovering the fact. Cylindrical coordinates should be used when any or all of the following conditions hold:
• The equations of the surfaces bounding the volume are given in cylindrical coordinates, or can be easily
expressed in cylindrical coordinates.
• The problem has a built-in axis of symmetry that can be maneuvered to be the z axis.
• There is enough symmetry to try.

Homework #32
Problems.
1. Use a triple integral in cylindrical coordinates to find the volume inside x2 + y2 = 4, above z = 0, and below
x2 + y2 = 4 z. (Hint:Convert x2 + y2 = 4 to polar coordinates. It should be a familiar curve.)
2. Find the volume of the region inside r = 4, above z = 0, and below 2 z = y. (Hint: Again, you’ll need to
convert 2 z = y to polar coordinates.)
√
3. Set up limits for the integral over a spherical cap, b ≤ z ≤ a2 − r2 , with b < a.
4. For a challenge, set up an integral over the volume inside both the sphere r2 + z2 = a2 and the cylinder
r = a cos θ.

Spherical coordinates.
Basic ideas. The proper generalization of polar coordinates to three dimensions is not cylindrical coordinates,
but rather spherical coordinates. The three coordinates are ρ, θ, and ϕ. I will give the meanings of each. ρ is
the distance from the origin (measured along a straight line). It is analogous to r = distance from the origin in
polar coordinates. You should also contrast the r of cylindrical coordinates with the ρ of spherical. In cylindrical
coordinates, r gives the (horizontal) distance from the z axis (the distance from the “hinge”), while ρ gives the
distance from the origin (which will usually be measured at some angle to the horizontal).
The remaining two coordinates in the spherical system are angles. The value of θ is the same as in cylindrical
(and therefore, as in polar) coordinates. The remaining coordinate is ϕ (Greek letter phi, also written φ). ϕ measures
the angle the line from the origin makes with the positive z axis.
These coordinates are used in geodesy (the measurement and drawing of the surface of the earth, as it is shown
in an atlas, for example), almost. The spherical system is set up with its origin (ρ = 0) at the center of the earth,
so ρ is constant on the surface of the earth (which is almost a sphere) and θ = 0 on the prime meridian (through
Greenwich, England), and increasing to the east. (Longitude in the US is often given as a negative number for this
reason.) Rather than using ϕ measured from the north pole down, geodesy uses 90◦ − ϕ in the northern hemisphere,
while in the southern hemisphere, it is ϕ − 90◦ . Thus latitude is 0◦ at the equator. (Geodesy, aside from measuring
their angles from the wrong places, also used degrees. Obviously not set up by mathematicians . . . ) Think about
this until it begins to make sense.
Mugsy: This could take a l-o-o-o-o-n-g time.
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Note that ρ can be ignored, since it is essentially constant over the surface of the earth. Only when altitude
becomes a significant factor (such as in airplane traffic) does it enter as a necessary extra coordinate.
The same coordinates are used in astronomy, again almost. The value of ρ is now usually irrelevant (at least for
locating a celestial object), and the coordinate systems used are essentially geocentric (in the sense that the observer
is the origin of the coordinate systems), and there are two of them. For your general reference, I’ll list them. One
system (the set most easily used by an observer) is called horizon coordinates. The azimuth, A (corresponding to
our θ), is then measured clockwise (BOO!) from north increasing toward the east, and altitude, a (corresponding
to our (90◦ − ϕ)), is measured up from the horizon. This is obviously useful in locating objects. However, since
that coordinate system changes from location to location, it is not too terribly useful for communicating across the
globe. The more common method of locating objects uses a different system. In this one, the right ascension is α
(corresponding to our θ) and is the angle (measured clockwise again—grump!) from the vernal equinox (the westernmost point of the constellation Aries). The declination, δ (corresponding to (90◦ − ϕ)), is measured upward from
the plane of the equator. (Actually, things are substantially more complicated with astronomy than you can imagine
until you are digging into it. There are numbers of different ways of measuring time, for example, Greenwich Mean
Time—more accurately known as Universal Coordinated Time—being only one of them, and not the most useful in
all situations.)
Dudley: You mean that all this spherical coordinate stuff gets used?
Albert: Most definitely. Or it gets modified for various applications.

As a final, important, confusion, let me indicate that (non-mathematician) scientists and engineers who use
spherical coordinates will often interchange the meanings we gave to the variables θ and ϕ. For them θ measures
angle down from the z axis, and ϕ measures angle around (counterclockwise) from the positive x axis. This despite
the fact that they use θ for the same angle in polar coordinates as ϕ in spherical! (Whoever said that scientists were
logical?)
Mugsy: I’m sure you did, at least once.

The situation is truly unbelievable. Whenever you encounter someone using θ and ϕ, you need to ask to make sure
you know which one means which angle.
Next, let’s look at the coordinate surfaces in spherical coordinates. The surface ρ = (constant) is, for the
(constant) being positive, a sphere of radius (constant). (Again, we do not allow ρ < 0.) The surface θ = (constant)
is, as before, a half-plane hinged around the z axis. The surface ϕ = (constant) is a little trickier. For ϕ = 0, you
get the positive z axis. For 0 < ϕ < π/2, you get the upper half of a cone. (Technically, a cone has two parts, called
nappes, that point at each other and have a common vertex.) A good picture is to think of an umbrella, with its point
at the origin and shaft along the positive z axis. Then the angle that the umbrella is open is ϕ. For ϕ = π/2, you get
the xy plane. For π/2, ϕ < π (the umbrella is blown inside out), you get the lower half (nappe) of a cone. And at
ϕ = π, you get the negative z axis. You should try to visualize how these different things blend into each other. Note
that we have indicated that the total range of allowable values are 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π, and we will always use that. We will
also try to keep 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 π, or some other single range of length 2 π, just to keep our sanity.
Dudley: Too late.

Next, we look at how the remaining coordinates act on the coordinate surfaces. On ρ = (constant), the θ is
the longitude, and the ϕ is the co-latitude (the name for the angle complimentary to the latitude). Notice again
that two angles are good enough to locate any point on the surface of a sphere (such as the earth, using latitude
and longitude). On the surface θ = (constant), ρ measures the distance from the origin (not the z axis or hinge,
since that’s r!), and ϕ measures the angle down from the hinge, as measured from the origin. On the surface of
ϕ = (constant), ρ measures distance out from the vertex, and θ measures the angle around on the cone. Note that on
the xy plane, where ϕ = π/2, the value of r and ρ are the same, and θ is the same (except that we don’t allow ρ < 0
in spherical coordinates) as we used in polar coordinates.
Finally, we need a way of converting between spherical and Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. The easy way
is to use cylindrical coordinates as an intermediate coordinate system. That is, to go between Cartesian and spherical
coordinates, we first convert to cylindrical coordinates, and then convert the rest of the way. We already have the
way of going between cylindrical and Cartesian, so all we need is how to go between spherical and cylindrical. For
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this, we have that
r = ρ sin ϕ

(11.129)

z = ρ cos ϕ

(11.130)

θ=θ

(11.131)

(this gets from spherical to cylindrical), or the other way,
p
ρ = r2 + z2

(11.132)

ϕ = arctan(r/z)

(11.133)

θ=θ

(11.134)

(which will get you from cylindrical to spherical).
Homework #33
Problem.
1. Write out the formulas for x, y, and z in terms of ρ, θ, and ϕ.

Setting up the limits. Now we come to the more nitty-gritty part of the spherical coordinate system: setting
up triple iterated integrals in these coordinates. The order of integration is dρ first almost always, and usually there
is little preference for the other two: dρ dθ dϕ is as common as dρ dϕ dθ. Since there is almost never any relation
between θ and ϕ—otherwise you are probably using the wrong coordinate system—you can do either. (Note that ρ
being integrated first means that it shows up first in the differential dV. That’s because the integrals are evaluated
from the inside out. So, in dρ dϕ dθ, the ρ gets integrated first, then ϕ, and finally θ.)
When you want to find the limits, you start, as noted, with ρ. The direction of shooting in this case is radial,
from the origin outward. You are looking at it from a point at the origin. That’s where you shoot arrows from, and
they spray straight out. The lower limit is the place where the arrow enters the region, and the upper limit is where
it leaves, as usual.
The projection process is a bit trickier here, but again if it is too tricky in any given problem, then you are
probably not using the correct coordinate system. The deflation is closer to the way a balloon deflates, but we can’t
just shrink to a point (the origin); we have to shrink to a sphere (a coordinate plane for ρ, much like the xy plane
was a coordinate plane for z when shrinking dz). This leaves a map on the sphere that we use for determining the
remaining limits. After deciding on the θ limits, we push the sphere back around to single meridian (the prime
meridian, of course), and get ϕ limits from there. If we integrate ϕ right after ρ, we peel the sphere back to the
equator from both north and south. That will determine the θ limits. In general, the most common limits for θ are
0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 π (which integrates all the way around the equator) or 0 ≤ θ ≤ π (which integrates half-way around). The
most common limits for ϕ are 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π (which integrates from north pole to south pole) or 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π/2 (which
integrates from the north pole to the equator). Some combination of these will probably be what you want.
After doing that, we still need to decide on dV. It won’t be dρ dθ dϕ, because that doesn’t give the volume of
the speck accurately (any more than dr dθ worked in polar coordinates). In the case of spherical coordinates,
dV = ρ2 sin ϕ dρ dθ dϕ = ρ2 sin ϕ dρ dϕ dθ

(11.135)

In either order, you need the extra factor of ρ2 sin ϕ with the differentials.
A example would be of great use.
Dudley: Twenty would be even better.

Let me set up the integral over a spherical cap, like the one you did in the homework for cylindrical coordinates.
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The equation of the bottom of the
√ cap is z = b, which in spherical coordinates is ρ cos ϕ = b, or ρ = b/ cos ϕ. The
equation of the top of the cap is r2 + z2 = a, or in spherical coordinates is ρ = a. The integral has ρ limits
$ a
1ρ2 sin ϕ dρ dϕ dθ
(11.136)
b/ cos ϕ

(I am integrating F(ρ, θ ϕ) = 1 in order to get volume. More on that later. The ρ2 sin ϕ is from the differential.)
Pushing all of this out to a sphere, we get a circle around the north pole. The values of ϕ and θ are then determined
by this circle. We have that ϕ goes from 0 (the north pole) out to the edge of the circle. The edge of the circle is
determined by the intersection of the plane ρ = b/ cos ϕ and the sphere ρ = a, so the relevant equation is obtained
by solving these simultaneously, giving a = b/ cos ϕ, or cos ϕ = b/a, or ϕ = arccos(b/a). (Since b < a, this is
acceptable). This gives the largest value of ϕ in the problem, so the next limits are 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ arccos(b/a). The
integral, with these limits inserted, is now
" arccos(b/a) Z a
1ρ2 sin ϕ dρ dϕ dθ
(11.137)
b/ cos ϕ

0

The limits on θ are 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 π, since we want to go all the way around the north pole. Putting those in the integral
gives, as the final answer,
Z 2 π Z arccos(b/a) Z a
1ρ2 sin ϕ dρ dϕ dθ
(11.138)
0

0

b/ cos ϕ

Homework #34
Problems.
1. Set up the spherical coordinate triple integral for the volume above (inside) the cone ϕ = π/4 and inside
ρ = 2 a cos ϕ (a sphere of radius a, much like r = 2 a cos θ was a circle of radius a in polar coordinates).
2. If b > a in the spherical cap problem in the notes, then arccos(b/a) would fail to have a value, since you can’t
find the arccosine of a value larger than 1. What would happen geometrically if you tried to slice the sphere
of radius a centered at the origin with a plane z = b with b > a?
Reason for the extra factor of ρ2 sin ϕ in dV. The reason for the extra factor of ρ2 sin ϕ in dV is somewhat
difficult to explain. It boils down to trying to find the volume of a little speck, in spherical coordinates, formed
by increasing ρ, θ, and ϕ by amounts dρ, dθ, and dϕ, respectively. Just drawing that can be a slightly painful
task, actually. But once you do, you realize that, for all the differentials very small (and that’s the whole idea of a
differential, so there’s no problem there), the little speck has thickness dρ, and width ρ sin ϕ dθ, and height ρ dϕ.
The final volume is then dV = ρ2 sin ϕ dρ dθ dϕ.
Actually, there is a simpler way to find the extra factors that occur, and it works for any coordinate transformation.
Mugsy: Now he tells us . . .

The justification of what I am going to do is beyond what I want to do in this course, but here it is. For those of you
who have had determinants, you could do the calculations by hand. For the rest of you, I will show you how to use
Sage to do all of the calculations.
For the factor in dV in spherical coordinates, you need the equations of x, y, and z in spherical coordinates,
which are x = ρ cos θ sin ϕ, y = ρ sin θ sin ϕ, z = ρ cos ϕ. Form the matrix (called the Jacobian matrix):
 ∂x ∂x ∂x  
 ∂ρ ∂θ ∂ϕ   cos θ sin ϕ −ρ sin θ sin ϕ ρ cos θ cos ϕ 
 ∂y ∂y ∂y  

J =  ∂ρ ∂θ ∂ϕ  =  sin θ sin ϕ ρ cos θ sin ϕ ρ sinθ cos ϕ 
 ∂z ∂z ∂z  

cos ϕ
0
−ρ sin ϕ
∂ρ

∂θ

∂ϕ
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Then, taking the determinant of this matrix gives (magically, and after some trig identities) −ρ2 sin ϕ. The absolute
value of this is the factor that multiplies the dρ dθ dϕ. Since we are restricting 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π, sin ϕ ≥ 0, so the absolute
value is ρ2 sin ϕ.
Why do all of this? There are several reasons. First, the rather hand-wavy arguments that I gave for the factors (r
and ρ2 sin ϕ) can be made rigorous. However, rigor is not the point of this course. Wait until you get to real analysis,
or applied math to see more clearly what’s going on. Additionally, it can give you a way to find the transformation
in case you ever run up against a really strange coordinate transformation. (See the exercises.)
But there is one good reason (the ones just given range between excuses and apologies). I indicated that we
wanted to restrict the value of r in cylindrical coordinates to r ≥ 0, and the value of ϕ in spherical coordinates to
0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π. The reason actually lies in the factors needed for the dV. The explanation of the determinant of J says
that it gives the scaling factors between the sizes of dx dy dz and (in the cases before this) dr dθ dz or dρ dθ dϕ. That
value shows up in theorems with an absolute value (the factor really ought to be positive if we are dealing with
volumes), so we need that it be positive to integrate it easily. If we don’t have r ≥ 0, or 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π, we can get
negatives from that factor, and we have already seen how painful it is to keep track of positives and negatives. In
the case of polar coordinates, we argued separately for allowing r to be either positive or negative, and the argument
could be carried over to cylindrical coordinates. Thus, I wouldn’t get too fussy about negative r in cylindrical
coordinates. However, with spherical coordinates, a most serious attempt must be made to keep 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π, or all
kinds of things come unglued.
Let me show you how to perform those calculations using Sage. You will need to follow these instructions.
Type the equations defining x, y, and z in. Note that Sage uses φ for phi, where I tend to use ϕ. They are the
same letter.

Next, define the class with the matrices in it, and define the Jacobian to be one of those.

Now find the Jacobian by taking the determinant, and simplifying the resulting mess.
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Take absolute values (so the annoying negative sign goes away), and that’s the extra factor you throw into
integrals.
Converting, and when that might be a good idea. When would spherical coordinates be a good idea to use?
Good question, with an answer that is basically similar to the one that was used for cylindrical coordinates, which
in turn were much like the reasons for using polar coordinates.
It even more useful to tell that from the start of the problem that spherical is the system to use than it was with
cylindrical, because very little of the work you do for any other coordinate system will carry over to spherical. In
general, spherical coordinates should be used when any or all of the following conditions hold:
• The equations of the surfaces bounding the volume are given in spherical coordinates, or can be easily expressed in spherical coordinates.
• The problem has a built-in axis of symmetry that can be maneuvered to be the z axis and there is a good deal
of spherical symmetry as well.
• You are really masochistic (especially important).
Actually, just the last one is often good enough.
Mugsy: Hey, Albert. Just for you.
Albert: I was thinking of you, too, Mugsy.

Homework #35
Problems.
1. Find the volume of a sphere of radius a. (Hint: What coordinate system should you use?)
2. Find the volume of a (right circular) cone with base of radius a and height h. (Hint: This one is tricky in
cylindrical coordinates, but not too bad in spherical. The way to orient the cone is to put the vertex at the
origin, and the rest of the cone along the positive z axis, so it looks like an ice cream cone. Then ρ goes from
the vertex of the cone to the upper part—what used to be the base—of the cone at z = h, which needs to get
changed into spherical coordinates. And ϕ goes from 0 to the vertex angle of the cone, which you have to get
from both a and h. Check out the spherical cap example earlier. Finally θ goes from 0 to 2 π. Check your
answer with a reference book for the volume of a cone.)

Sage and numerical integration.
Of course, you are wondering how to get Sage to do these problems for you. In many cases, you can get Sage’s help.
In others, you can’t. Let me go into that in a bit of detail.
How to do triple integrals in Sage. Sage is of no help at all in setting up the integral (except perhaps in
calculating intersection curves and limits by solving simultaneous equations); you are on your own there. And Sage
is of use approximating the integrals that you get only if you want to wait a very, very long time, if it does them at
all. (It will warn you.)
If you have a function, say f (x, y, z) = x y2 z, and you want to integrate it over the volume that I set up six
different ways before, you could do it using Sage, because you would always get functions that Sage can deal with.
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Function f
1
δ=density
δx
δy
pδz
δ √ x 2 + y2
δ p x 2 + z2
δ y2 + z2
p
δ x2 + y2 + z2
δ xn
δ yn
δ zn
..
.
δ (x2 + y2 + z2 )n/2
f >0
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Meaning of

#
D

f dV

Volume of D
Mass of D
Myz = 1 st moment about yz plane
M xz = 1 st moment about xz plane
M xy = 1 st moment about xy plane
Mz = 1 st moment about the z axis
My = 1 st moment about the y axis
M x = 1 st moment about the x axis
M0 = 1 st moment about the origin
nth moment about yz plane
nth moment about xz plane
nth moment about xy plane
nth moment about origin
“Hypervolume under f over the base D”

Table 11.1: Meanings of triple integrals depending on the function
In fact, I did just that, with the commands

encouragingly enough. (Actually, in a moment of confession, I discovered that I had miscopied one result, and
mis-solved one of the equations for the setting up the six integrals, resulting in three completely different answers. It
didn’t take more than a few minutes to correct them, but I was rather unnerved by the whole ordeal. It was somewhat
like adding a column of numbers six times and getting three different results. But I have this thing about wanting to
be accurate, especially in these notes. Just don’t look at my checkbook too closely . . . )
By the way, just because the numbers matched doesn’t guarantee that the interchange of order of integration is
correct. All you can say is that if the numbers don’t match, there is a problem.
Incidentally, Sage has no way to interchange order of integration, in either double or triple integrals. That’s
another one that you have to do yourself. The process is not mechanical enough for Sage to do it!
Numerical approximations to triple integrals. As with double integrals, so with triple integrals. Sage has
problems approximating those triple integrals that it can’t work out exactly. Sorry about that. And again, there are
many ways to do those approximations (the Monte Carlo methods mentioned for double integrals carry over to triple
integrals also), but they are tricky, and require more than a casual understanding of the function and region.
The integrand in triple integrals.
Just as with double integrals, there are two parts to the triple integral, the region and the function (integrand), and
different functions tell you different things about the region. The limits correspond to the region and vice versa.
But we still need to know what information can be obtained by those functions. The accompanying table correlates
those things for various common integrands. (The term “hypervolume” means a four-dimensional volume. That’s
out of the
p range of this course.) If you have moments about other things, you use the distance from that thing rather
than δ x2 + y2 + z2 . For example, the moment of inertia about the plane x = 1 would use as an integrand δ (x − 1)2 .
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Remember that you use the limits to determine D. So, by switching integrands, you use the same limits with
different functions to get all that different information.
Different coordinate systems.
What happens if you want to find the moment of inertia about the origin, but you decide that you want to use
cylindrical coordinates for the limits? After all, the region suggests the coordinate system and determines the limits.
The integrand, however, is given in Cartesian coordinates in the previous section. What to do?
You set up the integral in the coordinate system of your choice, such as cylindrical. You then take the function
you need to integrate, and convert it to that coordinate system. For example, if you wantpto find the moment of inertia
about the origin in √
cylindrical coordinates, the function (in Cartesian coordinates) is x2 + y2 + z2 . In cylindrical
coordinates, that’s r2 + z2 . That’s what you’d integrate.
Homework #36
Problems.
1. Set up triple integrals for the following. You need to pick the coordinate system, set up the limits, and get the
function in the right coordinate system. You don’t have to evaluate the integrals. When referring to a ball in
these problems, I mean a sphere and its insides. The values a, h, and R are constants.
(a) The moment of inertia about the origin of the cube 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1.
(b) The moment of inertia about the x axis of the cube 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1.
(c) The moment of inertia about the yz plane of the cube 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1.
(d) The first moment about the origin of a ball of radius a centered at the origin.
(e) The first moment about the origin of the ball ρ ≤ 2 a sin ϕ.
(f) The first moment about a point on the surface of a ball of radius a.
(g) The first moment about the y axis of the cone ϕ ≤ π/6, z <= 10. (This one is tricky! Chose your
coordinate system carefully.)
(h) The moment of inertia about the x axis of the cylinder 0 ≤ z ≤ h, 0 ≤ r ≤ R.
2. Explain why the two integrals in homework problems 1. (e) and 1. (f) (ought to) have the same values. (Hint:
The ball in 1. e. is tangent to the origin.)

11.3.5

Pappus’ theorems.

There are a whole raft of theorems that use the center of mass of a region. We have seen some of them before, and
some we haven’t. The central idea on all of them is to realize that a region tends to act as though the entire region
were concentrated at the center of mass. For finding the center of mass in these cases, you should use constant
density.
Actually, only the first one of these is technically Pappus’ theorem. But the others are so similar, that they
deserve the title as well.
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Volumes of rotation. One of the reasons I didn’t hit volumes of rotation very hard is this theorem. If you
rotate a planar region R about a line, the volume generated (or “swept out” is another term for the same thing) is
equal to the area of the region times the distance the center of mass travels. Assume the region is homogeneous for
this.
Let me give you an example of a volume that is difficult to determine any other way, the volume inside of a torus
(a mathematical object that looks like an inner tube). You get a torus by rotating a circle (call its radius a) about a
line, the axis of rotation. Say that the distance between the center of the circle and the axis is b ≥ a. The volume is
immediate from Pappus’ theorem. The area of the circle is π a2 . The center of mass of the circle is its center, and
the distance the center of mass travels is 2 π b (being the circumference of a circle of radius b). The total volume is
2 π2 a2 b.
This theorem is usually easier to apply than the volume-of-rotation formulas that were developed in the homework at the very end of double integrals.
The formula is what you would get if the entire area traveled the same distance that the center of mass travels.
This is the sense in which I said that the area acts as if all of it were concentrated at the center of mass.
Work. When finding the work done against a constant force (such as gravity within limited heights), you can
use this little gem: The total work is the (constant) force times the distance the center of mass moves. This looks
like the force times distance definition of work, and it comes from that. The formula makes the whole object look
as though it were concentrated at the center of mass.
Hydrostatic force. The force exerted on a plate submerged in a fluid is also easy to find using the center of
mass. It is the area of the region times the pressure of the fluid at the center of mass. It’s the old Force=Pressure ×
Area formula. The trick is to get the Force right. The right force is the force at the center of mass of the region.
Homework #37
Exercises.
1. A cylindrical water tank is H feet high and radius it R feet. Its bottom edge is L feet above the ground. Find
the work done in filling the water tank from a stream that is at ground level.
2. Find the fluid pressure on a circular region of radius a submerged beneath water (density 62.4lb/ft3 ) so that
its center is at a depth of D ≥ a feet. (For those of you who have forgotten, the pressure of a fluid is equal to
its density times the depth.) (The integral version of this problem is nasty to integrate.)
Problem.
1. The volume inside a sphere of radius a is 34 πa3 . This is the volume swept out by a semicircle of radius a with
√
equation y = a2 − x2 when rotated about the x axis. Using Pappus’ theorem and the area of a semicircle,
give the coordinates of the center of mass of the semicircle.

11.4

Summary of Chapter 11

1. The discrete mean of a set of n numbers x1 , x2 , . . . , xn is x =

1
n

Pn
j=1

2. The continuous mean of a function f (x) over an interval [a, b] is f =

x j.
1
b−a

Pn
wj xj
Pj=1
,
n
j=1 w j

Rb
a

f (x) dx.

3. The weighted average of the same set of n numbers is x =
where the w j ’s are the weights. This
reduces to the discrete mean when all the w j = 1. This can also be viewed as the center of mass of a onedimensional system of masses with weights w j at locations x j .
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Rb

4. The weighted average of the function is f =

a

w(x) f (x) dx
Rb
.
w(x) dx
a

This reduces to the continuous mean when w(x) = 1.

This can also be viewed as the center of mass of a continuous one-dimensional system, with density function
w(x), except that it is usually written δ(x) in that case.
q
Rb
1
( f (x))2 dx.
5. The RMS (short for Root Mean Square) average of f (x) is b−a
a
6. In two or three dimensions, the same formulas hold, except that there will now be more variables around. For
the discrete case, no changes at all will occur, except that you will have more formulas, for things like y and
maybe z. But for the continuous case, that means that the integrals will be double or triple integrals as well as
having more formulas.
P
7. The kth moment of a system of discrete masses about an object T (for Thing) is nj=1 w j Dkj , where D j is the
distance from the jth mass to T . The first moment is the numerator of the formula for x.
8. RThe kth moment about T of a continuous distribution over a region R with density (or weight) function δ is
δ Dk (where you have to supply the right number of differentials, depending on the number of dimensions).
R
9. Multiple integrals (that is, integrals over a two- or three-dimensional region) are evaluated using iterated
integrals (a nested collection of integrals each of which looks one dimensional). The process of converting a
multiple integral to iterated integrals involves a few choices:
(a) What coordinate system to use. This is determined by the shape of the region. Pick a coordinate system
that makes it easy to set up limits. Occasionally, the function being integrated will nudge the decision
of which coordinate system to use, when there is a choice.
(b) The order of integration to use. In some cases, the order is always the same, as in dr dθ in polar coordinates. In other cases, such as the cartesian system (that’s the x − y − z system), the order is not fixed.
Again, you choose the order so that it is easier to set up the limits.
10. Setting up the limits on an iterated integral is part routine and part creativity. You have to learn patterns; it
takes practice.
11. Sage can work iterated integrals. Set it up the way you might expect. For example, to evaluate
R b R h(x)
f (x, y) dy dx on Sage, type in integrate(integrate(f(x,y),y,g(x),h(x)),x,a,b);. Sage
a
g(x)
is not as good at evaluating double (or triple) integrals numerically. This really is the one place that Sage falls
down. (And Maple is not much better.)
12. When working iterated integrals in polar coordinates, remember that the differential of area, dA is r dr dθ.
The extra factor of r is part of dA.
13. There are a variety of curves most easily expressed in polar coordinates. With their polar coordinate equations,
they are:
• A circle of radius a centered at the origin, r = a.
• A circle of radius a, passing through the origin, center at (a, 0), r = 2 a cos θ.
• A circle of radius a, passing through the origin, center at (0, a), r = 2 a sin θ.
• A cardioid, with cusp along the x axis, r = 2 a (1 + cos θ).
• A cardioid, with cusp along the y axis, r = 2 a (1 + sin θ).
• A limaçon, symmetric about the x axis, r = 2 a + 2 b cos θ.
• A limaçon, symmetric about the y axis, r = 2 a + 2 b sin θ.
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• A lemniscate, symmetric about x and y axes, r2 = 2 a2 cos(2 θ). This curve has “forbidden regions“
where the right hand side of the equation is negative.
14. The tests for symmetries can be summarized in the bow tie picture. See page 162.
15. You can find points of intersection of two equations in polar coordinates by following these three steps.
Suppose the two equations are r = f (θ)
(a) In one of the equations, replace θ with θ + 2 n π and solve simultaneously with the other equation, with
the understanding that n is an integer (whole number).
(b) In one of the two equations, replace r by −r and simultaneously replace θ with θ + 2 n π. Solve that
simultaneously with the other equation. Again, n is an integer.
(c) Finally, check if both equations pass through the origin. If so, the origin is another point of intersection.
These three steps correspond precisely to the different possible expressions for a point (r, θ) in polar coordinates. The first step says that (r, θ) = (r, θ + 2 π n) for any integer n. The second step says that (r, θ) =
(−r, θ + π + 2 π n), for any integer n. The last step says that the origin is (0, θ) for any angle θ.
16. Setting up limits in polar coordinates requires several conditions.
• You must always integrate from a smaller angle to a larger angle (that is, counterclockwise).
• You must cover the entire region you want to integrate over.
• You must avoid over-coverage of the region. That is, don’t go over any part of the region more than
once, and don’t include anything you don’t want.
17. Cylindrical coordinates are just the same as polar coordinates in the plane, if you then throw in the z-axis. The
equations relating cylindrical to cartesian are x = r cos θ, y = r sin θ, z = z. Another identity is x2 + y2 = r2 .
The volume element, dV, in cylindrical coordinates is r dr dθ dz.
18. Spherical coordinates are the right generalization of polar coordinates to three dimensions. The equations
relating spherical to cylindrical coordinates are r = ρ sin φ, θ = θ, and z = ρ cos φ. Once you are in cylindrical
coordinates, you can get back to cartesian coordinates easily. Another identity is r2 + z2 = ρ2 . The volume
element, dV, in spherical coordinates is ρ2 sin φ dρ dθ dφ.
19. With double or triple integrals, one key observation is that there is a complete split between the function being
integrated (called the integrand) and the limits on the integral. The limits are determined by the region under
consideration. The function is determined by what you want to find out about that region.
20. Pappus’ theorem allows us to evaluate many different things using only the center of mass and a few other
things that are fairly easy to calculate.

11.5

Finals from previous years
Final from Spring 2008

I. (30 pts, 15 pts each) Exchange the order
of integration for the following:
Z 1Z e
Z 9 Z √y
(a)
f (x, y) dy dx
(b)
f (x, y) dx dy
0

ex

1

y/3

II. (20 pts) Set up the double integral of f (x, y) = y2 over the rhombus shown below. (Hint: First find equations for
each of the four sides using the slope-intercept formula y = m x + b.)
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III. (20 pts) For the following integral, describe the domain of integration, and convert it to spherical coordinates.
Z 3 Z √9−x2 Z √9−x2 −y2
x y dz dy dx
0

0

0

√

16−x2 −y2

1Z 2Z

Z
IV. (10 pts) Evaluate the triple integral

z dz dy dx
0

0

0

V. (10 pts) Set up the integral for f (r, θ) in polar coordinates for the region outside of r = 8 cos(θ) and inside
r = 4 + 4 cos(θ) in the first quadrant (see figure below, left).

2
2
VI. (15
p pts) Set up the integral for the volume inside the cylinder x + y = 2, between z = 0 and the cone
z = x2 + y2 in both cylindrical and spherical coordinates. (See figure above, right.)

Final from Spring 2009
I. (10 points, 5 points each) Use the following table of coordinates and masses to answer these questions.
Coordinate Mass
3
2
−4
4
2
3
1
1
(a) What is the unweighted average of the coordinates?
(b) What is the weighted average of the coordinates?
II. (10 points) Find the average value of y = 6 x2 − 2 x over the interval −2 ≤ x ≤ 4. Your answer should be a
number.
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III. (20 points; 10 points each) For this question, use the double integral
Z 2 Z x2
3 x + 2 y dy dx
0

(a) Draw the region that the integral covers.

x−2

(b) Interchange the order of integration.

IV. (15 points) Set up an integral in polar coordinates for the region outside the limaçon r = 3 + 3 sin(θ) and inside
the circle r = 6 in the first quadrant. Here is a picture:

V. (10 points) Evaluate the triple integral
Z

2

−1

Z

x

−x

Z

y2
−x2

2 x2 − y2 + 2 z dz dy dx

The algebra will be easier if you multiply expressions out as you go along.
VI. (15 points) Dudley’s cat, Claw, has decided that somebody has to be responsible for earthquakes, so he has convinced Dudley that the earth is hollow and gremlins live on the inside. (Their mining for diamonds is what creates
earthquakes, according to Claw.) In putting this theory together, Claw needs to know what the moment of inertia is
of the hollow earth around the polar axis (the one running between the north and south poles), and wants Dudley
to calculate this. Dudley assumes that the earth is the region between two concentric spheres, with the outer radius
being R0 and the inner radius being r0 , and density function is δ. Help Dudley set up the integral for the moment
of inertia he needs in spherical coordinates. [Note: It might be of help to know that the distance from the z axis in
spherical coordinates is ρ sin ϕ.]
VII. (25 points) For this problem, use the domain above z = 0, below z = x+y+6, and inside the circle (x−2)2 +y2 = 4.
(a) (10 points) Set up, but do not evaluate, the integral of x y z over the domain in rectangular coordinates.
(b)
2
2
(5 points) What is the polar coordinate equation for the circle (x − 2) + y = 4? (Hint: It is one of the standard
forms for a circle that you are supposed to know for this exam.)
(c) (10 points) Set up, but do not evaluate, the
integral of x y z over the domain in cylindrical coordinates. (Note that you will have to change both x + y + 6 and the
function x y x into cylindrical coordinates.)

Final from Spring 2010
I. (30 points; 15 points each) Change the order of integration.
Z 4 Z 3 x+4
Z 1 Z ey
(a)
f (x, y) dy dx
(b)
f (x, y) dx dy
−1 x2
0
0
"
II. (20 points) Set up
h(x, y) dA, where S is the closed region between y = x2 − 2 x − 2 and y = 2 x + 3 in two
S

ways. Use dx dy order and dy dx.
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III. (20 points; 10 points each)

$
f dV, where R is the region below z =

(a) Set up the iterated integral in cylindrical coordinates for
inside x2 +y2 = 2, and above the xy plane.

p
9 + x 2 + y2 ,

R

(b) Set up the same integral as in par (a) using Cartesian coordinates.

IV. (15 points) SET UP the integral for the area outside r = 1 + cos(θ) and inside r = 3 cos(3 θ) in the first quadrant.
NOTE: Use θ = Pi/9 for the intersection point.

V. (20 points) Question deleted due to excessive algebraic problems.

Final from Spring 2011
I. (30 points; 15 points each) For this problem, use the double integral (have a friend join you for the salute!)
Z 1Z x
x ey
dy dx.
2
0
0 1−y
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original order)
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(b) Evaluate the integral (note that you can’t evaluate the integral in the

II. (20 points) Set up the integrals for the center of mass of the region above the x axis and below y = e−x
−2 ≤ x ≤ 2. Use the density function δ(x, y) = sin2 ( x y).

2 /2

for

III. (20 points; 10 points each)
#
(a) Set up the iterated integral in cylindrical coordinates for R f (x, y, z) dV, where R is the region below z =
x + y + 6, inside (x − 2)2 + y2 = 4, and above the xy plane.

(b) Set up the same integral as in part (a) using Cartesian coordinates.
IV. (15 points) Set up the integral for the area outside r = 2 (1 + cos θ) and inside r = 3.

V. (20 points) Set up the triple iterated integral for the volume inside both the paraboloid 4 − x2 − y2 = z and the
cone x2 + y2 = z2 , above the xy plane in spherical coordinates and Cartesian coordinates.
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Final from Spring 2012
4Z 2

Z
I. (30 points, 15 points each) For this problem, use the double integral
0

(a) Interchange the order of integration.
original order).

√

3

ey dy dx.
x

(b) Evaluate the integral (note that you can’t evaluate the integral in the

II. (20 points; 10 points each) For this problem, use the region between the curves y = −4 x + 6 and y = x2 .

(a) Set up the integrals for only the x coordinate of the center of mass of this region if the density function is
δ(x, y) = 7 x using integration order dy dx.
(b) Set up the same integrals using the order dx dy.
$
III. (10 points) Set up the iterated integral in cylindrical coordinates for
f (x, y, z) dV, where R is the region
below z = x y, inside the cylinder x2 + y2 = 2 x, and above the xy plane.

R
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IV. (15 points) For a challenge, set up the iterated integral in Cartesian coordinates for
R is the region below 2 z = y, inside the cylinder x2 + y2 = 16, and above the plane z = 1.

f (x, y, z) dV, where
R

V. (15 points) SET UP the integral for the area outside r = 1 + cos(θ) and inside r = 3 cos(θ).

VI.(20 points) Set up the triple iterated integral for the volume within the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 16 and outside the
cone x2 + y2 = z2 , and above the xy plane in spherical coordinates and Cartesian coordinates.

Final from Spring 2013
I. (20 points; 10 points each) Change the order of integration of the following integrals.
Z 1 Z x
Z 2 Z 2y
(a)
f (x, y) dy dx
(b)
f (x, y) dx dy
1/2

x3

0

y2
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"
II. (15 points) Evaluate

x y dA, where S is the
S

region between y = x and y = x2 .

III. (10
" points) Set up the iterated integral for the
area
1 dA where S is the region outside the cirS

cle r = 2 and inside the lemniscate r2 = 9 cos(2 θ).

Z

4

Z

x+1

Z √2 y/x

IV. (15 points) Evaluate

3 x y z dz dy dx
−2

x−1

0

V. (10 points) Set up$
the iterated integral in Cartesian coordinates for
f (x, y, z) dV where R is
R

the region in the first octant (x > 0, y > 0, z > 0)
bounded by y = 2 x2 and y + 4 z = 8.

VI. (10 points) Use cylindrical
$ coordinates to set up
f (r, θ, z) dV where r is

the iterated integral for
R

the intersection of the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 4 and
the cylinder x2 + y2 = 1.

VII. (20 points) Use spherical coordinates to find the mass of the solid between the spheres x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 and
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z2 + y2 + z2 = 9 if the density is equal to the distance from the origin. Hint: Recall that density is (mass)/(volume).
So the mass of a differential portion of this solid is dM = (density) dV; now add up the differential masses with an
integral.

Final from Spring 2014
I. (20 pts, 10 pts each) Sketch the regions of the following integrals.
Z 1 Z
Z 1Z y
3x
(a)
x f (x, y) dy dx
(b)
f (x, y) dx dy
1/2

0

"

y2

x y dA, where S is the region shaded below, between y = 3 x + 4, y = 2, and y = x2 , in two

II. (20 pts) Set up
S

ways. Use dx dy order and dy dx.

"
x dA, where S is the region outside of the circle r = 2 and

III. (10 pts) Set up the iterated integral for the area
S

inside the circle r = 4 cos(θ), and in the first quadrant. See the figure below.

Z

4

Z

x+1

√

Z

IV. (20 pts) Evaluate

2/x

3 x y z dz dy dz.
−2

x−1

9

$

V. (20 pts, 10 pts each) (a) Set up the integral in Cartesian coordinates for
region bounded above by z = 4, below by z = 0, and laterally by the cylinder x2 +

f (x, y, z) dV, where R is the
R
y2 =

9.

(b) Set up the same
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integral as in part (a), using cylindrical coordinates.
VI. (15 pts) Use spherical coordinates to find the volume within the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 16, outside the cone

z=

p

x2 + y2 , and above the xy plane.

Final from Spring 2015
I. (30 pts, 15 pts each) Sketch the region of the following integrals.
Z 2 Z 2x
Z 5 Z ln y
(a)
dy dx
(b)
dx dy
0
x2
1
0
"
II. (20 pts) Set up
sin(x) dA (where S is the region between y = x2 and y = 3 x + 4 and y = 2) in two ways.
S

Use dx dy order and dy dx.

$

III. (20 pts, 10 pts each) (a) Set up the iterated integral in Cartesian coordinates for

f (x, y, z) dV where
R

R is the region bounded above by z = 9 − x2 − y2 and below by z = 0 (the xy plane). See the figure below.

(b) Set up the same integral as in part (a) using cylindrical coordinates.
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"
x dA where S is the region outside the circle r = 2 and inside

IV. (10 pts) Set up the iterated integral for the area
S

the lemniscate r2 = 9 cos(2 θ) and in the first quadrant. See the figure below.
V. (20 pts) Use spherical coordinates to find the volume within the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 2 z
Extra formulas given on this test

Coordinate system transformations
Rectangular
x
y
p z
x 2 + y2
parctan (y/x)
x2 p
+ y2 + z2
arctan( ( x2 + y2 )/z )

Cylindrical
or polar
r cos θ
r sin θ
z
r
θ
√
2
r + z2
arctan(r/z)

Spherical
ρ sin ϕ cos θ
ρ sin ϕ sin θ
ρ cos ϕ
ρ sin ϕ
θ
ρ
ϕ
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General: (a + b)3 = a3 + 3 a2 b + 3 a b2 + b3
s
1
b−a

The formula for RMS average is

Function f

Meaning of

1
δ=density
δx
δy
pδz
δ √ x2 + y2
δ p x 2 + z2
δ y2 + z2
p
δ x2 + y2 + z2
δ xn
δ yn
δ zn
..
.

#
D

b

Z

( f (x))2 dx
a

f dV

Volume of D
Mass of D
Myz = 1 st moment about yz-plane
M xz = 1 st moment about xz-plane
M xy = 1 st moment about xy-plane
Mz = 1 st moment about the z-axis
My = 1 st moment about the y-axis
M x = 1 st moment about the x-axis
M0 = 1 st moment about the origin
nth moment about yz-plane
nth moment about xz-plane
nth moment about xy-plane

δ (x2 + y2 + z2 )n/2
f >0

nth moment about origin
“Hypervolume under f over the base D”

Answers
Spring 2008
e

Z

ln y

Z

I. (a)

f (x, y) dx dy
1
0

Z

Z

1/3

2 x+4

y2 dy dx +

2

Z

3x

Z

(b)

0

II.
−2

1

Z

f (x, y) dy dx +

Z

1

3

3x

Z

f (x, y) dy dx
x2

1

−2 x+4

Z

y2 dy dx

−2 x−4

0

2 x−4

III. The domain is the inside of portion of the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 9 that is in the first octant (x, y, and z all positive).
Z π/2 Z π/2 Z 3
(b)
ρ4 sin3 φ sin θ cos θ dρ d φ dθ
0

0

IV. 43/3
Z π/2 Z
V.
0

0

4+4 cos θ

8 cos θ

f (r, θ) r dr dθ
2π

Z

√
2

Z

r

Z

VI. Cylindrical:

r dz dr dθ
0

0

0

2π

Z

Z

Spherical:
0

Spring 2009
I. (a) 1/2
II. 22

(b) −3/10

π/2
π/4

√

Z
0

2/ sin φ

ρ2 sin φ dρ dφ dθ
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III. (a) Here is the graph.

(b)
IV.

R 0 R y+2
−2

0

(3 x + 2 y) dx dy +

R π/2 R 6
3+3 sin θ

0

R4 R2

√

0

y

(3 x + 2 y) dx dy

f (r θ) r dr dθ

V. 28
R 2 π R π R R0
VI. 0
δ (ρ sin φ)2 ρ2 sin φ dρ dθ dφ
0 r0
R 4 R √4−(x−2)2 R x+y+6
√
x y z dz dy dx
(b) r = 4 cos θ
VII. (a) 0
− 4−(x−2)2 0
R π/2 R 4 cos θ R r sin θ+r cos θ+6
(r sin θ) (r cos θ) z r dz dr dθ
(c) −π/2 0
0

Spring 2010
√

1

Z

Z

I. (a)

y

√
− y

0

f (x, y) dx dy +

16

Z

√

Z

y

f (x, y) dx dy

1

Z

(b)

(y−4)/3

1

1

Z
0

0

2 x+3

Z

1

Z

II.

Z

1+

h(x, y) dy dx and
z2 −2 x−2

−1

√

√

2π Z

Z

2Z

h(x, y) dx dy +

1

f (x, y) dy dx
1

13 Z 1+

ln x

√
2

Z

(b)

2−x2

(y−3)/2

Z √9+x2 +y2

√
− 2−x2

−sqrt2

y+3

h(x, y) dx dy
1

√

0

Z

y+3

Z
h dz dr dθ

0

1−

9+r2

III. (a)
0

y+3

√
−3

Z

√

√
5

Z

f (x, y) dy dx +

e

Z

hdz dy dz
0

π/9 Z 3 cos(3 θ)

Z
IV.

1+cos θ

0

r dr dθ

Spring 2011
1

Z

1

Z

I. (a)
0

y

x ey
dx dy
1 − y2

"
R 2 R e−x2 /2

(b) (e − 1)/2 ≈ 0.859140914
#"
R 2 R e−x2 /2

II. x = −2 0
x sin (x y) dy dx
"
#"
R 2 R e−x2 /2
R2
2
y sin (x y) dy dx
y = −2 0
−2
π

Z

4 cos θ

Z

2

r cos θ+r sin θ+6

Z

III. (a)
0

0

0

#
sin (x y) dy dx ,
−2 0
#
R e−x2 /2 2
sin (x y) dy dx
0
2

f (r cos θ, r sin θ z) r dz dr dθ.

4

Z

Z √4−(x−2)2 Z

(b)

x+y+6

f (x, y, z) dz dy dx

√
0

−

4−(x−2)2

0
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5 π/3

Z
IV.

2π

Z

3

Z

π/3

r dr dθ

2 (1+cos θ)
π/4

Z

208

(− cos φ+

Z

√

cos2 φ+16 sin2 φ)/(2 sin2 φ)

√
1.56

Z

ρ sin φ dρ dφ dθ,
2

V.
0

0

−1.56

0

Z

2.438−x2

√
− 2.438−x2

Z

4−x2 −y2

√

x2 +y2

dz dy dx

Spring 2012
R 2 R y2

I. (a)

0

3

ey dx dy

0

(b)

R −2+ √10 R 6−4 x

π/2 Z 2 cos θ
0

IV.

0

Z

+
+

R 14+4 √10 R −y/4+3/2
√

√
10 − y
√
R 14+4 10 R −y/4+3/2
√
√
14−4 10 − y
14−4

7 x2 dx dy
7 x dx dy

f (r cos θ, r sin θ, z) r dz dr dθ

16−x2

y/2

Z

f (x, y, z) dz dy dx

√
−2 3

V. Area =

(b) x =

√
y
√ 7 x2 dx dy
0
− y
R 14−4 √10 R √y
√ 7 x dx dy
0
− y

0
√

√
2 3

R 14−4 √10 R

7 x2 dy dx

r2 cos θ sin θ

Z

III.
Z

(e8 − 1) ≈ 993.32

√
−2− 10 x2
R −2+ √10 R 6−4 x
√
7 xdy dx
−2− 10 x2

II. (a) x =
Z

1
3

2

1

R π/3 R 3 cos θ

r dr dθ
R 2 π R π/2 R 4
VI. Spherical: 0 π/4 0 ρ sin2 φdρ dφ dθ
" √ √
#
R 4 R √16−x2 R √16−x2 −y2
R √8 R √8−x2 R √ x2 +y2
R 8 R 16−x2 R √16−x2 −y2
√
√
Cartesian: 4× 0
dz dy dx + 8 0
dz dy dx + 0
dz dy dx
8−x2
0
0
0
0
−π/3 1+cos θ

Spring 2013
Z

1/2

y1/3

Z

f (x, y) dx dy +

I. (a)
1/2

1/8

Z

1

y1/3

Z

f (x, y) dx dy
1/2

4

Z

√

Z

(b)

f (x, y) dy dx
0

y

x

x/2

II. 1/24 ≈ 0.0417
III. The two lobes are symmetric,
so the area is two times the area of the right-hand lobe. That makes the area equal
Z Arccos(4/9)/2 Z √9 cos(2 θ)
to 2
r dr dθ.
− Arccos(4/9)/2

IV. 156
Z 2Z
V.

8

2π

Z

f (x, y, z) dz dy dx
0
√
1

Z

VI.
0

(8−y)/4

Z

2 x2

0

2

0

Z

4−r2

√
− 4−r2

f (r, θ, z) r dz dr dθ.

VII. 80 π ≈ 251.327

Spring 2014
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I. Here are the graphs. (a)

(b)
Z
II.
Z

1

0
−2/3

√

Z

y

√

Z

− y
3 x+4
x2

−1

√
3

Z
V. (a)

−3

128

2

Z
1

x y dy dx +

√

Z

9−x2

√
− 9−x2

y

int(y−4)/3 x y dx dy
√

Z

2

Z

2

0

2π

Z
f (x, y, z) dz dy dx

0

√
2π
≈ 94.7815
3

4 cos(θ)

Z

r cos(θ) r dr dθ

x2

4

Z

π/3

Z
x y dy dx III.

−2/3

IV. 36

VI.

x y dx y +

2

2

Z

4

Z

(b)
0

0

0

Spring 2015
I. Here are the graphs.

(a)

f (r, θ, z) r dr dθ dz
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(b)Z
II.

−1

2

Z

√

x2

− 2

sin(x) dy dx +

3

Z

−2/3

9−x2

Z

Z

2

3 x+4

−sqrt9−x2 0
√
Arccos(4/9)/2 Z 9 cos(2 θ)
−3

Z
V. π

2

√

Z

sin(x) dx dy
y

3

9−r2

Z

(b)
0

r cos(θ) r dr dθ.
0

2π

Z
f (x, y, z) dz dy dx

IV.

(y−4)/3

Z

1

9−x2 −y2

III. (a)

2

Z
sin(x) dy dx

−1
√

Z

Z
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0

0

f (r, θ, z) r dz dr dθ

Chapter 12

Fluid Flow and Electrostatics
12.1

Introduction

Well, we have finally made it to the final chapter of calculus!
Mugsy: I’d cheer, but I don’t have that much energy left.

This chapter will pull together a lot of what we have done in calculus, going all the way back to the beginning.
There are two related ideas in this chapter. One is fluid flow, mainly using the velocity field. The other is
electrostatics, electricity and magnetism with constant fields.
Dudley: Why two applications?
Albert: Because fluid flow is a much more intuitive subject, and far more familiar. Electrostatics, especially
magnetism, does not provide the same descriptive power.
Dudley: Then why not just stick with fluid flow?
Albert: Electrostatics is more useful to students. It will be needed in physics.

We will use Maxwell’s equations (removing the time derivatives), in both differential and integral form. Those of
you who are going to take the second semester of physics will be glad you have seen this. 1 Unfortunately, constant
electric and magnetic fields means we can’t get the full set of Maxwell’s equations, nor can we get electromagnetic
waves (light or microwaves, for example). For that, you will have to wait until physics.
Mugsy: Anything with electricity gets me nervous.
Dudley: Did you get an electric shock when you were little?
Mugsy: I’ve never been little.
Dudley: Oh, right. When you were young, then?
Mugsy: Nope.
Albert: Does it have anything to do with sitting down?
Mugsy: Yup.

But there is a second topic in this chapter that will be needed to connect the differential and integral forms of
Maxwell’s equations: the fundamental theorem of calculus, in its extended versions. That includes path-independent
line integrals (gradient), Green’s theorem (2-D curl), Stokes’ theorem (3-D curl), and Gauss’s theorem (divergence,
2-D and 3-D). More will be said about those at the appropriate times.
Albert: We will only state the theorems, Mugsy. You can stop shaking now.

12.1.1

Vectors and vector fields

We encountered vectors last semester. The two-dimensional variety of vectors contains ~ı and ~, while the threedimensional variety adds in ~k.
1
Dr. Burgess really wanted this chapter to be in the previous, two-semester version of calculus, but it simply did not fit. Now, we can fit
it in, and I am glad we will be able to do it!
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We have not done much with vector fields. The majority of the vectors we have encountered have been attached
to something like a curve, such as T~ . A vector field, however, has a vector attached to every point of a region. We
might still be looking at the field just at the points along a path or as defined at all points, depending on what we
want to figure out.
The one major vector field that we have dealt with was the gravity field. But now we will get to electric and
~ and they will be three-dimensional as well. We will also talk about
magnetic fields, usually written as E~ and B,
a fluid flow’s velocity vector field. We will work with both two-dimensional and three-dimensional vector fields
in this chapter, and that will mean having to refer to the possible ~k when talking about both at once. That will be
inconvenient, but it is important to know how you can restrict a three-dimensional operation to just two dimensions.

12.2

Review of gradients

We will be using so much from previous chapters (mainly the chapter on Space) that I figure most of you will want
a review.
Mugsy: I never remember anything from any chapter once the test for it is done.
Albert: That does explain the grades you get on finals.

In the process, I will also add in a few bits and pieces that will provide extra context for what we will be doing here.
But nothing should seem very unfamiliar.
Dudley: Al, is Mugsy laughing or crying?
Albert: I can’t tell. It could be either. Or both.

12.2.1

Definition and basic properties

The gradient of a function depends on how many variables it has. Suppose you have a function f (x, y) with two
variables. That means that the function is two-dimensional, if you remember from early in the first semester.
Mugsy: The number of variables is the dimension?
Albert: Yes.

The gradient in that case is also a two-dimensional vector
→

grad f (x, y) = ∇ f =

∂f
∂f
~ı +
~
∂x
∂y

and the graph requires one more dimension: z = f (x, y).
Mugsy: Ok, hold on.
Albert: Dudley, you can let go. That isn’t what he meant.
Mugsy: Two-dimensional vectors? What’s that?
Albert: They use only ~ı and ~.
Mugsy: And the extra dimension for the graph?
Albert: You need another variable for the value of the function, in this case, z.
Mugsy: Vaguely familiar. Ok, you can go on now.

On the other hand, a function g(x, y, z) with three variables is a three-dimensional function, and its gradient is a
three-dimensional vector
→
∂f
∂f ~
∂f
~ı +
~ +
k
grad f (x, y, z) =∇ f =
∂x
∂y
∂z
and the graph would require four dimensions.
Mugsy: The number of variables tells you the dimension of the function. Got that. It is also the dimension of
the gradient?
Albert: Yes. Each variable gets its partial derivative and the corresponding unit vector.
Mugsy: So, the gradient changes dimension depending on the function?
Albert: Yes.
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Mugsy: My head is beginning to hurt again.
Dudley: But you are on such a streak, Mugs!
Mugsy: Doesn’t help, but thanks for the encouragement.

Back in the Space chapter, we used gradients to define directional derivatives, which give us the rate of change
of a function at a given point in a specific direction. (Remember that the direction is always a unit vector! And you
get the direction of a vector by dividing it by its length.)
Mugsy: Yeah, that brings back the kind of memory that I associate with a lot of pain.
→

The directional derivative of f in the direction of ~u is ∇ f ·~u. From that, we get a collection of properties of gradients.
• The gradient of a function always points in the direction of greatest rate of increase of that function at that
point.
• The magnitude of the gradient of a function at a point equals the largest directional derivative at that point.
That occurs in the direction of the gradient.
• The gradient of a function is perpendicular to level sets of that function.
Dudley: What are level sets?
Albert: The level set of a function is a collection of points so that the values of the function at those points
are all the same. There is more coming up on this soon.

We will refer back to this for the rest of chapter.
Mugsy: At least he warns us. . . .

And, of course, Mugsy will want to know how to calculate gradients using Sage.
Mugsy: You’d better believe it!

Trying to use gradient in Sage will only confuse it. The correct method is diff().
Dudley: Huh? You mean like the command we used back in calculus 1 for finding derivatives?
Albert: Exactly the same. This only reinforces the idea that gradients are the precise generalization of onedimensional derivatives.

So, for example, if you want to find the gradient of f (x, y, z) = 2 x2 sin y − e3 z Arctan(x2 + y2 ), you would do this.

There are a few things to note here.
• Uou have to put the variables into the definition of f(x,y,z). It will not work to have just f, which I often
do here, since it doesn’t usually make any difference. But with gradients in Sage, the order of the partial
derivatives will follow the order of the variables listed. So, with f(x,y,z), the first element will be the
partial derivative with respect to x times ~ı, then the partial derivative with respect to y (the next variable) time
~, and so on.
• Next, you can’t use show or set the default to Typeset here. For some reason, it generates an error. I’ll work
on this one.
• You can use the command form, diff(f), or the method form, f.diff().
• You have to use f rather than f(x,y,z) with diff. That is, you have to define the function with all the
variables, but when calling diff, you must omit the variables. It almost makes sense.
Mugsy: Almost? That’s almost helpful.
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• The output will be a vector. It is a list inside a set of parentheses, each element separated by commas. But
Sage does not make it easy to find individual elements. In the example above, the first element runs to the
end of the first line. The second element takes up about 2/3 of the second line. The third element finishes the
second line and uses all the last line. The commas as separators are sometimes hard to spot.
That might be more than some people want.
Mugsy: I’m not sure this is easy enough to be useful to me.

Homework #38
Exercises.
1. Plot the following two-dimensional vectors, starting at the origin.
(a) 2~ı − 3 ~
(b) 3~ı + 2 ~
(c) 3~ı − 2 ~
(d) 2~ı + 3 ~
(e) ~0
2. Plot the following three-dimensional vectors, starting at the origin.
(a) 2~ı − 3 ~ + ~k
(b) 3~ı + 2 ~ + ~k
(c) ~ı − ~ + 3 ~k
(d) ~0
3. Calculate the gradients of the following functions, where you have to determine the dimension from the
function.
(a) f (x, y) = x2 − y3
(b) g(x, y) = 3 x y − (4 x − 5 y3 )4
(c) f (x, y, z) = sin(x − y) + cos(z − 2 y)
(d) g(x, y, z) = x e x y + z e x y
4. This exercise will be used later in the chapter!
~ and is the vector field of all position vectors. Those are the vectors
(a) The radial vector field is written R,
that go from the origin to the point (x, y) or (x, y, z), but we will only use the two-dimensional version
here.
~ using two vectors in each of the four quadrants. Draw the
Draw a sample of the radial vector field R
vector at (x, y) starting at (x, y) and moving away from the origin.
~ draw the vector field R/r
~ for two vectors in each of the four quadrants. Again,
(b) If r is the magnitude of R,
start the vector at (x, y).
~ 2 for two vectors in each of the four quadrants. Again, start the vector at (x, y).
(c) Draw the vector field R/r
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(d) The spin fields in two dimensions is defined by C(x, y) = −y~ı + x ~.
Dudley: Why not call it S~ , for Spin?
Albert: Because he wants to use S~ for a different vector field later.
~?
Dudley: And why C
Albert: He wants to use this vector when illustrating something else that starts with “C”.

Draw a sample of the spin vector field C~ using two vectors in each of the four quadrants. Draw the
vector at (x, y) starting at (x, y) and moving away from the origin.
~ draw the vector field C/r
~ for two vectors in each of the four quadrants. Again,
(e) If r is the magnitude of C,
start the vector at (x, y).
~ 2 for two vectors in each of the four quadrants. Again, start the vector at (x, y).
(f) Draw the vector field C/r

12.2.2

Level sets

Another topic that connects tightly with gradients is level sets.
Mugsy: Is level the same as horizontal?
Albert: No.
Dudley: Aw, there goes the streak.

You start with a function f with any number of variables
Dudley: What if it has 3.1416 variables?
Mugsy: Is that like the average family that has 2.3 children?
Dudley: Why is Albert crying?

and some constant, call it C.
Dudley: Is that the “C” for the spin field?
Albert: No.

The level set of f corresponding to C is the set of points that satisfy the equation f = C. One thing to note is that
for two-dimensional functions, the level sets live in two dimensions also, usually called level curves then. You don’t
need another variable. Similarly, a three-dimensional function has level sets in three dimensions and the level sets
are called level surfaces. The advantage of level surfaces is that it gives you a way to visualize a three dimensional
function. Its graph would be four dimensional, that is much more difficult to draw or understand.
Dudley: Do functions with one variable have level sets that live in one dimension?
Albert: Good question, Dudley! The answer is that yes, they do. But it will be a collection of points on the line,
which isn’t usually helpful.
Dudley: Usually? They can be?
Albert: Yes. The specific level set defined by f 0 (x) = 0 is very handy for separating where a function is
increasing from where it is decreasing.

For example, if you have f (x, y) = x2 + y2 and C = 1, the equation for the corresponding level surface is
= 1, called the unit circle. Note that this is a two-dimensional curve, and the function is also two-dimensional.
Similarly, if g(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 and C = 1, the equation of the corresponding level surface is z2 + y2 + z2 = 1,
which is called the unit sphere.
x2 +y2

Mugsy: So gradients and level sets have the same number of dimensions?
Albert: Yes.
Dudley: Mugs! You got your streak going again!
Mugsy: One in a row is not a streak.

12.2.3

Relationship between gradients and level surfaces

One crucial property ties together the gradient of a function and its level surfaces.
The gradient of a function is always perpendicular to all the level sets of that function.
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This will come in handy later when we need to get vectors perpendicular to surfaces.
Mugsy: And this works in all dimensions?
Albert: Yes.
Dudley: Now it is a real streak again!
Mugsy: Duds, you are becoming a pain.

12.2.4

Streamlines of vector fields

Another way to think about vector fields is to consider them as velocity fields of a fluid (liquid or gas) flow. Each
point of the flow has a velocity vector attached to it, and that vector changes with position (and time, but that just
makes it more complicated).
When you have a velocity field for a fluid flow, there is a natural thing that comes along, called streamlines.
A streamline tracks the path of a particle of the fluid. It will be a curve, of course, and the velocity vector is the
velocity of that particle. That makes it tangent to the streamline. The tangent vector is the direction of the velocity
vector.
None of this requires a fluid flow to be the source of the vector field. You can have streamlines of any (wellbehaved) vector field.
Mugsy: What does well-behaved mean?
Albert: It means that the vector field doesn’t jump directions or lengths as it moves along. You don’t want to
know the technical definition.
Mugsy: Considering that well-behaved is not something that I am not very familiar with in general, I’ll take your
word for what it means here.

Any time you have a vector field and you can fit a curve to it so that the velocity vector of the curve matches the
value of the vector field at each point of the curve, that curve is called a streamline (as before), or an integral curve,
of the vector field.
Homework #39
Exercises.
1. Plot four (non-empty) level curves of the following functions.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

f (x, y) = x2 + y2
f (x, y) = x2 − y2
f (x, y) = x
f (x, y) = 3 x − 2 y

2. For each of these functions, re-draw the level curves, and draw in four gradients on it.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

f (x, y) = x2 + y2
f (x, y) = x2 − y2
f (x, y) = x
f (x, y) = 3 x − 2 y

3. Draw enough vectors for the following fields to give an idea of what the vector field looks like. Then draw in
four streamlines.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

F~
F~
F~
F~

= x~ı + 2 y ~
= 2 x~ı + y ~
= x~ı − 2 y ~
= 2 y~ı + x ~
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The del operator

dy
d
Just as it is occasionally handy to pull apart a derivative like dx
into pieces, like dx
(y), it is very useful to do that
same thing to gradients. In that case, the vector combination is called “del” and is written
→

del =∇ .
The form of del depends on the dimension of the function. For a two-dimensional function,
→

∇=

For a three-dimensional function,
→

∇=

∂
∂
~ı +
~.
∂x
∂y

∂
∂
∂
~ı +
~ + ~k.
∂x
∂y
∂z

∂~ı
∂
~ı is not ∂x
, which would be ~0
Note that the vectors are not being acted on by the partial derivatives. That is, ∂x
∂
if anything. The ∂x
is called an operator, and requires (in this case) a regular function. The ~ı just gets tacked on the
end after the derivative is taken.

Mugsy: That’s not like any of the operators I know.
Dudley: The only operators I have encountered are always standing by.
Mugsy: You’d think they would be allowed to sit down.

Homework #40
Exercises.

1. A bit of practice calculating two-dimensional gradients.
p
→
(a) Find ∇ r for r = x2 + y2
~ n for some value of n. What does n equal?
(b) The answer to the previous part will be R/r
2. A bit of practice calculating three-dimensional gradients.
p
→
(a) Find ∇ r for r = x2 + y2 + z2
~ n for some value of n. What does n equal?
(b) The answer to the previous part will again be R/r
Problems

1. There are a few identities that are handy to have with gradients. Here’s one.
Dudley: What’s an identity?
Albert: An equation that is always true, like sin2 t + cos2 t = 1.
Dudley: Thanks.

Show that for any two functions f and g, that the gradient has a product rule just like the regular, singlevariable derivative:
→
→
→
∇ ( f g) = f ∇ (g)+ ∇ ( f ) g.
It doesn’t matter how many variables f and g have, so assume both are functions of x and y.
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Review of line integrals

This also comes from the chapter on Space. Here is a brief summary of the information there. However, line
integrals are not likely to have been as fun as gradients.
Mugsy: Gradients? Fun? Now that is humorous.
Dudley: I’d agree partially. I disliked line integrals more than gradients.
Albert: I liked them both!

So, I will go over line integrals again in a lot more detail than I summarized gradients. I will also include some new
material that will be relevant to this chapter.
Regular integrals—the kind that we have been using since Calculus I—integrate a function of a single variable
(usually x) between two different values of that variable, such as a ≤ x ≤ b. The idea behind the integral is to “add
up” all the values of f (x) dx starting at x = a and ending at x = b.
You get a large range of freedom in determining what f (x) dx represents, which is why integration is so widely
used. If you understand f (x) dx to be a very thin slice of the area under the curve y = f (x), with a width of dx
(assumed to be so tiny that the effect of a change in x by the amount dx is negligible) and height of f (x), then
f (x) dx is the area of one very thin strip, and adding all those up gives the total area under the curve between x = a
Rb
and x = b, and is just a f (x) dx. This assumes that f (x) > 0, but interpretations can be made in less restrictive
situations.
Numerous other interpretations exist, such at distance traveled (when the function is velocity and the independent
variable is time), or volume (when the function is an area perpendicular to dx), or arc length (when the function is
the length of a dx-slice of the curve).
A line integral is much the same, except there are generally more variables around, so considerable care must
be taken.
Mugsy: Hoo boy, does that leave me out!

But the idea is still the same. You want to slice things up really tiny, and then add them back together with a line
integral.
Dudley: Al, how is this different from multiple integrals?
Albert: Good question, Dudley!
Dudley: Thanks. How about a good answer?
Albert: A line integral is defined only along a curve. Iterated integrals deal with integrals over areas or volumes.

There are three different forms for line integrals, but they all boil down to the same procedure. You need a
function, and you need the equivalent of an interval; both must be given for you to work out the integral. So, here is
how to evaluate each different form.

12.3.1

Different forms for line integrals

There are a number of different ways that a line integral can be written, and all of them are sufficiently common that
you need to see them.
The form

R
γ

~ R
~
F·d

R
~ R.
~ This form is independent of the number of
The most general form, and in some ways the easiest, is γ F·d
dimensions you are working with.
~ Since R
~ = x~ı + y ~ or R
~ = x~ı + y ~ + z ~k, we get that dR
~ = dx~ı + dy ~ or
The easiest piece of the integral is dR.
~
~
dR = dx~ı + dy ~ + dz k, depending on the dimension of the problem.
~ It will usually be a vector function of two or three dimensions, and be given as F(x,
~ y) =
Next, the function is F.
~
~
M(x, y)~ı + N(x, y) ~ (two dimensions) or as F(x, y, z) = M(x, y, z)~ı + N(x, y, z) ~ + P(x, y, z) k (three dimensions).
The equivalent of the interval is a curve, often given the letter γ (Greek letter gamma). It must have the same
~ and it will be a function of a single variable, usually t. So, for two dimensions,
number of dimensions as F,
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γ(t) = (γ1 (t), γ2 (t)) and for three dimensions, γ(t) = (γ1 (t), γ2 (t), γ3 (t)). The idea of γ is that for any given time t,
you can tell where along the path you are just by plugging in the value of t and evaluating the coordinates, either
(x, y) or (x, y, z). Finally, you have to be given the starting and stopping values of t, as in t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 .
How do you go about evaluating the line integral? The technical name for what you are going to do is “pulling
back” to the interval for t. The way that this is done is to plug in x = γ1 (t), y = γ2 (t), and (if it is three-dimensional)
z = γ3 (t) for all of the places where x, y, and (maybe) z occur. That seems easy enough (and it is), but don’t forget
~ pieces too! In those cases, dx = γ̇1 dt, dy = γ̇2 dt, and (if relevant)
that you need to plug these equations into the dR
dz = γ̇3 dt. (Remember that the dot over a function means to differentiate it with respect to t.)
It can get long and messy
Dudley: That’s an understatement!

but the only difficulty will be keeping things straight and not fouling up the algebra. Pull it all together. Every term
should have a dt in it; factor that out and combine the remaining terms.
Mugsy: Remind me what terms are again, would you, Al?
Albert: Sigh. Terms are the pieces of the function that are added (or subtracted) together to form the whole
thing. Each term will be one or more things multiplied or divided.
Mugsy: Thanks!

You should have one large integral with nothing but ts in it, with a dt at the end. It is now a regular integral! The
limits on the integral should be the starting and stopping values of t for the curve, t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 .
Dudley: And that is the pullback?
Albert: Yes. The curve was originally in terms of t, and everything else was defined in terms of it. Now every
variable has been reworked into t, pulled back to that.

There will be a detailed example worked out in class. Or you can go back to the notes from the Space chapter to see
more.
The form

M dx + N dy or
γ

R

R
γ

M dx + N dy + P dz

There are two
line inteR possible forms here, one for two-dimensional line integrals and one for three-dimensional
R
grals. For γ M dx + N dy, we assume that M and N are functions of x and y only, while for γ M dx + N dy + P dz,
we assume that M, N, and P are functions of x, y, and z.
The curve γ is given just as before. In fact, everything proceeds just as before. We plug in the functions of t
given by the coordinates in γ for x, y, and (maybe) z just as before. Pull out dt from each term, and you again have
a regular integral of t. Integrate between t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 , and you get the answer.
These forms are really just expanded versions of the previous form, for two or three dimensions. See the
homework.
The form

R
γ

f ds

This is a very different form than the previous two (which are essentially the same). The curve is again given by γ,
in the same form that it was before. The function f will be f (x, y) or f (x, y, z) depending on whether the curve is
two-dimensional or three-dimensional. The different thing is the ds. What is that?
It is the same ds as used in arc length in Calculus I, or in the formula for speed in Calculus II. It represents the
length of a small piece of the curve.
Dudley: How small is it?
Mugsy: I’ll bet I can make it smaller. I’m good at slicing things up!
Albert: Not likely in this case, Mugsy. In this case, ds is infinitesimal, like smaller than an atom. You aren’t
going to slice it up smaller than that.
Mugsy: Hmph. It might be fun to try, though. Improve my technique.

That then gives you everything that you need. The formula for ds depends on the dimension, like most things so far.
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dy
+
dt

!2
dt.

In three dimensions, the formula adds on the z part:
s
!2
!2
!2
dy
dz
dx
ds =
+
+
dt.
dt
dt
dt
The process for calculating the integral then follows the same pattern as before. You use the curve γ to pull
out the functions that determine the x, y, and (maybe) z coordinates, and you plug those functions in for x, y, and
(maybe) z in f and in ds. Multiply the values of f and ds and you have a function of t times dt, which you need to
integrate. The limits on the integral are the limits on t given in the definition of γ.
When does this form occur, and when do the previous forms occur? And (lumping the previous two forms into
a single form) why do both forms occur? It depends entirely on what you are trying to integrate. The initial two
forms are essentially integrating something that comes from a vector; that is blatant in the first form, and almost in
the second form. The final form for line integrals occurs when you are integrating a scalar function (no vectors).
That being said, there are numerous times that this form of line integrals are used, where the first form is converted to the third form! This occurs because of equations from Calculus 2.
Dudley: He does seem serious that this chapter pulls things from all the stuff from before.
Albert: Indeed.

~v
T~ =
~v
T~ =

~v
(ds/dt)

T~ = ~v (dt/ds)
T~ ds = ~v dt
~
dR
T~ ds =
dt
dt
~
T~ ds = dR
Therefore, you will sometimes see

R

~ R
~ written in its equivalent form
F·d
γ

R
γ

~ T~ ds.
F·

Dudley: Is he trying to say that those two line integrals are equal?
Albert: Yes.
Dudley: Well, why doesn’t he just say that?
Albert: That would be too simple.
Dudley: And didn’t he just say that you don’t have vectors in the third form?
Albert: Yes, he did. But by the time that you integrate the third form, you have taken a dot product of the vectors,
and the result is a scalar. And that is what you integrate.

R

Don’t think that this is the only reason for this form to occur. Later in this chapter we will also hit the form
~
~ ds, using the normal vector to γ. The interpretation will be very different.
F·N
γ
In one sense, it gets somewhat monotonous doing line integrals.

Mugsy: Monotonous is not the word I was thinking of. Catastrophic is closer.

The process is the same thing over and over. Convert everything to the single variable in γ and integrate.
Homework #41
Exercises.
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1. Work the following line integrals in two dimensions.
R
~ R
~ where γ = (t, 4 t2 ) for 2 ≤ t ≤ 5 and F~ = (y/x)~ı + sqrty ~.
(a) Find γ F·d
R
(b) Find γ M dx + N dy where γ = (2 t2 , 4 t) and 2 ≤ t ≤ 4) and M = (3 x − y) and N = (x y/2).
R
(c) Set up, but do not evaluate the line integral γ f ds, where γ = (2 t2 , 3 t3 ) for 0 ≤ t 6 and f (x, y) =
e x sin(x + y).
2. Calculate the following line integrals in three dimensions.
R
~ R
~ where γ = (t2 , 4 t, 3 t) for 2 ≤ t ≤ 5 and F~ = (3 x)~ı + (z − y) ~ + x/(3 z − 2 y) ~k.
(a) Find γ F·d
R
(b) Find γ M dx + N dy + P dz where γ = (2 t2 , 4 t, 3 t2 ) and 2 ≤ t ≤ 4) and M = (3 x + y − 2 z)−, N = (x y/2),
and P = ((x + y)/z).
R
(c) Set up, but do not evaluate the line integral γ f ds, where γ = (2 sin(t), 3 cos(t), tan(t)) for 0 ≤ t 6 and
f (x, y) = ln(2 y2 + 1) Arctan(x + y) cosh(z2 )). (You are liable to need to look up some formulas for this
one.)

Problems.
1. Let F~ = M~ı + N ~. Show that

~ R
~=
F·d
γ

R

R
γ

M dx + N dy.

R
R
~ R
~ by determining what F~ needs to be for the
2. Show that γ M dx + N dy + P dz can be written in the form γ F·d
two to be equal.

12.3.2

When line integrals get easy: path independence

One characteristic of line integrals that can make life a lot easier (when the functions cooperate) is path independence. What does that mean?
Mugsy: Hey, I was going to ask that!

To understand path independence, we need a bit of terminology. The path, γ, has attached to it starting and ending
values of t. It starts at t = t0 and goes to t = t1 . Those determine the beginning and ending points of the curve, by
plugging the value of t into γ. We will use P = γ(t0 ) for the beginning point and Q = γ(t1 ) for the ending point.
A line integral is path independent when the value of the line integral doesn’t change when you put in a different
path that goes from P to Q. That is, it doesn’t matter how you get from P to Q. A line integral is path dependent
when it is not path independent.
Dudley: Aren’t mathematicians any more inventive than that?
Albert: They try not to be.
Dudley: Is that good?

Caution: Most line integrals are path dependent! Never assume that a line integral is path independent; it
probably is not.
Albert: Unless you are told it is path independent. Then you are expected to use that information.
Dudley: How do you use that information? Change the path?
Albert: Nice try, Dudley. That would make sense. But there is much more going on when a line integral is path
independent, and that is what you will use.
Mugsy: So are you going to tell us, or do I have to shake it out of you?
Albert: You will find out by continuing to read.
Mugsy: Aww, can’t I shake it out of you? I’d like that.
Albert: Do you want me to continue helping you?
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Mugsy: Rats. I hate being blackmailed. Is it too late to drop this course?
Dudley:RYes.
R

~ R
~=
~ R
~ for some specific choices of γ1 and γ2 , you still can’t conclude that the line integral is
Even if γ F·d
F·d
γ2
1
path independent. The line integral has to be the same for all paths that go from P to Q.
What about a line integral determines whether it is path dependent or independent? There isn’t much it can be
but the function, so it is fortunate that it is the function. The key is this. If the vector F~ in the first form of the line
→
integral is the gradient of a function, so F~ =∇ f , then the line integral is path independent. But wait! There’s more!
Mugsy: If he says operators are standing by, I’m leaving.

12.3.3

The fundamental theorem of line integrals

If you remember when we first discussed gradients, I kept emphasizing that the gradient is the correct generalization
of the one-variable derivative. We will see again that it is.
Back from Calculus I, we had the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, which related derivatives and integrals.
One form of it went like this:
Rb
If F(x) = f 0 (x), then a F(x) dx = f (b) − f (a).
Rb
This is sometimes abbreviated as a f 0 (x) dx = f (b) − f (a).
Well, for line integrals we have the following.
→

If we have F~ =∇ f , and γ is aRcurve that starts at point P and ends at point Q, then
~ R
~ = f (Q) − f (P)
F·d
γ
which is sometimes abbreviated as
theme continues.

R
γ

→

~ = f (Q) − f (P). Note the nearly universal “end minus beginning”
∇ f ·dR

Mugsy: Almost as universal as “The answer to all yes/no questions is ‘yes.’ ”

There are a few more things that we can pull together with this. If a line integral is path independent, then
something else must always be true, but we need 2 more bits of terminology (that we will also use later) for it. If a
path starts and ends at the same point (that is, if P = Q), the path is called closed. There is also
H some notation that
~ R.
~
accompanies that. If the path γ is a closed path, then the notation for the line integral becomes γ F·d
The second bit of terminology is technical, but turns out to be extremely important. A region of the plane is
called simply connected if it has no holes in it.
Dudley: Huh? Where did this come from?
Albert: A branch of mathematics called topology. It is an unpleasant reality that it intrudes here, but there is no
way around it.

The holes can be as small as a single point. It doesn’t matter. We insist on not having holes inside our closed loops.
Mugsy: That’s too bad. A lot of my work involves making holes in things.
Dudley: By things, do you mean people?
Mugsy: Rarely.

There is one more bit of terminology. A curve is simple if the only place it might intersect itself is where the
beginning and ending points match, to form a closed curve. The type of thing you want to eliminate is a figure 8.
Dudley: Another term from topology?
Albert: Yes.
Dudley: Important?
Albert: Only in theory. The places we will encounter closed curves in this course, the curves are simple.

With all this in place, there are some really amazing things that happen.
Mugsy: That’s a big claim. It better live up to it.
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R →
~ =
Go back to the idea that if we have that γ is a curve that starts at point P and ends at point Q, then γ ∇ f ·dR
Rb
f (Q) − f (P). Compare it to the fundamental theorem of calculus: a (d f /dx) dx = f (b) − f (a). Note the following:
→

1. The correspondence between f 0 (x) and ∇ f
2. The correspondence between a and b as the endpoints of the interval in the regular integral and P and Q as
endpoints of γ
3. The correspondence between dot products and multiplication in one dimension
4. There is no need to know the path between P and Q, since all you need to know are the endpoints. That’s path
independence!
H
~ R
~ always equals 0 for simple closed curves
5. A line integral being path independent happens exactly when γ F·d
γ and F~ is defined at all points on the inside of γ.
→

6. If the line integral is path independent, then it is possible to find f so that F~ =∇ f
R →
~ = f (Q) − f (P) is called the fundamental theorem of line integrals.
It’s for these reasons that γ ∇ f ·dR
The next-to-last point will be discussed in detail after the next set of homework.
That last list item is not obvious, but it is true. The next investigation will give you an idea of how to actually
construct f .
Albert: Did that convince you Mugsy?
Mugsy: Hunh? I just dropped off there for a bit of a nap.
Albert: Why do I even try?
→

There are two other operations that we can do with ∇ , corresponding to the two basic operations that we got
→
→
for vectors: dot products and cross products, called divergence (∇ ·) and curl (∇ ×), respectively. And just as
gradients and line integrals generalize the fundamental theorem of integral calculus, both divergence and curl create
generalizations of their own. Those will be one of the major goals of this chapter.
Albert: My suspicion is that the only reason that Mugsy is not freaking out big time is that he doesn’t realize
what is being said.
Mugsy: Huhn? Say wha?

And we aren’t even done with the fun of line integrals!
Mugsy: Oh, brother. . .

Homework #42
Exercises.
R
~ R
~ for the function F(x, y) = y ivec + x2 ~, for the paths γ in each part. Note that all the paths
1. Evaluate γ F·d
go from P = (0, 0) to Q = (1, 2).
(a) γ = (t, 2 t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
(b) γ = (t2 , 2 t2 ) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
(c) γ = (t, 2 t2 ) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
(d) γ = (t, 2 sin(π t/2) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Problem.
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1. Show that the line integral of F~ = x~ı + x y ~ is not path independent by finding two paths between the points
(1, 0) and (0, 1) where the line integrals over those paths have different values.
Investigation.
R
→
~ R
~ is path independent, then there is a function f with F~ =∇ f . I will
In this investigation, we show that, if γ F·d
leave out some of the steps, but at least give you the basic idea.
1. We start by picking a point,R P0 , which will stay the same throughout this investigation. Then for any other
~ R
~ where γ is any path that goes from P0 to Q. Note that path independence
point, Q, we define f (Q) = γ F·d
is used here, since we only are allowed to have a single value for f (Q).
Mugsy: Al, interpret please.
Albert: Suppose the line integral is not path independent.
Mugsy: I thought that was all of them.
Albert: That is typical, Mugsy, but not all the time. If the line integral is path dependent, then you would
get different values for f (Q).
Mugsy: So? That’s bad?
Albert: It’s completely horrible. A function can only have one value for a specific value of Q.
Mugsy: Is that why it messes me up when I calculate the value of a function several times and keep
getting different answers?
Albert: Yes. You need to have one and only one value.
Mugsy: So, how do I figure out which of those answers is the right one? Take the average? Or the one
that shows up the most?
Dudley: Mugsy, you got Albert crying again.
Mugsy: He gets emotional near the end of the semester.
→

~ That is,
2. The trick is to show that this function f satisfies ∇ f = F.

∂f
∂x

∂f
~
ı+F2 ~.
∂y = F 2 , where F = F 1 ~
∂f
is ∂x ? This gets evaluated at Q,

= F1 and

We will focus on ∂∂xf = F1 , since the other is essentially the same. So, what
since that is how we defined f . But ∂∂xf will need to evaluate f at two points, very near each other. If you set
f (Q)
Q = (Q1 , Q2 ) and you will permit me to define Q + ∆x to be (Q1 + ∆x, Q2 ), then you get ∂∂xf ≈ f (Q+∆x)−
,
∆x
with the approximation getting better as ∆x shrinks to 0. Why don’t we have to worry about y changing here?
3. This is progress, anyway. Next, we have to get a handle on f (Q + ∆x) − f (Q), and use that to try to get ∂∂xf .
But the difference of values of f requires getting the values of f at two different points, which requires two
different paths: one from P to Q and one from P to Q + ∆x. And here we use path independence again. We
can choose the part from P to Q + ∆x to be anything we want, so we choose it to be the path from P to Q plus
a short horizontal line segment of length ∆x. Then subtracting off f (Q + ∆x) − f (Q) gives just the piece from
Q to Q + ∆x; call that segment S ∆x .
Dudley: Is there some reason he calls it S ?
Albert: No. He probably wanted to avoid calling R, since that letter gets used for a lot of other things.
Then we use F~ = F1 ~ı + F2 ~ and get
Z
Z
Z
~ R
~
f (Q + ∆x) − f (Q) =
F·d
=
F1 dx + F2 dy =
F1 dx
S ∆x

S ∆x

S ∆x

Why can we ignore the F2 dy part of this integral?
4. Now we are down to a single integral over a single
R variable. And we can then use the fundamental theorem
of calculus with a single variable. That says that S x F1 dx ≈ F1 (Q) ∆x, where the approximation gets better
∆

as ∆ x gets closer to 0. Make an argument that shows that we get

∂f
∂x

≈ F1 (Q), with the approximation getting
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better as ∆x gets closer to 0. That’s what we wanted to show. [Note: This is not the right way to construct f ,
but it does work. There are much easier ways to do find f which we will see shortly.]

12.3.4

More on path independence

If the line integral of F~ is path independent, then automatically,
why this is true.

H
γ

~ R
~ = 0, and vice versa. It is interesting to see
F·d

Mugsy: Great, you are now redefining interesting, too.

We have to set up some new notation that is fairly simple.
Mugsy: That’s certainly a different idea.

If you have two paths, say γA and γB , and the end point of γA is some point U and the beginning point of γB is also
U, then it makes sense to define a new path γA + γB to be the path that follows γA and then follows along γB .
Mugsy: Yeah, I suppose that is fairly simple. Why you would want to do it isn’t at all clear, though.

And it is also then fairly clear that
Z
γA +γB

() =

Z
γA

() +

Z
γB

()

since, after all, you are adding up whatever () is first along γA and then along γB .
It all depends on a property of line integrals: When you run a line integral backwards, it changes sign. This is
true for all line integrals, and not just path-independent ones. The notation for reversing the direction of a curve is
oddly familiar. The reverse of γ is written −γ. If γ goes from t = t0 to t = t1 , then −γ goes from t = t1 to t = t0 .
That is the only change.
R
R
Now, why should reversing the curve cause the sign to change? Evaluating both γ () and −γ () proceeds the same,
Rt
R
Rt
R
up until you put in the limits for t. Then, γ () = t 1 (()) dt while −γ () = t 0 (()) dt, because you are interchanging
0
1
starting and ending points. The final two integrals of the previous pairs are pretty obviously negatives of each other.
Mugsy: Obvious? Why?
Albert: When you interchange the limits on an integral, you change its sign. For one, the integral is F(b) − F(a),
and for the second, it is F(a) − F(b), which is the negative of the first.
Mugsy: Is that all?
Albert: Yes.
Mugsy: Ok, it’s obvious.

Finally, suppose you have two paths γA and γB that both end at point Q, but start at points PA and PB (which
don’t have to be the same). You can then define γA − γB = γA + (−γB ), which then goes from PA to PB . The fact that
γA and γB both end at point Q means that γA goes from PA Hto Q, and that −γB goes from Q to PB .
Now, let’s see why path independence follows from γ () = 0, where γ is any closed path. To show path
R
R
independence, we have to show that if γ1 and γ2 are two paths from P to Q, then γ () = γ (). (Since the function
1
2
doesn’t make any difference, I am just putting in () for it.)
Here is the trick, which is useful toR see. Form a new path γ = γ1 − γ2 . Then γ goes from P and back to P, hitting
Q in the middle of the path. But then γ () = 0, since that is what we are assuming here.
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
But 0 = γ () = γ () − γ (). And so the value of γ () − γ () is 0. But that means that γ () = γ (), which is path
1
2
1
2
1
2
independence.
H
You can run the argument backwards and show that γ () = 0 follows from path independence. See the homework
problems.
Mugsy: Sure, he makes us do the hard part of the problem.
Albert: Actually, it’s the easy part, once you have seen this direction.
Mugsy: Easy for you, maybe.

Homework #43
Problems.
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H
~ R
~ = 0 whenever γ is the constant path, γ(t) = P for a ≤ t ≤ b. Why doesn’t this imply that
1. Show that γ F·d
all line integrals are path independent?
R
H
~ R
~ is path independent. [Hint: If you
~ R
~ = 0 for all closed paths γ if the line integral F·d
2. Show that γ F·d
γ
have a closed path γ that starts and ends at P, pick any point Q on the path and let γ1 be γ from P to Q and γ2
be the reverse of the remainder of the path, so γ = γ1 − γ2 , and γ1 and γ2 both go from P to Q.]

12.3.5

Conservative forces

When the F~ in the line integral is actually a force, extra terminology comes into play. After all, force is in the
domain of physics, and they have their own terminology for a lot of these things.
Mugsy: Tell me about it.
Albert: Oh, so you really want to know? Oh, good. Let’s start with Newtonian mechanics, then....
Mugsy: Al, you have a lot to learn about sarcasm.
→

If F~ =∇ f , then the force is called conservative, and f is the negative of the potential for the force.
Dudley: Why the negative?
Albert: That’s the way physicists want it. We are following their terminology.
Mugsy: Sure, Albert. Pass the buck.
→

One typical notation for the potential is φ, so F~ = − ∇ φ. You will also hear the term “gradient fields” to mean
conservative forces.
From the potential function, you get one very handy concept. The level sets of the potential function are called
the equipotential surfaces (or equipotential curves in two dimensions). From what we did before, the streamlines of
the force field will always be perpendicular to the equipotential surfaces or curves.
Dudley: Albert, can you explain why?
Albert: Of course.
Dudley: Let me put it this way. Albert, would you please explain why?
Albert: My pleasure. The streamlines are tangent to the gradient field at all points. The equipotential curves
are perpendicular to the gradient field at all points. So, the streamlines and gradient field will be perpendicular.
Dudley: Thank you.
Mugsy: I’ll never understand you two.

Be prepared to deal with both of these extensively in physics labs on electricity and magnetism.

12.3.6

How to tell if a field is conservative

But when we are working in two dimensions, we can get some extra conditions.
Albert: And when we start working in three dimensions, this work will extend there, but we aren’t ready for it
yet.
Dudley: What do you mean we aren’t ready for it yet?
Albert: It involves some work that we haven’t covered yet.
Mugsy: I’m just as confused either way.

Suppose, using the notation we have referenced earlier, we have F~ = M(x, y)~ı + N(x, y) ~. And suppose also that
→
F~ =∇ f = ∂ f ~ı + ∂ f ~. Then to match these up, we would need to have M(x, y) = ∂ f and N(x, y) = ∂ f . Here’s

∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y
∂f
∂f
the point: ∂x and ∂y are not independent of each other. From the chapter on partial derivatives, we know that
 
 
∂2 f
∂2 f
∂2 f
∂2 f
∂f
∂ ∂f
∂ ∂f
∂x ∂y = ∂y ∂x , or spread out a little, use ∂x ∂y = ∂x ∂y and ∂y ∂x = ∂y ∂x are equal. Now put M = ∂x and
∂
∂
N = ∂∂yf into those two equations, and setting them equal to each other, you get this: ∂x
(N) = ∂y
(M). So with
R
∂N
∂M
~
~
~
F = M(x, y)~ı + N(x, y) ~, if γ F·dR is path independent, then ∂x = ∂y .
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∂M
~
The real question is this: Suppose that we have ∂N
ı + N ~
∂x = ∂y . Does that automatically make F = M~
conservative? Not by what we have done here, but in one of those really amazing

Mugsy: There’s that “amazing” again.
Albert: This is a situation that deserves it.

results in mathematics, it actually does make F~ conservative. That deserves a box.
R
~ R
~ is path independent, then ∂N =
Suppose F~ = M(x, y)~ı + N(x, y) ~. If γ F·d
∂x

R
γ

The point of this is that it is very easy to verify whether
~ R
~ is path independent.
F·d

∂N
∂x

=

∂M
∂y ,

∂M
∂y ,

and vice versa.

while it is very difficult to verify whether

Mugsy: Yeah, I noticed that in the homework.

Homework #44
Exercises.
1. Determine if the following line integrals

R
γ

~ R
~ are path independent. You are only given F.
~
dotprod Fd

(a) F~ = y~ı + x ~
(b) F~ = y~ı − x ~
(c) F~ = x~ı + y ~
(d) F~ = x~ı − y ~
~ Find a function g(x, y) ~ so that, when added to F,
~ the resulting vector
2. I only give you the ~ı component of F.
field is conservative. There are many possible answers; you only need to find one.
(a) F~ = 3 x2 y2 ~ı.
(b) F~ = 3 x2 ~ı.
(c) F~ = 3 y2 ~ı
Problems.
1. Show that if F~ = g(x + y)~ı + g(x + y) ~ for some function g, then F~ is conservative. (Yes, the coefficients are
equal. That is intentional, and necessary.)

12.3.7

Examples of conservative and non-conservative forces.

The main examples of conservative forces are gravity and electric forces. The latter of those is of great interest in
this chapter, while gravity was the star of the show in the Space chapter.
Dudley: Star . . . space. Are we starting the pun wars again?
Albert: I certainly hope not.
Mugsy: Space puns create star wars!
Albert: You just had to do that, didn’t you?

Non-conservative forces are also of significant interest. The two main ones are friction and magnetic forces.
Friction is simply difficult to work with, but is a part of everything that moves. Magnetic fields will again be a big
part of this chapter. They are of interest, definitely. But they are considerably more difficult to work with.
Mugsy: I know some people who fit that description.

Since electric fields are a big portion of this chapter, let’s look more carefully at them.
Mugsy: What about the magnetic fields?
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Albert: We will get to them later. They require more work.
Mugsy: I can wait, then.

We will use E~ for an electric field.

Dudley: Isn’t that obvious?
~.
Albert: In more complicated circumstances, some physicists will use D
Dudley: Have physicists been infected by mathematicians?
Albert: It probably goes both ways.

It is a fact that electric fields are conservative (trust me on this for a moment). The potential for E~ is usually written
→
as φ, so E~ = − ∇ φ.
What can we tell from this? If you remember what gradients tell you
Mugsy: Uh-oh. You mean we actually have to remember that stuff?
Albert: Definitely!

the electric field points in the direction of greatest decrease of potential.
Dudley: Shouldn’t that be the greatest increase in potential?
Albert: It would be, but the electric field is the negative of the gradient of the potential, which flips increase and
decrease around.

That means that the electric fields pushes an electric charge in the direction that decreases its potential as fast as
→
possible. And that is the reason for the negative sign in the equation E~ = − ∇ φ; physicists like to operate with
things being pushed to minimize potential energy.

12.3.8

A vector field that ought to be conservative

In terms of just vector fields, we had two whole collections of vector fields in a previous exercise, the radial and spin
fields. All of those radial fields are conservative, but only one spin field,
S =

−y~ı + x ~
,
x 2 + y2

is conservative.
Just to show you that it is conservative, let’s apply the criterion here. We have M = −y/(x2 + y2 ) and N =
x/(x2 + y2 ). Here goes.
!
∂N
∂
x
=
∂x
∂x x2 + y2

∂  2
=
x (x + y2 )−1
∂x
= (1) (x2 + y2 )−1 + (x) (−1) (x2 + y2 )−2 (2 x)
h
i
= (x2 + y2 )−2 (x2 + y2 )1 − (2 x2 )
= (x2 + y2 )−2 (y2 − x2 )
That’s the first one. Now the second one.
!
∂M
∂
−y
=
∂y
∂y x2 + y2

∂ 
−y (x2 + y2 )−1
=
∂y
= (−1) (x2 + y2 )−1 + (−y) (−1) (x2 + y2 )−2 (2 y)
h
i
= (x2 + y2 )−2 −(x2 + y2 ) + (2 y2 )
= (x2 + y2 )−2 (y2 − x2 )
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∂
∂y (M).

~ R
~ is path independent?
Dudley: Are you sure this is easier than showing γ F·d
Albert: To prove directly that the line integral is path independent, you would have to show that, for every pair
of points in the plane, and for every pair of curves that join those two points, the line integrals are equal. Or you
could check that the line integral over every closed loop in the plane gives 0. Either one is immensely more
difficult!
Dudley: Oh. Just checking.
R

Now, how about checking out one particular closed curve for this particular conservative field? Let’s take one
of the simplest: the unit circle. In that case, γ(t) = (cos(t), sin(t)) starting at t = 0 and going to t = 2 π.
Dudley: Shouldn’t those be vectors in γ?
Albert: They could be. Typically, the curve is written in component form, like that. It could be written as
cos(t)~ı + sin(t) ~, but that is much less common.

So, we plug x = cos(t) and y = sin(t) into F~ = −y/(x2 +y2 )~ı+ x/(x2 +y2 ) ~. You get that F~ becomes − sin(t)/(cos2 (t)+
sin2 (t))~ı+cos(t)/(cos2 (t)+sin2 (t)) ~. Since cos2 (t)+sin2 (t) = 1, this simplifies considerably to F~ = − sin(t)~ı+cos(t) ~.
~ = d(x~ı + y ~) = (dx~ı + dy ~). For x = cos(t), dx = − sin(t) dt
We also have to plug the functions for x and y into dR
~
and for y = sin(t), dy = cos(t) dt. Therefore,
dR = −sin(t) dt~ı + cos(t) dt ~ = (− sin(t)~ı + cos(t) ~) dt.
R
~ R
~ gives
Finally, plugging all that into γ F·d
Z
γ

~ R
~=
F·d

2π

Z

− sin(t)~ı + cos(t) ~· − sin(t)~ı + cos(t) ~ dt

0

=

2π

Z

(sin2 (t) + cos2 (t)) dt

0

=
=

Z

2π

(1) dt
0
2π
t|0

= (2 π) − 0
= 2π
Albert: Wait for it.....
Dudley: Hold everything! Aren’t conservative forces integrated around closed curves supposed to give 0?!?!
Albert: Yes.
Dudley: But 2 π , 0.
Albert: Yes.
Dudley: QUIT SAYING YES AND EXPLAIN IT!!
Albert: I defer to the author.
Mugsy: Wuss.

There does seem to be a bit of a problem here.
Dudley: A BIT??!?

The calculations are all correct, so that isn’t the problem.
Dudley: THEN WHAT IS THE PROBLEM???
Mugsy: Duds, can’t you calm down?

There is a point behind this example.
Albert: Oooo, good pun!

One thing I said early on was that there couldn’t be holes. For this function, there is a hole, at (0, 0), where you
~
would get division by 0 when defining F.
Dudley: But that is only one point!
Albert: That’s the point.
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Oooo, good pun.
Albert: Copy cat....

This example is well worth looking at much more closely. The Rvector field F~ is equal to the gradient of f =
~ R
~ = θ(Q) − θ(P), where P and Q are the
arctan(y/x), which is also f = θ from polar coordinates. Notice that γ F·d
starting and ending points respectively. The thing is, as γ winds around the origin, the value of θ is increasing, so
that the value of θ at Q is 2 π when θ at P is 0. It is additionally pertinent that θ is not defined at the origin, the point
that makes all this happen.
It turns out that in later courses
Dudley: How much later?
Albert: Complex analysis.
Dudley: Good. Something I’ll never have to worry about.
Mugsy: And you can be sure that I’m never getting close to any math course that has “Complex” in its title.

this exact integral is used because, when you divide by 2 π, you get the number of times a closed path wraps around
the origin in the counterclockwise direction, something called the winding number.
Dudley: And that is relevant how?
Albert: It is exceedingly useful in complex analysis.
Dudley: I’m talking about relevant to me.
Albert: It isn’t relevant to you. But you aren’t the only one taking this course. Complex analysis is essential in
electrical engineering, for example.
Mugsy: Is that relevant to the title of this chapter?
Albert: Entirely.

So, is that vector field conservative or not?
Mugsy: If I had been thinking, I would have asked that myself.
Dudley: If you had been thinking? When did. . .
Mugsy: Finish that sentence the way I figure you want to, and you might have a hard time talking real soon.
Dudley: Never mind then.

The answer is that it is conservative on regions of the plane that don’t enclose the origin. That way, the value of θ at
the endpoint of a closed curve will match the value of θ at the beginning point, and the line integral over the closed
path gives 0, as it should.
Dudley: So conservative vector fields sometimes require modifications to the plane?
Albert: Yes. The process can be systematized, but that goes way beyond this course.
→

12.3.9

Finding f when ∇ f = M~ı + N ~ is conservative
→

Consider the analogy that ∇ is nothing more than the higher-dimensional version of
→

d
dx .

In that case, to solve

f = F, you just integrate. So, to solve ∇ f = M~ı + N ~ it would seem that you “just integrate” here as well. It
turns out, that is correct.
There are a variety of ways that are used to find f . Some of them are easier than others.
d
dx

Mugsy: Watch. He’ll make us do it the hard way.
→

I’ll show you the two most common ways, using as an example ∇ f = (3 x2 + 2 x y) ivec + (x2 + 1) ~. Note that this
∂
∂
is conservative, since ∂y
(3 x2 + 2 x y) = 2 x = ∂x
(x2 + 1).

Method 1. (The way normally taught to students.) We want to solve ∂∂xf = 3 x2 +2 x y and ∂∂yf = x2 +1. Integrating
the first equation with respect to x gives that f (x, y) = x3 + x2 y, plus a “constant” of integration, C(y). In this case,
∂
the “constant” will be a function of y only, since any function of y disappears when you take ∂x
the same way that
d
a (real) constant disappears when you take dx . How do we figure out the “constant” to be added? We plug into the
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second equation:
∂f
∂y
∂
= (x3 + x2 y + C(y))
∂y

x2 + 1 =

= x2 + C 0 (y)

That means that C 0 (y) = 1, or C(y) = y+C, where C is a (genuine) constant. That means that f (x, y) = x3 +x2 y+y+C.
Method 2. (The way that I use, and recommend you use.)
Albert: This method is sufficiently different, that when you use it in mater courses, you might want to make sure
that they accept it.

Choose P = (0, 0), and let Q = (x, y) be any point. We use the fact that if γ is a curve going from P to Q, then
R →
R →
~
~ That means that f (x, y) = f (Q) = f (P) + ∇ f ·dR.
f (Q) − f (P) = γ ∇ f ·dR.
γ
I then set up γ to be the straight line from P to Q. For general P and Q, that is given by P + (Q − P) t, with
0 ≤ t ≤ 1. (When t = 0, you get P. When t = 1, you get Q, since the P terms cancel.) But when P = (0, 0), this
becomes Q t.
But we need to split these into coordinates to be able to integrate. That means γ(t) = (x t, y t), with 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
~ = (x, y) dt = (x~ı + y ~) dt. (Note that this setup is the same for all problems.)
You get that dR
→

→

Now, plug (x t) in for x in ∇ f since that is the x coordinate of the point on γ, and plug y t for y in ∇ f since that
→

is the y coordinate of the point on γ. You get ∇ f = [3 (x t)2 + 2 (x t) (y t)]~ı + [(x t)2 + 1] ~. Take the dot product
→
~ and you get {[3 (x t)2 + 2 (x t) (y t)] (x) + [(x t)2 + 1] (y)} dt.
∇ f ·dR,
The last step is to integrate this from t = 0 to t = 1.
P(0) +

Z

→
γ

~ = P(0) +
∇ f ·dR

1

Z

{[3 (x t)2 + 2 (x t) (y t)] (x) + [(x t)2 + 1] (y)} dt

0

= P(0) +

Z

1

(3 x3 t2 + 2 x2 y t2 + x2 y t2 + y) dt

0
3 3

t=1

= P(0) + (x t + (2/3) x2 y t3 + (1/3) x2 y t3 + y t) t=0
= P(0) + x3 + x2 y + y
This is the same answer as before, with P(0) = C.
Now, before Dudley calls on Albert for help, let me give you the steps in order. They really are simpler than
Method 1, and less confusing.
Dudley: Easy for you to say.

~ = (x~ı + y ~) dt, and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
1. Set γ(t) = (x t, y t), so dR
→

→

2. Change every x in ∇ f to (x t); change every y in ∇ f to (y t).
→

~ and integrate it from t = 0 to t = 1.
3. Form the dot product ∇ f ·dR,
4. Add in P(0) and you are done.
Now, that makes it look easier, right?
Dudley: Hey, that isn’t too bad, if you put it that way!
Mugsy: And with Sage to do the integration for me, I think I can handle it, too!
Dudley: Was that sigh from Albert?
Mugsy: I think so. It certainly wasn’t from either of us.
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Summary of path-independent two-dimensional line integrals

R
So, let’s put in one place all the stuff we know about path independent line integrals of the form γ M(x, y) dx +
N(x, y) dy where γ goes from P to Q and an appropriate function of the form f (x, y). Any one of the following, if
true, implies all the others in a region in the plane with no holes. And if any is false, so are all the others.
• The line integral is path independent.
→

• ∇ f = M~ı + N ~.
R
• γ M dx + N dy = f (Q) − f (P).
∂N ∂M
=
.
∂x
∂y
H
• γ M dx + N dy = 0 (the notation implies that P = Q).
•

Note that the fourth one is easy to check. And, we aren’t done. We will have another way to check this same thing
when we get to three dimensions.
Dudley: Gee, that’s sweet of him to put all that in one place.
Mugsy: Except that he will now expect us to know it.
Dudley: He was going to do that anyway.
Mugsy: Good point.

Homework #45
Exercises.
For each of the following functions, determine if the line integral is path independent. And if it is, find the function
f (x, y) associated with it.
R
~
1. (x~ı + y ~)·dR
γ

2.

R

3.

R

4.

R

5.

R

6.

R

γ

~
(~ı + y ~)·dR

γ

~
[(x y2 )~ı + (x2 y) ~]·dR

γ

~
(y e x ~ı + e x ~)·dR

γ

~
(e−x y2 ~ı − 2 e−x y ~)·dR

γ

~
(y/r~ı + x/r ~)·dR

Problems
1. Show that every vector function of the form g(x)~ı + h(y) ~ is conservative, and give the function f (x, y) so that
→

∇ f = g(x)~ı + h(y) ~.

~ 2 is not defined when r = 0, it can still be written as the gradient of some function. Find that
2. Even though R/r
→
~ 2 for f .)
function. (That is, solve ∇ f = R/r
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Curl and integral theorems
→

We begin our next dive into vector calculus by looking at the curl, usually abbreviated ∇ ×. There are three generalizations of the fundamental theorem of integral calculus: Green’s theorem, Stokes’ theorem, and Gauss’s theorem.
Mugsy: I don’t like any section that has the word “theorem” in it.
Albert: You are going to have problems with a lot of the rest of this chapter, then.
Mugsy: I could have told you that a long time ago.

12.4.1

Two dimensions and Green’s theorem

One thing is immediate. If you are going to take the cross product of two vectors, they both have to be threedimensional, with ~ı, ~ and ~k parts. However, Green’s theorem is strictly in the plane. How do you get a threedimensional vector from a two-dimensional vector? You add in +0 ~k. Let’s first look at what the curl of a vector
field means.
Dudley: This is cool! I love curling! Shuffleboard on ice! Those guys with little brooms sweeping like crazy!
Albert: Sorry to break it to you, Dudley, but the curl has nothing to do with any winter Olympic sport.
Dudley: Well there’s a buzzkill for you. . . .

Definition of curl
→

~ is evaluated is ∇ ×F,
~ which when written out for F~ = M~ı + N ~ + P ~k is as a determinant.
The usual way that curl(F)
~ı

→

∇ ×F~ =

~

~k

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

M

N

P

Generally, you have a lot of different ways of evaluating determinants, but with curl, there is one standard way: by
expanding about the top row. For those of you who haven’t seen this before, it goes like this:
~ı

→

∇ ×F~ =

~k

~

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

M

N

P

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

∂

∂

∂

∂

~ı − ∂x ∂z ~ + ∂x ∂y
M P
N P
M N
!
!
∂P ∂M
∂N
∂P ∂N
~ı −
~ +
=
−
−
−
∂y
∂z
∂x
∂z
∂x
=

~k
!
∂M ~
k
∂y

Note that this is exactly the usual determinant expansion, except that you need to remember that the operators in the
second row “act on” the functions in the third row, instead of being a routine multiplication.
→
~ y) = M(x, y)~ı + N(x, y) ~, you can still take ∇ ×F~ by adding on +0 ~k, that is, P = 0. But when
If you have F(x,
→

you work out ∇ ×F~ you will discover that many terms are 0, because of one of these two reasons
• P = 0; or
•

∂M
∂z

=

∂N
∂z

= 0 since neither M nor N contains any z
→

The result is that, in this case, ∇ ×F~ =
If you are observant



∂N
∂x

−

∂M
∂y



~k.

Mugsy: Hunh? Al, quit poking me when I’m napping, OK?

you will remember having seen

∂N
∂x

and

∂M
∂y

before. Specifically, you can tell that a two-dimensional line integral is
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path independent when those two partial derivatives are equal. In that case, what you get is that ∇ ×F~ = ~0.
Albert: Expect to see more of that.
Mugsy: That’s all you woke me up to tell me?

Meaning of curl in 2 dimensions
It is important to understand what the curl of a vector field measures. This is easier in two dimensions than in three
dimensions.
Mugsy: No surprises there.

~ = x~ı + y ~, the radial vector field and
The simplest way to explain it is by example. Let’s work out the curl of the R
of the C~ = −y~ı + x ~, the spin vector field.
First, the radial vector field.
→

→

~ =∇ ×(x~ı + y ~ + 0 ~k)
∇ ×R
~ı
~ ~k
=
=

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

x

y

0

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

y

0

~ı −

∂
∂x

∂
∂z

x

0

~ +

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

x

y

~k

!
!
!
∂0 ∂y
∂0 ∂x
∂y ∂x ~
~ı −
~ +
=
−
−
−
k
∂y ∂z
∂x ∂z
∂x ∂y
= (0 − 0)~ı − (0 − 0) ~ + (0 − 0) ~k
= ~0
Well, the radial vector field has curl ~0.
Dudley: Is that bad?
Albert: Neither good nor bad. It is a piece of what curl means.

Whatever the curl measures, it doesn’t find any of it in the radial vector field.
Then, let’s work out the curl of the spin field.
→

→

∇ ×C~ =∇ ×(−y~ı + x ~ + 0 ~k)
~ı
~ ~k
=

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

−y

x

0

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

∂

∂

∂

∂

~ı − ∂x ∂z ~ + ∂x ∂y ~k
−y 0
x 0
−y x
!
!
!
∂0 ∂ − y
∂x ∂ − y ~
∂0 ∂x
~ı −
~ +
−
−
−
k
=
∂y ∂z
∂x
∂z
∂x
∂y
= (0 − 0)~ı − (0 − 0) ~ + (1 − (−1)) ~k
=

= 2 ~k
This is not the zero vector. That means that the curl picks up something from the spin vector field. In fact, that is
exactly what it measures.
Dudley: And since the radial field doesn’t have any rotation in it, the curl was zero?
Albert: Yes, Dudley! Good thinking!
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Mugsy: Way to go, Duds.
Dudley: I just wish I knew what I was talking about.

You can ignore the ~ı and ~ components of the curl when you are working in two dimensions, since they will
always be 0. The curl gives a non-zero value when the vector field is the velocity field of a rotation.
Albert: An old and obscure notation for curl was rot, short for rotation.
Mugsy: Hey, could I use that instead? Rot sounds much more fun than curl.
Albert: No.
Mugsy: Then why did you bring it up?

R
~ R
~
Curl related to work? Back in the Space chapter, we talked about force and work. We said then that γ F·d
~ We also mentioned that for
was the formula for getting the work done by moving along γ encountering a force F.
conservative forces,
Dudley: Aren’t there any liberal or progressive forces?
Albert: In politics, yes. In physics, no.

the work done around a closed loop gave 0. For non-conservative forces, the work done around a closed loop could
be anything (including 0).
~ and the spin vector field C,
~ both treated as force fields,
Notice what happens with the radial vector field R
specifically when going around the unit circle. That means (and you should be getting to the point that you recognize
~ = (− sin t~ı + cos t ~) dt.
this) that γ(t) = (cos t, sin t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2 π. Then dR
Then the work done for the radial vector field is
Z
~ R
~
Work =
F·d
γ
Z
~
= (x~ı + y ~)·dR
γ

=

2π

Z

(cos t~ı + sin t ~)·(− sin t~ı + cos t ~) dt

0

=

2π

Z

(− cos t sin t + sin t cos t) dt

0

=

2

Z

π0 dt

0

= 0.
That’s what it should be, since the radial vector field is conservative.
Dudley: Do you mean that conservative here means the same as conservative back in the Space chapter?
Albert: Precisely.
Mugsy: Wow. I never expected mathematical terminology to be consistent.
Albert: It happens mostly by accident.

~ is perpendicular to the tangent vector that comes from dR
~ = T~ dt. The dot
Notice that the radial vector field R
product gives 0, and integrating that also gives 0.
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Now, the work done by the spin vector field.
Z
~ R
~
Work =
F·d
γ
Z
~
= (−y~ı + x ~)·dR
γ

=

2 pi

Z

(− sin t~ı + cos t ~)·(− sin t~ı + cos t ~) dt

0

=

Z

=

Z

2π

(sin2 t + cos2 t) dt

0

=

2π

(1) dt
0
2π
t|0

= 2π − 0 = 2π
This again confirms that the spin vector field is not conservative. But notice something here. The vector field C~ along
γ is (− sin t~ı + cos t ~), which is also exactly the same as the tangent vector. The dot product gives the magnitude
squared of the vector, which is 1, which gets integrated to give 2 π.
Dudley: Does that sort of thing happen every time?
Albert: Good question. No, it does not. It works this time, but not usually. The example is chosen to be simple,
that’s all.
Mugsy: So the author is lazy, then?
Albert: Don’t you take short cuts when you are working?
Mugsy: Of course.
Albert: Are you lazy?
Mugsy: I’d be careful about calling me lazy, Al.
Albert: I mean no offense, Mugsy. All I want to say is that the author is taking short cuts. He isn’t lazy.
Mugsy: I suppose that anyone who puts that much effort into this instrument of torture called a calc text can’t
be lazy.

Curl in local terms Since the curl is defined in terms of partial derivatives all evaluated at a single point, that
means that the curl can only tell you what is going on at a point.
~ being 2 ~k at all points mean?
Dudley: Then what does the curl of C
Albert: That there is some measure of rotation going on everywhere.
Dudley: That doesn’t make any sense.
Albert: Keep reading.

At this point, it is necessary to make a decision. It is traditional for math and physics texts to show that, for
example,
Z
~ R
~ = ∂N − ∂M
F·d
∂x
∂y
γz
where γz is a small horizontal (that is, constant value of z) rectangular region. And then go ahead and do similar
things for γy and γ x . Yes, I can do it. No, I don’t want to do it. And, Mugsy, it is not because I am lazy. I actually
wrote it out, and then looked at it and said to myself “I wouldn’t want to have to sit through that. It is immensely
picky, very lengthy, and contributes nothing to understanding the curl.” So, you will be glad to know that I have
decided to dispense with the derivation, and opt for explaining it instead. Anyone who wants to see it can look it up
in a full-length vector calculus or physics textbook.
Dudley: That sounds good to me. I’m all in favor of eliminating confusing derivations.
Mugsy: Any reduction is work is great.
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Albert: Rats. I was hoping to see some clever, new way of deriving that formula.
Mugsy: You are outnumbered this time, Al.

~
So, what does the curl actually do? Look at the spin field, C.

Dudley: Did he get the C from curl?
Albert: Probably.

Think of a thin stick, and at one end is a freely spinning set of four tiny paddles, ninety degrees apart, that can spin
in a circle perpendicular to the stick. I will call this the spin stick, and refer to it occasionally. Suppose that the stick
is put into a fluid. Will it rotate? Depends on the fluid flow. Why would it rotate? That is the question to answer!
Here’s a picture while you are thinking about it.
Top view:
Side view:

Suppose the stick is vertical, and the paddles are originally oriented parallel to the x and y axes. Consider the
force on the paddles along the x axis. There would be a torque
Mugsy: A WHAT?
Albert: Torque. A torque is a special kind of force that produces a rotation. We talked about them a while ago.
Mugsy: I thought he was calling me a dork. That’s a word few people survive after speaking about me.

if the forces on the two paddles don’t match up exactly.
How do they match up? Look at the paddle in the positive x direction. If there is a force from the fluid flow
pushing it in the positive y direction, that, by itself, would cause the paddles to move counterclockwise when looking
down the stick. If the fluid flow is in the negative y direction, that force, by itself, would cause the paddles to move
in the clockwise direction around the stick. We will declare the counterclockwise rotation to be positive.
Dudley: Convention again?
Albert: Yes.

But the opposite paddle in the x direction might also feel a force from the fluid flow. And, if the fluid flow
is uniform in the x direction, the opposite paddle will be feel the same amount of force producing a torque in the
opposite direction.
So, will there be any net torque at all for the 2 paddles in the x direction? Not in a uniform fluid flow, but in
non-uniform flows, it is possible that one of the paddles feels a slightly larger push than the other. How to we tell
that? We subtract one force from the other, and see if we get zero (or something positive, or something negative).
It is handy that subtracting is exactly what we want, since the same forces on the two paddles will exactly cancel,
and produce no net force; they cause rotations in the opposite directions. The signs naturally cooperate with us!
So, let’s call the force in the y direction on the right side paddle F1 , which causes counterclockwise rotation, and
the force in the y direction on the left side paddle F2 , and it produces clockwise rotations.
Dudley: Aren’t forces supposed to be vectors?
Albert: Yes, but this is just one single coefficient of the force. Only the force in the y direction matters here.

How much is the net torque-producing force? It is F1 − F2 .
Let’s look at F1 −F2 more carefully. Those are the differences in the values of the fluid forces on the two paddles.
Compare that to the partial derivative of the fluid force in the y direction, which would be the difference between
the values of the force divided by the distance between the two paddles. So, F1 − F2 really is ∂N
∂x ∆x, approximately.
That should look familiar.
Now, let’s look at the two paddles aligned along the y axis. Those paddles only really care about the fluid flow
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in the x direction. The other directions just run along the paddles and don’t affect them. Since a positive flow along
the x axis of the top paddle moves the paddle in the clockwise (that is, negative) direction, we have to be careful
with signs. If the x force on the paddle if F3 , the torque produced by it will be −F3 . Similarly, the bottom paddle
produces a positive (counterclockwise) torque, equal to, say, F4 . The net torque is then in this case F4 . The net
torque is then F4 − F3 .
When we look at this value, we notice that it is backward from what we’d want for the derivative. It should be
F3 − F4 , the value at the larger y minus the value at the smaller y. The same analysis as F1 − F2 shows that, in this
case, the value of F3 − F4 is − ∂M
∂y ∆y.
Dudley: Al, why is that M . The previous one was N .
~ = M~ı+N ~. When you are looking at the forces in the x direction,
Albert: The standard notation for the force is F
you use M , since that is the x component of the force. Before, we wanted the y component of the force, so we
used N there.
So what happens to the paddle wheel in the fluid flow? You add the torques and the bigger one wins. Unless we
∂M
have a very strange wheel arrangement, ∆x = ∆y = δ, so the total torque is ( ∂N
∂x − ∂y ) δ. This matches the curl value!
Mugsy: Wasn’t that a derivation right there?
Albert: Informally, yes. There was a lot of hand-waving, which I assume was intentional. And it only covered
one direction, the ~k coefficient of the curl. There are two others that look very much the same.
Mugsy: That almost scares me.
→

We had that ∇ ×C~ = 2 ~k, in other words, it was non-zero at all points. It’s clearly true that at the origin, the little
spin stick will turn. But it isn’t as obvious that it will spin anywhere else. But is does. The reason is the same as
just described. Consider if we put the spin stick out along the x axis, and orient the paddles so that two of them are
along the x axis and two of them are parallel to the y axis. The two vertical paddles will not feel any force at all (or a
very slight force, but one that cancels anyway). The two paddles along the x axis both feel a force. The C~ field will
push both paddles vertically up. That causes the paddle on the left to want to go clockwise (negative spin) and the
paddle on the right will want to go counterclockwise (positive spin). But the way the C~ is constructed, the farther
away from the origin you go, the greater magnitude of the vectors. That means that in the battle of which way the
stick spins, the one on the right wins, and the stick spins counterclockwise (positive spin), even when the stick is not
at the origin.
Curl in 3 dimensions
Since the curl involves a cross product, it must be inherently three dimensional. But all we have talked about so far
is rotation in the plane. There is a reason for that.
Rotations are planar The curl picks out rotations, then. But in order to actually use this, one essential ingredient
needs to be emphasized. All rotations are about a specific axis. That is, rotations are phenomena that occur in some
plane. The axis of rotation is the perpendicular to that plane, and is the direction of the stick in the paddle wheel
example.
The perpendicular to the plane is called the normal to the plane.
Dudley: Is that like the normal vector from roller coasters?
Albert: Unfortunately, no. This is one place that the term normal is not used consistently.
Mugsy: AHA! I knew it. Mathematicians are not logical!
Albert: I’m too tired to argue right now. But you are wrong, there, Mugsy.
Mugsy: If you won’t defend them, I win!

The normal vector to the xy plane in three dimensions is ~k, which is why the curl for planar fields is only in the ~k
direction; the other coefficients of curl are 0.
Dudley: Is the direction of the curl the same as the direction of the stick in the paddle wheel?
Albert: Yes. And you are definitely getting this, Dudley!
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Mugsy: Hey, Duds. You got complimented by Albert. That’s impressive.
Dudley: Except I still don’t know what I am talking about.

You get the amount of rotation in a particular plane, then, by getting the normal vector (which is ~k for the xy
plane) and taking the dot product with the curl of the velocity field.
One hassle about the normal vector to a plane is that there isn’t just one of them. There are two. For the xy plane,
there is ~k, or you could use −~k. It is equally perpendicular to the plane. But the sign of the net rotation changes,
because when you look at the xy from beneath, you interchange clockwise and counterclockwise.

Albert: It’s really amazing how it all fits together.
Mugsy: Don’t tell me you are getting into using “amazing” too.

But there are more things to do with curls and line integrals! That is what is next.
Mugsy: Oh, I can hardly wait.

Actually, Mugsy, you do want to wait. Here is how to calculate curls on Sage.
Mugsy: I’m all ears.

Vector fields are a bit different on Sage, since Sage is incredibly powerful in that area.
Mugsy: Uh-oh

Basically, you have to set things up correctly. Here’s how to do that. Just copy this and everything will be all right.
First, you have to decide on the dimension of the space, and create a copy of that with the coordinates you want.
So, for a three-dimensional space with the usual coordinates, you would do this.

Note that Sage figures it is E3̂.
Dudley: Is that the usual notation for three dimensional space?
Albert: It isn’t the most common one, which is R3̂, meaning that its elements have three real (that’s the R)
numbers. That’s probably why the author called the space R.
Dudley: Then what does the E stand for?
Albert: Euclidean.

Then you can define a vector field on R this way.

This is the C~ field, now in three dimensions by adding 0 ~k. Note that just typing C doesn’t give you the contents
of the vector field. For that, you have to use the method .display(); the corresponding procedural call does not
work.

Also note that Sage uses e_x instead of ~ı and e_y instead of ~. As you can figure, it also uses e_z instead of ~k.
Watch.

If you really want to see the components in a more standard form, you can do that, too. Put a colon (:) in square
brackets after the vector field you want to see.
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We will get more commands at the appropriate time.
Homework #46
Exercises. Calculate the curl for the following vector fields.
1. x2 ~ı + y2 ~ + z2 ~k
2. y2 ~ı + z2 ~ + x2 ~k
3. y z~ı + x z ~ + x y kvec
4. x y z~ı + x y z ~ + x y z ~k

Boundaries
A lot of the rest of course will deal with boundaries. The boundary of a region can be defined technically (and you
can get some really bizarre things when you do), which we will summarily dismiss.
Mugsy: Does that mean we are going to ignore boundaries?
Albert: No, it means that we are going to ignore trying to define them technically. We will have to work with
boundaries.

Think of the boundary this way. If you want to find the boundary of a region, think about where you would put
a fence to enclose it completely, but with nothing extra. It is exactly what you would expect.
Albert: Until you get to topology, and things get beyond crazy.

Notation for boundaries The notation for boundaries is familiar, but you never applied it this way. The boundary
of the region R is ∂R.
Mugsy: Not only are they inconsistent with their terminology, they aren’t even consistent in their notation!
Albert: Actually, there is a connection between boundaries and partial derivatives. But it goes way beyond what
we can cover here.
Mugsy: Lemme guess. Topology?
Albert: A form of it, yes.
Mugsy: Why does topology keep haunting us?
Albert: Topology began as a subject intended to examine in detail various aspects of calculus, trying to prove
things that calculus left unanswered.

Orientation of boundaries One thing that we will do regularly is to orient boundaries. What does that mean? Just
as the normal vector to a plane has two possible choices, each point of the boundary has two directions that it can
go perpendicularly to boundary itself: either into the region or out of the region. The correct orientation is always
to pick the outward-pointing direction. This means that orientations are vectors.
Albert: Orientation is a much larger concept that what is presented here, and far more complicated. It’s another
idea from topology.
Mugsy: Remind me never to take that course.
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Boundaries of line segments Let’s take a really simple example at first. Take the region that consists of one line
segment, [a, b]. The boundary is the two points a and b.
If the region was something like R = [0, 1] ∪ [3, 5], then the boundary is ∂R = {0, 1, 3, 5}.
Dudley: What is that little u thingy?
Albert: It is the sign for union. What it means is that you want to consider two or more things at the same time,
so you combine them.

Orientation of line segment boundaries Now, what are the orientations of those points? The nice thing about the
line is that vectors and numbers are essentially the same thing. There are only two directions, positive and negative,
on the line. So orientation is just a number, positive if you want to go to the right, negative if you want to go to the
left. But since it is a unit vector, the possible numbers for orientations are reduced to either +1, if you want to move
in the positive direction, and −1, if you want to move in the negative direction.
That means that the orientations of the points in ∂R just above are {−1, 1, −1, 1}, keeping the same order in both
lists.
Application to the fundamental theorem of calculus The interesting thing is that even with this very simple set,
we can get some results that will foreshadow much more powerful things to come.
The fundamental theorem of calculus has two forms, but the one that we are interested in here is
Z b
f 0 (x) dx = f (b) − f (a)
a

because this is the form that will generalize best.
Let’s look at it more closely. It is rather remarkable. The integral accumulates all the values of f 0 (x) for every
x between a and b. That’s a lot of points! The fundamental theorem says that we can shortcut that by evaluating a
different function at only two points, or (to start giving away what’s coming) at the boundary of the interval. The
theorem tells you how to pull the values at those two points together to get the right answer.
But it is remarkable that the way they are combined includes the orientation of those points at the boundary.
Specifically, the orientation at a is −1 and the orientation at b is +1. The right hand side is then
f (a) ∗ (orientation at a) + f (b) ∗ (orientation at b) = f (a) ∗ (−1) + f (b) ∗ (+1) = f (b) − f (a)
It is also fairly clear that the same applies to conservative line integrals, where the orientations of the end points are
the same. It will be the basis for all extensions of the fundamental theorem of calculus to various vector calculus
varieties of derivatives.
Dudley: There is more than one extension of derivatives?
Albert: Yes. You have seen two already: gradient and curl. There is one more, the divergence.

Boundaries of plane regions Plane regions have boundaries as well, and the description of boundaries for them
(given earlier) fits. The boundary is the fence, called the boundary curve, that separates the inside from the outside.
There is also an orientation, as given earlier, which is the outward-pointing unit vector (normal vector).
Orientation of plane region boundaries However, there is also an orientation for the boundary curve that is
standard, and is (for our purposes) only done with two-dimensional surfaces. Here is how it goes. If you walk along
the boundary curve of a region R,
Dudley: Don’t they over-use the letter R a bit?

there are two possible directions to go. The one that is always chosen is the one that puts the region on your left side
as you travel. If you are working in the plane, there is another way to describe it. If the outward-pointing normal is
~ = a ivec + b ~, then the direction of motion at that point is −b~ı + a ~.
N
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Dudley: Isn’t that the same way that we got the normal vector from the tangent vector in two dimensions?
Albert: Yes, exactly.

Why does that work? Because when you change a~ı + b ~k to −b~ı + a ~, you rotate 90 degrees counterclockwise,
which puts the original vector to the right of the new vector. Since the original vector pointed to the outside of the
region, the region must be on the left side of the new vector.
Don’t confuse the orientation of the region (the outward-pointing normal vector) with the orientation of the
boundary curve (the tangent to the boundary curve that puts the region on its left).
Green’s theorem, stated
Now we can give Green’s theorem. It is one of the two theorems involving the curl that generalize the fundamental
theorem of calculus.
Dudley: Why is Mugsy cowering like that?
Albert: I think that what happens when he hears the word “theorem”.
Dudley: That must be it. He’s quivering a lot more now.

Remember what the fundamental theorem of calculus says:
b

Z

f 0 (x) dx = f (b) − f (a),

a

where the orientation of the interval [a, b] gives the signs for f (a) and f (b) to be added together. Green’s theorem
says something very similar:
"
I
→
~
~ R,
~
~
F·d
∇ ×F·k dA =
R

∂R

where the standard orientation of ∂R is used.
Here are the parallels. First, the interval of integration, [a, b], becomes the region R. Then, the integrand
Dudley: The what?
Albert: The integrand, meaning the function being integrated.
→

~ ~k. Admittedly, the mixture of partial derivatives that define the curl are strange but
is f 0 (x), which becomes ∇ ×F·
they work. Then the right side for the fundamental theorem, you have the addition of the value of the function
(without the derivative) evaluated at the two boundary points times their orientation. The right hand side in Green’s
theorem has the (closed) line integral of F~ (also before derivatives) around the boundary of R, which adds up all the
values along
the boundary, with the correct orientation. (Remember that if you reverse the path of the line integral,
H
you get −∂R , which will give you the negative of the original line integral.)
Dudley: Are boundaries always closed curves?
Albert: Of planar regions, yes.

Green’s theorem, explained
We aren’t going to try to prove Green’s theorem, but it is useful to see why it works.
Dudley: Didn’t Mugsy just convulse there?
Albert: I think it coincided with the word “prove”.
Dudley: You got it! He just convulsed again!

For that, we go back to the stick and paddle wheel explanation of what the curl tells us. From there, we got that
the ~k coefficient of the curl was F1 − F2 + F4 − F3 , but the numbering fit the description of the paddle wheel and
not the typical way of numbering. If you want to refer back there, F1 was the force going up the right side, F2 was
the force going up the left side, F3 was the force going to the right on the top, and F4 was the force going to the
right on the bottom. If you put them together, going around the square from right side, counterclockwise, you get
F1 − F3 − F2 + F4 , which is the same as the ~k coefficient of the curl.
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That is, the ~k coefficient of curl tells us show much force is pushing the paddles counterclockwise in that little
square.
Here’s the trick. Subdivide the region R into lots and lots of little squares, except you have to chop off pieces of
the square at the boundary of the region. It is similar to putting down lots of little tiles filling up the region, except
you have the trim the pieces at the edges (boundary) of the region.
We can relate both sides of Green’s theorem to that tiling of the region. Adding up the curl on each of the squares
! →
~ ~k dA. Next, the really slick part shows up here. Look at any one side of any interior
gives (approximately) R ∇ ×F·
square. It shares that side with exactly one neighboring square, and (this is important!) the two sides run in opposite
directions. That means that when they add up, they cancel exactly. That happens for each and every internal square.
The only sides that do not get canceled out are the ones on the boundary, because those are the only ones that have
no neighboring
H square side to cancel with. And when the sides that are on the boundary are added up, you get the
~ R.
~ Put those together, and you get Green’s theorem.
line integral ∂R F·d
Dudley: Hey, that is amazing!
Mugsy: Don’t tell me you are starting to use that word, too!
Dudley: Not regularly. But when it fits, I will.
Albert: Uh-oh. Mugsy is starting to whimper.

Green’s theorem with holes
Green’s theorem can be applied to regions that have holes in them.
Mugsy: Hey, I might be interested in this!

The problem becomes what to do with the boundary, since it will not just be the outside, but you have to fence off
the holes as well. Plus you have to get the orientation right.
Mugsy: Then again, maybe I’ll go back to whimpering.

But everything is set up to work correctly. When you tile the region, being careful to trim the tiles to keep off the
holes in the region, you get the same cancellation inside, and you get the same addition along the outside boundary.
But we need to look at the inside holes and the parts that they contribute to the closed line integral.
One issue is that now there are a couple of pieces to the boundary, and you have to integrate over each one to
cover all boundary. Plus integrating over the inside of the region doesn’t look very pleasant, either. With holes, you
will have to split of the double integral into quite a few pieces to get the whole thing without lapsing over into any
of the holes and also without omitting anything.
Dudley: Boy does that sound painful.
Albert: It is. A few more line integrals is quite a bit simpler.

When you draw a picture, it becomes clear that the squares that are on the parts of the boundary that are from
internal holes are traced out clockwise. But a bit of thinking
Mugsy: Ugh.

shows that clockwise is exactly the correct direction to travel. That is, traveling around an internal hole, keeping the
region to your left makes you go around clockwise. Since that is the direction that you get from the free edges from
the tiles, it again works out perfectly!
Mugsy: I advise you not to say it, Dudley.
Dudley: I was going to say it was pretty slick, but I guess I won’t.

Green’s theorem hidden in previous work
For reference, let me again write out Green’s theorem. If R is a region of the plane with a boundary γ = ∂R with the
usual orientation, and M and N are nice functions of x and y on R, then
!
I
"
∂N ∂M
M dx + N dy =
−
dA.
∂y
γ
R ∂x
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!
Areas Back from the work we did with double integrals, we know that R 1 dA gives the area of the region R. We
can get the integrand of
of M and N. Specifically, if N = 0 and M = −y, then the right side
! 1 by a strategic choice
!
of Green’s theorem is R (0 − (−1)) dA = R dA, which just adds up all the little pieces of area into the area of R.
H
H
What does the left side of this give? N = 0 and M = −y means the left side is γ −y dx + 0 dy = γ −y dx. Now
H
that almost looks familiar. The area of R is γ −y dx? What about that minus sign? Didn’t we have something like
Rb
y dx for area, without the minus sign? Well, let’s work this out, taking a standard area from calculus I, and figure
a H
out γ −y dx + 0 dy.
The region R is that area. The boundary is ∂R = γ is composed of four pieces. Starting on the lower left corner,
the first part is the line that goes along the x axis from (a, 0) to (b, 0). The second part is the line that goes up x = b
from (b, 0) to (b, f (b)). The third part runs along the graph of the function from (b, f (b)) to (a, f (a)). The fourth part
traces down the line x = a from (a, f (a)) to (a, 0). That gives the pieces of γ.
Dudley: Why doesn’t it go the other way around?
Albert: Because the boundary curve has to keep the region on its left side.

Now, three of the four pieces of γ contribute nothing to the integral. The first part has y = 0, so its integral gives
0. For the second part, x is a constant, so dx = 0; the same is true for the fourth part. The only part that contributes
to the integral is the third part. Note that it runs backward,Hfrom (b, f (b))
R a back to (a, f (a)). The parameterization of
the curve is γ(t) = (t, f (t)) from t = b to t = a. Therefore, γ −y dx = b −( f (t)) dt. (For that, I plugged in x = t and
y = f (t) from γ.) But if we switch the limits in an integral in order to get the usual order of integration from smaller
Rb
to larger, then we have to change the sign of the integral, which then gives a f (t) dt. That is the usual formula we
have for the area!
Dudley: So the minus sign in the line integral is there because γ runs backwards on the top?
Albert: That’s one way to put it, yes.

It’s even more interesting if you want the area when f (x) < 0, like in the next diagram. In that case, the
boundary (γ) again splits into four pieces, starting at the upper right hand corner. The first piece goes down from
(a, 0) to (a, f (a)). The second piece goes from (a, f (a)) to (b, f (b)). The third piece goes from (b, f (b)) up to (b, 0).
The fourth piece goes from (b, 0) to (a, 0). There are again three of the four pieces that are automatically 0 (pieces
1, 3, and 4), and we focus on piece 2.
Rb
Now, the parameterization of γ is (t, f (t)) from t = a to t = b, and the line integral becomes a −( f (t)) dt =
Rb
− a f (t) dt. Since f (t) < 0, the integral will be negative, and the way to get the area in that case, if you will
remember, is to change the sign to make it positive. That is what the negative sign in front of the integral does.
In other words, using Green’s theorem makes it simple to get the area between a curve and the x axis without
having to worry about signs. They are built into the formula. At least in theory. There is a problem with the situation
of functions crossing the x axis, because our assumption is that the boundary curve is simple, so it can’t cross itself.
That means you have to break it up into a collection of simple closed curves, separating the regions where f (x) > 0
and f (x) < 0. That is exactly what you had to do before. So, no, you don’t gain anything in terms of reducing the
amount of work.
Mugsy: No savings. Why do it this way?
Albert: Because it is so elegant.
Mugsy: I don’t do elegant.
Albert: Then don’t do it this way.
Mugsy: That was what I was trying to say.

Now, let’s use Green’s theorem to actually save work. This example is used all the time for this section of
calculus books, for good reason.
Mugsy: Saving work is good enough reason for me.

Find the area inside the ellipse (x/a)2 + (y/b)2 = 1. The calculus 1 approach would have you
p figure out the distance
between
the
top
half
of
the
ellipse
and
the
bottom
half.
Since
you
can
solve
to
get
y
=
±
b
1 − (x/a)2 , the distance
p
2
is 2 b 1 − (x/a) . That has to be integrated from x = −a to x = a. Those of you who remember the trig substitution
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section will remember three things:
• The substitution is x = a sin θ.
• The resulting integral is a multiple of

R

sin2 dθ.

• This is painful.
Green’s theorem makes it easy. The parameterization of the ellipse is x = a cos t, y = b sin t, with t from 0 to 2 π.
∂M
Next, let’s set N = x/2 and M = −y/2, so ( ∂N
∂x − ∂y ) = (1/2)−(−1/2) = 1, so the double integral gives the area, as
before. The line integral requires us to find M dx + N dy = [(−b sin t)/2] [(−a sin t) dt] + [(a cos t)/2] [(b cos t) dt] =
+a b/2 sin2 t dt + a b/2 cos2 t dt = (a b)/2 (sin2 t + cos2 t) dt = a b/2 dt. We then have to integrate this from t = 0 to
R 2π
t = 2 π, which is a piece of cake: 0 a b/2 dt = a b/2 t|20 π = a b/2 (2 π − 0) = π a b. A few of you might remember
this from geometry, but I can guarantee that you did not see this proven. On the other hand, if you take a = b = r,
you get a circle of radius r which has an area of π r2 .
Mugsy: I gotta admit that is easier. But it seems a whole lot trickier. I would never come up with it, anyway.

Green’s theorem and work and flux
There are in physics (especially in electromagnetism and in fluid dynamics), two concepts that involve line integrals
and
R have tremendously significant places. One of them is work, which we have already seen in the Space chapter. It
~ T~ ds, where F is the force at any point and T~ is the tangent vector to γ. There are two perspectives you have
is γ F·
to straighten out: the work done by the force against the object and the work done against the force by the object.
The two are negatives of each other. Be very careful.
The other concept is new; it is the flow or flux through the curve. It is most easily visualized with a fluid, maybe
~ To find the net flux through a curve γ in the plane, you need the normal
a liquid. The velocity field of the fluid is V.
vector to the curve, which is, by the way we have defined things, the outward pointing normal.
Here’s the problem. We have two different ways of determining the normal vector for a boundary curve. One is
the outward pointing normal, and the other is the slick way we had for getting the normal vector from the tangent
vector back in the amusement chapter.
Mugsy: You can’t be serious about me remembering that much.
Albert: Yes, he is. We will need these.

That would not be a problem if the two were the same, but they aren’t. Let me show you with a simple example.
Take a region like the unit disk (the unit circle plus its insides). The boundary is the unit circle, and must be traced
out with the disk to its left, which in this case means counterclockwise. So far, so good. Now the normal vector to is
90 degrees counterclockwise to that tangent vector, meaning it points into the circle. This is very handy when you
are dealing with circular motion, and the force needed to keep a particle moving in a circle must be directed to the
center of the circle. However, here, we have to have the outward point normal, which is the negative of the usual
normal vector. What to do?
Mugsy: Hey, don’t ask me! You are the one who painted yourself into this corner.

~ So, for this
The way I will handle it is to use a different letter for the outward-pointing normal vector, ~n = −N.
chapter, I will be using ~n.
~ from T~ into getting ~n! If T~ = a~ı + b ~, then
But all is not lost, since we can easily change the trick for getting N
~ = −b~ı + a ~, so ~n = b~ı − a ~.
N
Mugsy: Now I’m glad I have forgotten all that. I won’t get myself confused about which one it is.
Dudley: Face it Mugsy. You couldn’t remember it back then, either.
Mugsy: I could get really mad at you, Duds, but you happen to be right.

For the rest of this chapter, the normal vector always refers to ~n, the outward-pointing normal vector. It is still a unit
vector, though.
Now, if you have a small section of a curve, of length ds, and a normal vector of N there, all embedded in a
~ Now think of taking the velocity V
~ and splitting it into components determined by
fluid flowing with velocity V.
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the tangent and normal vectors to the curve. Note that the normal component changes sign from what it used to
~ but the same ideas still hold. The tangent component of V
~ represents how much the fluid is
be because ~n = −N,
~ represents how much of the fluid
flowing along the curve, not crossing through it, while the normal component of V
~
is crossing the curve. That means that the flux through ds is just V·~n, the component of the velocity perpendicular
R
~ n ds.
to the curve. If we add all these up using a line integral, we get that the total flux through the curve is γ V·~
~ T~ . The
Let’s put this all together. The circulation of the fluid is given by the curl, which uses the integrand V·
~ n. What does it measure? The flux is the amount of fluid flowing through the curve. If that
flux uses the integrand V·~
curve is the boundary of a region, it tells you how much fluid is leaving the region.
Why leaving the region rather than entering? (It would be nice if there were an equivalently easy way to tell the
sign of the work.) It all goes back to orientations again. The normal vector is outward-pointing, so it tells how much
the fluid is leaving.
~ has neither sources not sinks. A source is the technical name for a place where fluid
Suppose the fluid flow V
appears (like at the end of a hose that is turned on). A sink is the technical name for a place that fluid disappears
into, like a drain. Sources and sinks will reappear shortly.
Green’s theorem and electromagnets
I am reversing my usual order of things in this application chapter. Normally, I give a scenario, and develop the
mathematics that solves the natural questions there. But here, I am developing the mathematics first, and then using
the application as examples of the math. My apologies!
Mugsy: Wow. An apology! Amazing!
Albert: I thought you didn’t like that word.
Mugsy: There are very few times it fits.
Albert: That’s my attitude as well. We just have different times.

Ampère’s law The word ampere (usually just shortened to amp) is common in electrical work, but it came from
the name of one of the early investigators in electricity and magnetism, named Ampère, except the accent gets
omitted usually. He also has a law named after him: Whenever you have a current, usually in a wire, flowing, it
generates a magnetic field around the wire, with the strength of the magnetic field proportional to the magnitude of
the current.
This is the reason that electromagnets and solenoids work.
Mugsy: Time out for a bit. What is an electromagnet?
Albert: It is a magnet you can switch on with an electrical current. It can be very powerful. If you have seen
junk yards lifting cars up to put them in oversized compacters to crush them down to cubes, the thing that picks
them up is an electromagnet.
Mugsy: Yeah, I’ve seen those things. Very useful for getting rid of evidence. Now, what’s a solenoid?
Albert: It is like an electromagnet, except the part that would be the magnet will move when a current is turned
on. It is used, for example, in starter switches of cars to engage the starter motor.
Mugsy: Yeah. It’s handy to know about those to start cars when you don’t have the keys.
Albert: You are, of course, referring to your own car.
Mugsy: Uh, yeah. My car. I forget the keys a lot. . . .
Albert: Just checking.
Mugsy: Ok, you have convinced me that this stuff can be useful. You can go on now.

One fact that I need to pull out is those magnetic fields tend to run in loops, circles if the wire is very long and
straight. This is important because Green’s theorem requires planar regions.
Dudley: Does this mean that magnetic fields around wires look a lot like spin fields?
Albert: You are exactly correct, Dudley. Very good again!
Mugsy: Duds, you are on a roll!
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We start with a current flowing in a long, straight piece of wire that is running along the z axis. But to make it
~ flowing parallel to
general (so the wire isn’t a critical piece of the problem), we say that there is a current density, J,
the z axis.
Dudley: That’s just abusive! Why don’t you give the current in the wire?
Albert: Because electrical currents can flow without wires. An example of this is the sun. There are all kinds
of electrical and magnetic fields on the surface and inside the sun, and there aren’t any wires. There’s another
reason, too.
Dudley: Which is?
Albert: The equation I am going for uses it.
Dudley: I’ll let this one slip, then. What is a current density?
Albert: Let’s get to that by an analogy. Suppose you have a thin, non-uniform plate. Each point will have a
density, and it will change from one point to the next. And you can get that density by slicing it up into tiny
pieces. . .
Mugsy: My specialty is slicing things up into very tiny pieces!
Albert: . . . weighing each speck, and dividing by the area. The density is then given in units like mass per
unit area, maybe like kilograms per square meter. The current density starts that way. It is the current flowing
through very tiny little pieces, divided by the area of the piece. The units might be amperes per square meter.
Dudley: But this is J~, a vector, and all you have is a scalar.
Albert: Very nicely stated, Dudley! You even used scalar properly!
Dudley: Yeah, and you nicely sidestepped answering the question.
Albert: You didn’t ask a question.
Dudley: How do you get current density as a vector?
Albert: Oh, that. Sure. The current at each point is flowing in some direction. Multiply the scalar value for
current density by the tangent vector to the current flow. Right, Mugsy?
Mugsy: Huh? You lost me after slicing up the wire.
Dudley: Can I ask another question, Albert?
Albert: Of course.
Dudley: I thought current through the wire flowed on the surface of the wire. Why bother with a current density?
Albert: That’s a loaded question. For direct current (DC), there is some distribution of the current across
the whole wire. And since we are working with statics, the only type of current we will consider is DC. For
alternating current (AC, like in standard household service), there is something called a skin effect. Check out
the Wikipedia entry for “Skin effect” if you want details. But it gets messy fast. But for standard 60 Hz household
current, the skin effect is much deeper than the diameter of the wire, so it doesn’t really happen there, either.
Mugsy: Now that we have beaten that horse comatose, can we continue?
Dudley: You just aren’t an animal lover, are you, Mugsy?
Mugsy: Oh, I love animals. Especially cows. Tasty!

Back to the current density. We need to get back to Ampère’s law, and for that, we do need the actual current.
So, let’s set up a circle, C perpendicular to and enclosing the wire, and let the inside of the circle !
be S , which cuts
~ ~k dA, where
through the wire. We want the amount of current flowing through the surface S . For that, we take S J·
~k is a unit vector perpendicular (that is, normal) to S .
Dudley: All right, explain that, Albert.
Albert: Sure. You want how much of J~ is going through S , right?
Dudley: That makes sense.
Albert: Don’t you want to ignore any current that is going parallel to S , since that is not really going through S ?/
Dudley: That sorta makes sense.
Albert: Then, what you do is split J~ into two pieces, one of which is going straight through S and one that is
~ ~k. That’s what gets integrated
going parallel to S . The part that is going straight through S has a coefficient of J·
to get the total flow through S .
Dudley: Is that like picking out the components of vectors in particular directions?
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Albert: That is exactly what it is. Nice work again!
Mugsy: Duds, you seem to have a knack for this stuff!
Dudley: Hardly. I make wild guesses and most of them seem to be correct.
Mugsy: Don’t knock it.

HNext, let’s get the amount of magnetic field we have around the circle, C, which is the boundary of S . That will
~ R,
~ since the B
~ field will be tangent to C. And that will be proportional to the current.
be C B·d
! →
H
~ R
~=
~ ~k dA. The expression
× B·
Applying Green’s theorem to this and realizing that C = ∂S ,we get, C B·d
S ∇
!
~ ~k dA. Setting one proportional to the other gives
for the current was S J·
"
"
→
~
~
~ ~k dA.
J·
∇ × B·k dA = µ0
S

S

The constant, µ0 , is called the permeability of free space (or the permeability of vacuum) and has the approximate
value 1.257 × 10−8 newton per ampere2 .
Mugsy: Oh, doesn’t that make me want to take physics. . . .

That leads to one of Maxwell’s equations that we will finish at the end of this chapter.
Now something magical happens.
Mugsy: Does that mean furious hand waving and yelling?

We never specified much about the circle C. Because of that, the functions inside the integrals must be equal. That
→
~ ~k = µ0 J·
~ ~k. That’s almost what we want, but we actually want to cancel the dot products.
gives the equation ∇ × B·
That, however, is not legal. We need to do a bit more work. That is called Stokes’ theorem. But that is for the 3-D
section of the chapter.
Mugsy: I can’t wait.
Albert: Really? I can explain it to you now, if you want.
Mugsy: Al, you REALLY need to work on the concept of sarcasm.

Two-dimensional divergence
We can revise Green’s theorem to be able to get a completely
different property
H
H of fluid flows and electromagnetic
~ T~ ds, we worked on
~ n ds?
fields. What would it look like if instead of finding ∂S F·
F·~
∂S
The immediate question is “Why?”
Mugsy: Quit jumping in and asking my questions, would ya?

~ n ds tells us. Consider F~ as fluid flow for
Let’s look at what the integral means. For that, we need to know what F·~
the moment, and look at the tiny piece of the curve, ds. We assume that the wire is the boundary of a region S .
Albert: Mugsy, you can put the magnifying glass away. This is purely an imaginary situation.

~ T~ ds. The rest of the fluid will be crossing
Some of the fluid will be going along ds, which can be found out by F·
~ n ds. Integrating F·
~ T~ ds gives you the amount that the fluid
the curve, which can be found out by calculating F·~
is circulating around the wire, and Green’s theorem tells us that this equals the integral of the curl (dotted with ~k)
~ n ds? We get the amount of the fluid flow
around the inside of the region S . But what do we get by integrating F·~
in
H the outward direction, since ~n is the outward-pointing normal vector of S . Then, what do we get by integrating
~ n? We get the total amount of fluid flowing out of the boundary of S .
F·~
∂S
We want to use Green’s theorem to figure out what we integrate over S to match that value. This is a bit tricky,
but we can handle it.
Dudley: You mean YOU can handle it.

~ = −b~ı + a ~, and
First, remember what the relationship between T~ and ~n is. Start with T~ = a~ı + b ~. Then N
~
~
~
~n = −N = b~ı − a ~. So, if F = M~ı + N ~, then F·~n = M b − N a. That is the same thing that you would get if you
took the dot product between T~ and a different F~ = −N ~ı + M ~.
Dudley: Al, is he pulling a fast one over on us?
Albert: No. He is changing the vector field because he is looking for a different line integral, and next, he will
apply Green’s theorem to that new vector field.
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! →
H
H
~ T~ · dr. By Green’s theorem, that will equal
~ n ds =
×F~ ·~k dA. But what is
F
So, so far, we have ∂S F·~
S ∇
∂S
→
∇ ×F~ ? We can work that out. It is
!
→
∂M ∂N
~
+
.
∇ ×F =
∂x
∂y
We then get a new theorem:

"
S

!
I
∂M ∂N
~ n ds.
+
dA =
F·~
∂x
∂y
∂S

~ You can go through
The integrand for the integral over S is new. It has a particular name, the divergence of F.
all the rigmarole and get an interpretation of it. In short, for F a fluid flow, the divergence of F tells you how fast the
mass of the fluid is decreasing due to the fluid flow. (That would have to be a gas, since the density of liquids stays
very nearly constant.) And this gives another interpretation. The left side of the equation at the end of the previous
paragraph integrates how fast the mass of the fluid is decreasing. In other words, how fast the fluid is leaving S . The
right side of that equation tells you how fast the mass is traveling through the boundary of S . Put together, the two
sides say that the mass that is leaving S is traveling through its boundary. This has a name, Gauss’s theorem or the
divergence theorem.
→
~ or, most commonly, ∇ ·F.
~
There are other notations for divergence. It is sometimes written div(F),
Dudley: Hey, this is the other way of using del!
Albert: Indeed, and it showed up as a result of rotating Green’s theorem by 90 degrees.

There is one caution that needs to be made at this point. The del operator is not a vector, so you can’t use properties
of dot or cross products with it. For example, del has no specific magnitude or direction, so don’t try anything like
that with del.
The typical way that the divergence theorem is stated is this. For S a nice region of the plane, and F~ a nice
H
! →
~
~ nds, where ~n is the outward pointing unit normal
= ∂S F·~
vector field defined at all points of S , then S ∇ ·FdA
vector at each point of ∂S . The basic meaning for fluid flow is this. If fluid is leaving a region, it is doing so by
going through the boundary of the region.
Dudley: What is with all those “nice” things?
Albert: If you aren’t careful, bizarre things can happen that make this theorem false. Remember when the
region has a point where things went wrong?
Dudley: Unfortunately.
Albert: Well, “nice” means those things don’t happen.
Dudley: Oh! I think I actually like “nice” in that case!

The divergence theorem relates to a true story of a legendary physicist, Richard Feynman. He was working at
Los Alamos National Lab, helping design the first nuclear weapon. As you an imagine, security was incredibly
tight. One day, Feynman found a hole in the fence around the lab, and knew reporting it was important. But just
sending off the report seemed too boring. So, he devised this plan. He walked out the front (and only) gate, waving
cheerfully at the guard. He then walked around to the hole in the fence, climbed back into the lab property. He
then walked out the front gate again, waving cheerfully at the guard again. He then came back in through the hole.
He walked out the front gate and waved at the guard again. By this point the guard realized something bizarre was
happening. How could this guy keep walking out the front gate without coming back in the front gate? This caused
a major incident, where Feynman had to explain what was going on.
Dudley: Al, is this actually true?
Albert: If you read his autobiography, Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman!, you will find the story there. Given
his tendency to joke, it could be made up, but not likely. By the way, he also wrote a book called Quantum
Mechanics and Path Integrals. Yes, they get used in physics a lot.
Dudley: Ok, but explain how this illustrates the meaning of the divergence.
Albert: You can understand how walking out the front gate repeatedly without coming in the front gate presents
a problem, right?
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Dudley: Sure.
Mugsy: Even I can tell that it shouldn’t happen.
Albert: The total number of Feynmans on the lab area will decrease (from one to zero) when he walks out
the front gate, the only place on the boundary of the lab area that anyone can cross. So, there is no way that
the number of Feynmans can increase without Feynman coming back in the front gate, at least as far as they
knew. Walking out again meant that the number of Feynmans in the lab area had increased again, crossing
the boundary at some other point, the hole in the fence.
Mugsy: All I know is something is goofy about a person leaving multiple times without coming back in.
Albert: And that is a result of the divergence theorem. Isn’t it wonderful that mathematics can provide support
for your intuition?
Mugsy: Intuition I get. Math I don’t get. I’ll leave it that way.

12.4.2

Stokes’ theorem

Having gone through the maze of things that we did for Green’s theorem, you will be relieved to know that almost
nothing new is involved in getting Stokes’ theorem.
Mugsy: WOO HOO!

The only switch is that we now work in three dimensions, which is A Good Thing( c ), because that is where the
curl lives naturally.
But, of course, it can’t be that easy.
Mugsy: That’s another one of my lines you have swiped.

The region that we integrated over in Green’s theorem was a subset of the plane, and we have double integrals to
take care of that. But what happens when you have a surface in three dimensions that is not in a plane, and you have
to integrate over that?
Dudley: This sounds horribly complicated.
Rb
Albert: It is only slightly more complicated than going from a f (x) dx to a line integral.
Dudley: That’s like saying that a nuclear bomb is only slightly bigger than a firecracker.
Mugsy: Hey, I’ve played with firecrackers that came pretty close to a nuclear weapon.

Actually, what you get are called surface integrals.
Dudley: It’s nice to give a name to that demon.

Statement of Stokes’ theorem
We need to set the stage for Stokes’ theorem. It is most easily done this way. You start with a closed curve C in
three dimensions that doesn’t intersect itself. And you pick any surface S in three dimensions that doesn’t intersect
itself and has C as its boundary.
Dudley: Can you make that any more obscure?
Albert: I assume you are being sarcastic, and want a simpler explanation of S .
Dudley: You got it.
Mugsy: So, you are actually learning about sarcasm, then. Nice to know. You may continue.
Albert: The curve C can be replaced by a thin wire. You dip it in soapy water and blow into it, but so gently that
the bubble doesn’t pop off the wire. The soapy film is S .
Dudley: Is that it?
Albert: You need to avoid some kind of compound bubble thing, for starters.
Dudley: There’s more?
Albert: More than I want to go over here.

You have to set things up so that the signs work right. The one thing you have to watch out for is the direction
you trace out C. The boundary of S (that is, C) needs to be traced out so that the surface stays to the left as you face
along C. That might not be the direction C was defined, but if necessary, replace C with −C to make sure it works.
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With that piece in mind, here is Stokes’ theorem for any nice function F~ and a nice surface S with C = ∂S in
three dimensions:
I
"
→
~ T~ ds =
~N
~ dA
F·
∇ ×F·
C

S

~ is the unit outward-pointing normal to S .
where T~ is the tangent vector to C, and N
Dudley: I’m so filled with questions, I have decided that I will let you keep explaining or we will never get
anywhere.
Mugsy: Welcome to my world, Duds.

The nice thing is that the hand-wavy explanation of why this works is exactly the same as the explanation for
Green’s theorem. You cover the surface S with lots of little tiles, realize that the curl on each tile is like the flow
around the edge of the tile (counterclockwise). All the flows cancel in pairs on all the edges not on C, and the edges
on C produce the flow along C.
Dudley: At least that sorta makes sense.
Mugsy: You ain’t in my world entirely, then.

There are several topics that need to get covered:
• Defining surfaces in three dimensions
• Defining the outward-pointing normal
• Converting the surface integral to a double integral
Quite a list to deal with!
Defining surfaces in three dimensions
The idea behind defining surfaces is directly like defining a curve in three dimensions. You define a curve γ(t) by
giving the x, y, and z coordinates of each point on the curve in terms of the parameter t, with a range of values of t.
We have been doing that a lot lately.
Mugsy: Tell me about it.

The fact that we have only one parameter
Mugsy: What does “only one parameter” mean?
Albert: There is one variable, called the parameter, and that is all you need.
Mugsy: How come you make so much more sense than the author here?
Albert: The author is trying, with varying degrees of success, to be precise.

means that the curve is essentially one-dimensional, a warped line. To make a two-dimensional thing, a surface,
requires two parameters. That makes a surface like a warped plane.
Dudley: A warped plain?
Albert: Almost.
Mugsy: Does the warped plane fly crooked, then?
Albert: Some questions I refuse to answer.
Mugsy: Some questions are too much fun, though.

If you want to define a surface in three dimensions, you again need to give the x, y, and z coordinates of each
point of the surface, except you now need two parameters, usually written as u and v, each with a range of values.
Dudley: So, you are saying that the dimension of something is the number of parameters it takes to describe
it?
Albert: That’s a very good way of thinking about it, Dudley!
Dudley: How about some examples?
Albert: That is next.
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Examples of surfaces The easiest examples of surfaces are graphs of functions, usually written as z = f (x, y). The
“parameters” in that case are x and y, and the range of values is typically whatever makes sense in the function. Since
you are probably not familiar with these, here is a table of standard surfaces. Note that there are many variations of
each of these, which I won’t mention. The range of values
for all the examples
is x and y being any real number,
n
o
except for the hemisphere, where the range of values is (x, y) | x2 + y2 ≤ 1 .
Name
Plane
Hemisphere
Paraboloid
Hyperbolic paraboloid
Cone

Equation
z = apx + b y + c
z = 1 − x 2 − y2
z = x 2 + y2
z = xp2 − y2
z = x2 + y2

You should also note that there is an alternative method of parametrizing a hemisphere which can be extended
to parametrizing the entire sphere.
Dudley: Why not do the whole sphere as the graph of a function?
Albert: The sphere is not the graph of a function, because a vertical line can cross it more than once.
Dudley: You mean that stuff still holds here?
Albert: All of it.

It also provides what becomes typically the simplest way of dealing with the sphere. It uses spherical coordinates,
(ρ, θ, φ). The equation of the sphere is nothing more than ρ = 1, meaning θ and |phi become the parameters, with
0 ≤ θ ≤ 2 π and 0 ≤ φ ≤ π. The hemisphere uses the same range on θ, but 0 ≤ φ ≤ π/2.
There are lots more parametric plots, but the variety is so overwhelming that I am not going to list them.
Mugsy: Aw, c’mon. Make my day.
Albert: You can look in various reference books, or on google.com, for very many more.
Mugsy: Hey, you aren’t supposed to take me up on those kinds of threats.

Software for plotting surfaces Sage would be my recommended software for doing this. Sage will plot curves
as well as functions and parametric plots in three dimensions. Refer to the Sage guide for that. In fact, it goes
over an example of surface integrals, which we are working toward here. The approach here is much more detailed,
however.
There are other packages for plotting surfaces, if you want. Probably the most popular one is MatLab, but it is
fairly expensive. (Ask Dr. Coulliette about MatLab. He likes it.) A free clone of MatLab is Octave, which also does
a great job of 3D plots, and is open source,
Mugsy: Open sores? Sounds painful.

and so free. In fact, Sage and Octave play together well. And there is Maple, the computer system used before we
went to three semesters, but it is also expensive (although the student version is cheap, but since we don’t require
Maple, you might have to pay full price). Finally, there is Sage, both free and fairly powerful, which we will use.
Defining the outward-pointing normal
There are times that the outward-pointing normal is easy to picture. Consider a sphere or a rectangular box. However, when the surface is not closed, it is much more difficult to decide. Take some saddle-shaped surface (hyperbolic
paraboloid, for example). Which way is outward?
When the surface is not closed and there is no indication from the situation which direction is outward, my
recommendation is to use the vector field that comes with the problem, and declare the outward direction is the
direction that the vector field is going through the surface. But for this course, outward will be clear.
Mugsy: Clear to who?
Dudley: “Clear to whom?”
Mugsy: I asked first.
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But that doesn’t help calculate the normal we want. For that, we need to take a slight detour.
Dudley: The last time I took a detour, I never found my way back.
Albert: That shouldn’t be a problem here. The author has a clear goal.

Since we are working in three dimensions, we can use cross products. The two vectors that we will cross are
both tangent to the surface, making the cross product perpendicular to the surface, which is what a normal vector is.
Mugsy: Oh, is that what it means? I thought a normal vector was just a regular, ordinary type vector.

How do we get two tangent vectors? We take the tangent vectors to two curves in the surface, obtained from the
parametric equations. And we do that by taking one parameter at a time as changing, and leaving the other constant.
That means we will use partial derivatives.
~ v), which has two variables (parameters), u and v. If we fix v, say v = v0 ,
Set up the typical position vector R(u,
~ v0 ) is a curve on the surface. We get the tangent vector to that curve by differentiating with
and let u vary, then R(u,
respect to u, but it has to be a partial derivative, since v is around (unless you want to change all the vs to v0 s, but
that’s unnecessary work, and I just prefer to avoid that).
Mugsy: Hey, I could get to like this guy!
Dudley: Mugsy, you are too gullible.

∂ ~
So, we get one vector, T~1 = ∂u
(R). We can also get the other vector in similar fashion, by differentiating with respect
∂ ~
~
~
to v: T 2 = ∂v (R). Since T 1 and T~2 are vector tangent to curves running along the surface, they will be tangent to the
surface.
~ = x~ı + y ~ + z ~k, and since R
~ is a function of
Now, let’s get the component versions of T~1 and T~2 . We have R
u and v, so are x, y, and z functions of u and v. In fact, looking back, the way we defined parametric surfaces was
to give the functional values of x, y, and z in terms of u and v, so they are sitting right there for us. Taking partial
∂y
∂y
∂z ~
∂z ~
∂x
~ı + ∂u
~ + ∂u
~ + ∂v
derivatives symbolically gives T~1 = ∂u
k and T~2 = ∂x
ı + ∂v
k. Taking the cross product gives a
∂v ~
vector perpendicular to both, and therefore normal to the surface:

~ı
∂x
∂u
∂x
∂v

~

∂y
∂u
∂y
∂v

~k
∂z
∂u
∂z
∂v

Can we use that value for the outward-pointing normal? No, for two reasons. First, we need to check that it
points in the correct direction; it could be the inward-pointing normal. Second, and more important, it isn’t a unit
vector automatically. We need to divide it by its magnitude.
Dudley: Aww, you mean even that comes back?
Albert: The sooner you realize that this subject all hangs together, the easier you will find it.
Mugsy: Don’t mention hanging again, please. I get very nervous about that, too.

So, that is the way to get the outward-pointing normal. It is
~
~
~ = ± T1 × T2 .
N
T~1 × T~2
You choose the ± to make the vector outward-pointing.
Dudley: I am already dreading taking the magnitude of that vector.
Albert: One of the only pleasant surprises in this subject is the fact that you don’t have to worry about it. Just
wait.

What if there is no outward-pointing normal? It is a significant problem that there exist surfaces that have no
well behaved normal vector.
Mugsy: Hey! Getting things to behave is right down my alley! Maybe I can actually be of some use in this
course!
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Albert: I appreciate your helpfulness, Mugsy, but in this case, well behaved isn’t possible.
Mugsy: It’s amazing what applying some tactics can accomplish.
Albert: It isn’t something that the normal vector can change to accomplish. Just read on.

The problem surfaces are called non-orientable. This is a topic that goes way beyond calculus.
Dudley: Let me guess. It’s topology, right? Every other problem has landed there.
Albert: It can be put into topological terms, yes.
Dudley: See?!

One simple illustration will have to do. Take a rectangular strip of paper that is much longer than it is wide.
You can form a thin cylinder from it by taking the two short sides and bringing them together to form a circular
loop. But, right before you connect the two short sides, give the paper a half twist, so you are attaching one side
upside down from the other. This gives something called a Mobius Strip. Let’s see what happens if we try to define
a normal vector field for it.
Here’s how you are going to try to pick a normal vector field. Pick a point, and a normal vector. At that point, the
paper has two sides. Color the side that the normal vector points in. To make the normal vector field well behaved,
we want to have nearby normal vectors point roughly that same direction. So you want to spread the color on that
side of the strip. Keep doing that. But after a while, you get back to the original starting point, and you realize that
you need to color the other side of the strip at the starting point. That means the normal vector has to flip abruptly.
That is not well behaved.
In that case, there is no normal field, making the integral undefined. In other words, forget trying to do these.
Say it can’t be done and move on.
Mugsy: Hey, that’s even better than trying to make it behave!

Converting the surface integral to a double integral
We are closing in on our goal, which is to transform a surface integral to something that we can work, namely, a
double integral.
Mugsy: He overestimates what I can work.

!
~N
~ dA, where F is a function of x, y, and z, and the vector
We are given a surface integral, typically of the form S F·
~ is some normal to the surface. (It doesn’t have to be outward-pointing to evaluate the integral. That’s part of the
N
requirement of the physics in this case.) Just as with line integrals, we want to “pull back” the integral. In this case,
it will mean that we end up integrating over the region of u and v in the plane. That is exactly like converting a line
integral to the variable t and integrating over the limits on t.
~ and change them into
So, the first part is easy. We can plug the functions defining x, y and z into F~ and N
functions of u and v. That means the new integral will be du dv (or maybe the reverse order). The surface S is traced
out by the functions u and v as those variables travel over some region R in a plane. So, the limits on the du dv
integral will be the limits that cover the region R. That’s making progress fast!
Mugsy: Bet it won’t last long.
Albert: The easy part ends here.
Dudley: Al, I have a question. We have a formula for the normal vector. Why can’t we just use that to orient the
surface regardless?
Albert: Very good question, Dudley!
Mugsy: Duds, you rock!
Albert: With a non-orientable surface, if you try that, you discover places that the normal vector abruptly flips
around. That make the normal vector field “not nice” and the theorem might not hold. You want a steady
transition from one normal vector to the next.

The thing that gets complicated is changing the dA from the surface integral to du dv. As noted earlier, we need to
convert the surface integral into an iterated integral. One thing that we need to understand is the meaning of dA. It
is the differential of area on the surface, and the integral we prefer to work with will be something with differential
like du dv. We need the ratio of the sizes of dA and du dv, the same way that we needed the ratio of the sizes of ds
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and dt, which we did by ds = (ds/dt) dt. The same thing happens here, but (ds/dt) is not as nice now.
How is dA created? We change u and v by du and dv, respectively, and that creates the little tile with area
dA.This poses quite a challenge, but fortunately, we have worked out a major portion of it.
Dudley: We did?
Albert: Yes, but it wasn’t mentioned then.

~ = x~ı + y ~ + k ~k changes when (u, v) goes to (u + du, v)
We can tell how long the sides of dA are, by looking at how R
∂ ~
and (u, v + dv). Since we are only changing one variable at a time, that give partial derivatives. One vector is ∂u
R du
∂ ~
and the other is ∂v R dv.
~?
Dudley: You mean the vectors we used to calculate N
Albert: Precisely.

But now, we need the area of that tiny little parallelogram.
Dudley: Don’t you mean rectangle?
Albert: No. It would be nice if those two vectors were perpendicular, but that is not usually the case.

But we have a way to determine areas, from quite a while ago. If you remember
Mugsy: Remember from quite a while ago? Not a chance.

~ and B
~ in three dimensions is A
~×B
~ . So, for us, we get that dA =
the area of a parallelogram with sides A
~

~

( ∂∂uR dv) × ( ∂∂vR dv) . This, magically enough, tells us what we need to multiply du dv by to get the proper value of
dA:
~ ∂R
~
∂R
dA =
×
du dv.
∂u ∂v
Dudley: And if we have the other order of integration?
Albert: The sign of the cross product changes, but the norm does not.

That means that the du dv integral gets an extra factor, like the ds/dt that the line integral got, but a lot messier.
However, there is one very useful, almost magical, thing that happens.
Mugsy: Grab those when you can get them in this subject!

The extra factor that we multiply by to compensate for the ratio of dA to du dv is exactly the same as the factor that
we needed to divide by to make the normal vector a unit vector. Look back at the definitions of the T~1 and T~2 . So,
as it turns out, you don’t have to take the norm of that (very messy) quantity; it cancels!
Mugsy: I’d be glad, but I don’t think I can even smile at this point.

We are now done with setting up the surface integral. It’s time for an example. I will copy the material from my
Sage manual, so you can see how it is done with Sage, an immense help with the amounts of algebra and calculus
that you get in these types of problems.
Beginning of quotation from my Sage manual.
Let’s find the surface area of a sphere. For those of you with really good memories, the surface area of a sphere
of radius a is 4 π a2 , Let’s derive that.
Mugsy: And for me?
Albert: That’s why he gave you the formula.

First, we will need parametric equations for a sphere. That isn’t too hard, if you use spherical coordinates:
ρ = a (a constant), θ runs from 0 to 2 π, and φ runs from 0 to π, and the parameterized
! sphere is given by x =
a sin(φ) cos(θ), y = a sin(φ) sin(θ), and z = a cos(φ). The surface integral itself will be S 1 dS , since all we need
to get surface area is dS , the area of the little patch that we are integrating over, and the surface integral will add up
the areas of all the tiny dS patches to give the area of the whole thing. And we will use S~ for the position vector to
the area dS .
Dudley: So this is what he was saving S~ for?
Albert: Yes.

Next, set up the vector S~ = (x, y, z) = (a sin(φ) cos(θ), a sin(φ) sin(θ), a cos(φ)). We have to calculate S φ and
S θ , and take the cross product. I’d rather let Sage do that.
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Mugsy: My kind of guy!

You will notice that I had to declare the variables, and declare that the angles and radius were real. That turned
out to be necessary for Sage to simplify properly. (Yes, you can define the sine of a complex number. It can get
really strange.) And, after defining S, in the next box, I differentiated S with respect to phi, and then took the cross
product (that’s the method .cross_product()) of that with the derivative of S with respect to theta, took the
norm and used factor() and simplify_trig() and expand() to get it into a reasonable form. The only thing
left to do is to integrate it. I will leave that for Sage as well.
Mugsy: Wow. My hero!

And guess what? The answer is 4 π a2 , just as it should be!
End of the quotation from my Sage manual
Mugsy: Did he get permission to put that in here?
Albert: Permission? The author of this book wrote that manual also.
Mugsy: So I guess he didn’t need permission, then.

12.4.3

Divergence theorem

The last theorem to deal with
Mugsy: Last. I like that word.

is the divergence theorem.
Mugsy: Haven’t we already done that?
Albert: Yes, but not in three dimensions.

There is little to cover specifically for this section.
Mugsy: Another word I like; “little” has a pleasant sound to it.

The only difference is that del has another term (like we used for the curl in three dimensions). So, now
del =
If F~ = M~ı + N ~ + P ~k, then

∂
∂
∂
~ı +
~ + ~k.
∂x
∂y
∂z

∂M ∂N ∂P
div F~ =
+
+
.
∂x
∂y
∂z

This is not a big stretch from what was going on before.
Albert: The big transition is always from one dimension to two. From there up, things tend to generalize in an
obvious fashion.
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Interpretation of the divergence
This is also exactly as before. The divergence represents the decrease in mass or density or something; it changes
depending on the application.
Mugsy: You mean there is nothing to learn?
Albert: There is nothing new. You are set if you already learned it.
Mugsy: Rats.

Gauss’s theorem.
This is just like the theorem in two dimensions. Here it is. For R a nice region in space, and F~ a nice vector field

# →
~ ndA, where ~n is the outward pointing unit normal vector at each
~
= ∂R F·~
defined at all points of R, then R ∇ ·FdV
point of ∂R. The basic meaning for fluid flow is this. If fluid is leaving a region, it is doing so by going through the
boundary of the region.
Dudley: It looks like he just cut and pasted what he had for 2 dimensions.
Albert: Not quite. He changed S to R and modified a few things like the differentials. But yes, it is nearly
identical.

12.4.4

Combinations of the del operator
→

We have three different things we can do with ∇:
• Find gradients (applying the del operator)
• Find curls (the del operator with the cross product)
• Find divergences (the del operator with the dot product)
But note that all three have different input/output combinations:
Operation
Gradient
Curl
Divergence

Input type
Scalar function
Vector function
Vector function

Output type
Vector Function
Vector function
Scalar function

From this, we can look at different combinations of two operations. Clearly some operations can’t be valid, such as
~ because the divergence produces a scalar function, and curl requires a vector function. But here are the
curl(div(F)),
ones that could happen, and the results:
Combination
curl(grad( f ))
div(grad( f ))
~
div(curl(F))
~
grad(div(F))

Result
~0
Laplacian of f
0
Unused

~ is a scalar
The things to note are that curl(grad( f )) is a vector field all of whose vectors are ~0. Similarly, div(curl(F))
function that has the value 0 at all points. They are said to vanish identically.
Mugsy: That sounds like a really handy trick! Can I learn it?
Albert: Only if you don’t want to ever come back.
Mugsy: Maybe not, then.

These are identities, true for all inputs.
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~ = ~0, then it must be that there is a
But the ones that vanish identically can go backwards as well. If curl(G)
→
~ =∇ g. Similarly, if div(G)
~ = 0, then there is a vector function F~ so that curl(F)
~ = G.
~ All of
function g so that G
these assume that the region and function are “nice” enough. The Laplacian, however, needs more consideration.
The one that is of great interest and use is div(grad( f )), also called the Laplacian of f , and often written as ∇2
and read as “del squared”. It is critically important in physics, electromagnetism, and fluid mechanics. The equation
∇2 f = g is called Poisson’s equation and is used, for example, to find the potential for a charge distribution.
Dudley: But that isn’t hard. You just add up the potentials of each of the charges.
Albert: That works when you have a few, individual charges. When you have a charge distribution, the charges
are smeared out all over the place, and in that case, finding the potential is much less obvious.

The Wikipedia article on Poisson’s equation references gravitational potential and electrostatic potential. But many
other applications exists, such as in meteorology, semiconductor physics, and fluid mechanics.
A special case of Poisson’s equation is called Laplace’s equation: ∇2 f = 0.
Mugsy: That one is easy. f = 0. Ta-da!
Albert: That is indeed one solution. But there are very many more. And it is the non-zero ones that are of
interest.
Dudley: Nice try, though, Mugs.

If anything, Laplace’s equation is even more important than Poisson’s equation. Solutions of Laplace’s equation are
so important they are given the term harmonic functions.
Mugsy: Do they hum real nice together or something?
Dudley: They play a wicked harmonica?
Albert: There are things called harmonic functions in music. But we are not talking about those.

They are the building blocks of complex analysis.
Mugsy: So I will never find out what they are about, then.

12.5

Maxwell’s equations

It would be tragic to get this close and not cover Maxwell’s equations, at least the time-invariant part.
Dudley: What does time-invariant mean?
Albert: Nothing changes with time. The result is that all time derivatives are zero.

We have already done Ampère’s law, but there are others. Plus we need to give Maxwell’s equations in both
differential and integral form.
Mugsy: Why do we need both?
Albert: Aesthetic appreciation is partly the reason. The differential form is simpler, but the integral form is what
is used for computations. Both are necessary.
Mugsy: I don’t do anesthetics, or whatever that is. Can I leave?
Dudley: NO!

Let me give you Maxwell’s equations, in both differential and integral forms, and then proceed to explain them.
One note must be made first. There are a number of different systems of units out there, and they produce differentlooking equations. I am using the SI system here. Check what system you are using in physics; it could be different.
You can google for a huge number of different forms of these, if you are so inclined. Additionally, the variables are
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Differential form

Integral form
$
→
Qinc
~ A
~= 1
E·d
ρ dV
∇ ·E =
ε0
0
∂V
V
→
~=0
~ A
~=0
B·d
∇ ·B
renamed everywhere.
∂V
I
"
~
→
∂B
d
~
~
~
~ S~
×
E
=
−
E·d
`
=
−
B·d
∇
∂t
dt
∂S
S
"
"
~ I
→
~ ~` = µ0
~ S~ + 1 d
~ S~
~ = µ0 J~ + 1 ∂E
B·d
J·d
E·d
∇ ×B
c2 ∂dt
c2 dt
∂S
S
S
Oddly enough, the integral forms are the easier ones to understand and to compute with.
Mugsy: That’s a bit difficult to believe.

Let’s go through them one at a time. I will comment on the notation after giving you the notation that I developed in
this chapter. Again, realize that just about everybody has a preferred set of notations, and usually they adjust easily.
Then I will explain what the equation is saying, in more-or-less plain English.
Mugsy: More-or-less?
Albert: Avoiding all technical terms when talking about physics is never a good idea.

12.5.1

Gauss’s law for Electric Fields

The statement of the first of Maxwell’s equations is called Gauss’s law for electric fields. It says that the total electric field radiating from a volume is proportional to the total electric charge inside the volume. Comments on the
notation:

• It is fairly common to see
these understands this.

H

where I use



. Some typeset systems don’t include



, and everyone who uses

• I put in the subscript ∂R, while most people don’t. You are supposed to know what is being integrated over. I
like to remind myself.
~ is ~n dA. This is another typical shortcut. It orients the tiny differentials of area, dA, by
• The meaning of d A
incorporating the outward pointing normal into it.
• The notation Qinc is intended to mean the total charge inside (included in, so inc) V.
• The ε0 is a constant called the permittivity of free space. Look it up.
The surface integral captures the total field emanating from the region R. Note that external fields could exist,
but an external field line that enters the region also exits, and the net effect is that it cancels. Gauss’s law says that
the total field emanating from the region is proportional to the charge inside the region, and 1/ε0 is the constant of
proportionality.
The corresponding differential form is
→
ρ
∇ ·E~ = .
ε0
In this version, ρ is the charge density, or the charge per unit volume. The equation says that electric fields emanate
from charges.

12.5.2

Gauss’s law of magnetism

This is pretty clearly the simplest of Maxwell’s equations. The table has
∂V

~ A
~=0
B·d
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Comments on the notation:

• See the comments on Gauss’s law of electric fields. Many of them apply here as well.
This law is usually summarized by saying there are no magnetic monopoles. What that means is that every
north magnetic pole has an attached south magnetic pole, and vice versa. If you could separate a collection of
north poles in one place and the corresponding south poles in another, nearby place, you could put a surface around
each, and get a net magnetic field from the north poles to the south poles. (That, by convention, is the direction of
magnetic fields.) Since electric charges can exist by themselves, it puzzles physicists why the same cannot happen
with magnetic poles. As of 2019, there is no experimental evidence for the existence of any magnetic monopoles.
There are, however, collections of particles that can act like magnetic monopoles in certain very restricted situations,
called spin ices.
The differential form of this equation is
→
~ = 0.
∇ ·B
Its interpretation is that there are no isolated sources for magnetic fields, that is, no magnetic monopoles.

12.5.3

Faraday’s law of induction

If you set the derivative with respect to t to zero (which is what electrostatics assumes), the table entry becomes
I
~ A
~=0
E·d
∂S

Comments on the notation:

• The surface ∂S in my integral is a two-dimensional surface existing in three dimensions, like we encountered
in Stokes’ theorem. I use it because it gives the proper orientation for T~ .
~ while you could use ~n dA. It
• The table uses d~`, you could use T~ ds. This is analogous to the table using d A
combines two ideas into one notation.
As stated here, the law says that electric fields have no net circulation in them. A single point charge has a radial
field, and we have verified that such fields have no rotation. Add in more charges, all with radial fields, and the
circulation of the sum of all those charges is the sum of the circulations of the individual pieces, which is still zero,
and the field resulting from the sum of all the charges is the sum of the individual fields. The final field then has no
circulation.
The differential form for electrostatics is
→
∇ ×E~ = 0
which says that electric fields radiate directly out from charges, without any rotation, just as above.

12.5.4

Ampère’s law

We already had this one. If we ignore the time derivative again, we get that the table has
I
"
~
~ S~
vecB·` = µ0
J·d
∂S

Comments on the notation:
• Check out the comments on Faraday’s law.

S
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• The surface S is the type encountered in Stokes’ theorem.
• The notation d~` is T~ ds, combined for simplicity.
• The current density J~ becomes the total current J~enc passing through S .
Since we covered this in the notes on this chapter, there isn’t much more to say. You can check out more on J in
the notes.
The differential form of this equation is
→
~ = µ0 J~
∇ ×B
which says that currents (moving electric charges) produce rings of magnetic fields around them.
The time derivative terms show that a time-varying electric field produces a magnetic field. It is the interaction
between the time-varying electric and magnetic fields causing each other that allows light (and electromagnetic
waves in general), to propagate.
Mugsy: No homework on this section! I can’t believe it!
Albert: Wait until physics. There will be plenty there.
Mugsy: But I’m not taking physics.

12.5.5

For the benefit of those taking physics

Here are a few items that you will find handy.
Mugsy: I’m outta here.

Calculations
~ and E.
~ But in order to simplify what you are going
You use the integral forms of Maxwell’s equations to calculate B
to have to do, you want to set up the curves and (particularly!) the surfaces the right way to help evaluating the
integrals. This involves the directions and the magnitudes of the fields.
• Always set up curves and surfaces in such a way that the field is either parallel or perpendicular to the curve
or surface. This makes the dot products simple, and often zero (which is really easy to integrate!).
• Set up the curves and surfaces so that the magnitude of the field is constant on the curve or surface.
• When you do this, you find that the thing you are integrating becomes a constant (the magnitude of the field,
which is what you want) or zero. The integral is then just the constant times the length of the portion of the
curve or area of the portion of the surface for which the dot product is non-zero. This is so much easier than
going through the whole arc length or surface integral thing.
Well, that’s the end. Say good-bye, everyone.
Mugsy: Bye.
Dudley: I thought you had left, Mugsy.
Mugsy: You have to stay around for the curtain call.
Dudley: Bye.
Albert: Bye-bye.

Answers to Homework Exercises
Chapter 8
Homework #1
Exercises.
1. (a) Three-dimensional function, so it takes four dimensions to graph it. (b) Five-dimensional function, so it
takes six dimensions to graph it.
2. (a) Four-dimensional function, so it takes five dimensions to graph it. (b) Eight-dimensional function, so it takes
nine dimensions to graph it.
3. (a) Partial with respect to x is 6 x2 − 10 x y; partial with respect to y is −5 x2 − 6 y5 . (b) Partial with respect
to x is y3 (3 x − y2 ) + 3 x y3 ; partial with respect to y is 3 x y2 (3 x − y2 ) − 2 x y4 (c) Partial with respect to x is
2
Arcsin( yx ) + r x ; partial with respect to y is − rx
y

2

1− x2

y2

y

2

1− x2
y

4. (a) Partial with respect to x is 14 x + 27 x2 y2 ; partial with respect to y is 18 x3 y − 10 y4 . (b) Partial with re3
3 )[ey ]−(x ey ) [4]
ey ]−(x ey )[−15 y2 ]
; partial with respect to y is (4 x−5 y )[x
(c) Partial with respect to x is
spect to x is (4 x−5(4y x−5
y3 )2
(4 x−5 y3 )2
x
x
x
x
x
2
2
3
2
y sec( y ) tan( y ); partial with respect to y is 3 y sec( y ) + y sec( y ) tan( y ) (−x/y )
ρ
(b) Partial with re5. (a) Partial with respect to ρ is ln(Arctan(θ)); partial with respect to θ is (1+θ2 ) Arctan(θ)
spect to p is V; partial with respect to V is p, partial with respect to T is −n r. (c) Partial with respect to x is
2 x y (x y − z2 )4 + 4 x2 y2 (x y − z2 )3 ; partial with respect to y is x2 (x y − z2 )4 + 4 x3 y (x y − z2 )3 ; partial with respect
to z is −8 x2 y (x y − z2 )3 z
sin(θ)
6. (a) Partial with respect to ρ is ρ (1+ln(ρ)
(b) Partial with respect
2 ) ; partial with respect to θ is Arctan(ln(ρ)) cos(θ)
(1+(v1 v2 )/c2 ) [1]−(v1 +v2 )[v2 /c2 ]
; partial with respect to v2 is
(1+(v1 v2 )/c2 )2
2
2
(1+(v1 v2 )/c [1]−(v1 +v2 )[v1 /c ]
x z2 2
(c) Partial with respect to x is − sin( y+z
) z /(y + z); partial with
(1+(v1 v2 )/c2 )2
2
2
x z]−(x z2 ) [1]
xz
xz
− sin( y+z
) x z2 (−1)(y + z)−2 (1); partial with respect to z is − sin( y+z
) ( (y+z) [2(y+z)
)
2

to v1 is

respect to y is

7. Varies with the student.
Homework #2
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #3
Exercises.
1. (a) f xx = 12 x2 y5 , f xy = 20 x3 y4 , fyy = 20 x4 y3
2 2

1
x,

3

fyy = 0

(c) f xx = −2 (1+xy 2 xy2 )2 ,

fyy = 0

(c) f xx = − x12 , f xy = 0,

3

−1+x y
x y
f xy = − (1+x
2 y2 )2 , fyy = −2 (1+x2 y2 )2

2. (a) f xx = 2 y5 , f xy = 10 x y4 , fyy = 20 x2 y3
fyy = − y12
3. Varies with the student.

(b) f xx = − xy2 , f xy =

yx
(b) f xx = −2 (1+x
2 )2 , f xy =

Homework #4
262

1
,
1+x2
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Exercises.
1. f (x, y) = y − 2/x has f (x, y) = 0 as a level set, which is the same as y = 2/x. Another option is f (x, y) = x y,
which has x y = 2 as a level set, which is the same as y = 2/x.
2. f (x, y) = y − x has y − x = 5 as a level set, which is the same as y = x + 5. Another function is f (x, y) = y/(x + 5)
which has y/(x + 5) = 1 as a level set, also the same as y = x + 5.
Homework #5
Exercises.
1. Implicit. The variable z on the left also occurs on the right.
2. Explicit. The variable w occurs only once in the equation, and it is by itself on the left side.
18 x5 y4 −14 x y5
−4 x3 y3 −24 x5 y7
3. (a) −2 yx (b) − 12
(c) − 1−3
x6 y3 −35 x2 y4
x4 y2 −28 x6 y6
2

4. (a)

2 (x y )
x2 y4
− y e (x y2−3
)
2 xye
−4 x3 y3

(b) −

cos( yx )
y

+

sin( yx ) y
x2

−

cos( yx ) x
y2

x2 +y2

−

sin( yx )
x

x
(c) 2 (x2 +y2 ) (1−2

y
)
x2 +y2

5. − y3
6. Varies
 with the student.

10 x4 +8 x y3 −5 y7
10 x4 +8 x y3 −5 y7
2 2
6
3
3
2
6



 (12 x y −35 x y ) [40 x +8 y +24 x y (− 12 x2 y2 −35 x y6 )−35 y (− 12 x2 y2 −35 x y6 )] 

7. − 



(12 x2 y2 −35 x y6 )2




4
3
4
3
7
10 x +8 x y −5 y7
10 x +8 x y −5 y
6
5
4
3
7
2
2




 (10 x +8 x y −5 y ) [(24 x y +24 x y (− 12 x2 y2 −35 x y6 ))+−35 y −210 x y (− 12 x2 y2 −35 x y6 )] 
+

2 y2 −35 x y6 )2


(12
x




3 x y+3 x2 sin(y2 )
3
e
3 e3 x y+3 x2 sin(y2 )
3
x
3
2
3
x
3
x
2
2
2



 (e +x cos(y ) 2 y) [(9 e y+3 e (− e3 x +x3 cos(y2 ) 2 y ))+(6 x sin(y )+3 x (− sin(y ) 2 y (− e3 x +x3 cos(y2 ) 2 y )))] 

8. − 

3
x
3
2
2


(e +x cos(y ) 2 y)




3
x
2
2
3
x
2
3 e y+3 x sin(y )
3 e y+3 x sin(y2 )
3x
2
2
3x
2
2
3
2
2
3
2



 (3 e y+3 x sin(y )) [3 e +(3 x cos(y ) 2 y)+(x −sin(y ) (2 y) (− e3 x +x3 cos(y2 ) 2 y ))+(x cos(y ) 2 (− e3 x +x3 cos(y2 ) 2 y ))] 

+



(e3 x +x3 cos(y2 ) 2 y)2


xy

z e −3 x sin y
9. − 9 18
x z2 e x y −3 x z cos y

2

z/(x+y z)+7/(1+(y+x z) )
10. − 1/(x+y
z)+7 z/(1+(y+x z)2 )

Homework #6
There are no exercises in this homework set.

Chapter 9
Homework #7
Exercises.
1. (a) There is a relative min at the point (−3, −2), with value of −5. (b) There is a saddle point at (−3, 2), with
value 11. (c) There is a relative min at (3, −2), with value −5. (d) There is a saddle point at (0, 0) with value 0,
and a relative min at (2, 2) with value −4.
2. (a) There is a relative min at (−1, −2), with value 1. (b) There is a saddle point at (−1, 2), with value 17. (c)
There is a relative min at (1, −2) with value 1. (d) There are saddle points at (1/2, 1/4) with value 1/2 and at
(−1/2, −1/4) with√value −1/2. √
2
2
3. (a) c = 12 −A+ AB +4 B t , 12 −A− AB +4 B t (b) You want the positive square root, because c should be a positive
number.
√
(c) c = −1834.446263 + 2534.659463 0.5238063398 + 0.0007890606332 t
4. Since you can tell how much (at a minimum) recording time there is on a cassette tape, once you know how much
time has elapsed, you can tell the minimum amount of time left.
Homework #8
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Exercises.
1. −57
2. 23
Homework #9
Exercises.
1. 3.832494443 minutes, or 229.9496666 seconds. The times listed for 1975 are 231.0 and 229.4, which are fairly
close.
2. 3.798141443 minutes, or 227.8884866 seconds. The times listed for 1981 are 228.5, 228.4 and 227.3, again
reasonably close.

Chapter 10
Homework #10
Exercises.p
1. vesc = 2 (6.672 × 10−11 ) 5.99 × 1024 /6380000 m/s ≈ 11.2 km/sec ≈ 25000 mph
2. F sun = −.4444444444×10−22 G M sun Mmoon and Fearth = −.6746500253×10−17 G Mearth Mmoon , so F sun /Fearth =
2.19373. So, the sun attracts the moon more than twice as much as the earth does.
3. (a) v01 = 1696.426809 (b) vorb = 7823.207318 (c) v02 = 8005.025713 (d) 6308.598904
4. (a) Converges, since the exponential dominates (wins) (b) Diverges, since ln x doesn’t grow fast enough. (c)
Converges, since the exponential dominates, and cosine doesn’t grow at all. (d) Converges, since it doesn’t blow
up fast enough to diverge (1/3<1). (e) Converges, since logs are too wimpy to create divergence. But a better
reason is that the indefinite integral is x*ln(x)-x+C, and the limit of that as x → 0 does exist (it clearly exists at
x=1).
5. (a) 29786.39314 (b) .9424777962 × 1012 (c) .3164121926 × 108 seconds = 366.2178154 days
b
6. (a) Diverges (b) Diverges (c) a2 +b
(d) 3/2 (e) e−1 (f) π
2
Homework #11
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #12
Exercises.
1. The calculated mass turns out to be negative.
2. Mass of fuel = M0 − Me . Total mass of rocket is M0 + P. The mass fraction is then (M0 − Me )/(M0 + P) =
(1 − Me /M0 )/(1 + P/M0 ) = (1 − S )/(1 + P/M0 ).
3. ∆v = 664685.3562 mph √
√
4. The largest value is 3/16 ∗ 3, occurring at ±(1/2, 3/2).
5. The maximum value is 14, at the point (3, −2, 1), and the minimum value is −14, at the point (−3, 2, −1).
6. The nearest to the origin are the points (0, 0, 1) and (0, 0, −1).
7. The minimum value is 768, occurring at (4, 4, 4).
8. The maximum value is 12, occurring at (4, 4, 4).
9. The maximum value is 15, occurring
at (2, 2, 1). The minimum value is −3,
√ occurring at (−2, −2, 1).
√
10. The maximum value is 2 at ±( 2, 1) and the minimum value is −2 at ±( 2, −1).
Homework #13
Exercises.
1. (a) 42124.32114 m/s (b) 43586.02346
m/s, or 97440.91405 mph
√
2. (a) 21 (b) 6 (c) 0 (d) 14 (2 2 − 1) (e) 100/3
R
R
R
R
~ = M dx + N dy. (b) dR = (dx, dy, dz), so F~ · dR
~ = M dx + N dy + P dz.
3. (a) dR = (dx, dy), so γ F~ · dR
γ
γ
γ
Homework #14
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Exercises.
1. The vector form is (x, y) = (2, 1) + t (3, 5), so x(t) = 2 + 3 t, y(t) = 1 + 5 t.
27
2. 28
3. (a) (4 x − 3 y, −3 x + 10 y) (b) (−3 sin(x3 ) x2 , 3 cos(y3 z2 ) y2 z2 , 2 cos(y3 z2 ) y3 z)
(c) 4 y e4 x y−5 z , 4 x e4 x√y−5 z , −5 e4 x y−5 z )
4. (a) −12/5 (b) 8/ 6
√
√
→
→
20~ı+12 ~
2~ı−3 ~
5. (a) ∇ f = 20~ı + 12 ~ (b) 20~
(c) 20~ı + 12 ~ = 544 (d) ∇ f · 2~
= 4/ 13 > 0, so Dudley was
| ı+12 ~|
| ı−3 ~|
going uphill.

Chapter 11
Homework #15
Exercises.
563
1. (a) 5 (b) −5 (c) 6 (d) 1575
≈ .3574603175 (e) 33 (f) 10 (g) Changing the sign, doubling, and adding 5
affects the average in the same way. However, taking reciprocals and squaring does not affect the average the same
way.
1
2. (a) e−1
(b) π2 (c) π2 (d) Because the sine curve and the cosine curve between 0 and π/2 are identical, only run
backwards: sin(x) = cos(π/2 − x).
Homework #16
Exercises.
1. (a) 12 (b) 56 (c) 22
15
2. (a) 73 (b) 32 (c) 14
9 (d) 4
Homework #17
Exercises.
−1
1.( −3
14 , 7 )
2. The answers include the regions in between the curves. Note that the axes are not scaled the same.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Homework #18
Exercise.
1
1. (a) 24
(b)

1
24

(c) 2

(d) 3456

(c)
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Homework #19
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #20
Exercises.
√
√
√
√
√
√
1. (a) ( 3, 1) (b) (−2, −2 3) (c) (− 32 2, − 32 2) (d) (3 2, −3 2)
√
√
5π
2. (a) {( 2, π4 + 2 π n), (− 2, 54π + 2 π n)} (b) {(2, −π
6 + 2 π n), (−2, 6 + 2 π n)} (c) {(1, π + 2 π n), (−1, 2 π + 2 π n)}
(d) {(5, 2 π n), (−5, π + 2 π )}
Homework #21
Exercises.
1.At θ = 0 and θ = π, the values of r are 2 b + 2 a and 2 b − 2 a. These will be different, since we assume that a is
not 0.
2. The equation for the limaçon is r = 2 b + 2 a cos(θ). The central loop is caused by the values of θ near π, and the
maximum distance of the central loop from the origin is at θ = π. The value of r then is 2 b − 2 a. Since a > b, this
is negative, and the distance the inner loop gets from the origin is then 2*a-2*b. As b increases, this gets smaller,
meaning the central loop shrinks.
Homework #22
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #23
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #24
Exercises.
√
√
1. (1/ 2, π/6), (1/ 2, 5 π/6), and the origin.
Homework #25
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #26
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #27
Exercises.
1. (a) (2, −1
8 , 1) (b) 208
Homework #28

(c) 22

(d) 4734

There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #29
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #30
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #31
Exercise.
1. (a) 6617
(b) 81
360
16
Homework #32
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #33
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #34
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There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #35
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #36
There are no exercises in this homework set.
Homework #37
Exercises.
1. The center of mass of the water before it is pumped is assumed to be at x = 0. After it has been pumped, the center
of mass is then L + (H/2) feet up. The total volume of water moved is π R2 H, with a weight (force) of 62.4 π R2 H.
The product of these is the work: (L + (H/2)) (62.4 π R2 H)
2. The center of mass of the region is D feet below the surface. The pressure at the center of mass is then 62.4 D.
The area of the region is π a2 . The total force is 62.4 D π a2 .

Chapter 12

Index
Averages
continuous case, 123–125
discrete case, 123
mean value theorem and, 129–130
RMS, 128–129
two-dimensional, 137–139
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